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person meeting in Chengdu, China as originally planned, we will have an online conference on October 24 
and 25 using Zoom. 
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special chat rooms on selected topics for interested participants to exchange their experiences and lessons 
learned from research and practical work, as well as to review and explore the best and most efficient 
techniques for the development of reliable, secure, and trustworthy systems.  

 
In addition to 26 papers in the conference proceedings published by IEEE, seven papers are recommended 

to the International Journal of Performability Engineering (IJPE), an Ei-indexed journal. These papers 
cover a broad spectrum from security, safety, reliability, to quality assurance of systems and software. There 
are also two keynote speeches: 
 
• Faults, Failures, and Vulnerabilities: What are the Trends and How Do We Make Progress? by Dr. D. 

Richard Kuhn from US National Institute of Standards and Technology 
 
• Human-Machine Pair Programming: An Intelligent and Automated Approach for Software 

Productivity and Reliability by Professor Shaoying Liu from Hiroshima University, Japan 
 

ISSSR 2020 is technically sponsored by the IEEE Reliability Society and organized by the University of 
Electronic Science and Technology of China. 

 
We would like to thank the organizing and the local committees for managing all the logistics, program 

committee for evaluating papers and accepting those of high quality, and more importantly all the attendees 
for their participation and support. We hope that you will benefit from the technical papers and their 
presentations. We also hope that you enjoy the online discussions with your colleagues.  
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Keynote Speech 1 
 

Faults, Failures, and Vulnerabilities: What are the  
Trends and How Do We Make Progress? 

 
Dr. D. Richard Kuhn, IEEE Fellow, Associate Editor of IEEE Transactions on Reliability, 
Computer Security Division, National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, 
Maryland, USA 
 
Abstract 
 

Studying trends in system vulnerabilities shows some degree of progress, but it is slow. At the same time, 
we see bugs ranging from user annoyances to major security flaws in much consumer software. How are 
ordinary bugs and security vulnerabilities related Vulnerability studies show that about two thirds of 
vulnerabilities are the result of ordinary coding errors, not security-specific flaws. But other studies have 
found little or no correlation between bugs and later vulnerabilities. How can both lines of research be 
correct? If most vulnerabilities are caused by regular coding errors, why isn’t there a stronger correlation 
between the two? In this talk, we’ll show that there really is no conflict, and the explanation points to ways 
of reducing ordinary errors as well as security flaws. 
 
About the Speaker 
 

Rick Kuhn is a computer scientist in the Computer Security Division of the National Institute of Standards 
and Technology and is a Fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE). He has 
authored three books and more than 150 papers on information security, empirical studies of software 
failure, and combinatorial methods in software testing, and co-developed the role based access control 
model (RBAC) used worldwide. Before joining NIST, he worked as a software developer with NCR 
Corporation and the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory. He received an MS in computer 
science from the University of Maryland College Park. 
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Keynote Speech 2 
 

Human-Machine Pair Programming: An Intelligent and 
Automated Approach for Software  

Productivity and Reliability 
 

Professor Shaoying Liu, IEEE Fellow, BCS Fellow, Associate Editor of IEEE Transactions 
on Reliability, School of Informatics and Data Science, Hiroshima University, Japan 
 
Abstract 
 

Pair programming is one of the promising techniques advocated in agile development paradigm, but it 
tends to be more costly than one person-based programming and to lack a rigorous principle for governing 
the cooperation of the two programmers. In our recent work on Agile Formal Engineering Methods, we put 
forward a novel technique called Software Construction Monitoring and Predicting (SCMP) to study an 
intelligent and automatic approach to human-machine pair programming (HMPP). Its aim is to 
automatically, dynamically monitor the process of software construction for fault detection and to predict 
the possible future contents of the software towards its error- free completion based on existing 
programming experiences and knowledge. This research field is still in its beginning and there are many 
challenging issues to be addressed. 

 
In this talk, I will first discuss the theoretical foundation and frameworks for Software Construction 

Monitoring and Predicting (SCMP) for HMPP. I will then discuss with examples how it can be applied to 
support specification construction and program construction, respectively. Finally, I will talk about some 
challenging issues to be addressed in the future. 
 
About the Speaker 
 

Shaoying Liu is a Professor of Software Engineering at Hiroshima University, Japan, IEEE Fellow, and 
BCS Fellow. He received the Ph.D in Computer Science from the University of Manchester, U.K in 1992. 
His research interests include Formal Engineering Methods for Software Development, Specification 
Verification and Validation, Specification-based Program Inspection, Automatic Specification-based 
Testing, Testing-Based Formal Verification, and Intelligent Software Engineering Environments. He has 
published a book entitled "Formal Engineering for Industrial Software Development" with Springer-Verlag, 
12 edited conference proceedings, and over 200 academic papers in refereed journals and international 
conferences. He proposed to use the terminology of "Formal Engineering Methods" in 1997, and has 
established Formal Engineering Methods as a research area based on his extensive research on the SOFL 
(Structured Object-Oriented Formal Language) method since 1989, and the development of ICFEM 
conference series since 1997. In recent years, he has served as the General Chair of ICFEM 2017, the Chair 
of ICECCS Steering Committee, and a PC member for numerous international conferences. He is an 
Associate Editor for IEEE Transactions on Reliability and a member of JSSST and IPSJ. 
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Abstract—Research on the fault is a systematic project, which
mainly includes fault detection, identification, and fault handling.
The system fault is often manifested in the form of abnormal data
(anomaly). However, the traditional fault analysis, such as fault
tree analysis (FTA), cannot explore the potential system anomaly.
Therefore, it is necessary to combine the FTA with anomaly
detection together. Currently, machine learning has been applied
to the anomaly detection field widely. But simultaneously, it is
unable to determine whether the anomaly is caused by the system
fault. Focusing on fault detection and identification, this paper
represents a novel approach that associates the application of
machine learning in anomaly detection with the FTA organically
to determine the characteristics of the anomaly. The effectiveness
of the approach is verified through an illustrative example.
Finally, we introduce the next stage of work about fault handling.

Index Terms—Safety, FTA, Anomaly detection, Machine learn-
ing

I. INTRODUCTION

When human society enters industry 4.0 (so named after

the fourth industrial revolution), the frequent occurrence of

accidents seriously restrict the economic development and

social stability or even threaten the survival of human beings.

Therefore, safety science plays an increasingly crucial role in

engineering field, which contains food safety, nuclear safety,

chemical safety, aviation safety, etc. For the safety attribute,

from the academic perspective, we give one precise and

professional definition. Safety is the minimization of risk and

epistemic uncertainty associated with unwanted outcomes that

are severe enough to be seen as harmful [? ],i.e.,the probability

of the system functioning correctly without any fault through

a safe procedure called safety [? ]. In the past half-century, the

loss of human beings was serious due to the neglect of safety.

For example, the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster initiated

by the tsunami in 2011 [? ] was one example where the experts

of the nuclear facility failed to foresee the meteorological

factor which would result in accidents.

A. Review of system safety evaluation methods

Reliability engineering originated from the 1920s, which

included system fault breeding, propagation, repair, prediction,

etc. Since the 1980s, as a great development in the research

of the safety field, these research results have been widely

applied to communications, aviation, transportation, etc. There

are a lot of classical safety assessment methods that help

experts to perform reliability and safety analysis. The Failure

Modes Effects and Critically Analysis (FMECA) [? ] is one of

them which takes all possible effects combinations of single

component failure mode into consideration. Besides, the fault

tree analysis (FTA) [? ] is another approach that is used to

determine system dependability. In the fault tree, the logical

connections among faults and their causes are illustrated

graphically and inductively. It means safety experts can work

backward from the top event towards the leaves of the tree to

determine the root cause of the top event [? ]. Furthermore,

1
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some models based on dependability analysis and application

of FTA in MBDA generated quickly. Hierarchically Performed

Hazard Origin & Propagation Studies or HiP-HOPS [? ?
]is one of the more advanced compositional model-based

dependability analysis techniques. It can generate fault trees,

FMEA tables, and perform quantitative analysis [? ? ].

Meanwhile, countries gradually focus on the fault mode

analysis to reduce the failure probability. The existing ap-

proaches of Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) are clas-

sified into two parts: static probabilistic safety evaluation and

dynamic probabilistic safety evaluation. The former mainly

includes fault tree analysis and reliability block diagram. The

dynamic safety evaluation is about the Markov transfer process

(Continuous-Time Markov Chains, Semi-Markov Process, and

Regenerative Process) [? ], Numerical methods (Monte Carlo

Simulations and Petri Network method) [? ].

Based on the above analysis, we conclude that fault mode

analysis such as FTA plays a vital role in fault analysis. In

the engineering field, system fault is usually manifested in the

form of abnormal data. However, the FTA method is unable to

detect the abnormal data in the system. Meanwhile, machine

learning methods which cannot analyze system fault have good

effects on the anomaly detection. From this perspective, it

is necessary to combine anomaly detection with fault tree

analysis together. This paper presents a novel approach that

associates the application of machine learning in anomaly

detection with dynamic fault tree analysis organically to con-

duct fault analysis including determining the characteristics of

anomalies and calculating the top event probability. Then we

demonstrate the determining process through one illustrative

example.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

FTA, a top-down analysis method, was invented in 1961

in Bell Laboratories which was to help in the design of

US Air Force’s Minuteman missile system. After its birth,

it has been applied to many fields, including the automotive,

aerospace, and nuclear industries [? ? ]. It adopts static logic

and graphical methods to express the logical relationship

between the events. The fault tree defines the causes of the

system failure mode or top event in terms of component failure

and human errors which are represented by basic events [? ].

Traditional static fault tree includes top event, basic evens,

intermediate events, and logic gates.

As the wide application of various control and fault-tolerant

techniques, many systems exhibit a variety of dynamic char-

acteristics, such as dependency, polymorphism, and random-

ness. Traditional static fault tree cannot deal with the logical

relationship among the components related to the dynamic

characteristics, so it is impossible to analyze the system with

dynamic characteristics and temporal relationship. Therefore,

in 1992, Professor J.B.Dugan firstly proposed the definition of

the dynamic fault tree [? ]. The dynamic fault tree is the most

prominent dynamic extension of SFTs that enable a fault tree

to capture sequence-dependent dynamic behavior [? ]. Based

on the existing function of the static fault tree, new logic gates

FDEPT

A B

FDEPT

A B

(a) Functional Dependency gate

C

B

(b) PAND

SEQ

T

A B C

(c) SEQ

A

Fig. 1: FDEP, PAND, SEQ

C

       HSP

A S

C

       CSP

A S

C

       WSP

A S

Fig. 2: HSP, CSP, WSP

including Functional Dependency gate (FDEP), Priority-AND

gate (PAND), Sequence Enforcing gate (SEQ), Hot Spare gate

(HSP), Cold Spare gate (CSP), and Warm Spare gate (WSP)

are added. Several types of typical dynamic logic gates are

illustrated in the following parts.

1) FDEP consists of a triggering event and several relevant

events. In Fig.1(a), where T represents a triggering event,

A and B are relevant events.

2) PAND describes the sequence of events when events

must occur in a specific sequence. As shown in Fig.1(b),

A, and B are input events of PAND gate, C is the

output event. Event C can happen only when event A

occurs before event B. Furthermore, the SEQ gate is an

extension of the PAND gate. Input events must occur

from left to right under one particular sequence (from

A to C in Fig.1(c)).

3) Redundant backups of key performances are usually

performed in the system with high-reliability require-

ments. Some system redundant components do not work

normally only when working components fail. In that

case, the backup can be divided into Hot spare, Cold

spare, and Warm spare, their corresponding logic gate

are respectively HSP, CSP, and WSP.

III. CONTRIBUTIONS OF OUR WORK

In the safety science domain, research work on system

fault is a systematic project, which mainly divides into two

parts: fault detection, identification, and fault handling. Under

normal circumstances, the system fault is often manifested in

the form of abnormal data. However, the FTA method cannot

explore the potential system anomalies while the system is

2
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running. Therefore, it is reasonable to combine the FTA

method with anomaly detection together. Currently, machine

learning has already been applied to the anomaly detection

field widely. But simultaneously, it is unable to determine

whether the abnormal data is caused by the system fault.

From this perspective, for the fault detection and identifica-

tion part, this paper presents a novel approach that combines

the application of machine learning in anomaly detection with

the fault tree analysis organically to determine the character-

istics of the anomaly. Then we demonstrate the process of

determining whether the anomaly is caused by system fault

through an illustrative example of an Aircraft Fuel Distribution

System.

Finally, if we have already determined the abnormal data

is caused by the system fault, we would introduce the fault

handling process for the fault handling part.

IV. THE DEMONSTRATION OF ANOMALY DETECTION AND

FAULT DETERMINATION PROCESS

Aimed at illustrating the fault determining process intu-

itively, a simplified version of an Aircraft Fuel Distribution

System (AFDS) in [? ] is used. The structure of the fuel

system is shown in Fig.3, which can store and distribute fuel.

Obviously, the structure is symmetric, we only consider the

fuel flow path of Port Engine.

We describe the fault tree of the aviation fuel system in

Fig.5, E1 to E7 represent FTP.Electronic fail, FTP.Controlling

valve fail, FTV Plug, Fuel pipeline Plug, FT.outlet close, FT

leaked, CLP fault respectively, and I1 to I3 represent no fuel

flow through FTV, no fuel flow from the front tank, the fuel

level of front tank is too low respectively [? ].

In normal condition, the Front Tank keeps providing fuel to

the Port Engine, without deriving any fuel from the Central

Reservation Tank. Until time interval 8, the fuel level of the

Front Tank drops to 55%, where it derives fuel from the

Fig. 4: Data distribution of the fuel system

Central Tank. The fuel consumption process is shown in Fig.5

(a).

To illustrate our presented approach is feasible, we describe

an abnormal condition that the fuel omission of the Port

Engine exists at time interval 12. After time interval 12, the

system sensors detect a cluster of abnormal data by the OC-

SVM algorithm. The data distribution of the fuel system is

shown in Fig.4 and the variation of fuel tank level is shown

in Fig.5(b).

Then according to the fault tree created by safety experts

and the calculation of component correlation parameters, we

draw the conclusion that the abnormal data is caused by the

omission fuel of the front tank, which is the system fault.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In the future, our research would focus on the fault handling

part. When the system fault is determined, to avoid NP
problems, R. Gulati, J.B. Dugan [? ] proposed a solution

that we can modularize the fault tree and decompose it into

independent sub-modules. In general, it is decomposed into

independent dynamic subtrees and static subtrees by Depth-

first Left-most(DFLM) algorithm [? ]. Then we use the Binary

Decision Diagram (BDD) method to get the minimum cut-

set and calculate the probability of the top event in each

static subtree. Markov transfer process can be applied to the

quantitative analysis of the dynamic subtrees that represents

the failure of some system components. Therefore, a fault

mode can be obtained according to all transfers on the Markov

transfer chain and the corresponding sequence of occurrence.

We can calculate the occurrence probability of the top event in

the dynamic fault tree by synthesizing the analysis results of

static subtrees and dynamic subtrees. The complete analysis

process is illustrated in Fig.7.

Finally, we will utilize one case study of the Integrated

Modular Avionics (IMA) core processing structure to verify

the effectiveness of our future work. However, one challenge

of this work would be the availability of real-time operational

data.
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Fig. 5: Fuel Consumption Diagram of different scenarios
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Abstract—The scale and complexity of software in modern
avionics systems are growing fast. It becomes a challenge to
develop such kind of software systems satisfying both high safety
and reliability requirements. This paper presents a framework of
automatic test case generation for avionics software form formal
requirement models. We introduced a specific formal model of
VRM (Variable Relation Model), which is used for modeling
the requirements of avionics software, from which control tree
structures are established. Different model test coverage criteria
are defined according to the DO-178C standard to simplified the
control tree structure, and test path constraint selection methods
are proposed based on those criteria. Through performing
domain error test case selection, test cases are generated for
each path constraint selected, which makes up a test case set for
the requirement. At last, to demonstrate how we generate test
cases form a requirement model, a case study is given.

Index Terms—Test case generation, Requirements-based test-
ing, Formal requirements model, Avionics

I. INTRODUCTION

The avionics system is a typical software-based safety-

critical system. The development of modern avionics software

is a time-consuming and costly process. In the development of

such software projects, software verification and software vali-

dation phase (V&V) consume about 50% -70% of the software

development resources [1]. V&V technology includes various

types of software analysis, review and testing technologies.

In comparison, software testing technology is still a widely

used low-cost software verification technology in the field of

avionics. With the rapid growth of the scale and complexity of

avionics software, and the gradual promotion and application

of model-based systems/software engineering [2], traditional

avionics software testing technology is facing more and more

challenges, such as: how to generate an effective set of test

cases based on a requirement model automatically, and how to

integrate formal methods in test technology, etc., which can not

only reduce the cost of software development but also improve

the quality of software testing, improve software safety and

reliability.

From the perspective of system engineering and software

engineering, a complete, consistent and well-organized avion-

ics software requirements product is the core of improving

avionics software quality and reducing development costs.

In the DO178-C ”Software Considerations in Certification of

Airborne Systems and Equipment” issued by RTCA [3], it

emphasizes the development of various development activities

with multi-level requirements as the core and defines test

standards for different safety-critical software. And in the

latest DO-333 annex [6], formal methods [7] are introduced

to supplement and replace the traditional avionics software

analysis and verification technology. The formal models built

in the requirements stage can provide accurate requirements

semantic information for subsequent system analysis and ef-

fective generation of test cases.

The work of this paper proposes an automated generation

method of software test case technology based on the formal

requirements model in the field of avionics. Among them,

the formal requirements model is the avionics Requirements

model (VRM: Variable Relations Model) based on the formal

table model established in other projects related to the work

of this article. Based on the requirements semantic model

accurately defined by VRM, we analyzed the path structure in

the VRM requirements model, get the control tree structures

of the requirement model, and defined model test coverage

criteria according to the test standards for different safety-

critical software specified in the DO-178C. For each path

constraint, we propose an error based test point select method

to found out the test points in these paths that were most likely
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to find typical errors of the software.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II

outlines the relevant background knowledge of this work,

including DO-178C avionics software standard and model-

based system/software engineering(MBSE: Model-Based Sys-

tem/Software Engineering). Section III describes the overall

framework of the project description and automatic test case

generation method of this work. Then in section IV, the

semantic mapping relationship between the model elements

of the formal requirements model VRM and the control tree

structures is given, and to reduce the number of test cases three

model test converge criteria are defined. Section V introduces

the method of the domain error based test case selection

strategy. Then in section VI, the approach is illustrated by

an example.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Avionics Software and DO-178 (B/C) Standard

Because the Avionics system is a typical safety-critical

system, compared to errors introduced during the design or

implementation phase, errors in avionics software require-

ments are more likely to have an important impact on the

safety of these critical systems. Therefore, in the DO-178B

”Software Considerations in Certification of Airborne Sys-

tems and Equipment” issued by RTCA in 1992, the focus

of avionics software development was given with processes

and objectives as the core concepts. Among them, system

requirements, High-level software requirements and low-level

software requirements are top priorities in avionics software

development. In 2012, DO178B was upgraded to DO-178C,

adding support for high-level modeling (DO-331 standard),

object-oriented (DO-332 standard), and formal methods (DO-

333 standard), and further introduced the two-way traceability

mechanism with requirements as the core. Formal methods are

a type of mathematical techniques used to develop computer

hardware and software systems. They are usually divided into

three major types of methods: model checking, proof of the

theorem, and abstract interpretation. The rigor of mathematical

methods can support model analysis at different levels involved

in the life cycle of computer system R&D projects. Especially

in the stage of requirements and architecture design, formal

methods can be used to accurately acquire, explain and de-

scribe requirements and their corresponding constraints. The

Requirements model VRM used in the work of this paper is

based on the core semantics of the four-variable model [8] and

is a formal model after domain-oriented tailoring for avionics

software. Its detailed description will be given in section IV.

B. Model-based system/software engineering (MBSE)

Model-based system/software engineering (MBSE) is a type

of methodology for the design and implementation of complex

systems and software that has been applied and promoted in

the industry in the past decade. The core idea of MBSE is

to establish system/software models at different development

stages (such as requirements, design, architecture, implemen-

tation, etc.), which can effectively carry out model-based

analysis, conversion and verification at different levels, thereby

reducing development errors, reduce costs and improve devel-

opment efficiency. The application models at different levels

are many and many types, the most common is the system

modeling language SysML [9]. At present, in the field of

avionics systems at home and abroad, MBSE methods and

tools have been widely used at the system architecture design

level, such as SCADE [10], Rhapsody [11], etc. Model-based

software development standards (DO331) were also introduced

in DO178C. The work of this paper belongs to the category

of automatic test case generation based on the Requirements

model under the MBSE overall framework.

C. Related work

Blackburn and Busser [4] developed the T-VEC system,

which uses theorem-proving methods to generate test cases.

Specify valid system properties as logical formulas. In the

process of proving the formula, the tool generates a test vector

with specific values for input and output. Then, an input

sequence that leads the system to the state of interest can be

obtained by explicitly constructing a formula that constrains

all states in the sequence. Simon Burton of York University

[5] also discussed the use of theorem proving methods in

generating test cases.

Ammann, Black and Majurski proposed a novel mutation-

based method in which SMV was used to generate test

offspring sequences. By applying mutations to both speci-

fications and attributes, they can obtain a large number of

test sequences. The correct software implementation should

pass the description of the correctly executed test and the

incorrectly executed failure test. Callahan uses a process that

represents the specification to check the trace generated by the

process of the simulation program. In this way, they can detect

and analyze differences between software implementations and

specifications (a set of attributes). Engels et al. also described

the method of generating test sequences using Spin.

III. TEST CASE GENERATION METHOD FRAMEWORK FOR

AVIONICS SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS MODEL

In this section, first of all, the project background of the

work content of this article and the relationship between the

work of this article and other project work are given. Then

give the overall process description of the test case automatic

generation technology based on the VRM formal requirements

designed in this paper.

The content of this work is part of the research content

of a complete project ART (Avionics Requirement Tools)(see

Fig. 1). The goal of the entire project is to design and

implement a software tool platform (ART) for requirements

analysis and verification in the DO-178C standard for the

need of the DO-178C standard. In the stage of Requirements

modeling, considering the domain characteristics in the re-

quirements of modern civil aircraft avionics software, with

the formal method of ”four-variable theoretical model” as the

core, a practical engineering project containing elements such

as events, conditions, patterns, and environmental interactions
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Fig. 1. Avionics Requirements Modeling, Analysis ,and Verification Tool
Platform (ART).

was constructed. Formal Variable Relationship Model (VRM).

Then, based on the formal semantics of VRM, the analysis and

verification of consistency and completeness are carried out.

Finally, the formalized VRM requirements model can be used

to automatically generate test case sets.

Fig. 2. Overview of Test Case Generation Methods Based on the VRM
Requirements Model.

Fig. 2 further reveals the basic framework of the work in

this paper, that is, the automatic generation of test cases based

on the VRM Requirements model. It is divided into several

major steps. First, before starting the test case generation of

the requirements model, it must be preprocessed, which is the

path division and the control tree structure generation. Then,

the appropriate branch is selected in the control tree species

path, for each path, perform error sensitivity analysis, and

domain error test case selection. Finally, integrate all branch

tests according to the analysis results form a collection of test

cases based on the requirements model.

IV. REQUIREMENTS MODEL PREPROCESSING

In this section, the definition and examples of VRM are

given first, and then the relationship between the VRM re-

quirement model and the requirement implementation code

structure is described. Based on this, the VRM model control

tree structure and test coverage criteria are proposed.

A. VRM:A Formal requirements model for avionics

Similar to the data storage and processing methods in

relational databases, the intuitive form of the VRM model

is to use a two-dimensional table to build a requirement

model. The two-dimensional relational data in the relational

database is actually a mathematical model strictly defined by

the relational calculus logic system (ie: formal model). The

VRM is a type of four-variable model that tailored according to

the characteristics of the avionics software domain. Its formal

definition is as follows:

A VRM requirement specification is defined by a six-

tuple:{SV,C,E, F, TS, V R},Where SV is the set of all

state variables, it is a four-tuple, defined as:SV =
{MV,CV,M, IV },Including supervision variable MV , con-
trolled variable CV , mode class M , intermediate variable

IV . The function of each data of the six-tuple is specifically

described below.

• MV : non-empty set of disjoint monitor variables,MV =
{mv1,mv2, . . . ,mvi}, Where mv1,mv2, . . . ,mvi is

called the monitor variable.

• CV : Non-empty disjoint set of controlled variables,

CV = {cv1, cv2, . . . , cvj},Where cv1, cv2, . . . , cvj is

called the controlled variable.

• M : Non-empty disjoint collection of model classes,

M = {mc1,mc2, . . . ,mcm},Where mc1,mc2, . . . ,mcm
is called the model. mck is a pattern class, which

contains all the models under the model class, mck =
{mck1

,mck2
, . . . ,mckn

}.
• IV : Non-empty disjoint set of intermediate variables,

IV = {iv1, iv2, . . . , ivk}, Where iv1, iv2, . . . , ivk is

called the intermediate variable.

• TS: Union of types, where all types are non-empty sets

of values.

• V R: A special function used to map the name of a state

variable to a specific value, indicating all value ranges

of the state variable. For all r ∈ V R(r) in V R, r is a

variable in SV , and TS is the range type of r. V R(r) is
the set of possible values of r.

• C: Condition, indicating a predicate on a single state

variable, such as Altitude > 500 means the current

height is greater than 500. The condition is a logical

expression, with multiple expressions, which can be a

boolean variable true, false, or a boolean expression

ci
⊙

cj , etc.
⊙ ∈ {AND,OR,NOT} represents logical

operator; C = r ◦ v. Where ◦ ∈ {=, <,>, �=,≥,≤}
represents the relational operator.

• E: Event, representing the predicate on two state vari-

ables, the general expression of the event is

EV ENT (S) GUARD D.

EV ENT ∈ {@T,@F,@C} represents the event op-

erator; GUARD ∈ {WHEN,WHERE,WHILE}
represents the guard operator.

• F : table function, all tables are a mathematical function,
all can be expressed by Fi.

There are three categories of table functions in the VRM

model: condition table, event table, and mode conversion table.

All three types of tables have corresponding formal semantic

definitions. Due to space limitations, the following only gives

a brief description with examples in Table I, which is an

example of a condition table. The semantics are: Based on

the state dependency Dn = {Pressure,Overriden}, the
value of the controlled variable SafetyInjection is defined
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(that is, a functional requirement F6); the corresponding two-

dimensional table is intuitive Models representing models and

corresponding mathematical logic formulas.

TABLE I
EXAMPLE OF CONDITION TABLE

Mode Pressure Condition
High,Permitted True False

TooLow Overridden Not Overridden
SafetyInjection Off On

the corresponding mathematical logic formulas as follows:

SafeInjection = F6(Pressure,Overridden) =⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

Off, if Pressure = High ∨ Pressure = Permitted

∨(Pressure = TooLow ∧Overridden = true).

On, if Pressure = TooLow ∧Overridden = true.

In the avionics system, the system requirements must meet

the two properties of completeness and atomicity. The former

requires that the requirements contain all the information

needed to implement the system, which means that we can

learn All possible behaviors of the system. The latter requires

requirements to be independent. Based on this, our testing of

requirements-based software systems can be broken down into

tests for each requirement, and each entry in the table of the

VRM model is a clearly defined requirement.

B. The control tree structure of a VRM model

Hoare [12] uses preconditions/postconditions to represent

the requirement model, as shown in Figure 5. A precondition

is an input space vector. Similarly, a postcondition is an output

space vector. Association predicates group all the prerequisites

(input space vectors) associated with each functional relation-

ship. Each association predicate describes the data and timing

constraints on the input spatial object. Functional relationships

describe objects in the output space as functions of the input.

Fig. 3. Pre/post-condition representation of the requirement model.

There may be many forms of requirements implementa-

tion, but all programs that implement correct implementa-

tions should have corresponding control tree structures that

are equivalent to statement implementation and requirement

models. To better describe the control tree results of the

requirement model, we make the following divisions of the

elements in the VRM requirement model.

• Model Decision: The condition for each variable in the

output variable table function of the VRM requirement

model is called a decision.

• Model condition: a single logical predicate in each

decision.

• Model statement: each assignment of output variables,

intermediate variables, and model table functions.

As in the table function F6 of the output variable

SafetyInjection in Table. I, The model elements are divided

as shown in Table. III.

TABLE II
MODEL ELEMENT DIVISION

Type
Model Statement Model Decision Model Condition

S = On A&B
A : Press = TooLow
B : Overwrite = false

S = Off C | D | (A&¬B)
C : Press = High
A : Press = TooLow
¬B

aTo reduce the layout, S is used here to represent SaftyInjection

In the process of avionics software development, for the

correct requirement realization program, a model decision

corresponds to a series of decision statements in the program,

model conditions correspond to the conditional expressions in

these decision statements, and model statements correspond

to a series of calculation or assignment statement, which

execution result should be equivalent to a model statement.

Here, we propose the definition of the control tree structure

of the requirement model:

• Basic block: Corresponds to a model statement.

• Control tree: It can be represented by a triple, that is

T = (N,E, n0), where N represents all the nodes sets

in the control tree, the node set contains only two parts,

one part is the basic block, The other part is the model

decision. If the model decision contains multiple model

conditions, split the multiple conditions into a single

condition, and use ”6.A” to represent the condition A

in the table function F6, and E represents all the directed

in the control tree. Edge set, n0 represents the entry node

of the model.

• Path constraint: It is a set of inequalities or equations

from the entrance node to a leaf node in the control tree,

which can be represented by a tuple Pi = (pi, fi), where
pi = {Ci1, Ci2, . . . , Cij}, fi = {fi1, fi2, . . . , fik}. Cij

represents the model condition j on the path pi, and
the conditions are all single conditions; The set of all

variables that satisfy the constraints of P is called the
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domain D(P ) of the path constraint P , the domain D(p)
is bounded by the domain boundary represented by the

relation predicate C of path p. C(P ) represents a model
statement on the path p, p corresponds to some control

flow statements in the program, that is, an execution path,

And f corresponds to a series of calculation assignment

statements in the control flow in the program.

The control tree structure for table function F6 in Table I

is as shown in figure 4.

Fig. 4. The control tree structure for table function F6

The control tree structure contains six path constraints.

The two-way arrow connecting line indicates that the two

conditions are mutually exclusive.

The test based on the requirement model is based on this

control tree structure. We will test each path constraint in

the control tree, select the test points that satisfy the path

constraints, and solve the expected output of each test point.

C. Definition of requirement model test coverage criteria

For complex requirement models, the number of branches

of the control tree is very large, resulting in many path

constraints, especially in the case of many model conditions,

it will grow exponentially. And the repeated sub-tree structure

will appear in the control tree, as shown in Figure. 4, the

repeated sub-tree structure appears. If all the path constraints

in the control tree are tested, it will result in too many test

path constraints, the test case set is too large, and there are

many redundant tests.

To reduce the test scale and redundant testing, and improve

test efficiency, we propose a coverage criterion [13]–[16] based

on the VRM requirement model, as follows:

• Statement coverage for the VRM model: Statement
coverage for the VRM model: The control tree path for

generating test cases covers all model statements.

• Path coverage for VRM model: The control tree path
for generating test cases covers all model decisions.

• MC/DC coverage of the VRM model: The control tree
path for generating test cases satisfy the statement and

path coverage for VRM model, and:

– All possible results of any model decision appear at

least once.

– All possible results of each model condition deter-

mined by any model appear at least once.

– Each condition can independently affect the result

of the corresponding decision, that is, there are two

paths, where the model decision result corresponding

to the condition is opposite, the value of the con-

dition is opposite, and the other conditions in the

model decision where the condition is located have

the same value.

Tests that satisfy the model statement coverage can find

that the implementation of the output function mapping is

incorrect in the implementation of the requirements, such as

overflow, underflow, or incorrect implementation. The test that

meets the model decision coverage can find the coverage of

the division of various values of the requirement table function

in the requirement realization. The test covering the MC/DC

coverage of the VRM model can effectively reduce the number

of test cases generated by the full path constraint coverage, and

can effectively check the logical operator errors in the model

decision, or incorrectly program the variable or expression to

their negative form.

D. Test path constraint selection based on test coverage
criteria of the VRM model

in this summary, we give a method to simplify the control

tree structure based on the test coverage criteria of three

requirement models. And the simplified control tree structure

that the table function F6 obtained by this method meets the

coverage criterion is given.

a) Model statement coverage based test path selection:
For the statement coverage, traverse the requirement model

control tree and find a path containing the statement for

each statement in the model. As shown in Figure 3, the

control tree is traversed sequentially to obtain two path

constraints: (6.A)→(6.B)→(1) and(6.A)→(6.B)→(2). The
simplified control tree is shown in figure 5(a).

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5. The simplified control tree structure for F6
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b) Model decision coverage based test path selection:
For each model decision, search for the condition node in the

control tree that involves the decision, select the left subtree

to find a path, and then find a path in the right subtree.

For each model decision to perform the same operation.

Finally, delete the duplicate path. As shown in Figure. 4, the

test path constraints that satisfy the decision coverage are:

(6.A) → (6.B) → (1) and (6.A) → (6.C) → (2). The
simplified control tree to be tested is as shown in figure 5(b).

c) Model MC/DC coverage based test path selection: for
each decision, list the decision value and condition value table

first. For table function F6 the model decision and condition

is shown in table IV.

TABLE III
MODEL DECISIONS FOR TABLE FUNCTION F6

No A B A&B
1 T T T
2 F NG F
3 NG F F

No A C D B C | D | (A&¬B)
4 NG T NG NG T
5 NG NG T NG T
6 T NG NG F T
7 NG F F T F

NG indicates that the decision result has nothing to do with

this condition, so whether the value of this variable is true or

false will not affect the true and false decision. After obtaining

this table, traverse each condition, looking for a pair of path

constraints where the value of the condition is different and

the other conditions are the same, and the decision result is

opposite, where NG can be either T or F. Merge all paths,

remove duplicate paths, The simplified path table is shown in

table V, and the simplified control tree is shown in figure 5(c).

TABLE IV
SIMPLIFIED PATH TABLE BASED ON MODEL MC/DC

No A C D B
4 F T F NG
5 F F T NG
6 T F F F
7 T F F T

V. TEST CASE SELECTION STRATEGY

In this section, the classification and definition of code

implementation errors concerned in the field of avionics are

first given, including two major categories, namely: path

errors and calculation errors. Then, the definition of the error

sensitivity of the test case set is given, and finally, the test

case selection strategies [17]–[19] based on path error and

calculation error are given respectively.

A. Two types of code implementation errors

In Section IV, we proposed the control tree structure of the

requirement model and apply the model coverage criterion to

obtain the set of path constraints to be tested. For each path

constraint P , we need to analyze its model conditions and

model sentences to select appropriate test cases to test it.

For each path-constrained test case selection, here are two

extreme solutions:

• Randomly select a test point in the domain D of P to

obtain a test case set with only one test case.

• Select all test points in the domain D of P to generate a

set of test cases containing all values in D.

The first solution has little effectiveness, with a low possi-

bility of finding errors, but high feasibility because of the low

cost of generating test case sets. The latter is contrary to it.

As long as the program makes an error on this path constraint,

it will be tested. However, in most instances, the feasibility is

very low, for the cost of generating and using test case sets

may be extremely high. It may be impossible for complex path

constraints.

The principle of selecting test points for a certain path

constraint is to use as few test points as possible while ensuring

test quality. Therefore, we should select the test points that are

most sensitive to errors in the implementation code for testing.

To find the test points that are most sensitive to errors, we

classify and define the errors that may occur in the implemen-

tation of requirements. The path constraint is represented by

the (P, F) binary, and there may be two types of errors in the

implementation code. P errors are model condition implemen-

tation errors, and F errors are model statement implementation

errors.

a) Path Error: Suppose P is the wrong requirement re-

alization used to calculate the function f , and P ∗ is the correct
requirement realization. Assume that there is an isomorphism

between the path P i of P and the path P ∗ of P ∗, so that

for all path pairs (P i, P ∗), C(P i) = C(P ∗), But for some
pairs (Pk, P

∗
k ), D(Pk) �= D(P ∗

k ), at this time, the requirement
realization P contains a path error.

The path error is caused by the shift of the domain boundary.

There are three cases of the domain boundary shifts are shown

in figure 6.

Fig. 6. Three kinds of domain errors

In figure 6, the solid line represents the domain scope of

a certain path constraint P in a VRM model, and the dotted
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line represents the domain scope corresponding to the path

constraint in the incorrect implementation code. The domain

boundary B4 offset reduces the domain D(P ). Test point
a can still produce the correct output because although the

boundary B4 has changed, it is still in the correct domain

D(P ). However, the boundary B4 has moved past the test

point b, causing it not to be in D(P ). Since the program

will follow the wrong execution path when executing input

b, incorrect results will be produced. As boundary B3 moves,

domain D(P ) expands. Since the test point c here is still

outside the domain D(P ), it will be processed correctly, but

the test point d can detect the shift of the domain boundary,

which should be outside the domain D(P ). Finally, among
the test points e, f , and g, only test point f will be incorrect

since the border shift causes it to be out of D(P ).
b) Calculation error: Suppose P is the wrong program

for calculating function F , and P ∗ is the correct program.

Suppose there is an isomorphism between the path P i of P
and the path P ∗ of P ∗, so that for all path pairs (P i, P ∗),
D(Pk) = D(P ∗

k ), but For some pairs (Pk, P
∗
k ), C(P i) �=

C(P ∗), at this time, the program P contains calculation errors.

B. Test point selection strategy based on error analysis

When a domain error occurs in a program, it appears as a

domain boundary shift, so we use the domain boundary shift

to describe the severity of the domain error. The greater the

domain boundary shift, the more serious the domain error.

The slighter domain error means that most test points cannot

detect the error. Therefore, we propose the concept of error

sensitivity to describe the ability of test points to detect minor

domain errors. The stronger the ability to detect domain errors,

the more likely it is to detect minor domain errors [20]–[22].

Specific definitions are given below.

Domain error sensitivity S(p): When the test point p
can be detected, the lower the minimum shift d of the domain

boundary, the higher the domain error sensitivity of the test

point. That is, S(p) = 1/d, the higher the sensitivity, the

greater the probability that the test point detects a domain

error.

Therefore, it is clear that points closer to the domain

boundary are more sensitive to domain errors. Point b located
on the boundary of the domain has the highest sensitivity to

domain errors on the boundary. It should be noted that in

Figure 6, the intersection b of the two domain boundaries is

highly sensitive to the offset of the two domain boundaries B4

and B3, while the point e located on the domain boundary is
more sensitive to domain errors. Point a in the domain, so the

final domain error sensitivity ranking is S(b) > S(e) > S(a).
we can draw the following conclusions: in the domain, the

sensitivity of the test points to domain errors from high to

low: domain vertices, points on the domain boundary except

for the domain vertices, test points near the domain boundary,

and test points inside the domain [23].

a) Path error test case selection strategy: The value of

the test points on the domain vertices is the highest. For a

given domain expression D = {L1, L2, . . . , Ln}, even if it is

the simplest n-dimensional linear domain space, the number

of domain vertices is 2n, so it is almost impossible to get all

the domain vertices, so here we use a heuristic algorithm to

get some domain vertices.

1) First, we divide the logical expressions in the domain

expression into three categories:

– Basic items: the logical relationship between an

input variable and a constant, such as x < 0, y > 9,
etc.

– Basic clause: the logical relationship between a set

of variables or functions and constants, such as x+
y > 10, cos(x) > 0.5, etc.

– Complex expressions: the relationship between vari-
ables, the left and right of the relationship symbol are

not constants, such as x+ y > z, etc.

2) Use the basic items, basic clauses, and complex expres-

sion initialization fields in sequence to use the value range

of the variables.

3) Select the upper bound of one of the variables, and

replace the variable in all non-basic term logical expres-

sions with the upper bound of this value. This step is

similar to the operation of the lower bound value.

4) Re-constrain other variables and repeat operation 2-3.

5) When the values of all variables are determined, a domain

vertex test point is obtained.

VI. CASE STUDY

We demonstrate our method through a simple example, in

which we first formalize the given requirements while using

the programming language to implement the requirements,

then use the method to generate test case set T , finally, we
modify the programming implementation, deliberately inject

the error set E before use the test case set T to test the program

that has injected the error e ∈ E, and analyze the test results.

A. A VRM requirement model

Table VI gives a simple text form requirement in the field of

avionics, where the inputs are the values of A and B sensors

and the output is C.

TABLE V
A TEXT FORM REQUIREMENT

Requirement Remarks
There are two sensors A and B in the system.
If the value of sensor A or B is greater than
or equal to 0, The value of port c is set to the
largest value of A and B, otherwise it is 0

The type of A, B, C
is Short integer

The VRM model includes two monitoring variables MV =
{A,B} a controlled variable CV = {C}, the mode and

intermediate variables are empty, and the condition is C =
{c1, c2, c3},where c1 = A > B, c2 = B > 0, c3 = A > 0,,
The table function F1 is shown in table VII.
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TABLE VI
TABLE FUNCTION

Mode Condition
A ≥ B&
A ≥ 0

Not(A ≥ B)&
(B ≥ 0)

Not(A ≥ 0 |
B ≥ 0)

C A B 0

B. Control tree generation and test path extraction

We apply the method in Section IV to generate a control tree

structure for this table function F1. The control tree structure

of F1 is shown in figure 7.

Fig. 7. The control tree structure of F1

.

Using model coverage criteria to simplify this control tree

structure, the results are shown in figure 8.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 8. Simplified control tree structure for F1

C. Test case selection

We choose the simplified control tree shown in figure 8(a)

for test case extraction, and its path constraints are shown in

Table VIII.

TABLE VII
PATH CONSTRAINT TABLE

No Path Calculate Domain

1 A ≥ B&A ≥ 0 C = A
A ∈ [0, 32767],
A ≥ B,
B ∈ [− 32768, 32767]

2 B > A&B ≥ 0 C = B
B ∈ [0, 32767],
A+ 1 ≤ B,
A ∈ [− 32768, 32767]

3 A ≥ B&A < 0 C = 0
A ∈ [0, 32767],
A ≥ B,
B ∈ [− 32768,−1]

4 B > A&B < 0 C = 0
B ∈ [− 32768,−1],
A+ 1 ≤ B,
A ∈ [− 32768,−2]

For each path constraint, we extract the domain error test

case at its vertices. As shown in figure 9, the vertices for each

path constraint are as follows.

Fig. 9. Domain range of each path constraint

• For Path Constraint 1:

(0, 0),(32767, 32767), (32767,−32768),(0,−32768).
• For Path Constraint 2:

(−1, 0),(32766, 32767),(−32768, 0),(−32768, 32767)
• For Path Constraint 3:

(−1,−1),(−32768,−32768),(−1,−32768).
• For Path Constraint 4:

(−2,−1),(−32767,−32766),(−32767,−1).
So we get a set of test cases, as shown in Table IX.

TABLE VIII
TEST CASES FOR TABLE FUNCTION F1

No Path Output Input
C A B

1 1 0 0 0
2 1 32767 32767 32767
3 1 32767 32767 -32768
4 1 0 0 -32768
5 2 0 -1 0
6 2 32767 32766 32767
7 2 0 -32768 0
8 2 32767 -32768 32767
9 3 0 -1 -1
10 3 0 -32768 -32768
11 3 0 –1 -32768
12 4 0 -2 -1
13 4 0 -32767 -32766
14 4 0 -32767 -1

D. Test results

We have written a correct implementation program for this

demand, and based on this program, modify its code to get

some incorrect program. The correct and modified codes are

as follows:

The correct implementation:

s h o r t Pos t iveMax ( s h o r t a , s h o r t b ) {
s h o r t max = a>b? a : b ;
re turn max>=0?max : 0 ;

}
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TABLE IX
MODIFIED PROGRAM

No Modified line Modified code
1 2 short max = a<b?a:b;

2 2,3
short max = a<b?a:b;
return max<=0?max:0;

3 2,3
short max = a<b?a:b;
return max>=90?max:0;

4 2,3
short max = a<b?a:b;
return max>=-100?max:0;

5 2,3
short max = a<b?a-1:b+1;
return max>=0?max:90;

6 2,3
short max = a<b?a:b;
return max>=0?max:0;

For these implementation codes, we use test them with test

cases in table IX. The results are show in figure XI,
√

means

test passed, × means test failed.

TABLE X
TEST RESULT

Code 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Error
Type null D D D&C D&C D&C C

Case Test Result
1

√ √ √ √ √ √
×

2
√ √

×
√

× ×
√

3
√

× × × × ×
√

4
√ √

×
√

×
√

×
5

√ √
×

√
× × ×

6
√

× × × × ×
√

7
√ √

×
√

× × ×
8

√
× × × × ×

√
9

√ √
×

√
×

√
×

10
√ √

×
√ √ √

×
11

√ √
×

√ √ √
×

12
√ √

×
√

×
√

×
13

√ √
×

√ √ √
×

14
√ √

×
√ √ √

×
a For the error type, null means no error, D means domain error,
and C means calculation error.

According to the test results in table XI, the test case set

generated by the method we proposed can effectively detect

the errors that may occur when the requirements are realized.

VII. SUMMARY

This paper describes a method for generating test cases

by analyzing the formal requirements model during the de-

velopment of avionics software. The structure tree analysis

method of demand model and three requirement model test

coverage criterions are proposed. We introduced a method of

selecting test points based on implementing error sensitivity

analysis. Finally, we demonstrated how to use this method

to generate test cases for a formal requirements model. The

final test results reveal that the set of test cases generated by

this method can effectively find various possible errors in the

realization of requirements.
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Abstract—Deep neural networks (DNNs) have made remark-
able achievements in several areas, such as image classification.
However, extensive researches show that DNNs are vulnerable
to adversarial examples which are generated by adding some
small perturbations on original images. DeepFool is an effective
algorithm for generating adversarial examples with higher suc-
cess rate and smaller perturbations. However, DeepFool computes
the distance of all classification boundaries of the dataset, which
causes the speed of DeepFool to be very slow. To address
this problem, this paper proposes DADF, a dynamic adaptive
method for generating adversarial examples. Based on tracing
the information of the attacking process, DADF dynamically
selects the subset of target labels. The subset of target labels
is dynamically updated once successful adversarial examples
are generated. Experimental results on MNIST and CIFAR10
datasets show that, comparing with DeepFool, DADF reduce the
time greatly while generating 10000 adversarial examples on the
MNIST and CIFAR10 dataset.

Index Terms—adversarial examples, robustness, neural net-
work

I. INTRODUCTION

Deep neural networks (DNNs) have solved complex prob-

lems effectively and produced valuable results in people’s daily

life, such as image processing [1] [2], object recognition [3]

[4] [5], image classification [6] [7], etc. However, DNNs are

vulnerable to adversarial examples with small perturbations

which cannot be observed by human. Particularly, such per-

turbations can fool DNNs to output error results easily with a

high confidence. This issue draws attentions of researches to

generate the adversarial example since it helps to identify the

vulnerability of the models before deploying [8]. In addition,

the adversarial examples can also be used to attack DNN

models.

In 2013, Szegedy et al. [9] firstly found an intriguing

phenomenon of DNNs that using a certain hardly perceptible

perturbation can cause DNNs to misclassify an image and

proposed the concept of adversarial examples. After that,

Goodfellow et al. [10] proved the existence of adversarial

examples and gave the first approach of generating adversarial

This work is supported in part by the Qin Xin Talents Cultivation Program
of Beijing Information Science Technology University (No.QXTCP C201906)
and 2020 Promote the Interior Development of University - Student Research
and Training Project of Beijing Information Science and Technology Univer-
sity (5102010805).

examples. Recently, many researches of generating adver-

sarial examples are based on the gradient of DNNs or the

distance between adversarial images and original images.

These methods can be summarized as gradient-based methods

and optimization-based methods. The one-step gradient based

attack methods, like FGSM [10], are traditional gradient-based

methods. These methods have a very fast generation speed. But

the generated examples exhibit low adversarial success rate

and weak robustness. The optimization-based attack methods,

like DeepFool [11], perform well in adversarial success rate

and robustness. However, these methods are required to solve

an optimization problem such as finding the smallest perturba-

tion of the input image data. Particularly, in order to find the

smallest perturbation, DeepFool needs to traverse all the label

sets and choose the closer labels as the target to add some

perturbations. DeepFool is relatively slow in the process of

generating adversarial examples because the time are largely

consumed for computing the distances between current label

and other labels in the label sets. Adversarial training [12] [13]

[14] is a very effective method to defense adversarial attacks.

Adversarial training using adversarial examples as a part of

training dataset to train the DNNs. In this case, we need to

generate adversarial examples with high qualities in a short

time.
In this paper, we propose DADF (Dynamic Adaptive Deep-

Fool method), a dynamic adaptive method based on Deep-

Fool framework to accelerate the generation of adversarial

examples. First of all, based on the distribution of adversarial

examples, DADF reduces the number of target labels to be

traversed. Then, by computing the distance between the input

image data and the selected subset of target labels, DADF

choose the label with the shortest distance to minimize the

loss function [11]. Experiments are carried out on the MNIST

and CIFAR10 datasets, the results show that DADF has higher

success rate and more robustness than DeepFool, but when

generating the same number of adversarial examples, DADF

cost less time than DeepFool.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as

follows:

• We use DeepFool to generate adversarial examples on the

test dataset and give the distribution of adversarial exam-

ples and found an interesting phenomenon —- different
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Algorithm 1 Dynamic Adaptation method

Input: a dictionary D : {i : [j]k1(j �= i)}k1 , l: number of the

target labels, p: label of current input data.

Output: RL: subset of target labels.

1: RL ← {}
2: for each label in l do
3: pl ← choose a label from D[p] randomly

4: RL ← RL + pl // add label pl to RL

5: D[p] ← D[p] \ pl // remove label pl from D[p]

6: endfor
7: return rl

subsets of adversarial examples have similar distributions

for specific labels.

• We present DADF method to save the time costs of

generating adversarial examples. The generation process

is faster than DeepFool, because DADF dynamically

choose the target labels based on the information of the

attack process.

• We evaluate DADF on the MNIST and CIFAR10 datasets

and the experimental results show that DADF not only

achieves higher attack success rate and robustness but

also saves the time greatly.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents

our method to generate adversarial examples. Section 3 car-

ries out experiments and compares the performance between

DADF and DeepFool. Section 4 summarizes the related work

of generating adversarial examples. Section 5 concludes the

paper and discusses the future work.

II. THE DYNAMIC ADAPTIVE DEEPFOOL METHOD

In this section, we elaborate the proposed the DADF al-

gorithm. Firstly, recording the adversarial attack information

of each success adversarial examples. Secondly, selecting the

target labels based on the recorded adversarial information.

Finally, applying selected target labels to DeepFool framework

to generate adversarial examples. Specifically, for each type of

the label, selecting a fixed number of labels to be traversed

for generate adversarial examples. At the same time, updating

the adversarial information in order to make the next choice

more accurate.

A. The Dynamic Adaptation Method

Dynamic adaptative label set generation is a sub module of

DADF. The main task of this module is to find specific subset

of label sets according to the attack information dictionary

and current input label. The detail of the Dynamic Adaptation

method (DA) is showed in Algorithm 1.

Let D : {i : [j]k1(j �= i)}k1 be a dictionary computed using

our DADF method in section 2.1. Let i be the key of dictionary

D between 1 and k. The value of key i is a list with value

between 1 and k but except value i. Here, k is corresponds

to the kth class. Keys of D is the label set of origin dataset.

The value of D is a list containing the value of the label set

of origin dataset. l is the length of specific subset. Label p
is current image data label, and it is one of the keys in D.

The D is initialized once with each value of label set. Firstly,

initializing RL to an empty set. Then, DA starts l iterations, in

every iteration DA uses the follow method to select a different

label than before and update it to RL. D[p] is the source

label list, it records all the adversarial attack information in

the process of generating success adversarial examples for the

key p. When we selected a label pl from D[p], we will remove

the other value in D[p] that equals to pl.
D records the adversarial attack information for all the

label set in origin dataset in the process of generating success

adversarial examples. For example, for MNIST dataset, all the

label set is 0-9, so the value of all keys in D is 0-9. By

constantly updating D in the process of generating adversarial

examples, we can get the list of all successfully labels with

specific key, and the count of each label can be regarded as the

possibility of the attack target label. The attack information on

possibilities can be used to guide the selection of target labels.

B. Integrating DA to DeepFool

In this subsection, we introduce how to integrate the DA

method to DeepFool and the method of generating a batch

of adversarial examples effectively using Dynamic Adaptation

DeepFool (DADF) method.

DeepFool is an optimization-based method and the pertur-

bations are smaller than FGSM method, the l∞ robustness

of DeepFool are also smaller on MNIST and CIFAR-10

datasets [11]. DeepFool is an effective attack method, even

many defense methods are not performing well on DeepFool

attack. DeepFool performed well in adversarial attack, but

how about time efficiency of DeepFool? We measure and

compare the adversarial time efficiency by how much time

the attack method costs for generating adversarial examples

based on fixed number input data. To find the closest target

label to generate adversarial examples, DeepFool traverses all

the labels of the dataset and then computing the distance of

each classification boundary, choosing the closest classification

boundary to add some perturbations in gradient direction.

Computing the distance of each classification boundary costs

a lot of time, some classification boundary even far away from

current input data. DADF is proposed to reduce the number

of the traversed labels by taking advantage of the adversarial

attack information in the process of generating adversarial

examples. In this way, DADF reduces the time for generating

a large number of adversarial examples. At the same time,

since the adversarial information is used, it can ensure that the

generated adversarial examples are similar to those generated

by the original DeepFool algorithm.

In clustering problem, input data with the same attributes

can be automatically clustered into a group by trained clus-

tering algorithm. Most of the distance measures of clustering

are based on Euclidean distance. Conversely, we can assume

that different input images classified by neural network into

the same label should also have some relevance. Images are
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transformed into vectors when it is used as the input of neural

networks, so if two images are classified by neural network

into the same label. The distances between the two vectors

should be relatively close, and the classification boundary of

the trained neural network also has high similarity. Through a

large number of experiments and to the law of large numbers,

we can find out the possible classification boundary between

the data classified as a specific label by the neural network.

In this way, we can use the closer classification boundaries to

calculate the gradient when generating the adversarial exam-

ples. Therefore, those less likely to be successfully attacked

labels for current input image label do not need to calculate the

gradient. Only several labels which likely to be successfully

attacked for current input image need to calculate the gradient.

To compare with traversing all labels of the dataset, it can

reduce the times of calculating gradient, and can also improve

the efficiency of generating adversarial examples.

The detail of DADF method is showed in Algorithm 2. In

DADF algorithm, firstly the dictionary D is initialized that

keys are the label sets and the value of each key is a list

containing the one label of label set expect current key. For

an image data x in dataset X , using DNN models to predict

the label, if the predicted label is not equal to the original

label, we do not apply the image data to generate adversarial

examples. Secondly, y is the label of x and l is the number of

specific subset labels , in line 4 of Algorithm 2, put the params

D, y, l to the DA function and the function will return a label

set with length l. DA choose the label randomly. The value of

D with specific key is a list contain all the labels attacked to

the key, so if we randomly choose an label from the label list,

the possibility is positive correlation with most likely being

successfully attacked label in other angle. Line 5 and line 11

is part of DeepFool framework and this part is used to generate

perturbation and add it to original image data. Finally, apply

DeepFool framework with T iterations to generate adversarial

examples. Especially, if the input data’s label doesn’t change

after T iterations, we think it is attacking failed. SAE is

used to record the success adversarial examples. Once DADF

successfully attacks the neural network model, the success

adversarial example will be added to SAE and dictionary

D will be updated by appending original label to value list

while the key of value list is equals to the attack success

label. The selection of l is very important because it controls

the traversed label number of DADF algorithm. If the value

of l is too small, it cannot ensure the success rate in the

confrontation process, because it is less likely to get the closest

label to the current input data and it may not be able to across

classification boundaries in T iterations and will lead to the

failure of generating successful adversarial examples. If l is

too large, it will cost much more time. l is between 1 and

||K||− 1, ||K|| is the length of label set, especially, when l is

equal to ||K|| − 1, it is the same with DeepFool algorithm. T
is the parameter that controls how many iterations the DADF

algorithm executed and marks the current adversarial attack

as a failure if it has not been successfully attacked the model.

The selection of T has a great influence on the time and the

Algorithm 2 Dynamic Adaptive DeepFool method

Input: f : a classifier, J : loss function; X: dataset, Y : the

label set; T : iterations, l: number of the target labels.

Output: SAE: success adversa rial examples.

1: Initialize a dictionary D : {i : [j]k1(j �= i)}k1 , ASE ← {}
2: for (x, y) in (X,Y ) and ˆk(x) = y do
3: Initialize x0 ← x
4: for t = 1 to T do
5: for k in DA(D, y, l) llp do
6: w′

k ← ∇fk (xt)−∇fk̂(x0)
(xt)

7: f ′
k ← fk (xt)− fk̂(x0)

(xt)

8: l̂← argmink �=k̂(x0)

|f ′
k|

‖w′
k‖2

9: endfor
10: xt+1 ← xt + rt
11: IF k̂ (xt+1) �= k̂ (x0) THEN

12: ASE ← ASE + {xt+1}
13: D[y]← D[y] + k̂ (xt+1)
14: break
15: endfor
16: endfor
17: return SAE

accuracy of generating adversarial examples. If the value of

T is too large, it needs longer time to generate adversarial

examples. If the value of T is too small, it will lead to a

lower attack success rate of adversarial examples.

In DADF algorithm, we propose to select a subset of labels

to reduce the number of computing distance. To record the

trace of adversarial labels in the process of attacking the neural

network model can improve the probability of successfully

choosing the right label as the target. If the selection process

is performed well, we can greatly improve the efficiency of

DeepFool in generating a batch of adversarial examples.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATIONS

In this section, we carry out experiments on several DNNs

to compare the effectiveness of DADF with DeepFool. In

addition, we give the distribution of adversarial examples

generated by DeepFool.

A. Setup

The experiments are carried out on Centos7 with 8 cores In-

tel Core i7 CPU without CUDA support and 16G memory. The

DNN models trained by the MNIST and CIFAR10 datasets

respectively. The MNIST and CIFAR10 are popular datasets

which are often be used to generate adversarial examples.

The DNN models are trained on the MNIST and CIFAR10

datasets based on the LeNet model. The model trained with

MNIST dataset has three fully connected network and handles

image data with only one channel, outputs the possibility of

10 labels. The model trained with CIFAR10 dataset has the
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same architecture with LeNet model and handles image data

with three channels, also output the possibility of 10 labels.

Attack Success Rate. Applying all image data to generate

adversarial examples, but some adversarial examples might fail

to attack. So, in our experiments, the success rate of attack is

defined as:

ASR =
X ′

s

X ′
a

(1)

X
′
s is defined as the rate of adversarial examples which

can successfully attack DNN models. Precisely, the adversarial

example should satisfy f(xadv) �= y while y is the label of

original input image and f(xadv) is the output label with

adversarial example. xadv is the adversarial example of the

original input data x. X
′
a is defined as all the adversarial

examples generated in the process of the attack.

Average Robustness. We denote RobAvg(f) as the average

robustness of successful adversarial examples generated from

a classifier f , which is computed by Eq (2).

RobAvg(f) =
1

‖N‖
∑

x∈N

‖r(x)‖2
‖x‖ (2)

In Eq (2), r(x) is the estimated minimal perturbation value

generated by the generation algorithm of adversarial examples.

x is the original input data. N denotes the size of dataset we

used. The test datasets of MNIST and CIFAR10 dataset are

used in our experiments and ||N || represents the number of

the test dataset.

B. Distribution of Adversarial Examples

The original label and adversarial label distribution on all

test dataset are reported in Table 1 and Table 2. The success

adversarial examples are generated on the model trained with

the MNIST and CIFAR10 dataset. The attack method is

DeepFool of iteration 3. In Table 1 and Table 2, the value

of cell(i, j) shows that the number of success adversarial

examples, Original Label(O) is i and Adversarial Label (A)

is j.

TABLE I
THE DISTRIBUTION OF ADVERSARIAL EXAMPLES GENERATED BY

DEEPFOOL ON MNIST

O A 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 0 0 12 0 2 0 54 34 4 37
1 5 0 7 1 11 5 6 13 9 3
2 37 50 0 94 39 1 6 184 33 3
3 3 9 49 0 0 45 3 36 51 56
4 0 54 2 0 0 1 20 42 30 110
5 10 8 0 100 1 0 81 8 68 103
6 48 6 1 0 29 47 0 0 44 2
7 4 100 53 20 8 0 0 0 2 36
8 44 35 59 86 7 38 43 18 0 58
9 3 11 1 4 113 9 0 519 31 0

From Table 1 and Table 2, we can observe that the dis-

tribution of attack labels has a certain rule for a specific

label of image data. Some labels account for high proportions,

TABLE II
THE DISTRIBUTION OF ADVERSARIAL EXAMPLES GENERATED BY

DEEPFOOL ON CIFAR10

O A 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 0 84 153 42 185 14 26 95 304 83
1 131 0 37 31 35 11 39 77 147 484
2 115 17 0 152 288 91 153 127 32 16
3 15 22 104 0 190 277 173 146 20 42
4 35 13 204 116 0 62 251 271 27 11
5 19 14 99 408 122 0 80 216 19 14
6 25 45 135 257 339 56 0 64 19 52
7 47 30 99 134 409 138 48 0 17 70
8 386 171 45 45 70 21 17 32 0 207
9 125 409 50 48 33 23 38 148 119 0

while other labels account for low proportions. Based on

this, we can assume that it has a preference for attacking to

specific target labels for the sample with a fixed label. This

assumption can also be easily confirmed by people’s feelings.

For example, people are easily to regard 9 as 1, rather than 5 or

2 on the MNIST dataset. So, by using this attack information

like origin labels and adversarial labels in the process of

generating adversarial examples, we can select some target

labels that the current input image data has higher probabilities

to successfully generate adversarial examples of these labels.

According to the previous attack information matrix to choose

labels rather than all labels, we can reduce the number of

reversed labels.

Further analysis from Table 1 shows that for a specific

label, only 4-6 labels have a large proportion of the successful

generation of adversarial example labels for all the original

labels, while the proportion of other categories of labels is very

small. Subsequent experiments also show that the adversarial

examples generated for these specific labels are more easier

to attack the models.

C. Comparison on Attack Success Rates

TABLE III
THE ATTACK SUCCESS RATES (ASR) OF DEEPFOOL AND DADF ON

LENET

Classifier T
ASR

DeepFool DADF
MNIST CIFAR10 MNIST CIFAR10

LeNet 3 30.09% 98.10% 98.82% 99.00%
LeNet 4 71.24% 98.29% 99.33% 99.15%
LeNet 5 93.28% 98.32% 99.37% 99.36%
LeNet 6 98.27% 98.34% 99.35% 99.38%
LeNet 7 99.39% 98.36% 99.33% 99.42%
LeNet 8 99.63% 98.36% 99.38% 99.47%
LeNet 9 99.7% 98.38% 99.43% 99.42%
LeNet 10 99.75% 98.38% 99.47% 99.46%

Table 3 shows the success rates of DeepFool and DADF on

MNIST and CIFAR10 dataset. The adversarial examples are

generated on MNIST dataset and CIFAR10 dataset via using

DeepFool, DADF attack models with iterations between 3 and

10. These experiments use all the test dataset (10000 images)

as the input data, but the input data apply to the experiment is
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actually 10000 multiply by the accuracy of the neural network

model. The other experiments in this paper use all these test

datasets as input images.

This experimental result of Table 2 shows that DADF has

higher attack success rate in every iteration, and even in less

iterations case like iteration number equals 3, DADF can

achieve 98.82% attack success rate on MNIST dataset. On

CIFAR10 dataset, DADF also has a little more higher attack

success rate than DeepFool. In general, DADF performs higher

attack success rate than DeepFool.

D. Comparison on Average Robustness

TABLE IV
THE AVERAGE ROBUSTNESS OF DADF AND DEEPFOOL WITH

ITERATIONS BETWEEN 3 AND 10

Classifier T
RobAvg

DeepFool DADF
MNIST CIFAR10 MNIST CIFAR10

LeNet 3 0.664 0.147 0.217 0.129
LeNet 4 0.933 0.148 0.220 0.117
LeNet 5 1.055 0.149 0.219 0.118
LeNet 6 1.085 0.149 0.218 0.118
LeNet 7 1.094 0.149 0.221 0.122
LeNet 8 1.095 0.149 0.219 0.121
LeNet 9 1.095 0.149 0.218 0.118
LeNet 10 1.094 0.149 0.220 0.121

Table 4 shows the Average Robustness (RobAvg) of the

adversarial examples generated by DADF and DeepFool with

iterations between 3 and 10. The smaller the value of RobAvg,

the better robustness of the adversarial perturbations of the

network. From Table 4, the RobAvg value of DADF is smaller

than DeepFool, so DADF can generate the more robustness

adversarial examples than DeepFool.

E. Comparison on Attack Efficiency

TABLE V
COSTING TIME IN THE PROCESS OF ADVERSARIAL ATTACK USING DADF

AND DEEPFOOL WITH ITERATIONS BETWEEN 3 AND 10

Classifier T
Cost Time(s)

DeepFool DADF
MNIST CIFAR10 MNIST CIFAR10

LeNet 3 4227.2 1639.73 657.08 470.94
LeNet 4 5239.97 1586.13 666.03 499.83
LeNet 5 5609.08 1630.88 673.33 595.96
LeNet 6 5664.69 1526.29 683.55 567.83
LeNet 7 5705.67 1550.45 672.19 535.45
LeNet 8 5649.17 1421.16 675.38 538.15
LeNet 9 5726.59 1585.24 677.73 481.72
LeNet 10 5786.43 1510.98 681.18 620.49

Table 5 shows the time costs in the process of adversarial

attack using DADF and DeepFool. When iteration in the range

of 3 and 5, the cost time of DeepFool increase fast but DADF

increase slow. In the case of iteration number behind 5, the cost

time of DADF and DeepFool almost unchanged. In general,

DADF is faster than DeepFool and DADF nearly cost 1/6

times than DeepFool on MNIST dataset.

To emphasize DADF indeed learned the distribution of

DeepFool, now we show the distribution of adversarial exam-

ples generated by DADF in Table 6. Compare with table 1, for

a special label, the adversarial examples generated by DADF

has nearly the same count as DeepFool. So, even though we

decrease the labels of target label set, DADF could able to find

the better adversarial perturbations to generated adversarial

examples.

The results demonstrate that DADF is faster than DeepFool,

because DADF indeed learns the distributions of success

adversarial examples. Besides, DADF achieves higher attack

success rate and more robustness than DeepFool.

IV. RELATED WORK

In this selection, we give the background knowledge of

adversarial attack. Adversarial attack can be categorized into

black-box attack methods and white-box attack methods ac-

cording to the environment. We introduce their basic attack

method as follows.

A. Black-box Attack Methods

The black-box attack method [15] means that attacker can’t

access to the model settings or model parameters and therefore

they are unable to perform back propagation on the network

they attacked, they only know the input data and the output

labels of DNN. In this case, it needs more experiences to

build the attack model. The most classic proposed approaches

are query-based method. Query-based approaches attack the

model by query the DNN repeatedly [16] [17].

B. White-box Attack Methods

By using white-box attack method to attack DNNs, all the

information in DNNs even backpropagation for gradient can

be used to enable the attack. For a specific DNN model, we

can attack in a special way, so it performs better than the

black-box attack method in many respects including success

rate. In the literature, gradient-based method and optimization-

based method are most often used in the research, so we briefly

summarize a few important white-box attacks below.

C. Gradient-based Methods

FGSM [10]. proposed the Fast Gradient Sign Method

(FGSM) to generate adversarial examples quickly. They add

perturbation that computed by gradient of the model with a

loss function J using a sign function on it only once. The

distortion constraint ||δ||∞ ≤ ε is under L∞. Assume the

original input is x0, the real label is y and the step size in

the direction of gradient is ε, FGSM generate a adversarial

example x∗ by: x∗ = x0 + ε · sign(∇J(x0, y)).

I-FGSM [18] is also a gradient-based method, it is an

iterative version of FGSM where it uses small step size in

each iteration. In each iteration, FGSM is used as the core

approach the result after clipping is the input data of next

iteration.
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D. Optimization-based methods

In optimization-based method, the attacker generates adver-

sarial examples by minimize a loss function. Such method can

cost a lot of time but sometimes can generate more robustness

adversarial examples.

L-BFGS [9] szegedy used a box-constrained L-BFGS to

minimize the l2 norm of the perturbation subject to f(x+δ) =
l
′

(l
′

is the predict label after adversarial attack while the

original label is l), x + δ ∈ [0, 1]m (input is within the valid

pixel range) because the model has been normalized.

GNDF [19] is an improved version of DeepFool, the goal

is to increase the robustness of DeepFool. They add Gaussian

Noise to the f by f
′
l = fl(xi) − fl̂(xi)

(x0) + GN(xi, l(xi))
which f is the score for every class computed by the DNN.

In f
′
l = fl(xi)−fl̂(xi)

(x0)+GN(xi, l(xi)), xi is the original

image input data or the output image data after previous

iteration, fl(xi) is the output of DNN, we often use the most

high score as the finally output result, GN is the gaussian noise

computed by xi and l(xi). By adding Gaussian noise to the

output of DNN, the direction of perturbation become single

instead of multi-direction, and the robustness of the adversarial

examples can be greatly improved.

Our approach DADF is also an optimization-based white-

box attack method, by using the framework of DeepFool

generate adversarial examples. DADF reduce the traversed

target label set and towards to the most valuable labels to

generate adversarial examples, so DADF is more effective than

DeepFool.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we analyze the label distributions of adver-

sarial examples generated by DeepFool, then we propose the

DADF method that can generate adversarial example more

effective and faster. The DADF method has higher success

rate than DeepFool, but it can save much time on generating

adversarial examples. Experiments are conducted to validate

the effectiveness of the proposed methods and explain why

it can work in practice. The experimental results show that

DeepFool algorithm has some bias for specific labels, which

provides a possible way to optimizing adversarial attack algo-

rithms and generating adversarial examples efficiently.
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Abstract—Studies have shown that deep learning models
are vulnerable to adversarial examples, which cause incorrect
predictions by adding imperceptible perturbations into normal
inputs. The same characteristic goes for the sentiment orientation
classification models. If the input text for the models contains
perturbing information such as typos or special symbols, the
inputs could misled the models. The adversarial examples reflect
the diversity of text features, and the flaws of the sentiment orien-
tation classification models can be found by adversarial attacks.
The adversarial examples can be used to train the sentiment
orientation classification models to improve the robustness of the
model. This paper proposes to generate adversarial examples
of Chinese sentences by replacing one of the characters in the
word with similar Chinese characters in a black-box manner.
The experimental results show that the adversarial examples
generated by this method cost less and visually closer to the
normal text.

Index Terms—text classification, adversarial examples, robust-
ness, sentiment tendency

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of deep learning technology,

deep neural networks (DNNs) are widely used in image

recognition [1] [2], speech recognition [3], natural language

processing [4] [5] [6] [7] and other fields. However, the

security problems of deep learning system have been exposed

gradually. Sgezedy et al. [8] proposed that deep learning

models are vulnerable to be attacked by adversarial examples

with small perturbations, it will lead the model gives a false

output with high confidence. After that, Goodfellow et al.

[9] explained the generation principle and application method

of the adversarial examples. In their approach, adversarial

examples are generated by adding some noises which are

imperceptible to the human eyes as perturbations. The image

recognition model will misclassify these adversarial examples,

which seems no different from the original image, and the

same goes for text and audio. The inability to effectively

distinguish perturbation information makes the deep learning-

based applications face huge security risks. The model is

This work is supported in part by the Qin Xin Talents Cultivation Program
of Beijing Information Science Technology University (No.QXTCP C201906)
and 2020 Promote the Interior Development of University - Student Research
and Training Project of Beijing Information Science and Technology Univer-
sity (5102010805).

susceptible to perturbation information because the model is

more sensitive to features with high generalization ability.

By using the adversarial examples for training models can

optimize the model and improve its robustness.

The security of sentiment analysis based on deep learning

also faces huge threats. Sentiment classification technology is

often used to extract people’s attitudes or sentiments towards

something by analyzing a large number of online comments.

For example, through the analysis of sentiment classification

technology, manufacturers can fully understand users’ opin-

ions on products and services. On the one hand, companies can

use these suggestions to further improve product quality and

adjust marketing strategies, on the other hand, governments

can also use online comments on public events to broadly

understand the public opinions as references for policymaking.

In real life, these online comments are often mixed with

perturbing information such as typos, acronyms, and network

words. The sentiment orientation classification models are

often misled due to this perturbing information. If an attacker

exploits the weakness by adding some similar perturbations

to malicious comments to generate a large number of adver-

sarial examples and disseminate on the network, sentiment

orientation classification models will be fooled to generate

wrong results because the adversarial examples cannot be

handled properly. For example, on an e-commerce platform,

sentiment orientation classification models will be performed

on customer consultation records in online customer service,

so as to obtain users’ opinions on products and provide

guidelines for improving product quality. If the adversarial

examples are disguised as normal data input, they will cause

sentiment orientation classification model yields wrong im-

provement suggestions of users, which could lead to fails

in competitions. Research on the generation of adversarial

examples and analyze the security vulnerabilities of deep

learning models can establish better defense mechanisms to

prevent malicious adversarial attacks.

To generate adversarial examples for texts, there are some

issues should be considered. First, the scenarios of adversarial

example generation can be divided into white-box scenarios

and black-box scenarios. In the white-box scenario, all infor-

mation of the model can be obtained, including information
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such as network structures and weight parameters, and the

adversarial examples are usually generated by gradient-based

methods. In the black box scenario, the internal information of

the model cannot be understood, and the adversarial examples

can only be constructed by observing the external input and

output. In most of the reality cases, the target models under

attack are black box models. As a result, generating adversarial

examples for black box models is more practical. Secondly,

the text is discrete data, unlike continuous data, such as images

and audios, the generation of text adversarial examples is more

special and more challenging. Adding perturbation information

to the text is easier to be perceived by human than images

or audios. When generating text adversarial examples, the

order of words and semantics are strictly limited. In order

to make the text adversarial examples disguised as normal

text, it is necessary to ensure the adversarial examples are

understandable and seems similar to the meaning of the

original text.

In this paper, we propose an approach for generating

adversarial examples for sentiment orientation classification

models of Chinese texts. At first, we use a scoring algorithm

to measure the influence of each word in the input text on

model in a black box manner. Then, we can get the score

of each word. The word with higher is more sensitive the

model. Finally, we select the word with the highest score to

split into character sequences, and then replace one of the

characters with a similar Chinese character and put it back

into the original text. If the modified text fails to mislead the

model, select the next word with the highest score for the same

operation until the model is misclassified. The results show

that the perturbation method of replacing similar words can

generate adversarial examples that are more difficult for the

human eyes to detect the traces of modification while keeping

the original meaning of the sentence.

The main contribution of this paper can be summarized as

follows:

• A novel approach for generating adversarial examples of

Chinese texts, which replace a character that have the

greatest influence on the sentiment orientation classifica-

tion model with similar Chinese characters. The generated

adversarial examples achieve a high attack success rate,

at the same time, they only need a smaller modifications

which are hard to be detected by human eyes.

• Experiments are performed on real datasets to compare

the proposed approach with the homophone perturbation

approach.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents

our method to generate adversarial examples. Section 3 carries

out experiments and compares the methods between replacing

characters with homophone and similar characters. Section 4

summarizes the related work of adversarial example genera-

tion. Section 5 concludes the paper.

II. GENERATING ADVERSARIAL EXAMPLES BY

REPLACING SIMILAR CHINESE CHARACTERS

This paper generates adversarial examples in a black box

manner, since we cannot obtain the relevant parameters of the

target model. However, we can only obtain information by

testing and observing the output of the model. It’s obvious

that the sentiment orientation classification model is more

sensitive to some words, which affect sentimental tendency.

Perturbing these words is easier to make the model get wrong

outputs. In order to find these keywords that make the model

sensitive to classification, we set up a method of searching for

keywords. After the keywords that need to be perturbed are

selected, they are perturbed by replacing the individual word

of each word with similar Chinese characters. The adversarial

examples generated in this way can keep original semantics

and effectively simulate the features of text information.

A piece of original text data is inputted each time, and the

importance score of each word in the sentence is calculated

according to the scoring function after words segmentation.

The words are sorted according to the score. Taking a word

in the sorted order, split the word into character sequences.

Only one of the characters is converted into a similar Chinese

character at one time. The perturbed sentence is inputted into

the target model and compare the new output label with the

original label. If they are consistent, the output is a success

adversarial example. If the output label and the original label

are inconsistent, and the index does not exceed the word

sequence, the next word is perturbed until the number of

perturbations exceeds the number of words. If the number

of perturbations exceeds the number of words, it is judged

whether the editing distance is exceeded, if not, the next word

are selected for perturbation, otherwise, the operation will be

ended and fail to generate adversarial examples for the text.

A. Keywords Selection

Specifically, in order to make the generated adversarial

examples more effective, it is necessary to select the words that

have the greatest impact on the emotional probability score of

the entire text for perturbation. Therefore, we set up a scoring

function to evaluate which word are important for the target

model, and in the next step we transform those words to form

adversarial examples.

More detailed description is as follows: firstly, an original

example is inputted and segmented to get a sequence of

words. Then, one word is deleted from the sequence each

time, the other words in the words sequence are spliced back

to the original sentence, and then input it to the sentiment

orientation classification model to record the prediction score,

and calculate the difference with the original text. In equation

(1), F is the function to get a prediction score of a text by the

sentiment orientation classification model, wi is the ith word in

the words sequence, Score(wi) is the value of different model’s

prediction score between the original text and the text in which

the ith word is deleted.
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Score(wi) = |F (w1, . . . , w(i− 1), wi, w(i+ 1), . . . , wn)− F (w1, . . . , w(i− 1), w(i+ 1), . . . , wn)| (1)

B. Keywords Perturbation

After the keywords are selected, we design an transform

algorithm to make the perturbed text visually more similar to

the normal data. We choose to use similar words to replace

individual words in the important words of the sentence

for perturbation. These words are similar in structure to the

original words in the original text. Some of them are just the

difference between radicals. These small differences do not

affect the reading to the human eyes. The perturbed words are

more like some typos in form and conform to the text feature.

Using the perturbation method of changing a single char-

acter in a keyword’s sequence into the similar Chinese char-

acter. The keywords sequence W = <w1, w2, w3, . . . , wn>
is ordered by the scores. Suppose the edit distance is e,

then the perturbation sequence is <w1, . . . , we>(e<n), and

each keyword in the perturbation sequence is divided into

a character sequence w1 = <c1,1, c1,2, . . . , c(1,n1)>,w2 =
<c2,1, c2,2, . . . , c(2,n2)>, · · · , we = <ce,1, ce,2, . . . , ce,ne>.

Only one character is taken to be perturbated at one time

according to the order of the character sequence. If a suc-

cessful adversarial example is not generated, the edit dis-

tance is increased, and the next word in the perturbation

sequence is taken to perturb. There are a total number of

(n1+n1∗2+ · · ·+n1∗n2∗. . . ∗ne) possibilities for perturbation.

Algorithm 1 Keywords Perturbation

Input: X =< x1, x2, x3, . . . , xn >: original words sequence,

e: edit distance

Output: Xs’: adversarial examples set

1: Calculate the score of each word in X, and the sorting the

words according to the scores to get a sequence of ordered

keywords W :=< w1, w2, w3, . . . , wn >
2: for i in range : 1 ∼ e do
3: wi =< ci,1, ci,2, . . . ci,n > //the character sequence of

wi

4: for ci,j in wi do
5: ci,j’ := the similar Chinese character to ci,j
6: wi’ := Relpace ci,j with ci,j’ in wi

7: X’ :=Relpace xi with wi’ in X
8: if the classification of X’ and X are different then
9: add X’ to Xs’

10: end if
11: end for
12: end for
13: return X’

III. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATIONS

In this section, experiments are carried out on the black

box model trained on a real Chinese text dataset. The exper-

iment compares the effectiveness of the adversarial examples

generated by the approach proposed in this paper and the

homophone perturbation approach.

A. Experimental Design

The dataset used in the experiment is shown in Table 1

which is selected from a public Chinese sentiment analysis

corpus 1. 5 out of 10 fields are chose in the experiment,

including hotel reviews from Ctrip.com and clothing, fruit,

PDA, and shampoo from JD.com. , each field have 3000

records of texts, including 1500 positive reviews and 1500

negative reviews, and the average length of the texts are given

in the last row of Table 1.

TABLE I
THE DATASET USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS

Datasets Clothing Fruit PDA Shampo Hotel

Model Sentiment tendency classification

Size 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000

Types 2 2 2 2 2

Average text length 27 32 37 33 99

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed adversarial

examples generated by replacing similar Chinese characters,

we use the sentiment orientation classification model based on

bi-LSTM and CNN in the Baidu sentiment analysis system

Senta 2 as the target model, and input a piece of data to

the target model , the target model will give the probability

that the sentiment tendency is positive and negative (the

sum of the two probabilities is 1), and then give the output

classification. Through the scoring algorithm, we can calculate

the importance of each word in a piece of text data depending

on the output probability. In the experiment, the maximum edit

distance is set to 3, and the adversarial examples are generated

according to the perturbation method of replacing the similar

Chinese characters, and the accuracy of the model is compared

on the same datasets. The lower the model accuracy, the better

the attack effect, and the generated adversarial examples can

be more easily avoid the detection of sentiment tendency

classification system and make it misclassify. At the same

time, we also pay attention to the quality of the generated

adversarial examples by checking whether it can retain the

original semantics and be more like normal data.

B. Experimental Results

To compare the effectiveness of the proposed method with

the perturbation method of replacing with homophone, exper-

iments are carried out on the bi-LSTM and CNN models.

1ChineseNlpCorpus, https://github.com/SophonPlus/ChineseNlpCorpus/blob/
master/datasets/online shopping 10 cats/intro.ipynb.

2Senta, https://github.com/baidu/Senta.
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TABLE II
The effectiveness of adversarial examples on the bi-LSTM model

Datasets Original Homophone Similiar Chinese character
Acc(%) Acc(%) Decrease(%) Acc(%) Decrease(%)

clothing 99.40% 69.43% 29.97% 71.77% 27.63%
fruit 92.23% 61.13% 31.10% 66.53% 25.70%
pda 93.33% 65.47% 27.86% 68.67% 24.66%

shampoo 92.70% 62.63% 30.07% 65.67% 27.03%
hotel 88.70% 68.17% 20.53% 68.23% 20.47%

TABLE III
The effectiveness of adversarial examples on the CNN model

Datasets Original Homophone Similiar Chinese character
Acc(%) Acc(%) Decrease(%) Acc(%) Decrease(%)

clothing 94.30% 72.23% 22.07% 73.37% 20.93%
fruit 92.07% 66.97% 25.10% 70.33% 21.74%
pda 92.70% 68.10% 24.60% 70.90% 21.80%

shampoo 92.63% 66.80% 25.83% 70.17% 22.46%
hotel 86.80% 70.30% 16.50% 69.43% 17.37%

As Table 2 and 3 show, we can find that the adversarial

examples generated by the two perturbation methods can

significantly reduce the accuracy of the model, and the per-

turbation method of replacing with similar Chinese character

has a decrease of 25% on average for a bi-LSTM model and

21% on average for a CNN model, which are 3% and 1% less

than the method of replacing with homophones.

It can be seen from Table 3 that in the case of generating

adversarial examples based on the same data, the cost of

perturbing by replacing similar Chinese characters is slightly

greater than perturbing by replacing homophones.

C. Cost of Adversarial Examples

To compare the quality of the adversarial examples gener-

ated by the two different methods, we compare the adversarial

examples that can be generated on the same data by the two

methods. The perturbation cost in the two generation methods

is shown in Table 4, eall is the sum of edit distances, ē as

average edit distances, m is the modification on text, which

is calculated as number of modified characters / total number

of characters.

TABLE IV
Comparison of the costs of the two perturbation methods

Methods eall ē m

Homophone 7484 1.78 5.10%
Similar Chinese character 7631 1.81 5.20%

D. Text Semantic Deviation Measurements

To measure the semantic deviation of the adversarial ex-

ample, we use the Word Mover’s Distance (WMD) method to

calculate the semantic similarity between the original example

and the adversarial example. The WMD method is suitable for

calculating the distance between texts. The larger the WMD

distance, the lower the semantic similarity, and the greater the

degree of semantic deviation . The smaller the WMD distance,

the higher the semantic similarity, and the smaller the degree

of semantic deviation. Examples of WMD calculation results

are shown in Table 5.

The proportions of adversarial examples generated in two

ways within different WMD distance intervals are shown in

Table 6. It can be observed that the proportion of adversarial

examples generated in different WMD distance intervals under

the perturbation method of similar Chinese characters and

homophones. They have similar results, the proportion of

adversarial examples generated similar perturbations in the

range of 0-0.2 is slightly higher than that of homophones.

E. Adversarial Examples Readability

We adopt a subjective evaluation method which can more

accurately measure the readability of adversarial examples. 10

volunteers are recruited to evaluate the readability of adver-

sarial examples. For every volunteer, we give a set of texts,

each with 300 texts, including adversarial examples generated

by the perturbation of homophones and similar words under

different perturbation amplitudes, and then ask them questions:

”Has this text been manually edited?”, the time to observe

each text and answer is controlled at about 3 seconds. The

perception rate of adversarial examples with different edit

distances (perception rate = number of adversarial example

that has been manually recognized /total number of adversarial

examples). The lower the human eyes perception rate, the

better the readability of the text; on the contrary, the worse the

readability of the text. Table 6 shows the relationship between

the human eyes perception rate and the edit distance with

different perturbation methods.

From Table 7, we can see that at the same editing distance,

the human eyes perception rate of the adversarial examples

generated by the way of replacing with similar Chinese

characters with homophones is generally lower than that of

homophone. This result indicates that the adversarial examples

generated by the perturbation method of replacing with similar

Chinese characters have lower human eyes perception rates.

This results indicates that the adversarial examples generated

by replacing with similar Chinese characters are easier to

disguise as normal data, making it difficult for the human eyes

to detect.

F. Adversarial Examples Generated

Some examples of the generated adversarial examples are

shown in Table 8, ‘+’ means positive classification, and

‘-’ means negative classification. The first example is the

adversarial examples generated by the perturbation method

of replacing similar characters. The adversarial example is

generated by changing the ”最” character in the important

word ”最差” of the sentence. This makes the sentence,

which is a negative comment, is misclassified by the model

as a positive comment. The second example is generate by

perturbing homophone replacements. The adversarial example

is generated by changing the ”很” and ”位” in ”很到位”. The
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TABLE V
Comparison of the costs of the two perturbation methods

Examples WMD

0.24541437008186

0.498499115107511

0.147250594264868

0.123658136039004

收到货，外边很漂亮，切开就这样了，失望
收到货，外边很慓亮，切开就適样了，失朢

没有送皮套，差评。
美有送批套，查评。

一用清扬,没有头皮屑。非常不错。
一用清扬,没有头皮屑。非常不措。

因为只住了一晚，所以没什么感觉，差不多四星吧。大堂的地砖很漂亮。房间小了一点。
音为只住了一晚，所以没身么感觉，差不多四星吧。大堂的地砖很票亮。房间小了一点。

TABLE VI
THE DATASET USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS

Methods WMD
0-0.2 0.2-0.4 0.4-0.6 0.6-0.8 0.8-1.0 >1.0

Homophone 64.40% 28.92% 5.45% 1.09% 0.14% 0.00%
Similar Chinese character 64.85% 28.44% 5.43% 1.12% 0.16% 0.00%

TABLE VII
THE DATASET USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS

e=1 e=2 e=3

Homophone 16.89% 32.40% 68.60%
Similar Chinese character 13.40% 20.34% 45.20%

sentences that should be a positive review were misclassified

by the model as a negative review.

TABLE VIII
ADVERSARIAL EXAMPLES GENERATED

Original: -

Perturbed:

在京东买的最差的一次
在京东买的朂差的一次 +

Original: 当时有点坏了，不过服务很到位，解决了问题。 +

Perturbed: 当时有点坏了，不过服务狠到为，解决了问题。 -

IV. RELATED WORK

In recent years, more and more researches focused on

the generation of adversarial examples. The generation of

adversarial examples has made great progresses in the image

processing field. The common generation methods are FGSM

(fast gradient sign method) [9], DeepFool [10], etc. But

the method of generating adversarial examples for images

is not suitable for text data since the different data types.

The image data is continuous, which can add noise to the

pixels, and the text data is discrete and only by changing the

words to generate adversarial examples. Generating adversarial

examples by changing the content of the text and it is easy

detectable by the human eyes, but we hope that the adversarial

examples generated can be closer to the real data, so more

ingenious perturbation methods are required.

Recent years, the research work on generating text adversar-

ial examples has also made some progress, and these methods

can be divided into two types according to scenes: white-

box scene and black-box scene. If the target model is in a

white-box scene, it means that we can know all the internal

information of the model and we can use this information

such as gradient to generate adversarial examples, while in

the black-box scene, we can only use the input and output

information of the model to generate adversarial examples.

A. White-box Attack Methods

Nowadays, there are many white-box attack methods. Liang

et al. [11] proposed to find some hot words by the text gra-

dient, and then perturb by inserting, modifying and removing

words, but such perturbations makes the generated adversarial

examples have a greater degree of semantic deviation. Papernot

et al. [12] proposed to randomly change the words in the

input text, replacing the words with the closest word vector

as the perturbation. The generated adversarial examples in

this way cannot maintain semantic similarity to the original

samples. Ebrahimi et al. [13] used the method of synonym

substitution, although the semantics were guaranteed, but the

number of adversarial examples successfully generated within

a limited edit distance was very rare. Jia et al. [14] proposed

to insert attention in the text Disperse sentences to deceive the

perturbation method of the reading system, but the perturbation

method without inserting a short sentence is too obvious

for short texts. For sentiment analysis systems, the input is

generally short text type comments, which is not suitable for

sentence-level perturbations.

B. Black-box Attack Methods

Although the attack methods used in the black-box scene

are relatively few compared to the white-box, there have

been some research results. Gao et al. [15] proposed the

DeepWordBug algorithm, which uses a scoring algorithm to

find important words in a sentence under black box scene, and

then modify the word-level features of these important words,
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such as swapping the alphabetical order of words, deleting

letters, adding letters, replacing letters, etc. Such perturbation

methods are only suitable for English texts, not for Chinese

texts. We are more concerned about the application of Chinese

texts. Wang et al. [16] proposed the WordHandling algorithm

to deal with Chinese texts. The same way of scoring sentence

words to find important words, using homophone replacement

to perturb, but it is also prone to semantic deviations, and it

is easier to be detected by the human eyes.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a new method to generate ad-

versarial examples for sentiment orientation classification of

Chinese sentences, experiments are conducted to compare it

with the homophone method. The experiments results show

that our perturbation method of replacing with similar Chinese

characters can generate effective adversarial examples at a

cost similar to the method of replacing with homophone, but

the adversarial examples generated in our method are more

difficult than homophone perturbation to be perceived by the

human eyes and more inclined to be disguised as normal

texts. In addition, the similar Chinese characters as a kind of

visual modifications to text can be a new type of adversarial

attack in Chinese texts. To improve robustness of the sentiment

classifier models, the gaps in information processing between

humans and models need to be considered to handle diverse

types of data.
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Abstract—According to the security performance of image 

encryption, a hybrid image encryption algorithm is proposed. 

The algorithm can use different chaotic systems and pseudo-

random generators to scramble and spread according to the 

needs of human control. The security of the algorithm is 

improved by dividing the plaintext into equal length sequence 

segments and encrypting them into inverse operations. 

Through the analysis of the sensitivity of the algorithm, the 

ability to resist differential attack and the encryption rate of 

the algorithm, it shows that the algorithm is safe and reliable. 

Keywords- Pseudorandom; Mixed encryption; Image encryption; 

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of science and technology, 
information, multimedia and other information industries 
have developed one after another. With the coming of 
information age, information security has become the focus 
of people's attention. Therefore, it is very important to 
protect personal information and make it safe and reliable. 
Compared with the security of words, sounds and other 
information, image information contains more abundant 
information content and has higher confidentiality 
requirements. People hope that when transmitting 
information, people hope that their information content and 
transmission related information will not be intercepted or 
read by others, so as to ensure that their information content 
is complete and confidential[1].In communication 
information, image information is widely used, because 
image information contains a large amount of information, 
and can accurately describe information content and vivid 
image. In national defense, social, private and aerospace 
networks, image is the most prominent and frequent form of 
expression[2].Therefore, image information transmission is 
one of the common and convenient means in communication 
nowadays[3].So there are higher requirements for the 
security of image transmission. 

This topic is aimed at the security and efficiency of 
image encryption. The security, encryption efficiency and 
storage space of image data are big problems. Compared 

with asymmetric encryption, symmetric encryption is more 
widely used in mobile terminals[4].In this paper, binary 
stream cipher is used for encryption, which has great 
advantages in efficiency and storage space. In addition, one-
time encryption in stream cipher is used to ensure the 
security, so that the image can be transmitted safely and 
quickly. And because of the mixed encryption, in the aspect 
of scrambling and diffusion of image encryption, we can use 
the algorithm in line with its situation artificially. The overall 
algorithm of mixed encryption is controllable, and the 
algorithm security can be guaranteed, and the information 
security of image is reliable. This topic can make some 
private images can be transmitted safely and reliably, which 
is of great significance for image transmission involving 
privacy [5]. 

II. PRELIMINARIES

In recent years, with the increasing importance of image 
encryption, some theoretical knowledge in other fields has 
been applied to the research of image encryption technology 
[6-11],and many new image encryption methods[12] have 
been proposed. In 2011, Ebatatufar et al. Applied the theory 
of maximum stack tree[18] in image encryption 
algorithm[13-17], and achieved good scrambling effect. 
Moreover, the algorithm has high security, novel and unique 
ideas, but the computational complexity is very high. In 2012, 
Liu[19] et al. Applied DNA coding to image encryption, and 
used nucleotide coding to make pixel confusion, and 
proposed a novel confusion and diffusion method. In 2012, 
Abdullah[20] and others combined genetic algorithm with 
Logistic chaos to scramble the image, which greatly reduced 
the pixel correlation of the image. The research of image 
encryption technology applied in the computer has been 
mature, and some innovative image encryption algorithms 
have achieved good encryption effect, but these algorithms 
usually have high computational complexity[21], which is 
very important for the current society The actual value of is 
not high. 

Therefore, some scholars combine chaotic system[22-27] 

with other encryption technologies to encrypt images, which 
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increases the complexity of image encryption and greatly 

improves its security. Since then, Zhao Feng and others put 

forward an image encryption algorithm[29] in reference[28], 

which is a combination of self coding, chaos and hyperchaos 

mapping. Compared with the above encryption algorithm, 

such algorithm[30,31] not only improves the security of 

image encryption, but also increases the encryption 

efficiency. In reference [32], an image encryption algorithm 

based on hyperchaos and bit substitution is proposed. The 

algorithm adopts two mapping methods, hyperhenon 

mapping and Kent mapping. In addition, a parameter is 

added to the encryption process. This parameter is closely 

related to the plaintext image, and the encryption effect and 

confidentiality are improved. In reference [33], an image 

encryption algorithm combining two-dimensional Kawakami 

and three-dimensional Lu is implemented. Firstly, the 

Kawakami hyperchaos sequence is generated by iteration for 

pixel replacement; then, the initial conditions and iterative 

parameters of Lu system are controlled by plaintext pixel 

value to generate the chaotic sequence for pixel replacement 

and diffusion.  

In recent years, the researches on lightweight image 

encryption methods are few. And most of them use chaos 

encryption method to encrypt the image, which has low 

security. In this paper, we use the one-time encryption form 

of stream cipher and lightweight encryption algorithm to 

encrypt the image, which can encrypt the image quickly and 

safely 

III. HYBRID ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM 

A. Encryption steps 

TABLE I SYMBOLS AND MEANINGS 

Symbol meaning 

Se 
Pseudorandom 
generator seed 

Ks Secret key 

PRNG 
Pseudorandom 

generator 
M Clear text picture 

Gm Plaintext sequence 
Bs Plaintext sequence 
Mb Chaotic sequence 
Ss Ciphertext sequence 
Sm Ciphertext matrix 
S Ciphertext picture 

K1, K2, K3… Kn One time key 

C1, C2, C3… Cn 
Plaintext sequence 

segment 

S1, S2, S3… Sn 
Ciphertext sequence 

segment 

• After the image M is imported into Matlab and 
transformed into gray matrix, the gray matrix is 
transformed into binary sequence by Python as clear 
text sequence BS. 

• As the initial value of chaos scrambling, the 
plaintext binary sequence BS is scrambled by 
logistic algorithm to generate chaos sequence MB. 

• The generated chaotic sequence is divided into equal 
length sequence segments C1, C2, C3….Cn. The 
sequence segment is stored and transported through 
the chain list. The following one-time key and 
ciphertext sequence segment are stored and 
transported in the same way.  

 

• Through pseudo-random generator, Select random 
seed Se and generate one-time key K1, K2, K3… Kn. 

• One time key K1, K2, K3… Kn generated by 
pseudo-random generator The generated mixed 
sequence segments are encrypted one by one, and 
each one-time key only encrypts one chaotic 
sequence segment. 

• Encrypt C1, C2, C3…Cn with one time key K1, K2, 
K3…. Kn Generate ciphertext sequence segment S1, 
S2, S3…Sn after encryption. Integrate S1, S2, 
S3…Sn into a whole ciphertext. 

1 1 1C K S =
 

(1) 

2 2 2C K S =
 

(2) 

  

n n nC K S =
 

(3) 

 

• The ciphertext binary sequence is converted to 
ciphertext image S for transmission. The encryption 
process is shown in Figure 3: 

B. Decryption steps 

After the ciphertext image s is imported into Matlab and 
transformed into gray matrix, the gray matrix is transformed 

C1 C2 Cn… ^

C1  C2 C3 …  … … … … … CnCn-1Cn-2

Mb

 
Figure 1 Sequence segment generation diagram 

S1 S2 Sn… ^

S1  S2 S3 …  … … … … … SnSn-1Sn-2

Ss  
Figure 2 Sequence segment aggregation 

S1,S2,S3…Sn

C1,C2,C3…Cn

K1,K2,K3…KnSe

Ks

PRNG

M Gm Bs Mb  

Ss Sm S

 
Figure 3 Encrption process 
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into ciphertext binary sequence Ss through Python. Then the 
ciphertext binary sequence is divided into equal length 
ciphertext sequence segments S1, S2, S3 … Sn. Then, the 
one-time key K1,K2,K3 …Kn. generated by the pseudo-
random generator is used to decrypt the ciphertext sequence 
segment S1,S2,S3 …Sn to obtain the plaintext sequence 
segments C1, C2, C3 …Cn. The plaintext sequence segment 
is merged into the plaintext chaotic sequence Mb. The 
chaotic sequence Mb is reduced to plaintext sequence Bs by 
Logistic algorithm. Finally, the clear text sequence Bs is 
transformed into the clear text picture. This is the whole 
decryption process. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULT 

The simulation of this experiment is carried out through 

MATLAB.Fig.4 shows the result of the simulation 

experiment with Lena image as the material.Fig.4(a) shows 

the original image before encryption,Fig.4(b) shows the 

encrypted ciphertext image, and Fig.4(c) shows the image 

after correct decryption. Fig.5(a) is the pixel distribution 

histogram of the plaintext image, and Fig.5(b) is the pixel 

histogram of the encrypted image. Compared with 

Fig.5(a),it can be seen that the difference between the pixel 

distribution after encryption and that before encryption is 

large, and the image information is well hidden. Compared 

with Fig.4(a), Fig.4(c), Fig.5(a) and Fig.5(c), it can be seen 

that the decrypted image is exactly the same as the image 

histogram, and there is no loss of image information in the 

process of encryption and decryption.  

V. ALGORITHM ANALYSIS 

A. Sensitivity analysis 

The iterative expression of logistic scrambling is as 
shown in formula (1), but it can be seen from experiments 
that not all μ can iterate out of chaos. Through experiments, 
we know that when 0 < x_ 0 < 1 and 3.5699456 When < μ < 
= 4, the logistic function works in chaos. And when the value 
of μ is close to 4, the effect of chaos is better. 

( )1 1n n nx x x+ = −
 

(4) 

Because for different μ values, logistic will produce 
different chaotic states When < μ < = 4, the chaotic state is 
more obvious. And when 3.5699456 When < μ < = 4, the 
whole chaotic system will become very sensitive to the 
change of initial value. The initial value is only slightly 
different, and the result after iterative chaos is also very 
different. The following table shows the selected μ = 4, the 
initial values are 0.4500000 and 0.4500001 after different 
iterations and the difference between them. The experimental 
results are shown in the Table II: 

TABLE II SENSITIVITY TEST RESULTS 

 0.4500000 0.4500001 Difference 
between the two 

1 time 0.990000000 0.990000040 0.000000040 
5 times 0.998983856 0.998984061 0.000000205 
10 times 0.726299601 0.726207825 0.000091776 
15 times 0.889330819 0.887256022 0.002074797 
20 times 0.979601832 0.998562280 0.018960448 
30 times 0.616660231 0.823703566 0.207043335 
40 times 0.862469682 0.458958300 0.403511382 
50 times 0.241996508 0.890376834 0.648380326 

It can be seen from the table that when μ = 4 and the 

initial value is only 0.0000001, after many iterations, the 

results are very different, so the encryption method has the 

initial value sensitivity and unpredictability. 

B. Anti differential attack analysis 

A secure image encryption algorithm should have good 
anti differential attack ability. Generally speaking, for image 
encryption, two standards are usually used to measure the 
anti differential attack ability of this algorithm on image. The 
two standards are number of pixels change rate (NPCR) and 
unified average changing intensity (UACI). NPCR and 
UACI are calculated as follows: 

( )
,

,
100%

i j
D i j

NPCR
M N

= 



 

(5) 

( ) ( )1 2

,

, ,1
100%

255i j

C i j C i j
UACI

M N

 −
=  

   


 

(6) 

( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )
1 2

1 2

1, , ,
,

0, , ,

C i j C i j
D i j

C i j C i j


= 

=  

(7) 

C1, C2 are two gray-scale images of (M,N) size 
Table III shows the experimental analysis results. The 

parameters used for the NPCR and UACI values are the 
ciphertext image encrypted by the original plaintext and the 
image encrypted by the minimum changed plaintext. After 
many experiments, the maximum, minimum and average 
values of the NPCR and UACI results are calculated and 
compared with the theoretical values, Compared with 
literature [34~37], the algorithm in this paper has the same 
change of plaintext, and its sensitivity is stronger, so its anti 
differential attack ability is stronger than literature [34~37]. 
The experimental results are shown in the Table III: 
 
 

 
Figure 4 Plaintext image, (b) Ciphertext image, (c) Decrypt image 

 
Figure 5 Plaintext histogram, (b) Ciphertext histogram, (c) Decrypt 

histogram 
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TABLE III ANTI DIFFERENTIAL ATTACK TEST RESULTS 

Algorithm 
Max Min Average Theoretical 

NPCR UACI NPCR UACI NPCR UACI NPCR UACI 

This Paper 0.9963 0.3356 0.9958 0.3339 0.9961 0.3346 0.9961 0.3346 

Paper [34] 0.9964 0.3358 0.9958 0.3335 0.9961 0.3347 0.9961 0.3346 

Paper [36] 0.9973 0.3355 0.9954 0.3338 0.9962 0.3345 0.9961 0.3346 

Paper [37] 0.9968 0.3367 0.9955 0.3331 0.9961 0.3346 0.9961 0.3346 

C.  Algorithm encryption rate 

In addition to security, the quality of an algorithm is 

also closely related to the encryption speed of the algorithm. 

If the security performance of an algorithm is very high, but 

the encryption speed of this algorithm is particularly slow, 

in today's multimedia big data era, the actual meaning of 

this algorithm appears to be relatively low. Although the 

security of the algorithm is higher, there are fewer places 

that can be used in practical applications. The encryption 

object of the encryption algorithm in this paper is images, 

and the amount of data is much larger than that of text. 

Therefore, the encryption speed of this algorithm is more 

important than traditional encryption methods. 

The encryption algorithm in this paper uses binary 

stream block encryption, which is faster than the reference 

[34 ~ 37] in terms of encryption speed. According to the 

data analysis, the bigger the image is, the more obvious the 

advantage of encryption speed is. In the multimedia era with 

more and more data, the encryption algorithm in this paper 

is more suitable for this era. The encryption speed of 

different paper for different size images is shown in Table 

IV: 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents a hybrid encryption algorithm, which 
combines scrambling algorithm with binary stream block 
encryption. Firstly, the binary sequence is scrambled into 
chaotic and disordered sequence by logistic algorithm, and 
then the chaotic and disordered sequence is divided into 
sequence segments of equal length, and then each segment is 
encrypted by one-time key generated by pseudo-random 
generator. Because the use of scrambling and diffusion of 
two encryption methods to encrypt the sequence, high 
security performance, and through binary stream block 
encryption also improves the speed of encryption, for big 
data encryption objects, the encryption algorithm in this 
paper has a certain practical value. And the hybrid 
encryption algorithm can be adjusted according to different 
scenarios, which is a controllable encryption algorithm. 
Experimental data show that the key sensitivity of this 
algorithm is relatively high, and the ability to resist 
differential attack is also relatively strong. In small and 
medium-sized images, the encryption speed of this paper is 
general, and on large-scale images, the encryption speed of 
this paper is obvious. All in all, the security of the algorithm 
is also very high. 
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/��7���1	���8����	��	�	���	��	��8������	���7�	��	�	��1	
����	��������	���	����������	���8#����	����%	1����	��	1�����	
#���	 ��	 �������%	 8������%	 ���������%	 ������8��	 ���	 �����	
������	 9*:-	 ;���#��	 ���	 �<��#����	 ��	1��7���1	 �����	 �����=
�����	 ����	 ������������	 ���	 ���������	 ����������	 ���8#����%	
���	 8�1���#�	 8���������	 �������	 ��	 �#�����	 �����������	 ��	
���������	 ���	 1��7���1-	 ���#�	 �������	 8������	 #����	 1���	
���8#����	 ����#����%	 �������	 ����#����%	 ���1��7	 ����#����	
���	�����	����#����	����#��	����#���$�����	����������%	1����	
��7��	 ��	 8�������	 ���	 ���	 �#������#�	 �<��#����	 ��	1��7���1	
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#�#����	 ��������	�����#�	 ��8��	��	 ���7�%	 �#��	��	 ���8#����=
���������	 ���7	 ���	 ����=���������	 ���7-	 !���	 ��	 �<������	
����������	 ������	 ���#�	 ��	 ���	 �����#����	 ��	 ���8#��=
���������	 ���7�%	 1����	 ������	 ���������	 ���	 ����	 8���	 ��	 ���	

�����#����	��	������	���7�-	0�������%	�#�	��	���	#����������	
��	 ���#�	 �����������%	 ���	 ���#������	 ��	 �����#�	 ��#���	 ��	
����������	9@:-	/���	���7�	������	��	�<��#���	�#�	��	��#���%	
��	��	����	��8������	��	���8�	��	���������	��#��=��������	�����	
��	���#��	���	�<��#����	��	���	���7�-	�����	��#���	���	#�#����	
��#���	 ��	 ���8#����	 ����#���	 ��	 ����	 ������������-	
��1����%	 ���	 �#�����	 ��#��=��������	 ����������	������	 ���#�	
��	���	��#���	����	���8#����	����#����%	1����	���	����������	
��	 ���	 ��#���	 ����	 ����	 ������������	 ��	 ����-	 �������%	 ���	
#����������	 ��	 ���#�	 �����������	 ������	 ����#���	 ���	
���8#����	 ��8�������	 ��#��#�����	 ��	 ����#��	 �������	 ���	
�����#�	 ��8��	 ��	 ��#���%	 1����	 1���	 ������	 ���	 �<��#����	 ��	
1��7���1-	 ��	 ��	���������	 ���	1��7���1	�����#����	 ��	��7�	
���8����	 ���8����	 ��	 ���	 #����������-	 ��1����%	 ���	 �#�����	
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�����%	 ��	 �<������	 ��#��=��������	 �����	 ����#����	 ����#��	
�������	 ��#���	 ���	 ����	 ������������	 ��#���	 ��	 �#���%	 ���	
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���	 ���������	 ��	 ���	 8�8��	 ��	 ������$��	 ��	 �����1�-	
0������	&	�����1�	���	�������	1��7�-	���	���8#����	��8�����	
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/0>?00	 ������	 ��	 8��������	 ��	 �������	 (-	 ��	 �������	 +%	
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�����	 ��	 ����	 ���	 ��#��	 ���������%	1����	 ��8�����	 �������	
��������	��	���#��	����%	���	#���	��8��������	���	����78����	
���	 7��	 ���7�	 ��	 ���#��	 ����#��	 ����	 ���	 ����-	 ��	 ��	 ��-	
8��8����	 ��	 ���������	 ��#��=��������	 ���7	 �����#����	������	
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���������	 ���7�%	 1����	 ���	 �����#����	 ��	 �#���=��8�	 ���7�	 ��	
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����	 ��	 ���	 ���7	 it 	������	 ��	 �����	 �  icl t 	���	 �����	 �  itl t 	

���8��������-	 >��������	 ��	 ���	 �����1���	 �#���%	 ���	 ���7	 it 	

���	��	�������	����	��<	���#8�G	* 	������=������	���8#����=
���������	 ���7	 �00=�� G	 ���	 ���7	 �����	 ���	 ����������	

�  �  i icl t tl t� 	���	 �  &itl t � -	���	������	����	������	��8����	��	

���	 ���8#����	 ��8�������	 ��	 ����#��	 �������H	 & 	 ��#���=
������	���8#����=���������	���7	�60=�� G	���	���7	�����	���	

����������	 �  �  i icl t tl t� 	���	 �  &itl t � -	 ���	 ������	 ����	������	

��8����	��	���	���8#����	��8�������	��	����#��	�������%	�#�	
���	��F#�������	��	����	������������	��8�����	��	��������	����	
00=��H	, 	������=������	����=���������	���7	�00=6� G	���	���7	

�����	 ���	 ����������	 �  �  i icl t tl t� 	���	 �  &icl t � -	 ���	 ������	

����	������	 ��8����	��	 ���	 ����	 ������������	 ��8�������	 ��	
����#��	 �������H	 @ 	 ��#���=������	 ����=���������	 ���7	 �60=

6� G	 ���	 ���7	 �����	 ���	 ����������	 �  �  i icl t tl t� 	���	

�  &icl t � -	 ���	 ������	 ����	 ������	 ��8����	 ��	 ���	 ����	

������������	 ��8�������	 ��	 ����#��	 �������%	 �#�	 ���	
��F#�������	��	���	���8#����	��8�������	��	��������	����	00=
6�H	( 	 ������=������	��������	 ���7	 �00=;� G	 ���	 ���7	�����	

���	 ����������	 �  �  i icl t tl t� 	���	 �  &icl t � -	 ���	 ������	 ����	

��8����	 ��	 ���	 ������	 ���8#����	 ���	 ����	 ������������	
��8�����	��	����#��	�������H	 + 	��#���=������	��������	 ���7	

�60=;� G	 ���	 ���7	 �����	 ���	 ����������	 �  �  i icl t tl t� 	���	

�  &icl t � -	 ���	 ������	 ����	 ��8����	 ��	 ���	 ������	 ���8#����	

���	����	������������	��8�����	��	���	����#��	�������%	�#�	���	
��F#�������	��	��������	����	00=;�-		

>����������%	 ���������	 ��	 ���	 ���8#����	 ���	 ����	
������������	 ��8�����	 ��	 ����#��	 �������%	 ���	 ����#��	
��������	 ���	 �������	 ����	 ��<	 ����������G	 ������=������	 ��	
��#���=������	 ���8#����	 ����#��	 �������%	 ������=������	 ��	
��#���=������	������������	����#��	�������	���	������=������	
��	��#���=������	��������	����#��	�������-	
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;���#��	 ��	 ���	 #����������	 ��	 ���#�	 �����������%	 ���	
���8#����	 ��8�����	 ��	 ���#�	 ����#���	 ��	 #�#����	 #�������%	
1����	 ��	 ����������	 ��	 ��#��#�����	 1���	 ����-	 4��������	 ��	
9*(:%	 �	 �����	 ���	 �<������	 ���8#����	 ��8�����	 ��#��#�����	
�����	��	����#��	�������	�����	��	�#���8��	������	���	2#�8	
8�����	 ��	 8��8����	 ��	 ���	 8�8��%	 ��	 ���1�	 ��	 ?��-	 *-	 ��	 ���	
�����%	 ���	 ���8#����	 ��8�����	 ��	 ����#��	�������	 ��	 �������	
�������	 ����	 �������	 �����	 ��8��%	 ���	 ����	 ���	 ���#��	
���8#����	 ��8�����	 ��#��#�����	 ��	 ����#��	 �������	 ��	
���#�����	 ��	 ���#������	 ��	 8�������	 ����#��	 �#���8��	 �����	
��8��	���	���	��������������	��	�����	�����	��8��-	

��	 * &I % % % JKST ST ST ST� � 	��	 ���	 K 	�����	 ��8��%	 1����	

iST 	��8�������	 ���	 i��	 �����	 ��8�	��	���8#����	��8�����	��	�	

�����	 ����#��	 �������	 jv -	 >�	 ���	 ������%	 ���	 ���8#����	

��8�����	 �����	 ks 	��	 jv 	�������	 ��	 ���	 ��	 K 	�����	 ��8��-	 ?��	

���	�����	��8�	 iST %	���	���8#����	��8�����	��	 jv 	��	����������	

������%	 #�#����	 ��#��#�����	 ���#��	 �	 �����	 ���#�	 i� 	1���	 �	

�����	������-	���	 ��#��#�����	 �#������	 ��	 ��������	��	 �  iF t %	

���	 �<��8��%	 ���	 �#������	 #���	 ��	 ����	 �����	 ��	
�  K L ����  i i iF t t� � %	 1����	 i� 	��	 ���	 8��������	 �����������	

�����	 ��#��#�����-	 ���	 �����	 ����	 ���#���	 ����	 �����	 ��	 �	
2#�8	 8����	 ���1���	 �1�	 ��2�����	 �����	 ��8��%	 1����	

��8�������	 ���	 �#����	 ������	 ��	 ���8#����	 ��8�����	 ��	 jv -	

���	 ���������	 ���1���	 �����	 �����	 ���#��	 ���	 �������	 ��	

*K 9* � * :i i� � �	 	 
 % * i K� � %	 1����	 � 	��	 ���	 8��������	

�����������	���	2#�8���	�����	��	���8#����	��8�����-	
6#����	���	�#�����	��	����#��	�������%	���	�����	��8��	��	

���	���8#����	��8�����	������	���	������	����������%	���	���	
�����	���	��	�����������	����	���	�����	��8�	��	�������-	���	
��������������	8������	��	����������	��	!��7��	8������	��	���	

�����-	>��#��	����	 ���	�#�����	���8#����	��8�����	�����	 ks 	

��	 jv 	�������	 ��	 iST -	/���	* i K� � %	 ���	 �����	 ��8�	��	 ��<�	

�����	���	 ��	 �����������	 ��	 *iST � 	1���	 8����������	 % *i ip � %	 ��	

��	 *iST 	 	1���	 8����������	 % *i ip 	 %	 ���	 % * % * *i i i ip p� 	� � -	 /���	

*i � 	���	 i K�  %	 ���	 ��<�	 �����	 ���	 ��	 ��������	 ��	 ���	

��������	 �����	 ��8�	 1���	 8����������	 *%*p 	���	 %K Kp  %	 ��	 ��	

�����������	��	 &ST 	���	 *ST  	1���	8����������	 *%&
p 	���	 % *K Kp 	  %	

���	 *%* *%&
*p p� � 	���	 % % *

*K K K Kp p 	� �  -	 ���	 ��������������	

8����������	 �����<	 ���1���	 �����	 ��8��	 ��	 ��������	 ��	

%I M* %* Ji jP P i K j K� � � � � -	

>�	���1�	��	?��-	*%	���	��F#����	��	���8#����	��8�����	

������	��	����#��	�������	��	��������	��	 * &I % % % % Jns s s s� � � -	

��	 *i i iT t t�� 	 	��8������	���	�#������	��	���	�����	 is %	����	���	

�����	�#������	��F#����	 ��	��������	��	 * &I % % % % JnT T T T� � � -	

>��#��	����	 iT 	��	����8������	��	����	�����	���	�����1�	���	

�<8��������	�������#����	 �  * tF t e �	� 	 � 't   	1���	8��������	

� %	 ���	�<8�����	�#������	��	 iT 	��	 �  *E t �� -	��	 �  nP n P� %	

���������	 ��	 ���	 ���������������	 ��	 ���	 �����<	 P %	 �����	 ��	 �	
8�������	 �������	 l %	 1���	 *l K� 	 %	 ���	 ���	 i 	���	 j %	

% � * 'i jP K 	 � -	>��������	��	���	8��8������	��	!��7��	�����%		

	

?��#��	*-	� ���8#����	��8�����	��#��#�����	�����	��	����#��	�������	

�����	 ��	 �	 �����	�������#����%	 ����	 ��%	1���	 n �� %	�����<	 P 	
���������	 ��	�����<	 P � %	 ��	 ���1�	 ��	 �* -	 ��	 ���	�����<	 P � %	

���	 ���	 i % * i K� � %	 ����	 %*
*

K
i jj

P
�

� �� %	 ���	 ���	 ���	

j %* j K� � %	����	 %i j jP q� � %* i K� � -	

																																 ��� �  ��� n

n n
P n P P

�� ��
�� � 																								�* 	

��	���	8����������	�������#����	��	�����	��8��	��	���	�������	
���8#����	 ��8�����	 �����	 ��	 ����#��	 �������	 ��	

* &� % % %  T
K� � � �� � %	1����	 i� 	��	���	8����������	��	���	�������	

���8#����	 ��8�����	 �����	 ���������	 ��	 ���	 �����	 ��8�	 iST -	

>��������	 ��	 �* %	1���	 n �� %	 ���	 8����������	 �������#����	
�����	 ��	 ��	 ������%	 ���	 ��	 ����8������	 ��	 ���	 �������	
8����������	�������#����%	��	���1�	��	�& -	

																																	 ���
T n T T

n
P P q� �

��
�� � 																											�& 	

?���	 ���	 �����	 ��������%	 ���	 8����������	 �������#����	 ��	

���8#����	 ��8�����	 �����	 ��	 jv 	���������	 ��	 K 	�����	 ��8�	 ��	
q %	���	���	�<8�����	�#������	��	����	�����	��	 �  E t %	����	���	

�<8�����	 ���8#����	 ��8�����	 �  i jc v 	��	 jv 	��	 ���	 �����	 ��8�	

iST 	��	 ���1�	 ��	 �, %	 ���	 ���	 �����	 �<8�����	 ���8#����	

��8�����	 �  e jc v 	��	 jv 	��	���1�	��	�@ -	

										
�  *N

' '
�  �  �  � ����   

E t

i j i i ic v F t dt E t t dt
�

� � �� � �� � 											�, 	
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�  �  

K
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�
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��	�����	 ��	�����	���	����#��	��	 ���7	�<��#����	��#���	��	
���	 #����������	 ��	 ���	 ���#�	 �����������%	 ���������	 ��#��	
���������	����������	���#��	��	���8���	���������	��	���������	
���#������-	>�	8������%	����	����������	������	���#�	��	����	
��	 ����#��	 �������	 ��#��%	 �#�	 ������	 ��	 ����	 ������������	
��#��-	 ���������%	 ��	 �<������	 ��#��=��������	�����	 ����#����	
����#��	�������	��#��	���	����	������������	��#��	��	8��8����	
��	 ���	8�8��-	�����	 ��#���	 ���	 �������	 ����	 ���8�����	 ��#���	
���	 8��������	 ��#���-	 >��	 ���#��	 ����	 ����	 ���	 ����	 ��	
����#��	�������	 �����%	 ��	 ���	 ����	 ������������	���������	 ��	
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���	����	��	����#��	�������	�����	��	���	������-	?��	�#���8��	
���	���8�������	��#���%	���#8���	�������	���	��	#���	9B%*@:-	

�����	���	��#�	��#��=��������	����������	#���	��	���	�����%	
1����	 ���	 ���7	 ����78����	 �<��#����	 ��;" %	 ���7	 ��=
�<��#����	��4" %	8������	���	���7#8	��; %	���	����������	
������	 ������������	 ��;� -	 �;"	 ��8�������	 ����	 1���	 ���	
��#��	 ��	 ���8�����%	 ���	 ���7	 ������#��	 ��	 �<��#��	 ��	 ���	
��������	 ����#��	 �������	 ��	 ���	 ��������	 ����	 �����	 ���	 ��#��	
��������	 �#�����������-	 �4"	 ��8�������	 ����	 ��	 ������	
1������	 ���	 ��#��	 ��	 ���8�����	��	8��������%	 ���	 ���7	 ��	 ��=
�<��#���	��	�	����#��	�������	��	�������	����-	�;	��8�������	
����	���	8������	���	���7#8	��������	��	���	���7	���	�<��#���	
��	���������	����#��	��������	��	���������	�����-	�;�	������	
��	����	1���	���	����	������������	���1���	���	������	����#��	
�������	 ���	 ���	 ��������	 ����#��	 �������	 �����	 ��	 ��������	
����%	 ���	 ������	 �����	 �����	 ���	 ����	 ��	 �	 �8������	 ������	
����#��	�������	�����%	���	 ����	 ���	�����	 ���1����	 ���	����	
��	 ���	 ��������-	 ���	 ���������	 ��	 ��#��=��������	 ����������	 ��	
����������	 ��	 1��7���1	 �����#����	 ������	 ���������	 ��	
���7	��8�%	���7	���#��	���	��#��	��8�-	

E�-� ��"	�45�50"6	!"��56	

���	 8��8����	 /0>?00	 ������	 ������	 ���#�	 ��	 ��#�	
��8����	��	�����1�-	?����%	���������	���7	��	�88��8�����	����#��	
�������	 ���������	 ��	 ���7	 ��8�-	 0�����%	 �����������	 ���	
��8�������	 ��	 ���7	 ��	1��7���1-	 �����%	 8�����	 ���������	 ��	
���	 ���8#����	 ��8�����	 ��#��#�����	 ��	 ����#��	 �������-	 ��	
�����%	 �#�	 ��	 ���	 ���8#����	 ��8�����	 ��#��#�����	 ��	 ����#��	
�������	���	���	��#��	���#������%	���7	���#��	���	������%	��	
���	 ��#��=��������	 ��������	 ���	 ���7	 ���#��	 ��	 ��2#����	
���8������	 �#����	 1��7���1	 �<��#����-	 08����������%	 ���	
8��8����	 /0>?00	 ������	 ����#���	 ���	 ������	 �����#����	
���	���	�������	�����#����-	

A. The Static Scheduling 
��	 ���	 ������	 �����#����%	 ���7�	 ��	 1��7���1	 ���	 �������	

��������	 ��	 ���	 �88��8�����	 ����#��	 ��������	 ���������	 ��	
���7	 ��8��%	 ���	 ����	 ���	 ���#��	 ��	 ����	 ���7	 ��	 ����������%	
����	 ��%	 1������	 ���	 ���7	 ��	 ��������	 ��	 ���=��������	 ���7-	 >�	
8������%	 ����	 ��	 ���	 �����#����	 �������	 ���#�	 ��	 ���	
�����#����	 ��	 ���8#����=���������	 ���7�	 #����	 ���	 ������	
���#�	 �����������-	 6��������	 ����	 �����	 �<������	 �������%	
���	 8��8����	 ������	 ���	 ����	 ���������	 ���	 �����#����	 ��	
���7�	1���	 �����#�	 ��8��%	 �#�	 ����	 ���#���	 ��	 ���	 ��8���	 ��	
���	 ���8#����	 ��8�����	 ��#��#�����	 ��	 ����#��	 �������-	
���������%	 ���	 �<8�����	 ���8#����	 ��8�����	 ��	 ����#��	
�������	 ��	 ��8�����	 ��	 ����#����	 ���7	 ���8#����	 ����%	
1����	 �#���	 ��7��	 ���	 ����#����	 ��	 ���8#����	 ��8�����	
��#��#�����	 ��	 ����#��	 �������	 ����	 ����#��-	 ;������%	
���������	 ��	 ���7	 ��8�%	 ����=���������	 ���7�	 ���	 ���������	 ��	
���	����	����#��	�������	��	�#��	��	8�������%	��	��	��	���#��	
���	����	������������	����-		

���	��������	�������	���8�	�����	9B:	��	#���	��	��8������	
1��7���1-	;�����	����������	���	������	�����#����	���������%	
����	�����������	���	�������	�����-	

"<8�����	���8#����	����	�"�� G	��	��	���	�������	����	

1���	 ���7	 it 	1���	 ��8�	 kT 	��	 ���8#���	 ��	 ����#��	 �������	
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Abstract—IP geolocation aims at determining the geographic 

location of an Internet host, which can improve the 

performance and security of the Internet application, and 

bring about novel services. Existing methods usually use 

measurement-based technology or data analysis-based 

technology, and less consider the relationship between IP 

addresses，this paper proposed an IP geolocation approach 

based on neighbor sequences. Considering the aggregation 

characteristics of IP addresses, the IP address location library 

and mobile traffic data are taken as the original data. The 

neighbor sequences of IP addresses are first calculated, then 

converted into corresponding latitude and longitude sequences, 

and then the model is built and solved. The experimental 

results based on IP addresses in Henan Province, China show 

that the geographic location of IP addresses can be determined 

by neighbor IP sequences with the mean error is between 20 

kilometers and 30 kilometers. This method can also be 

combined with other methods to obtain better results.  

Keywords-component; IP geolocation; neighbor sequences; 

latitude and longitude  

I. INTRODUCTION

At user device does not provide a GPS location 
technology, using the IP address geolocation techniques is 
the preferred method for determining the location of a user. 
Currently, for the increasing size of the Internet user base, a 
large number of Internet services are required to obtain 
location information of the user. How to accurately 
determine a user's geographic location has become an 
Internet application in a significant issue.  

Existing IP address geolocation technologies can be 
divided into two categories: 1) Based on data analysis 
methods, such methods use non-measurement technology, 
through the processing and analysis of WHOIS database, 
web pages and other related data, to obtain the geographic 
location corresponding to the IP address. 2) Measurement-
based methods, whose principle is to obtain network 
topology, route hops, or delay detection of targets through 
traceroute, to infer the geographic location of the IP address. 

Such methods can be further subdivided into methods based 
on space theory and methods based on probability estimation 
[1], mainly including Geoping [2], TBG [3], Poist [4] and so 
on.  

In IP address geolocation technology based on data 
analysis, the data can be divided into structured data, semi-
structured data, and unstructured data according to the 
degree of structure of the data used. Registration and filing 
records are common structured data containing IP addresses 
(segments) and their corresponding geographic information 
[5], such as WHOIS database, DNSLOC records, DNS 
names, etc. These data can be used to infer the geographic 
location of IP addresses.  

Wang et al. [1] divided geolocation methods based on 
registration records into three categories: 1) inferring 
network structure and database information. It may appear 
extensive deviation method based on geographic positioning 
registration records, because some large entities may have 
multiple servers scattered in different places, but the domain 
name is registered to the same address [4]; 2) querying the 
WHOIS database; 3) measuring hostnames and inferring 
based on database information. In semi-structured data, 
geographic information may exist as an attribute of an object 
in the data. Dan et al. [5] extracted IP addresses and GPS 
coordinates from mobile device search engine logs to 
construct the most extensive set of ground truth values 
(Ground Truth) to date, with 8.4 million IP address 
geolocation records. Web pages are the most common 
unstructured data. You can use text mining [6], data mining, 
and statistics [7] to extract geographic information from 
massive Web pages and associate them with specific IP 
addresses (segments) to achieve IP geolocation. Guo et al. [8] 
proposed the Structon method, which combines Web mining, 
inference and IP traceroute to reach a more accurate IP 
address location. Backstrom et al [9] proposed a method 
based on a social map, using the position of the user's friends 
to determine the user's location, and achieved a good 
positioning effect. 
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Guo et al. [8] found that network administrators tend to 
assign consecutive IP address segments to the same area or 
similar locations, which means that consecutive IP addresses 
tend to cluster together in geographical distribution, that is, 
consecutive IP addresses tend to be neighbor geographically. 
This paper refers to this assumption as the aggregation 
characteristics of IP addresses. Based on this assumption, if 
the geographical location information of other IP addresses 
neighbor to an unknown location IP address can be obtained, 
based on the geographic location of these neighbor IP 
addresses, the physical spatial location range of the target IP 
address can be inferred. 

Based on the above assumptions, this paper proposes an 
IP address geolocation method based on neighbor sequences. 
First calculate the neighbor sequences of the IP address and 
convert it to the corresponding latitude and longitude, then 
build the model and solve it. This paper uses the following 
two types of data to verify the method: 1) The open-source 
IP positioning database [10] contains the IP address segment 
and its corresponding administrative division address; 2) The 
experimental data of a province in China sampled in the 
education and scientific research network, this data is the 
network traffic of the mobile application. The traffic contains 
the IP address, latitude and longitude, and forms a 
corresponding relationship. The experimental results show 
that the geographical location of the IP address can be 
determined by the neighbor IP sequences, and the average 
positioning error is 20-30 kilometers, which realizes the 
positioning at the district and county level. This method 
provides a new solution to the problem of IP address 
geolocation. Simultaneously, it can also be combined with 
other methods based on measurement or data analysis to 
obtain better results. The basic principle of the IP address 
geolocation method based on neighbor sequences proposed 
in this paper is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1.  The basic principle of geolocation  

II. RELATED DEFINITIONS 

The common representation of IP address [11, 12] is 4 
decimal numbers separated by English ".", which is 
essentially a 32-bit binary integer, which can be expressed as 

IP = b32 b31 … b1, where bi(1≤i≤32) It is a binary number 0 

or 1, and mathematical operations can be performed. 
In order to measure the proximity of IP addresses, this 

paper needs to define the distance between two IP addresses. 
The definition of IP distance should meet the following two 
conditions: 

1) The distance between two identical IP addresses is 0; 2) 
Between different IP addresses, the longer the same prefix, 
the closer the distance. This property ensures that the IP 
address distance in the same network is always smaller than 
the IP address distance between different networks. 

Definition 1 (IP distance) IP distance is defined as: 
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Among them, Length (x) represents the number of bits of 
a binary number x without leading 0. In the result of the 
XOR operation, the same bit in the two IP addresses 
becomes 0, and the different bit becomes 1, that is, the same 
prefix of the two IP addresses is a string of 0 in the result, 
and is located in the high order of the number. Therefore, the 
Length function can measure the length of the longest 
common prefix in the two IP addresses, and the longer the 
longest common prefix, the smaller the function value. 
Therefore, Definition 1 satisfies the two conditions required 
for the definition of IP distance. 

For example, for the three IP addresses listed in Table 1, 
d(A,B)=4 and d(A,C)=20. This indicates that the distance 
between AB is smaller than that of AC, which is consistent 
with the IP address decimal. 

TABLE I.  EXAMPLES OF IP ADDRESS AND CORRESPONDING BINARY 

FORMAL  

Number IP address Binary formal 

A 115.158.71.170 01110011100111100100011110101010 

B 115.158.71.161 01110011100111100100011110100001 

C 115.84.129.64 01110011100000010111111101000000 

 
Definition 2 (Proximity IP Set and Proximity IP Address) 

For the specified IP address p , any IP address set with a 
distance n from p is denoted as Sp,n , which is called the n-
proximity IP set of p. The elements of Sp,n  are called the n-
proximity IP address of p, and are denoted as Np,n . For a 
given IP address p, its neighbor IP set Sp,n is determined. 
According to the definition of IP distance, the binary number 
of XOR of any element in Sp,n and p is n. This means that the 
high-order bits of these elements are the same as p, the n-th 
bn is different from p, and the value of the lowest n-1 bit bi(1

≤ i ≤ n-1) can be any 0 or 1. Therefore, Sp,n can be 

represented by the closed range [N1p,n, N2p,n] of the IP 

address, where N1p,n = b32…bn0…0, N2p,n = b32…bn1…1. 

Definition 3 (neighbor sequences) Given the minimum 
distance ns and maximum distance ne of the IP address p, the 

sequences of IP addresses Np,n
s
, Np,n

s+1
, … , Np,n

e 
is called the 

neighbor sequences of  p. 
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III. DESCRIPTION OF GEOLOCATION ALGORITHM 

The goal of IP address positioning is that given an IP 
address, the location information of its physical space can be 
quickly queried, including precise longitude and latitude and 
coarse-grained administrative regionalized addresses [13]. 

Based on the aggregation characteristics of IP addresses, 
this paper proposes a geolocation method for IP addresses 
based on neighbor sequences. This method infers the 
location range of the target IP address based on the latitude 
and longitude of multiple neighbor IPs. To this end, first 
need to have a mapping relationship table from IP address to 
latitude and longitude as the benchmark input of the 
algorithm.  

We have two different kinds of original data: 1) Open 
source IP address location database, each record is in the 
form of six tuples (starting IP address, ending IP address, 
country, province, city, district), of which districts and 
counties It may be empty; 2) The mobile application network 
traffic of a province in China extracted from the China 
Education and Research Network can be parsed from the 
data to obtain triples of the form (IP address, longitude, 
latitude). Using Baidu’s geocoding API [14], the 
administrative geographic address of the IP address location 
database is encoded into latitude and longitude to form a 
quadruple (starting IP address, ending IP address, longitude, 
latitude).  

For mobile application network traffic, the IP addresses 
of each record are aggregated, and finally each IP address 
gets a set of latitude and longitude, and the maximum 
distance between these latitude and longitude is calculated. If 
the maximum distance is more than 20 kilometers, this IP 
address is considered to be dynamically allocated and the 
allocated addresses are scattered, which is not considered in 
this paper. After discarding the data with the maximum 
distance above 20 kilometers, take the collection center of 
these latitude and longitude as the final latitude and 
longitude, and record the number of aggregation. Figure 2 
shows the flow chart of the algorithm. 
 

Convert address to 
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Figure 2.  Flowchart of algorithms  

A. Construct the Latitude and Longitude Corresponding to 

the Neighbor Sequences  

According to definition 2 and formula (1), for the target 
IP address p and the IP distance n, the calculation formula of 
the neighbor set Sp,n is: 
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For each IP address p in Sa, calculate ne-ns+1 neighbor 
IP sets  [N1p,n, N2p,n] and then traverse Sa and select in the 
neighbor set IP address Np,n , if there is no IP address that 
satisfies the condition, then traverse the set Sb to find the 
longest IP address segment that intersects with the neighbor 
set. Finally, map these neighbor IP addresses (segments) to 
the corresponding latitude and longitude. Table 2 lists the 
related parameters of algorithm and their description. The 
algorithm description is as follows: 

TABLE II.  DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS  

Parameter Explanation 

ns, ne The minimum distance and maximum distance between the 

neighbor IP and the target IP 

Np,n IP address with distance n from IP address p 

Sa, Sb Respectively represent the processed mobile application 

network traffic data collection and IPIPNET data collection 

Strain, Stest IP address training set and test set 

T The set of latitude and longitude sequences corresponding to 
neighbor sequences 

 
Calculate the latitude and longitude of neighbor 

sequences: 
 

Input: Sa, Sb, ns, ne 

Output ： Set of latitude and longitude series T 

corresponding to neighbor sequences 
 
BEGIN 

T= Ø  

FOR p∈Sa DO 

R= Ø  

FOR n← ns TO ne DO 

Calculate the neighbor IP set [N1p,n,N2p,n] with 
distance p of n, select IP set M in Sa in the range of       
[N1p,n, N2p,n] 

IF Size(M)=1 THEN 

R [n] ← Latitude and longitude of the element of 

M 
ELSE IF Size(M)≠0 THEN 

R [n] ← The latitude and longitude of the element 

with the largest aggregation number of M 
ELSE 
Select the IP segment L with the longest intersection 

with [N1p,n, N2p,n] in Sb 
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R [n] ← Latitude and longitude of the element of L 

END 
END 

 T[p] ← R 

END 
RETURN T 

END 

B. Deduce the Latitude and Longitude of the Target 

Address 

Based on the above process, the IP address location 
problem can be transformed into using the latitude and 
longitude corresponding to the neighbor sequences to infer 
the latitude and longitude of the target IP address. Taking the 
longitude and latitude sequences Xi as input, and the 
longitude and latitude Yi of the target IP address as output : 

  ( )i

iY f X    (3) 

The actual task is to guess the function f. If Y and X are 

linear, then: 
    i

T iY X  (4) 

Where Yi
 is a 2-dimensional row vector, ω is an ne-

ns+1-dimensional column vector, and Xi is a  matrix of (ne-

ns+1)*2. In order to learn this function, the loss function is 

defined as: 
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     (5) 

Where Yi is the true value of the i-th set of data Xi. And 

the requested model is as follows 

     arg min ( )Loss X


    (6) 

This paper chooses the method of mini-batch gradient 

descent [15] to solve the model. Compared with batch 

gradient descent and stochastic gradient descent, the speed 

is faster than the batch gradient descent, and the accuracy is 

better than the random gradient descent. 

The main parameters of the algorithm are the minimum 

distance ns and the maximum distance ne of neighbor 

sequences. When the IP distance reaches a large value, there 

is no significant correlation between the geographical 

locations of the two. At the same time, when the IP distance 

is small enough, it can be assumed that both are in the same 

small LAN. However, when determining the geographic 

location of the target IP address, you cannot only consider 

neighbor sequences with a sufficiently small distance. IP 

address pairs with very small distances from each other will 

not appear in the data in large numbers. Relying on such 

occasional data will lead to overfitting of the model. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Based on the existing data, this paper selects different ns 
and ne for comparison. Considering that shorter neighbor 
sequences are more susceptible to noise data, the length of 
the neighbor sequences selected in this paper is 8-16. Table 3 
lists the accuracy of the algorithm under different parameters. 

TABLE III.  PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF ALGORITHMS WITH 

DIFFERENT PARAMETERS OF PARAMETERS  

ns ne 

average 

error / 

kilometer 

median / 

kilometer 
variance 

Minimum 

error / 

kilometer 

Maximum 

error / 

kilometer 

8 16 26.86 16.53 827.17 0.35 210.58 

8 20 26.47 14.45 931.25 0.37 245.30 

8 24 27.97 17.15 1195.51 0.40 266.90 

9 16 27.87 18.76 1048.57 0.07 245.22 

9 20 26.51 17.99 1045.82 0.11 238.36 

9 24 28.44 18.74 1045.85 0.49 254.11 

10 17 28.75 14.39 1182.65 0.22 257.48 

10 20 27.45 17.35 877.75 0.55 223.62 

10 24 30.17 17.46 1111.18 0.15 232.11 

11 18 28.31 19.12 955.34 0.07 220.86 

11 20 31.06 23.08 969.17 0.18 226.94 

11 24 29.35 21.06 952.20 0.10 223.86 

12 19 32.94 24.04 1059.94 0.65 256.11 

12 20 32.70 23.92 1079.66 0.55 225.44 

12 24 32.20 21.72 1139.81 0.12 236.60 

 
It can be seen from Figure. 3 and Figure. 4 that under 

different parameters, the distribution of errors shows the law 
that the error distance increases and the number of errors 
rapidly decreases. In addition, under different parameters, 
although the error distance increases and the number of 
errors decreases at different rates, the accuracy of the 
algorithm does not differ by orders of magnitude. This 
indicates that within the selected ns and ne ranges, the 
physical space position of the neighbor sequences has a 
greater correlation with the physical space position of the 
target IP address.  

However, it can still be seen that when the parameters ns 
=8 and ne =20, compared to when ns =8 and ne =24, the 
number of errors under the same distance when the error 
distance is smaller, and the number of errors under the same 
distance when the error distance is larger. These two points 
make the average error and median error of the algorithm 
when ns =8 and ne =20 smaller, thus making the algorithm 
more accurate. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.  Error distribution of algorithm when ns=8 and ne=20  
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Figure 4.  Error distribution of algorithm when ns=8 and ne=24  

It can be observed from Table 3 and Figures 3 and 4 that 
ns and ne affect the accuracy of the algorithm. In actual use, 
due to different data, the specific distribution of data is also 
necessarily different, so experiments should be conducted on 
the basis of fully studying the distribution of data to 
determine the specific values of ns and ne to obtain the 
optimal positioning performance. 

The average error of the algorithm is 20-30 kilometers, 
and the median error is about 20 kilometers, which basically 
realizes the positioning at the district and county level. Table 
4 lists the positioning results of the algorithm and the results 
given by other IP address libraries. It can be seen that the 
results given by the algorithm have a finer granularity, and 
the accuracy is comparable to that of each database. 

TABLE IV.  GEOLOCATION RESULTS   

IP address 
Algorithm 

results 
Baidu ChunZhen 

117.158.221.215 
Zhongyuan 

District, 

Zhengzhou 

Zhongyuan 
District, 

Zhengzhou 

Zhengzhou 

219.157.12.36 
Luolong 
District, 

Luoyang 

Hebi Luoyang 

218.196.192.25 
Longting 
District, 

Kaifeng 

Kaifeng  Kaifeng 

42.239.250.215 
Qibin 

District, Hebi  
 Hebi  Hebi  

182.127.208.2 
Xiping 
County, 

Zhumadian  

Xiping 
County, 

Zhumadian  

Zhengzhou  

61.158.128.9 
Luolong 
District, 

Luoyang 

Kaifeng Luoyang 

175.106.255.25 
Hualong 
District, 

Puyang  

Hualong 
District, 

Puyang  

Puyang  

221.176.240.15 
Qibin 

District, Hebi  

Qibin 

District, Hebi  
Hebi 

 

V. CONCLUSION  

Regarding the geographic location of IP addresses, 
existing data analysis-based methods pay more attention to 
the extension attributes of IP addresses, such as 
administrative division addresses and domain name 
registration records, and pay less attention to the relationship 
between IP addresses. This paper focuses on the relationship 
between IP addresses. According to the aggregation 
characteristics of IP addresses, a geolocation method for IP 
addresses based on neighbor sequences is proposed. First, 
select the neighbor sequences of the IP address and convert it 
to the corresponding latitude and longitude sequences, then 
use a linear model to fit the latitude and longitude sequences, 
and select the parameter that minimizes the loss function as 
the model. Experiments show that by selecting appropriate 
parameters, this method can give a more accurate physical 
location of the IP address. Limited by the data size of the 
experiment, the positioning error of this experiment is 20-30 
kilometers on average. If the amount of data reaches a 
million level, this method is expected to limit the average 
positioning error to within 10 kilometers. 

Starting from the relationship between IP addresses, this 
method considers the aggregation characteristics of IP 
addresses, provides a new idea for the IP address geolocation 
problem, and is a powerful complement to the existing IP 
address geolocation technology. Based on the data analysis 
method, if the relationship between IP addresses is 
introduced on the basis of the IP address extension attributes, 
a large amount of information can be added and more 
features can be obtained, then the model will have more 
parameters and the expression ability will also be enhanced, 
you can expect to obtain better results. Accurate IP address 
positioning results can effectively support related Internet 
industries, such as network security and advertising. This 
work is based on IPv4 addresses. Although IPv6 addresses 
are not widely used at present, they are growing rapidly. The 
37th China Internet Development Report [16] shows that 
from 2014 to 2015, the annual growth rate of the number of 
IPv4 addresses in China reaching 9.6%, the next step will be 
dedicated to the geographic positioning of IPv6 addresses. 
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Abstract—One important way to improve the quality of safety-
critical software is to produce a good software requirement
satisfying several key properties, such as: integrity, consistency,
and well organized, etc. Our work is based on airborne software
domain, and propose a framework to translate the software
requirements, which are itemized with domain natural language
in avionics, effectively into a formal specification model VRM
(Variable Relation Model), which has table-style structures with
formal semantics. Firstly, considering avionics domain char-
acteristics, a domain concept library is established including
different types of variables and concepts. Then, a set of domain-
oriented requirements templates are defined, such as: general
event/condition, display event/condition, etc. According to VRM
model element semantics, three types model construction algo-
rithms are designed to complete the translation automatically.
And in the case study, the Engine Indication and Crew Warning
System (EICAS) was selected to show how to construct formal
models from natural language requirements.

Index Terms—safety-critical software, VRM, EICAS, domain
template library, model transition

I. INTRODUCTION

Safety-critical software [1], [2] refers to a type of software

used in safety-critical systems such as aviation, aerospace,

transportation, and energy. These software systems require

high safety, reliability, and robustness [3]. Errors or vulner-

abilities caused by the software may lead to very serious

consequences [4], [5], such as: heavy losses of property, severe

damage to the environment or a large number of casualties,

etc. In recent years, with the rapid growth of the number of

functions and complexity of various safety-critical systems,

how to effectively develop such software systems has become

an great challenge in the area of safety-critical systems.

From the perspective of the software life cycle, it is very

important to construct a product that meets the requirement

of completeness and consistency. This is one of the best

ways to improve product quality of safety-critical software

and reduce costs of product development. Taking the avionics

software system as an example, its corresponding civil air-

borne software airworthiness standard DO-178B/C [6] is to

carry out various activities of avionics software research and

development with multi-level requirements as the core. And

it introduces the model-based system/software engineering

methodology and formal methods [7], [8] to better support

the achievement of safety and other related goals.

Gererally, the content of this article is arranged as follows.

The second section gives a description of the framework for

building a VRM model from natural language requirements.

The third section defines the key concepts in the research

framework. It includes the formal definition of the domain

concept library, the design of the domain template library and

the mathematical definition of its constituent elements, and

the automatic construction algorithm of the table model in the

VRM model. The fourth section is an example analysis of the

Engine Indication and Crew Warning System (EICAS). The

last section is the related work and summary.

II. CONSTRUCTING VRM MODEL FOR DOMAIN NATURAL

LANGUAGE REQUIREMENTS

This section first describes the framework of construct-

ing formal requirement models(VRM)from domain natural

language requirements. It includes domain natural language

requirements template and automatic construction from stan-

dardized requirement models to VRM model. Then a brief

description of the formal requirements model (called VRM

model) is described.
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A. Research Framework for VRM modeling
The work content of this article is part of the research

content of an overall project ART (Avionics Requirement

Tools) . The goal of the entire project is to design and

implement a software tool platform (ART) for requirements

analysis and verification in accordance with the requirements

of DO-178B/C [9]–[12]. The first step is to build an engineer-

ing practical formal modeling method (VRM) that includes

elements such as conditions, events, modes, and environmental

interactions. In this process, it is necessary to consider the do-

main characteristics of modern civil aircraft avionics software

requirements, natural language description of avionics domain

requirements, and the “four-variable theoretical model” [13]

formal methods. The second step is to conduct analysis and

verification activities such as consistency and integrity based

on the formal semantics of VRM model. Finally, the formal-

ized VRM requirements model can be used to automatically

generate test case sets.
The main work of this article is as follows. First, accord-

ing to the characteristics of avionics area requirements and

actual engineering requirements, a set of domain-oriented nat-

ural language requirement templates is designed and defined.

Then, comprehensively consider the semantic elements of the

adopted VRM model to form a requirement normalization

method based on this template. Finally, an automatic construc-

tion algorithm from standardized requirement model to VRM

model is given. The overall framework is shown in Figure 1.

Model 
analysis

Element mapping

Model 
construction

Fig. 1. Framework of generating VRM model based on domain natural
language

Facing the domain natural language requirements, this ar-

ticle defines a set of domain natural language requirements

templates. Then redefine the natural language requirements to

form a standardized requirement model. The domain template

is defined based on domain-related knowledge and actual

requirements. It will describe data, proper-noun and fixed

sentences contained in the requirements document in the form

of templates. Eventually realize the unification of requirement

description and reduce human error in the process of require-

ment definition. Its content includes: domain concept library

and domain template library.

• The domain concept library includes: proper nouns, con-

stants, input variables, output variables, term variables

and mode class. In the domain concept library, proper

nouns refer to proprietary system names, component

names, etc. Constants refer to some predefined param-

eters in the software. Input variables refer to the data

dynamically enter by a component during software oper-

ation. The output variable is the operation result of the

component during the software operation. Term variables

mean that some input data need to go through a series

of operations to finally produce output data. In order to

better describe this process, the VRM model need to add

term variables to supplement the description. The mode

class is the union of N non-empty disjoint modes. Each

mode is an equivalent class of system state.

• According to the features of natural language require-

ments and the characteristics of VRM model elements,

this paper defines four types of templates. After analyz-

ing and summarizing the requirements example EICAS

system, a conclusion is drawn: it is mainly divided into

general functional requirements and display functional

requirements. According to the characteristics of VRM

model elements, conditional and event-based require-

ments are obtained. Therefore, a general conditional tem-

plate, a general event type template, a display conditional

template, and a display event type template are defined.

• Through domain natural language templates, we can rede-

fine natural language requirements to obtain standardized

requirements.

Based on the elemental characteristics of the standardized

requirement model and VRM model, the data structure of

the standardized requirement model and the VRM model is

defined. VRM model can be automatically constructed by

using VRM model construction algorithm.

• First, the regular expression of the domain template is

defined. Then we can use this expression to parse the

standardized requirement models to get the requirement

model elements.

• According to the predefined requirement model element

to VRM model element mapping table and domain tem-

plate to VRM model table function mapping table, the

requirement model element is mapped to VRM model

element and VRM model table function information.

• According to the information of the VRM model elements

and the VRM model table function, the VRM model can

be automatically constructed.

B. VRM modeling

There are many formal methods and theories at present,

but few methods are derived from actual engineering and are

actually applied. And the description of most formal methods

is too complicated, making it difficult for system engineers to

understand and accept them. In fact, engineering personnel un-

derstand and are familiar with engineering domain knowledge

and various tables (such as various avionics system operation

manuals). Therefore, the VRM model used in this paper is a

requirement model with both tabular and formal semantics.
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Similar to the data storage and processing methods in

relational database, the intuitive form of the VRM model is to

use two-dimensional tables to build requirement models. The

two-dimensional relational data in the relational database is

actually a mathematical model strictly defined by the relational

calculus logic system (ie: formal model). VRM model is based

on a four-variable formal model and tailored according to the

characteristics of the avionics software domain. Some of the

formal definitions are as follows:

The six-tuple of the VRM requirement specification is {SV,

C, E, F, TS, VR}. SV is the set of all state variables, which

is a four-tuple, defined as: SV={MV, CV, M, IV }. It includes

input variable MV, output variable CV, mode class M and

term variable IV. The function of each data of the six-tuple is

specifically described below.

• MV is a set of input variables that is non-empty and dis-

joint. MV={mv1,mv2,...,mvl}. mv1,mv2,...,and mvl are

input variable.

• CV is a set of output variables that is non-empty and dis-

joint. CV={cv1,cv2,...,cvl}. cv1,cv2,...,and cvl are called

output variables.

• M is a set of mode classes that is non-empty and disjoint.

M={mc1,mc2,...,mcm}. mc1,mc2,..., and mcm are called

mode class. And mci contains all modes in this mode

class. Mci={mci1,mci2,. . . ,mcim}.

• IV is a set of term variables that is non-empty and

disjoint. IV={iv1,iv2,...,ivk}. iv1,iv2,..., and ivk are called

term variables.

• TS is the union of types. All types in TS are non-empty

set of values.

• VR is a special function. It is used to map the name of

the state variable to a specific value, indicating all the

ranges of the state variable.

• C, as Condition, indicating a predicate on a single

state variable. For example, Altitude > 500 means

the current height is greater than 500. The condition is

a logical expression which can be expressed in differ-

ent ways. It can be a boolean variable which includes

true and false, or a boolean expression ci
⊙

cj , etc.⊙ ∈ {AND,OR,NOT} represents logical operator.

C = r ◦ v. ◦ ∈ {=, <,>, �=,≥,≤} represents the

relational operator.

• E, as event, representing the predicate on two state

variables. The general expression of the event is

EV ENT (S) GUARD D.

EV ENT ∈ {@T,@F,@C} represents the event op-

erator. GUARD ∈ {WHEN,WHERE,WHILE}
represents the guard operator.

• F is a table function. All tables are a mathematical

function. It can be expressed by Fi.

The table functions in the VRM model include three cate-

gories: condition table, event table and mode transformation

table. All three types of tables have corresponding formal

semantic definitions. Due to space limitations, only a brief

description of the examples in Figure 2 and Figure 3 is given.

Figure 2 is an example of a condition table: based on the mode

dependency sets Dn={Pressure, Overridden}. The value of the

controlled variable SafetyInjection is defined (i.e. a functional

requirement F1). The corresponding two-dimensional table

visually represents the model and the corresponding mathe-

matical logic formula model.

SafetyInjection=

F1(Pressure, Overridden) = 
Off if Pressure=high ˅ Pressure=Permitted ˅
          (Pressure=TooLow ˄ Overridden=true)
On  if Pressure=TooLow ˄ Overridden=false

Mode Pressure Condition

High, Permitted

TooLow

SafetyInjection

True False

Overridden Not Overridden

Off On

Fig. 2. Condition table and its logic formula

Figure 3 is an example of an event table: based on the

new and old mode dependency sets: {Block, Reset, Pressure,

Overridden} and {Block, Reset, Pressure}. The function de-

fines the value of the controlled variable Overridden (i.e. a

functional requirement F2). Its corresponding two-dimensional

table visually represents the model and the corresponding

mathematical logic formula model.

Overridden = F2(Pressure, Block, Reset, Overridden, Pressure ,Block ,Reset  ) = 

true          if          (Block =On ˄ Block=Off ˄ Pressure=TooLow ˄ Reset=Off) ˅
                             (Block =On ˄ Block=Off ˄ Pressure=Permitted ˄ Reset=Off)
false         if          (Reset  =On ˄ Reset=Off ˄ Pressure =TooLow) ˅ (Reset  =On
                             ˄ Reset=Off ˄ Pressure =Permitted) ˅ (Pressure =High ˄ 
                             Pressure High) ˅ ((Pressure =Permitted ˅ Pressure =TooLow)
                             ˄ ¬(Pressure=Permitted ˅ Pressure=TooLow))
Overridden  otherwise   (no change)

Mode Pressure Event

High
TooLow,
Permitted

Overridden =

Never @F(Pressure=High)
@T(Block=On)

When Reset=Off
@T(Pressure=High) 
OR @T(Reset=On)

true false

Fig. 3. Event table and its logic formula

III. KEY ISSUES IN THE MODELING FRAMEWORK

In this section, the related concepts involved in the research

framework of Chapter 2 are defined in detail. First, the content

of the domain concept library defined in the form of N-tuples

is introduced. Second, it describes the domain template library

and the mathematical definition of its constituent elements.

Finally, the algorithm of automatic construction of VRM

model is described.
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A. Domain concept library
The domain concept library is built on specific domains

and actual requirements. The main work is to collect the

proper nouns, domain concepts and various data involved in

the requirements, and describe their attributes in a format that

conforms to formal semantics. The domain concept library

contains the following contents: proper nouns, constants, vari-

ables, and mode class. The variables are divided into input

variables, output variables, and term variables. And modes

belong to the mode class. This article adopts the idea of object-

oriented class definition to define the domain concept library

and express it in the form of N-tuple.

DomainConcept

ProperNoun Variable Const ModeClass

ModeInputVariable OutputVariable TermVariable

Fig. 4. Domain concept library hierarchy

The detailed definition of the domain concept library is

shown in TABLEI.
Datatype contanied in the constant library and variable

library includes two parts: system predefined and user-defined.

The predefined parts of the system include Boolean, Char,

Float, Double, Integer, String and Unsigned. The user-defined

datatype is to redefine the range and precision on the basis of

the systems predefined datatype, to obtain a new datatype that

is more likely used in the actual project. The new datatype

definition includes: the name, type, range and precision of the

datatype. Redefinable datatype includes: Char, Integer, Float,

Double, Unsigned, and Enumerated.
For example, the original requirement in the EICAS sys-

tem, ”When ipFADECEngineManualThrottleCmd is equal

to TRUE, the color of the graphic symbol of the en-

gine display thrust reference should be Green100.”. It con-

tains an input variable: ipFADECEngineManualThrottleCmd,

an output variable: opFADECEngineThrustReferenceGraphic-

Color(from: the color of the graphic symbol of the engine

display thrust reference) and a custom datatype: color(from:

Green100). The detailed definition is shown in TABLEII.

B. Domain template library
The domain template library is a set of fixed sentences to

describe the requirements. This article comprehensively con-

siders the requirements description standards in the aviation

industry, analyzes the requirements of the EICAS system,

and divides the requirements into four basic types: general

requirements, display requirements, functional requirements,

and other requirements.

TABLE I
DEFINITION OF DOMAIN CONCEPT LIBRARY SEMANTICS

Name Definition Description

Domain-
Concept

DomainConcept::=
<Name, Description>

including the name and
description of Domain-
Cocept

Proper-
Noun

ProperNoun::=
<Name,Description>

including the name and
description of ProperNoun

Constant
Constant::=<Name,
Datatype, Value,
Description>

including the name, Data-
type, value and Des-
cription of Constant

Variable

Variable::=<Name,
Datatype, Range,
Accuracy, initial-
Value, Description>

including the name, Data-
type, Range, Accuracy,
initialValue and Des-
cription of Variable

Input-
Variable

InputVariable::=
<Name, Datatype,
Range, Accuracy,
initialValue, Des-
cription>

including the name, Data-
type, Range, Accuracy,
initialValue and Des-
cription of InputVariable

Output-
Variable

OutputVariabl::=
<Name, Datatype,
Range, Accuracy,
initialValue, depen-
dencyModeClass, Des-
cription>

including the name, Data-
type, Range, Accuracy,
initialValue, dependency-
ModeClass, Description
of OutputVariabl

Term-
Variable

TermVariable::=
<Name, Datatype,
Range, Accuracy,
initialValue, depen-
dencyModeClass, Des-
cription>

including the name, Data-
type, Range, Accuracy,
initialValue, dependency-
ModeClass, Description
of TermVariabl

Mode-
Class

ModeClass::=
<Name, Description>

including the name and
Description of ModeClass

Mode

Mode::=<Name, is-
Initial, isFinal,
numericalValue, Des-
cription>

including the name, is-
Initial, isFinal, numer-
icalValue and Description
of Mode

TABLE II
DOMAIN CONCEPT LIBRARY OF REQUIREMENT EXAMPLE

Name Definition
color <color, Enumerated,(Green100),->

ipFADECEngine-
ManualThrottle-
Cmd

<ipFADECEngineManualThrottleCmd,
boolean, (true,false), -. true>

opFADECEngine-
ThrustReference-
GraphicColor

<opFADECEngineThrustReference-
GraphicColor, color, (Green100),
-, Green100, ->

a) Domain template: According to the statistics of the

requirement for EICAS instances, there are more general

requirements and display requirements. According to the char-

acteristic information of VRM model, it includes condition

table and event table. Therefore, four basic domain templates

were designed.

• General conditions: < aircraft/system/equipment >
shall be able to < function > < object >, when:

< condition >.

• General events: < aircraft/system/equipment >
shall be able to < function > < object >, if:

< event >.

• Display conditions: < object > shall be able to
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< function > < format/requirement/standard >,

when: < condition >.

• Display event: < object > shall be able to

< function > < format/requirement/standard >,

if: < event >.

Requirement templates are strictly defined using formal

semantics. In the requirements template, the < object >
< airplane/system/equipment >, < function > and

< format/requirement/standard >, which are domain

concept, are defined in the chapter of domain concept library.

< condition > and < event >, which are condition and

event, will be defined in the paragraph of condition template

and event template.

The following content shows an example of the display con-

dition template. As in the example in chapter of domain con-

cept library, ”opFADECEngineThrustReferenceGraphicColor”

corresponds to < object >, ”Green 100” corresponds to

< format/requirement/standard >, ”Display” corre-

sponds to < function >, and ”ipFADECEngineManualThrot-

tleCmd=true” corresponds to < condition >.

b) Condition template: The condition refers to the value

of the variable. Conditions may be compound. That means

they are composed of simple conditions, and are connected

by logical operators: AND, OR, and NOT.

The simple condition template uses triples as defined below:

ci = (O,R, V ) (1)

• O(Object): It usually is an input variable in the domain

concept library.

• R(Relation): Relational operations, such as: =, <,>,≥
,≤, etc.

• V (Value): Value refers to a specific value within the

range of input variable.

Therefore, the condition template is defined using the

following BNF paradigm. c represents a simple condition,

C term represents the items that make up the condition, and

C represents the condition.

c ::= object ’>’ value | object ’<’ value | object ’=’ value

| object ’≥’ value | object ’≤’ value

C term ::= [NOT]c | C term AND C term | C term OR

C term

C ::= C term | C AND C term | C OR C term

For example, the condition of the EICAS requirement

example given in chapter of domain concept library can be

expressed as: ipFADECEngineManualThrottleCmd = true.

c) Event tempalte: In actual requirement, there is such a

kind of requirement. It cannot be expressed by using simple

conditions, so a new description mechanism needs to be intro-

duced which is event. For example: when the height is lower

than 500, the alarm is required to only alarm for 3 seconds,

and then no longer alarm. If the conditional expression is

used, an error will occur. And the alarm will always be in

the alarm state, which has different semantics from the actual

requirement. Therefore, it should be expressed in the form of

event.

According to the definition of event expression, a total of 12

event templates can be summarized. So, the event templates

is defined in TABLEIII.

TABLE III
EVENT TEMPLATES

Template
Semantic
Definition

Description

@T(Ci)
NOT Ci and
Ci

Ci’s last state is false,
current state is true

@F(Ci)
Ci and NOT

Ci
Ci’s last state is true,
current state is false

@C(Ci)
NOT Ci and
Ci

Ci’s last state is dif-
ferent from current state

@T(Ci)
WHEN(Cj)

NOT Ci and
Ci and Cj

Ci’s last state is false,
current state is true and
Cj’s last state is true

@F(Ci)
WHEN(Cj)

Ci and NOT
Ci and Cj

Ci’s last state is true,
current state is false and
Cj’s last state is true

@C(Ci)
WHEN(Cj)

NOT Ci and
Ci and Cj

Ci’s last state is dif-
ferent from current state
and Cj’s last state is true

@T(Ci)
WHILE(Cj)

NOT Ci and
Ci and Cj

Ci’s last state is false
,current state is true
and Cj’s state is true

@F(Ci)
WHILE(Cj)

Ci and NOT
Ci and Cj

Ci’s last state is true,
current state is false
and Cj’s state is true

@C(Ci)
WHILE(Cj)

NOT Ci and
Ci and Cj

Ci’s last state is dif-
ferent from current state
and Cj’s state is true

@T(Ci)
WHERE(Cj)

NOT Ci and
Ci and Cj
and Cj

Ci’s last state is false,
current state is true,
Cj’s last state and cur-
rent state are both true

@F(Ci)
WHERE(Cj)

Ci and NOT
Ci and Cj
and Cj

Ci’s last state is true,
current state is false,
Cj’s last state and cur-
rent state are both true

@C(Ci)
WHERE(Cj)

NOT Ci and
Ci and Cj
and Cj

Ci’s last state is dif-
ferent from current state,
Cj’s last state and cur-
rent state are both true

C. Model construction

The process from the standardized requirement model to the

automatic construction of the VRM model mainly includes two

parts.

• Conversion of the domain concept library: The domain

concept library is converted into the constant dictionary,

variable dictionary and user-defined datatype in the VRM

model. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the

domain concept library and the data dictionary.

• Conversion of standardized requirement: The semantics

of standardized requirements is, ”Under a certain condi-

tion or event, a variable (a variable is an output variable or

a term variable) obtains a specific value within its range.”

The range of output variable and the term variable should

contain at least one value, so the domain natural language

requirement and table function in VRM model have a

many-to-one conversion relationship.
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a) Standardized requirement model: Based on the con-

tents defined in the above two subsections, the data structure

of the standardized requirement model is shown in Figure 5.

Concept

-conceptID: int

-Concept()
-conceptName: string

-getConceptID(): int
-getConceptName(): string
-setConcept()

ConceptConst

-conceptConstValue: string

-ConceptConst()
-conceptConstDescription: string

-getDatatype(): string
-getConceptConstValue(): string

-setConceptConst()

-datatype: string

-getConceptConstDescription(): string

ConceptType

-conceptTypeRange: string

-ConceptType()
-conceptTypeAccuracy: string

-getDatatype(): string
-getConceptTypeRange(): string

-setConceptType()

-datatype: string

-getConceptTypeAccuracy(): string

ConceptVariable

-conceptVariableRange: string

-ConceptVariable()
-conceptVariableDescription: string

-getDatatype(): string
-getConceptVariableRange(): string

-setConceptVariable()

-datatype: string

-getConceptVariableDescription(): string

-conceptVariableValue: string
-conceptVariableAccuracy: string

-getConceptVariableValue(): string
-getConceptVariableAccuracy(): string

ConceptInputVariable

-ConceptInputVariable()
-setConceptInputVariable(): string

ConceptTermVariable

-conceptDependentModeClass: 
string
-ConceptTermVariable()
-getConceptDependentModeClass(): 
string
-setConceptTermVariable()

ConceptOutputVariable

-conceptDependentModeClass: 
string
-ConceptOutputVariable()
-getConceptDependentModeClass(): 
string
-setConceptOutputVariable()

ConceptModeClass

-conceptModeClassDescription: 
string
-ConceptModeClass()
-getConceptModeClsssDescription(): 
string
-setConceptModeClass()

ConceptMode

-modeClassName: string

-ConceptMode()
-getConceptModeIsinitial(): boolean

-setConceptMode()

-conceptModeIsfinal: boolean
-conceptModeIsinitial: boolean

-conceptModeValue: int

-conceptModeDescription: string

-getConceptModeIsfinal(): boolean
-getConceptModeValue(): int
-getModeClassName(): string
-getConceptModeDescription(): string

StandardRequirement

-standardRequirementID: int

-StandardRequirement()
-getStandardRequirementID(): int

-setStandardRequirement()

-naturalLangyageReqID: int
-standardReqVariable: string
-standardReqFunction: string

-standardReqEvent: string

-standardReqValue: string
-standardReqCondition: string

-standardReqType: string
-standardReqMode: string

-getNaturalLanguageReqID(): int
-getStandardReqVariable(): string
-getStandardReqFunction(): string
-getStandardReqValue(): string
-getStandardReqCondition(): string
-getStandardReqEvent(): string

-getStandardReqMode(): string
-getStandardReqType(): string

ConceptModeTransition

-conceptModeTransitionID: int

-ConceptModeTransition()
-getConceptModeTransitionID(): int

-setConceptModeTransition()

-sourceMode(): string

-event(): string
-endMode(): string

-modeClassName(): string

-getSourceMode(): string

-getEvent(): string
-getEndMode(): string

-getModeClassName(): string

Fig. 5. Standardized requirement model

The standardized requirement model is mainly divided into

two parts: domain concept library and standardized require-

ments. Domain concept libraries include constant concept

libraries, custom datatype concept libraries, input variable con-

cept libraries, term variable concept libraries, output variable

concept libraries, mode class concept libraries and mode tran-

sition concept libraries. Standardization requirements include

general condition normalization requirements, general event

normalization requirements, display condition normalization

requirements, and display event normalization requirements.

b) VRM model: The VRM model includes constant dic-

tionaries, custom datatype, variable dictionaries, and behavior

tables. In order to better express the model information and

the specific implementation of the subsequent tools, its content

has been integrated and converted into a constant dictionary,

custom datatype, input variable dictionary, output variable

(term variable) condition table, and output variable (term

variable) Event table and mode conversion table. In summary,

the data structure of the VRM model is shown in Figure 6.

c) VRM model construction: There are three types of

VRM model construction.

Construction of constant dictionaries, custom datatype, and

input variable dictionaries. Taking the constant dictionary as

an example, the construction algorithm is shown in Figure 7.

The input of the constant dictionary construction algorithm

is the domain concept of constant, and the output is constant

dictionary. A single constant is stored using an instantiated

object of the constant dictionary class, and the constant dictio-

nary is an array of constant objects. The algorithm complexity

is O(n).

The behavior table includes output variable (term variable)

condition table and output variable (term variable) event table.

The construction algorithm is shown in Figure 8.

Dictionary

-dictionaryName: string
-Dictionary()
-getDictionaryName(): string
-setDictionary()

DictionaryConst

-dictionaryConstValue: string

-DictionaryConst()
-dictionaryConstDescription: string

-getDatatype(): string
-getvDictionaryConstValue(): string

-setDictionaryConst()

-datatype: string

-getDictionaryConstDescription(): string

DictionaryType

-dictionaryTypeRange: string

-DictionaryType()
-dictionaryTypeAccuracy: string

-getDatatype(): string
-getDictionaryTypeRange(): string

-setDictionaryType()

-datatype: string

-getDictionaryTypeAccuracy(): string

DictionaryInputVariable

-dictionaryInputVariableRange: string

-DictionaryInputVariable()
-dictionaryInputVariableDescription: string

-getDatatype(): string
-getDictionaryInputVariableRange(): string

-setDictionaryInputVariable()

-datatype: string

-getDictionaryInputVariableDescription(): string

-dictionaryInputVariableValue: string
-dictionaryInputVariableAccuracy: string

-getDictionaryInputVariableValue(): string
-getDictionaryInputVariableAccuracy(): string

ModeMachine

-modeClassName: string

-ModeMachine()

-getModeClsssDescription(): string

-setModeMachine()

DictionaryMode

-DictionaryMode()
-getIsinitial(): boolean

-setDictionaryMode()

-isfinal: boolean
-isinitial: boolean

-numericalValue: int

-getIsfinal(): boolean
-getNumericalValue(): int

BehaviorTable

-BehaviorTable()
-getVariableName(): int

-setBehaviorTable()

-variableName: string
-datatype: string

-variableAccuracy: string

-variableRange: string
-variableValue: string

-variableDependentModeClass: string
-variableDescription: string

-getVariableRange(): int

-getVariableValue(): string
-getVariableAccuracy(): string
-getVariableDependentModeClass(): string
-getVariableDescription(): string
-getVariableCondition(): Condition

-getIsCondition(): boolean
-getVariableEvent(): Event

BehaviorModeTransition

-BehaviorModeTransition()
-setBehaviorModeTransition()

-sourceMode(): string

-event(): string
-destinationMode(): string

-getSourceMode(): string

-getEvent(): string
-getDestinationMode(): string

Condition

-assignment: string

-Condition()
-getAssignment(): string

-setCondtion()

-mode: string
-condition: string

-getCondition(): string
-getMode(): string

Event

-assignment: string

-Event()

-getAssignment(): string
-setEvent()

-mode: string
-event: string

-getEvent(): string
-getMode(): string -variableCondition: Condition

-variableEvent: Event
-isCondition: boolean
-isOutput: boolean

-getDatatype(): string

-getIsOutput(): boolean

-modeClassDescription: string

-modes: DictionaryMode
-modeTransitions: BehaviorModeTransition

-getModeClsssName(): string

-getModes(): DictionaryMode
-getModeTransitions(): BehaviorModeTransition

Fig. 6. VRM model

Input: ConceptConst
Output: DictionaryConst
1: DictionaryConst dc = new DictionaryConst();
2: ArrayList <DictionaryConst> arrayDC = new ArrayList 
<DictionaryConst>();
3: for each ConceptConst cc in arrayConceptConst do
4:      DictionaryConstDataValue = cc.getValue();
5:      dc.setDictionaryConst();
6:      arrayDC.add(dc);
7: end for

Fig. 7. Constant dictionary construction algorithm

The input of the behavior table construction algorithm is

the domain concept of the term variable, the domain concept

of output variable and the standardized requirements. And the

output is the VRM behavior table. The term variable domain

concept and the output variable domain concept are combined

and stored as the variable domain concept. The behavior table

mainly contains two aspects: the domain concept content of

the variable and the behavior information (conditions and

Input: 
ConceptTermVariable ConceptOutputVariable Standar
dRequirement
Output:BehaviorTable
1: Condition c = new Condition();
2: ArrayList <Condition> arrayC = new ArrayList    
<Condition>()
3: Event e = new Event();
4: ArrayList <Event> arrayE = new ArrayList <Event>();
5: BehaviorTable bt = new Behavior();
6: ArrayList <BehaviorTable> arrayBT = new ArrayList 
<BehaviorTable>();
7: for each ConceptVariable cv in arrayConceptVariable 
do
8:      DictionaryVariableDataValue = cv.getValue();
9:      for each StandardRequirement sr in arraySR do
10:    if sr.getVariableName().equals(cv.getName()) then 

11:        if sr.getReqType.euqals(“Condition”) do
12:            ConditionDataValue = sr.getValue();
13:            c.setCondition();
14:            arrayC.add(c);
15:        end if
16:        if sr.getReqType.equals(“Event”) do
17:            EventDataValue = sr.getValue();
18:            e.setEvent();
19:            arrayE.add(e);
20:        end if 
21:      end if
22:    end for
23:    bt.setBehaviorTable();
24:    arrayBT.add(bt);
25:    arrayC = new ArrayList <Condition>();
26:    arrayE = new ArrayList <Event>();
27: end for

Fig. 8. Behavior table construction algorithm
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events) contained in the standardized requirements. Therefore,

an array of condition objects, an array of event objects, and

an array of behavior table objects are defined. Algorithm

complexity is O(n2).

The construction algorithm of the mode transition table is

shown in Figure 9.

Input: ConceptModeClass ConceptMode ConceptModeTransition
Output:ModeMachine
1: Mode m = new Mode();
2: ArrayList <Mode> arrayM = new ArrayList    <Mode>()
3: BehaviorModeTransition bmt = new BehaviorModeTransition();
4: ArrayList < BehaviorModeTransition > arrayBMT = new ArrayList 
< BehaviorModeTransition >();
5: ModeMachine mm = new ModeMachine();
6: ArrayList <ModeMachine> arrayMM = new ArrayList
 <ModeMachine>();
7: for each ConceptModeClass mc in arrayMC do
8:    ModeClassDataValue = mc.getValue();
9:    for each ConceptMode cm in arrayCM do
10:    if cm.getModeClassName.equals(mc.getName()) then
11:        ModeDataValue = cm.getValue();

12:        m.setMode();
13:       arrayM.add(m);
14:    end if
15:   end for
16:   for each ConceptModeTransition cmt in arrayCMT do
17:   if cmt.getModeClassName.equals(mc.getName()) then 
18:       BehaviorModeTransitionDataValue = cmt.getValue();
19:       bmt.setBehaviorModeTransition();
20:       arrayBMT.add(bmt);
21:   end if
22:   end for
23:   mm.setModeMachine();
24:   arrayMM.add(mm);
25:   arrayM = new arrayList <Mode>();
26:   arrayBMT = new arrayList<BehaviorModeTransition>
27:   end for

Fig. 9. Mode transition table construction algorithm

The input of mode transition table construction algorithm

is the domain concept of mode class and the domain concept

of mode transition. And the output is VRM mode transition

table. The mode transition table contains the mode class

information, the modes contained in the mode class and the

mode conversion information under related events. Therefore,

a mode object array and a mode transition object array are

defined. The algorithm complexity is O(n2).

IV. EICAS CASE ANALYSIS

A. EICAS system overview

Engine Indicating and Crew Alerting System (EICAS) is

used to indicate the working status of various aircraft systems.

It provides text, graphics and audio information, and prompt

faults and issue warnings when faults occur. EICAS is divided

into two areas: engine instructions and crew warning mes-

sages. The engine indication area contains engine parameters

and flap position, fuel quantity, and landing gear position

information. The unit warning information is displayed in the

upper right corner of EICAS, which is used to prompt warning

information and warning information. The interface diagram

information is shown in Figure 10.

B. EICAS VRM model generation

In order to carry out the case analysis of the requirement

model establishment and VRM model construction , some

typical EICAS actual requirements are selected as follows.

• The Engine HF shall determine ipFlightDeckUnitsCon-

figurationIsMetric to be METRIC when (the parame-

ter ipFlightDeckUnitsConfigurationIsMetric is valid and

equal to TRUE) otherwise as IMPERIAL.

• The color of the Engine Display Thrust Reference graph-

ical symbol shall be Green 100 when ipFADECEngine-

ManualThrottleCmd is equal to TRUE.

• The Engine Display shall display the command

sector in Yellow 50 color if the associated

ipFADECEngineThrust[L|R] is moving away from the

associated ipFADECEngineThrustCommand[L|R].

Fig. 10. EICAS display information concept graphic

By constructing the domain concept library for the above

three original requirements, the following content is ob-

tained(i.e. TABLEIV-TABLEVII).

TABLE IV
INPUT VARIABLE DOMAIN CONCEPT

No. Name
Data-
type

Range
Accu-
racy

Initial-
Value

Descri-
ption

1

ipFDUCon-
figuration-
IsMertic-
Status

value-
Status

(in-
valid,
valid)

- invalid -

2
ipFADECEn-
gineManual-
ThrottleCmd

bool-
ean

(true,
false)

- false -

3
ipFADECEn-
gineThrust-
[L—R]

float
(-1*
E+5,1*
E+5)

- - -

4

ipFADECEn-
gineThrust-
Command-
[L—R]

float
(-1*
E+5,1*
E+5)

- - -

5
ipFDUConfi-
gurationIs-
Metric

bool-
ean

(true,
false)

- false -

According to the domain template library defined in the

previous chapter and the domain concept library defined

above, the original requirements are redefined as the following

standardized requirements.

• opFDUConfigurationFormat shall be able to set to MET-

RIC, when :
ipFDUConfigurationIsMetric = true and

ipFDUConfigurationIsMetricStatus = valid.

• opFDUConfigurationFormat shall be able to set to IM-

PERIAL, when :
ipFDUConfigurationIsMetric = false and

ipFDUConfigurationIsMetricStatus = valid.

• opFDUConfigurationFormat shall be able to set to IM-

PERIAL, when :
ipFDUConfigurationIsMetric = false and

ipFDUConfigurationIsMetricStatus = invalid.

• opFDUConfigurationFormat shall be able to set to MET-

RIC, when :
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TABLE V
OUTPUT VARIABLE DOMAIN CONCEPT

No. Name
Data-
type

Range
Acc-
ura-
cy

Ini-
tial-
Value

Mod-
eCl-
ass

Des-
crip-
tion

1

opFDUC-
onfigu-
ration-
Format

FDUP-
aram-
eter-
Form-
at

(imp-
eria-
l,me-
tric)

-
metr-
ic

def-
ault

-

2

opFADE-
CEngin-
eThrus-
tRefer-
enceGr-
aphic-
Color

color

(gre-
en100
,yel-
low50
)

-
gree-
n100

def-
ault

-

3

opN1Co-
mmandS-
ector-
Color

color

(gre-
en100
,yel-
low50
)

-
gree-
n100

def-
ault

-

TABLE VI
TERM VARIABLE DOMAIN CONCEPT

No. Name
Data-
type

Range
Acc-
ura-
cy

Ini-
tial-
Value

Mod-
eCl-
ass

Des-
crip-
tion

1

tAbsol-
uteVal-
ueComm-
andAnd-
Thrust

color

(gre-
en100
,yel-
low50
)

-
gree-
n100

def-
ault

-

ipFDUConfigurationIsMetric = true and

ipFDUConfigurationIsMetricStatus = invalid.

• opFADECEngineThrustReferenceGraphicColor shall be

able to display as Green 100, when :
ipFADECEngineManualThrottleCmd = true.

• opN1CommandSectorColor shall be able to display as

yellow 50, if :
@C(tAbsoluteV alueCommandAndThrust) when

(tAbsoluteV alueCommandAndThrust > 0)

The VRM models are automatically constructed through the

construction algorithm of VRM model. Its XML document is

shown in Figure 11.

The standardized requirement model constructed with tools

is shown in the Figure 12 and Figure 13.

TABLE VII
CUSTOM DATATYPE

No. Name
Data-
type

Range Accuracy

1
value-
Status

Enumer-
ated

(invalid,
valid)

-

2
FDUPar-
meter-
Format

Enumer-
ated

(imperial,
metric)

-

3 color
Enumer-
ated

(green100,
yellow50)

-

Fig. 11. The XML document of VRM model

Fig. 12. Domain concept library and standardized requirement model

Fig. 13. VRM model
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V. RELATED WORK AND SUMMARY

At present, in the area of avionics, from the perspective

of software requirements modeling, related work is roughly

divided into the following categories. The first is the theory

and technology formed from the development engineering

experience of actual safety-critical systems, such as: four-

variable model [14], SCR method [15], RSML method [16],

CoRE method [17], SpecTRM [18] etc. The second is the

software requirements specification method generated from the

area of software engineering, such as: the requirements capture

and description method of the Use-Case model [20] in the

Unified Modeling Language (UML) [19], and the parameter

model used to describe the system requirements in the System

Modeling Language (SysML). Their typical tools include:

Raphsody, Statmate [21], etc. The third is the requirement

modeling and code generation technology developed from the

synchronous data flow language of electronic hardware system

design, such as: the Simulink tool [22], SCADE tools based on

Esterel technology. The last category is to describe the system

and software requirements in natural language with a limited

structure [23].

This paper proposes a templated specification method for

domain natural language requirements. The domain concept

libraries and domain template libraries that strictly meet math-

ematical semantics are defined. In order to reduce ambiguity

of requirement, the natural language requirement is redefined

based on the template. Secondly, the automatic conversion

rules from the standardized requirement model to the VRM

model are given. It includes conversion rules from domain

concept library to data dictionary and conversion rules from

domain template library to behavior table. Finally, a prototype

tool was implemented on the .net platform, and a case analysis

was carried out based on the EICAS system.
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Abstract— Software defect prediction is a popular technical 

method in software engineering. In order to reduce the cost of a 

software defects, problems existing in the software are found by 

testing software products. Software defect prediction often uses 

machine learning techniques to improve the performance of 

software testing but requires enough labeled data when training 

the model. Because the cost of obtaining data is different from the 

label, the data is easy to obtain, but the label is cumbersome and 

expensive. In order to demonstrate software defect prediction, after 

the data obtained active learning algorithm is introduced to query 

the data, and the most valuable data is selected for expert 

annotation and then put into the model for training. However, it is 

not clear which active learning query strategy to choose the most 

effective in the software defect prediction model. We use different 

active learning strategy software defect prediction models for 

comparison. Experiment on the NASA dataset, using Naive Bayes 

and SVM, Linear Regression as the classifier. Comprehensive 

research results show that the Density-weighted strategy has a 

significant effect on the data set. 

Keywords—Software defect prediction, Active learning, 

Machine learning, Query strategy  

I. INTRODUCTION

In software engineering, software developers' design of 
software framework structure and software code errors will 
have a huge impact on the software system. Therefore, the 
traditional software testing method is used to test the entire 
software system. The number of faulty modules is much less 
than that of non-faulty modules. Traditional software testing 
methods require a lot of manpower and resources, and work 
efficiency is very low. According to the statistics report of 
International Business Machines Corporation. Software testing 
spends 50%-75% of the total resources of the entire software life 

development cycle [1]. Traditional software testing is not 
suitable for products with huge orders of magnitude. 
Therefore, software defect prediction replaces traditional 
software testing methods. 

Software defect prediction models usually measure the 
coupling of modules and the complexity of code attributes. 
Based on the metric data of software prediction, combined 
with machine learning research methods to build a software 
defect prediction model [2]. Find the defective module 

through the predicted model. Staff can spend benefits and 
resources on modules that contain more defects. Ultimately 
achieve the goal of optimizing the entire project, improving 
work efficiency and reducing losses. Traditional machine 
learning-based software defect prediction commonly uses 
Naïve Bayesian (NB), Decision Tree, Linear Regression 
(LR), support vector machines (SVM) and other algorithms 
to build models for software defect data sets. The software 
defect prediction model is very sensitive to the feature 
dimension, measurement information, and annotation content 
of the defective module. Therefore, high-quality annotation 
is required to accurately build the prediction model. Software 
defect prediction faces the following problems. Contains a 
lot of easily accessible unlabeled data. Its cost is lower, the 
amount of marked data is small, and it is more difficult to 
obtain, expensive and costly. Therefore, in view of the 
problems of traditional software defect prediction in the 
establishment of data sets. We can use active learning to 
quickly build data sets. 

 Angluin[3] first proposed active learning to solve the 
problem of expensive labeling. You can use fewer labels to 
train the model and get better results. Therefore, it is very 
important to train the model with fewer labels. Active 
learning can filter samples with good classification effect 
through different query strategies. Then put it into the model 
through manual annotation. Iterate this process until certain 
conditions are met. Thereby reducing the pressure in 
machine learning training and improving efficiency. In many 
software defect prediction problems, active learning has a 
good performance. The software defect prediction combined 
with active learning is a binary classification problem: 
defective modules and non-defective modules. Predictive 
models are needed to find defective modules. Commonly 
used query strategies for active learning are: Uncertainty 
Sampling, Query-By-Committee, QueryInstanceQUIRE, 
Density-weighted, QueryRandom. We researched and solved 
the following problems: 

Question1：Among the active learning strategies studied, 

which strategy can get the best model for software defect 
prediction?  

There are two variables that affect the performance of 
software defect prediction: (1) classifier type, (2) active 
learning strategy. Therefore, before solving this problem, it is 
necessary to study the variables that actively learn software 
defect prediction performance. In this article, we choose LR, 
SVM, NB as classifiers, combined with the above five active 
learning strategies, made an experimental comparison on the 
NASA data set of real software defect prediction.  
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Question2: Compared with traditional software defect 
prediction methods, how does software defect prediction 
using active learning strategies perform and how well? 

Lu, Xu et al. [5-6] confirmed that active learning 
strategies can improve the performance of software defect 
prediction models. Evaluation performance needs to be 
compared with the experiment. In the third section of this 
paper, the evaluation performance index will be introduced.  

The software defect prediction model is directly related 
to the active learning query strategy. All of these strategies 
are sufficient to affect the software defect prediction model. 
However, the performance of these active learning strategies 
in the model has not been compared. The contribution of this 
paper is as follows: Choose five representative query 
strategies in the software defect prediction model based on 
active learning. Empirical comparisons are made on the three 
classifiers. Get the most suitable strategy for software defect 
prediction. These conclusions will provide valuable research 
ideas and experimental guidance for data screening and 
model prediction. The structure of the rest of this article is as 
follows: In the second part, the five strategies of active 
learning and applicable scenarios are introduced in detail. 
The third part introduces the experiment setting: evaluation 
index, data set, model, experiment design. The fourth part 
gives the experimental comparison and analysis. Finally, the 
conclusion is introduced in the fifth part. 

II. STRATEGY ALGORITHM 

The research of active learning shows that according to 
different query sample methods, it can be divided into flow-
based and pool-based methods. The commonly used strategy 
is the pool-based strategy [4]. Now it has been involved in 
many fields: such as image, text classification and so on. 

A. Active learning strategy 

1) Uncertainty Sampling(Unc) 

Uncertainty Sampling is a confidence strategy based on 
information entropy. Information entropy can be used to 
measure the amount of information. This strategy uses 
information entropy to filter the most valuable samples and 
hand over the selected samples to experts for annotation. 
Through the least labeling, minimizing the loss function, 
combined with the machine learning model to achieve the 
best classification effect. Tong and Kolle[7] et al. combined 
with the SVM model for research. Use SVM model to find 
the best hyperplane in high-dimensional space. Then 
completely separate the defective module from the non-
defective module. It is better to use active learning strategies. 
The calculation formula is: 

  i 1...n i i
i

x* arg max - p(y |x ) log ( | )i ip y x           (1) 

Based on information entropy, it is commonly used to 
determine the uncertainty in machine learning. In this 
formula, yi represents the measurement of information 
entropy for all unlabeled data. Software defect prediction is a 
binary classification problem. Using this strategy is more 
suitable to judge the confidence strategy. 

2) Query-By-Committee(QBC) 

This strategy is called QBC for short, and it uses the 
existing labels to construct multiple classifiers, usually called 
"committees", which have the final decision-making power. 

Each classifier will make a prediction vote based on the 
unlabeled samples, and select the sample with the largest 
difference to be labeled. Only part of the samples can be 
used to make decision judgments and put them into the 
training set. Therefore, this method has lower computational 
complexity and faster running speed. QBC is based on 
minimizing the version space and reducing this space as 
much as possible. So the purpose of this strategy is to find 
the most objectionable space or area, so as to label, and find 
the optimal solution in the hyperplane space. QBC strategy is 
similar to the integrated learning in machine learning, and it 
can show a good effect in multiple models. The two methods 
commonly used in the QBC method are relative entropy [8] 
and voting entropy [9] to measure the difference. The 
calculation formula is: 

1

1 ( , ) ( , )
( ) ln

ln min( , )

k i k i

i

c

k

V c x V c x
D x

K C K K

        (2) 

arg

1

1
(x ) [ ( | ) || |x ]i j i i

K

i

D D P C x P C
K 

  （ ）          (3) 

P represents the number of committees and C represents 
the collection of categories. P represents the number of 
committees and C represents the collection of categories. 

3) QueryInstanceQUIRE(QUI) 

The first two active learning algorithms are looking for 
the most controversial examples. However, some internal 
relationships among instances may be ignored. Thereby 
affecting the correctness of classification. There is 
correlation between instances. There is also a certain data 
structure between the labeled and unlabeled samples. 
Therefore, it is particularly important to find such unlabeled 
examples with the above characteristics. The QUIRE 
strategy solves the above problems. The measurement 
evaluates the amount of information of unlabeled instances 
and their correlation [10]. This method solves the binary 
classification problem of software defect prediction. It also 
solves the problem of image processing and text 
classification with multiple labels and multiple 
classifications. 

4)Density-weighted(Dens) 

The first query strategy, Uncertainty Sampling, fuse 
information entropy to find samples that need to be annotated. 
This strategy is effective, but when encountering some 
special circumstances, there will be deviations: the sample 
contains multiple abnormal points. If the query strategy 
selects such anomalies, it will greatly affect the results. So 
using the Density-weighted strategy for sampling can avoid 
selecting such anomalies.  

Through density measurement and density weighting. 
Combine the k neighbor algorithm to calculate the Euclidean 
distance and count high-density instances. Generally 
speaking, a sample with a high-density weight indicates the 
presence of a large number of such samples. And it will not 
become an abnormal point of the sample. Therefore, 
Density-weighted avoids anomalies in the decision plane, 
thereby optimizing the model of software defect prediction.  

5）QueryRandom(Ran) 

The QueryRandom strategy is extremely random, and 
there are no specific conditions for the selection of tags. 
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Usually, it is compared after using other active learning 
strategies. Software defect data sets often have conditions 
that are class-unbalanced and unstable under the performance 
of this strategy.  

B. Classifiers 

1 ） SVM is a machine learning method based on 

structural risk minimization. Its application in software 
defect prediction is: SVM often encounters linear 
indivisibility in actual problems. Therefore, after learning, 
the SVM is mapped to the hyperplane, and the maximum 
classification interval is divided by the hyperplane. Divide 
the modules into defective modules and non-defective 
modules. The interval here refers to the distance between the 
hyperplane and its closest defective and non-defective 
modules. So in the learning process, the learning strategy 
selected by the learner to select unlabeled samples needs to 
be judged by means of SVM.  

2）Linear regression 

Linear regression mainly builds a linear regression model 
by collecting effective software defect prediction data sets. 
Then calculate the degree of influence of various factors 
from the model. Usually, the proportional relationship 
between the independent variable and the dependent variable 
is studied. The parameters are estimated by the least square 
method to obtain the predicted software defect module.  

3）Naive Bayes 

Naive Bayes is a constrained network. It can be used as a 
stable classifier under the condition of independent software 
defect prediction class attributes. It is suitable for small-scale 
data sets such as software defect prediction. It is also 
insensitive to the data missing in software defects, and it can 
also stably label the samples in the current test set.  

Algorithm  Active learning strategy 

Input: 
D: Software defect prediction data set of instance 

Initialize: Data model for initialization  

Require： 

         Split dataset into training, testing, labeled, unlabeled set 

Calculate Active learning strategy to find K 
Repeat for  k  in  unlabeled set 

Label k  

Put k in labeled 
End  for  

invoke traditional and state-of-ML methods  

manage your labeled indexes and unlabeled indexes 
until the number of queries or the required AUC is reached 

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

A. Evaluation indicators  

The central problem studied in this paper is software 
defect prediction, which is a dichotomy problem. You can 
use a confusion matrix to make judgments. So as to 
determine the category predicted by the model and the real 
sample category after learning. There are four general 
categories: TP, TF, TN, FN, and TP+FP+TN+FN = total 
number of samples. 

In the software defect prediction problem. Positive 
examples usually represent defective modules, and negative 
examples usually represent non-defective modules. Positive 
examples are the modules we are looking for. Usually the 
number of such defect-free modules is high, and so the 
dataset of software defect predictions often exhibits a class 

imbalance. TP indicates that the real sample is a defective 
software module. And the classifier also predicts the number 
of defective software modules, which is obviously the correct 
classification; FP represents the number of software modules. 
The real samples of these software modules have no defects. 
But it is predicted to be defective by the classifier, which is 
obviously a misclassification; TN indicates that the real 
sample is a software module without defects. But the 
classifier is predicted to be a defect-free software module, 
which is obviously a wrong classification; FN indicates that 
the real sample is the number of software modules without 
defects. And the classifier also predicts the number of 
software modules without defects, which is obviously the 
correct classification.  

TABLE I.  CONFUSION MATRIX CLASSIFICATION 

The true situation 

Forecast result 

Defects No Defects 

Defects TP(true positive) FP(false positive) 

No defects FN(false negative) TN(true negative) 

 

The data set used for software defect prediction exhibits 
unbalanced characteristics. Therefore, evaluation metrics 
such as accuracy cannot be used. Even if the results of 
indicators such as accuracy rate perform well, it is 
meaningless for the class imbalance experiment. So use PD 
(prediction rate) and PF (false positive rate) in software 
defect prediction, Draw the ROC curve through PD and PF. 
The abscissa of the ROC curve is PD and the ordinate is PF. 
Finally, the area under the ROC curve area is obtained. That 
is AUC. As shown in “Fig.1 ”. 

 

Fig. 1.  AUC results 

The larger the value of AUC, the better the learning 
effect of the classifier. The more accurate the model, and 
the more accurate it can predict defective modules in the 
software. If the AUC value of one learner is larger than 
the AUC value of the other learner, the former classifier 
has better performance. AUC is the best indicator for 
solving the class imbalance problem, so this experiment 
uses AUC values to evaluate the model. 

B. Benchmark dataset 

The dataset used in this experiment is from NASA's 
software system, the NASA dataset. As shown in Table 2. 
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The NASA dataset is dedicated to software defect 
prediction models. Contains the static code attribute 
index of each module, the number of defective modules, 
and the marking data of software defects. 

TABLE II.  DATA SET 

DATA 

Data Languag

e 

Examples Attributes Defect 

JM1 C 7720 22 1623 

KC1 C++ 1162 22 294 

KC3 Java 1145 21 285 

MC1 C++ 1152 38 36 

MC2 C++ 123 39 44 

MW1 C 247 37 25 

PC1 C 676 37 54 

PC2 C 718 36 16 

PC3 Java 1050 37 130 

PC4 C++ 1260 37 176 

PC5 C 1692 38 457 

 

C. Prediction models 

 This experiment uses SVM, Linear regression, and 
Naive Bayes as the underlying classifier. The well-
known literature [11-12] shows that these classifiers 
are very suitable for software defect prediction and 
can improve the accuracy of software defect 
prediction. As a low-level classifier, SVM can use 
support vectors to define the boundary between 
defective and non-defective modules in software 
defect prediction. This type of method is suitable for 
classification with a small range and has no effect on 
the size of the sample space. Whether it is linearly 
separable, inseparable, or nonlinear, it can reflect the 
decision-making aspect. In order to find the optimal 
solution of the classifier using the kernel function 
and the decision function. Linear regression 
calculates the objective function through sample 
global information statistics, which is also a 
commonly used method in software defect prediction. 
The defect prediction classifier based on Naive 
Bayes software is based on the independence of 
features. The characteristics between them are 
independent of each other. Menzies et al. Log 
processing is performed according to the static 
properties of the module, and then a software defect 
prediction model is established. Finally showed very 
good results [13]. The Naive Bayes model is 
superior to the general model, screening for 
differences between each class, rather than the entire 
covariance matrix. Therefore, combined with the 
active learning strategy, the above model is used for 
experiments. 

D. Experimental design 

In order to explore which active learning strategy has the 
best effect on the software defect prediction model, an 
experimental comparison method is used. Therefore, each 

active learning strategy is combined with a machine learning 
model for experiments. Active learning strategies will use the 
method of finding the best labeling examples, rather than the 
method of batch labeling. First, the experiment normalizes 
each data set, and divides the data set into a training set and a 
test set, which are used for the training and testing of the 
experiment. The data used for the training set is divided into 
labeled data set and unlabeled data set. They are represented 
as marked and unmarked in the experiment, and the marking 
is processed through index management. Initialize the model 
and set the mark rate of the entire experiment to a fixed value 
of 10%. Adjust the strategy of active learning, and mark the 
valuable samples found. Here, the original unread labels 
replace the manual labeling, and then add the labeled 
samples to the model for training. Record the AUC value 
every time, and iterate the whole process until the condition 
is reached. In this experiment, the number of active learning 
queries is set to 50. This can better filter the samples and use 
a 10-fold cross-validation method. The average value of the 
AUC values obtained each time is used as the final result of 
this experiment. All experiments use classifiers in Scikit 
learning. Software defect prediction data has the 
characteristic of imbalance, so all weight parameters are set 
to balance [14]. 

IV. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

The following are the results of this experiment and the 
analysis of the results. At the beginning we raised two 
questions, and the results will be explained below. “Fig 2” 
shows the experimental results: 

 

Fig. 2.  Strategy diagram 

Table 3 shows the AUC values of the prediction model 

TABLE III.  LR EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

DATA 
LR 

Ran QBC Unc QUI Dens 

JM1 0.632 0.633 0.634 0.627 0.649 

KC1 0.703 0.666 0.667 0.674 0.713 

KC3 0.591 0.573 0.556 0.574 0.601 

MC1 0.693 0.695 0.692 0.568 0.664 

MC2 0.620 0.644 0.628 0.613 0.622 

MW1 0.613 0.706 0.600 0.653 0.704 

PC1 0.668 0.661 0.624 0.663 0.675 

PC2 0.649 0.640 0.610 0.635 0.634 

PC3 0.686 0.638 0.639 0.674 0.672 
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PC4 0.741 0.709 0.732 0.734 0.744 

PC5 0.593 0.890 0.898 0.717 0.889 

 

TABLE IV.  SVM EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

DATA 
SVM 

Ran QBC Unc QUI Dens 

JM1 0.629 0.627 0.631 0.574 0.637 

KC1 0.664 0.662 0.666 0.720 0.694 

KC3 0.569 0.567 0.558 0.554 0.567 

MC1 0.661 0.724 0.602 0.719 0.682 

MC2 0.633 0.621 0.604 0.610 0.636 

MW1 0.600 0.663 0.604 0.662 0.632 

PC1 0.596 0.628 0.599 0.623 0.603 

PC2 0.588 0.569 0.608 0.743 0.579 

PC3 0.647 0.645 0.625 0.658 0.665 

PC4 0.733 0.712 0.715 0.774 0.708 

PC5 0.876 0.897 0.893 0.812 0.909 

 

TABLE V.  NB EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

DATA 

NB 

Ran QBC Unc QUI Dens 

JM1 0.583 0.602 0.593 0.541 0.584 

KC1 0.676 0.671 0.688 0.700 0.684 

KC3 0.556 0.540 0.546 0.541 0.566 

MC1 0.738 0.757 0.732 0.761 0.758 

MC2 0.632 0.639 0.615 0.647 0.633 

MW1 0.489 0.510 0.496 0.499 0.515 

PC1 0.498 0.516 0.521 0.575 0.525 

PC2 0.502 0.499 0.541 0.499 0.500 

PC3 0.558 0.543 0.791 0.633 0.766 

PC4 0.792 0.793 0.877 0.776 0.880 

PC5 0.878 0.878 0.890 0.867 0.871 

 

Question1: Among the active learning strategies studied, 
which strategy can get the best model for software defect 
prediction? 

For problem 1, through the NASA dataset, five active 
learning strategies are used to compare the AUC values on 
the three classifiers. As shown in the table. In the table, each 
active learning strategy is described in a column. Through 10% 
of the number of tags, combined with the active learning 
strategy to form a feature subset, the software defect 
prediction model is verified. As can be seen in the table, 
although Random performed well three times, the overall 
performance was poor. The QBC strategy has only one good 
performance in the NB model [15]. The Uncertainty strategy 
did not show a good performance on the SVM model. It 
shows that the NASA data set contains many anomalies. 

These abnormal points can affect the classification of the 
decision plane by the Uncertainty strategy. The QUIRE 
strategy performs generally in the LR model, but performs 
well in the SVM and NB models, and it can get the highest 
value of 0.774 under the PC4 SVM model compared to other 
strategies. It shows that QUIRE has potential application 
performance in software defect prediction. It can be 
combined with other strategies for optimization [16]. The 
Density strategy is more effective than other active learning 
strategies, and the effect is obvious under the three machine 
learning models. In particular, the AUC value of the PC5 
SVM model can reach a high performance of 0.909. Density 
shows strong stability in the field of software defect 
prediction. The class imbalance is screened by density to 
determine valuable and high robust examples. “Figures 3,4 
and 5” show the model prediction box and whisker diagram. 

 

Fig. 3.  LR model  

 
Fig. 4.  SVM model 

 
Fig. 5.  NB model 
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Question2: Compared with traditional software defect 
prediction methods, how to perform software defect 
prediction using active learning strategy and how is its 
performance? 

Software defect prediction data and prediction models are 
important research contents of software defect prediction. 
Traditional software defect prediction is mainly based on a 
supervised prediction model. There are also some software 
defect predictions based on semi-supervised and 
unsupervised classification models. Supervised learning is to 
learn on labeled examples to improve generalization ability. 
This work has high requirements for the labeling of the data 
set. Rish in [17] showed that Naive Bayes can show good 
performance under a large number of tags and the data meets 
the independent distribution conditions. If the above 
conditions are not met, the classification effect will be very 
poor. And the class imbalance of the software defect 
prediction data set will also affect the learning of the 
classifier [18]. Active learning strategies can improve sample 
quality by screening valuable tags. Then combine the naive 
Bayes model to make the classifier learn more effectively. 
Other models can also better predict defective modules 
through high-precision examples. In general, combined with 
active learning strategies, higher AUC values can be 
obtained, thereby better predicting defective modules [19]. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Software defect prediction is an important development 
direction of artificial intelligence. Continuously optimize in 
this direction. The experience of active learning in data 
mining can be known. Combine active learning with 
software defect prediction to get a better classification effect 
[20]. 

This article studies active learning strategies. 
Summarizes the current five strategies commonly used in the 
direction of software defect prediction. Combining the three 
models of machine learning for conceptual discussion and 
experimental comparison. The research results show that the 
Density strategy has the best performance on the NASA data 
set. 

Active learning can provide strategies for problems such 
as larger data, fewer tags, and high cost. However, in the face 
of many problems in software defect prediction, such as data 
imbalance, dimensionality disaster, and noise problems, no 
in-depth research has been conducted, so we can further 
solve above issues in the future works. 
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Abstract—In today’s digital era, the combination of digital
technology and education to promote education has become a
trend. One example is the pen control system. In the current
mainstream pen control system, the communications between the
smart pen and the smart terminal device like a tablet computer
all use Bluetooth technology. This paper designs the self-adaptive
identification and pairing scheme between the Bluetooth pen and
the smart tablet by analyzing the Bluetooth protocol structure.
This paper implements the application software of the Bluetooth
master based on the Android tablet,which illustrates the feasi-
bility of the scheme.

Index Terms—Smart Pen,Bluetooth,Auto Pairing,Humanized
Interaction

I. INTRODUCTION

In today’s digital era, the combination of digital technology

and education to promote education has become a trend [1],

[2].On the one hand, after thousands of years, writing has

been deeply integrated into people’s lives as an expression

of knowledge and opinions [3]. When people write, people’s

consciousness is only focusing on the expression of the

content, and the actions of writing are completed by the body

independently, without the processing of former.On the other

hand, the large amount of content produced by writing has

shortcomings such as difficulty in retrieval , saving, loss the

process of writing but digital technology can make up for

these shortcomings [4], [5].The digitizing the Writing track

can combine writing and digital technology.At present, in

the mainstream writing digital technology, the communication

between the smart pen and the digital devices adopts bluetooth

technology [6], [7].For example, Anoto [8], and nCode [9],etc.,

as well as secondary development systems based on these

technologies [5].

The security mechanisms used in BR/EDR bluetooth tech-

nology have evolved over the course of multiple Core Spec-

ifications in three phases: legacy, Secure Simple Pairing,and

Secure Connections.But in practice, there are bluetooth devices

that use legacy security mechanisms to pair and transfer

data.The widespread use of these devices needs attention. In

the legacy security mechanism, the PIN code plays an impor-

tant role in the process of pairing, authentication, encryption,

etc [10].This article aims at the specific application scenarios

of the connection and interaction based on the bluetooth

protocol between the smart pen and the smart tablet terminal,in

order to improve the convenience of operation and reduce the

manual input of the PIN code to achieve the user’s fool-like

operation, by analyzing the Android System bluetooth access

control, propose solutions.

II. BLUETOOTH PROTOCOL

The official Bluetooth protocol stack of the Linux system

is the Bluez protocol stack, and its architecture is shown in

Figure 1. It is composed of three parts: the bottom module,

the middle layer and the application layer. Among them, the

bottom layer module is realized by hardware, and the middle

layer and application layer are realized by software.

Fig. 1. Bluetooth system protocol structure

A. the bottom module

The Bluetooth bottom module is the core of Bluetooth

technology and is an essential part of any Bluetooth device. It

is implemented by hardware and is mainly composed of the

baseband layer (BB), the connection management layer (LMP)

and the radio frequency layer (RF).

The radio frequency layer uses the 2.4GHz ISM frequency

band , realizes the filtering and transmission of data streams,

and must meet the technical requirements and performance

requirements of the Bluetooth receiver.

The baseband layer includes two different physical links

(ACL), synchronous connection-oriented link (SCO) and asyn-

chronous connectionless link, and provids circuit switching
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and packet switching technologies. This layer is responsible

for the transmission of Bluetooth data frames, and provids

three error correction schemes, which are1/3 forward error

correction, 3/2 forward error correction and automatic retrans-

mission [11].

The link management layer is responsible for the establish-

ment and removal of Bluetooth device connections,for link

security and control, including connection initiation, identity

authentication and encryption, negotiating data packet size

baseband layer, device power management mode and duty

cycle, etc.

HCI (Host Controller Interface), the Bluetooth host control

interface, is located between the bottom module and the in-

termediate protocol. It provides unified commands for calling

hardware such as the BB layer, LMP layer, status register,

and control register. HCI is the interface between hardware

and software in the Bluetooth protocol, and is responsible

for interpreting the messages and data,which transfer from the

bottom module and the middle layer.

B. the middle layer

The middle protocol layer is a software layer, which is

composed of logical link control and adaptation protocol

(L2CAP), service discovery protocol (SDP), serial port em-

ulation protocol or cable replacement protocol RFCOM and

binary telephone control protocol (TCS).

L2CAP only supports ACL links, works in parallel with

LMP, provides connection-oriented and connectionless data

services to the upper layer,by using multi-channel technol-

ogy, segmentation and reassembly technology [12].SDP is

a protocol based on the C/S structure, used to query de-

vice information and service types,to establish corresponding

connections; RFCOMM is a radio frequency communication

protocol, a wireless data simulation protocol that emulates

a wired link, to support upper layer protocols such as PPP,

TCP / IP, etc [11].TCS is a bit-oriented protocol, which

defines control commands for establishing voice and data calls

between Bluetooth devices.

C. the application layer

The application layer is located in the uppermost part of the

Bluetooth protocol stack. It is an optional protocol layer and

also a software module. PPP, TCP / IP, and UDP are Internet

communication protocols; OBEX protocol is a formatted ob-

ject exchange protocol, an open standard that defines formats

such as business cards, calendars, and memos, that can be used

for exchange; WAP is a wireless application protocol used for

Digital cellular phones and other small wireless devices to

implement Internet services; WAE is a wireless application

environment, which provides various application software for

WAP phones and personal digital assistants PDA [10].

III. SELF-ADAPTIVE IDENTIFICATION AND PAIRING

The hardware layer of the Bluetooth connection is im-

plemented through the LMP layer, which is regulated and

controlled by the software module through the interactive

interface provided by HCI. Finally, users can identify the

device,authenticate,pairing, and create the link in the operating

system or application software.

To ensure communication security, Bluetooth devices need

to verify their identity when creating a connection. Blue-

tooth uses a personal identification number ,also knowed PIN

code,as the identity authentication mark, and translates the PIN

code into a 128-bit link key for unidirectional and bidirectional

authentication. Pairing can be successful only both Bluetooth

devices enter the same PIN code [10].

The Bluetooth pen control system proposed in this paper is a

non-independent wearable device. Its operating characteristics

include inputting on the pen device after creating a connection

and responding on the tablet device. If you need to manually

enter the PIN code every time you pair, it not only takes time

but also affects the convenience of user operations. Through

the analysis of the Bluetooth connection process, the software

self-adaptive pairing scheme is proposed to cancel the user’s

PIN code input.

A. Bluetooth connection process

Bluetooth devices are divided into Bluetooth smart devices

and Bluetooth smart compatible devices according to different

functions.The Bluetooth smart device collects information

and sends the information to the Bluetooth smart compat-

ible device; the Bluetooth smart compatible device collects

information from the Bluetooth smart device and performs

corresponding processing and response procedures [13].

Bluetooth devices are divided into a master and a slave from

the perspective of connection: the master actively scans and

discovers peripheral devices, identifies the Bluetooth device

in a discoverable state, initiates a connection request, and

pairs with the target device; the slave is in a discoverable

state, passively accepting The connection request ,requires the

PIN to verify the identity, and establishes a communication

connection with the master after the verification is passed.

In this article, the Bluetooth pen is a Bluetooth smart device

and also a slave; the tablet PC is a Bluetooth smart compatible

device and a master.

The establishment of the connection of the Bluetooth device

needs to go through the steps of opening, querying, pairing and

binding the link. In the stage from the start of the Bluetooth

device to the successful connection, the Bluetooth device

includes the following states:

• Disable state: The master and slave are in an undiscov-

erable state. The slave cannot be scanned and recognized

by any device, nor can the master be found by any other

device or scann any other device;

• Enabled state: The master can identify the slave devices

in the discoverable state by querying the devices within

the working range;

• Discovering state: The master opens the query function

to search for Bluetooth devices in the discoverable state

in the surrounding work area;
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• Discovery Response state: The master finifshes query and

returns a list of recognized peripheral Bluetooth devices

that can be connected;

• Unbonded state: The Bluetooth device is not paired with

the selected target device and establishes a link;

• Bonding state: the master initiates a connection request,

the slave requires PIN code identity authentication, the

master Bluetooth device sends a PIN code, and the slave

verifies;

• Bonded state: After the slave machine passes the PIN

code authentication, it establishes a link with the master

machine and begins to communicate.

Some states of Bluetooth can coexist, such as the Discovery

Response state and Unbonded state. Among them are Disabled

state and Enabled state, Discovering state and Discovery

Response state, Unbonded state, Bonding state and Bonded

state are mutually exclusive. The specific connection state

transition process is shown in Figure 2 .

Fig. 2. Bluetooth connection process

B. Self-adaptive PIN code scheme

From the verification stage in Figure 2, if the PIN of the

slave is unknown each time it is connected, the master and

slave users must negotiate to obtain the PIN code through

other communication channels, such as face-to-face, SMS

or network communication.Although it can directly obtain

the PIN code through the software network communication

in application layer to achieve the purpose of automatic

pairing. However, this solution is obviously not suitable for

wearable Bluetooth devices such as Bluetooth pens with

unique functions, simple structure, and no network access

module.Therefore, in order to realize user-less PIN code input

and Bluetooth smart adaptive pairing, the following three

solutions are proposed, as shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. PIN code self-adaptation scheme

1) Fixed PIN code: Fixed PIN code means that the PIN

code of the slave device is fixed to a certain value, such as

”0000”, ”1234”. The value is pre-programmed and stored in

the Bluetooth chip.Each time it is paired with this Bluetooth

device, the master application software layer directly sends the

known PIN code. This method requires the development of

application software supporting Bluetooth hardware, which is

unique. Therefore, the application of the master can only adapt

to the slave Bluetooth device corresponding to the PIN code.

Because the PIN code is pre-programmed, it is vulnerable to

security attacks, allowing the attacker to obtain the PIN code

[14], [15].

2) Record PIN code: The record PIN code scheme is an

improved scheme for the shortcomings of the fixed PIN code

scheme.In order to improve the scalability of the application

and Bluetooth devices with different PIN codes can be flexibly

connected, it’ a compromise to the user manually enters the

PIN code when connecting for the first time.The same as the

fixed PIN code scheme, the slave saves the PIN code in the

Bluetooth chip or sets it once and does not change it (it is

regarded as the master unknown slave PIN code after a change

occured). But the master application does not know the PIN

code required by the slave when it is connected for the first

time, so it still needs to be entered manually.Just as the PC

computer uses the MAC address as the unique identification

of the device, the Bluetooth device uses the Bluetooth address

as the unique identification for establishing the Bluetooth

communication link.After entering the PIN code and verifying

it successfully, the master records the PIN code and the slave

device address in a paire. Then, when the master is connected

to the slave device again, it will query from the list of devices

that have already passed the verification. If you hit the slave

address, you can get the PIN code.In this way, the same effect

as the fixed PIN code scheme is achieved. Generally speaking,

it is recorded once, and the user never enters again. Recording

the PIN code can also strengthen the security of the connection

by periodically changing the PIN code.

3) Negotiation PIN code: Negotiation of the PIN code is to

further strengthen the security of recording the PIN code, and
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the PIN code is set as a dynamic password.The master also

does not know the PIN code when it establishes a connection

with the slave for the first time, and the user needs to manually

enter it after obtaining the PIN code through other channels.

After the authentication is successful and the master and slave

have established a connection, the master and slave negotiate

to determine the PIN code for the next connection, and then

both them save the PIN code.When the master and slave are

connected next time, the master sends the PIN code negotiated

by both parties. This also achieves the effect of a fixed PIN

code scheme.However, the PIN code is obtained by the host

application software through an algorithm. The PIN code of

the slave after the first connection is opaque to the user, and

the remaining host devices are also unknown.It is possible to

output the latest recorded PIN code on the master with external

display output, but this is not applicable to all situations.Then,

when the master fails, and the PIN code is lost or when the

slave wants to switch to a master, the PIN code record is not

transparent, so the pairing connection cannot be made.This

requires setting a reset button on the slave side to reset the

PIN code to the initial value.In the process of transmitting the

PIN code, encryption algorithms such as DES, AES, RSA, etc.

can also be added to further enhance communication security.

For the pen control system proposed in this paper, on the

one hand, the main transmission data is handwriting data

and control commands, in some cases handwriting data is

extremely important. On the other hand, it is very inconvenient

for the smart pen to modify the PIN code. If the same PIN

code is used for a long time, it is no different from the fixed

PIN code, which will lead to security problems. Therefore, the

pen control system in this article adopts scheme three.

IV. EXPERIMENT

The experiment in this article is based on a pen control

system composed of a smart pen and a tablet computer.We use

two android tablet to simulate the communication between the

smart pen and the tablet computer.

A. Software and hardware environment of the experiment

The software and hardware environment of this experiment

is shown in TABLE I. In TABLE I, the Android platform

version is the version number of the Huawei M5 tablet’s

operating system.

B. Implementation of Bluetooth connection pairing

The Bluetooth pairing connection mentioned here refers to

the process of the pen control system establishes a secure link

through the management of the PIN code.When pairing the

smart pen with a master such as a tablet computer for the

first time, first reset the PIN code of the smart pen, and then

manually enter the PIN code on the master computer side.The

master and slave first establish a preliminary secure connection

using the manually entered PIN code.After the preliminary se-

cure connection is established, the master application software

immediately generates a random PIN code through a random

algorithm, and then transmits the random PIN code to the

TABLE I
SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE ENVIRONMENT OF THE EXPERIMENT

IDE Eclipse IDE for Java Developers
Version:2018-09 (4.9.0)

ADT Android Development Tools:
24.2.0.20160729

SDK android-sdk r24.4.1-windows

java java version:1.8.0 162

Android platform version Android 8.0

Database visualization
software

Sqlite expert Personal Edition
Version:5.3.1.359(x64)

computer configuration
Intel Core i7-4790 CPU @3.60Hz,

8.0GB RAM,
NVIDA GeForce GTX 745

Computer operating system windows10 pro x64

smart pen using the preliminary secure link, and then the pen

control system uses the new PIN code to establish a secure link

for communication.To prevent the interruption of the link at

any time, the PIN code of the next link is unknown. Therefore,

the first thing after the establishment of a new secure link is

to negotiate the PIN code of the next connection.At this time,

the powerful calculate ability of the master is still used to

generate a random PIN code through a random algorithm, and

the new PIN code is transmitted to the smart pen through a

secure link. The smart pen receives the PIN code and stores it

locally. At the same time, the master device saves the address

of the smart pen and the corresponding PIN code in a local

database.The process is shown in Figure 7.

V. CONCLUSION

Bluetooth has a wide range of application scenarios, and

needs to be analyzed and processed differently for specific

application environments, operating systems, functional re-

quirements, human-computer interaction, device shape and

other characteristics, in order to achieve target of low energy

consumption, sound functions, and simplifying humanized

interaction.The mobility and openness of the Bluetooth system

make Bluetooth widely used, but at the same time make

us must strengthen the consideration of security.Although in

the legacy security mechanism, PIN code authentication and

encryption are provided at the link layer to provide a certain

degree of security, it still requires security management at the

application layer.After the link is established, it is important

to design user data communication protocols with encryption,

tamper resistance, and identity verification.

This article takes the convenience of users as the starting

point, and based on the consideration of security, it proposes

three PIN management methods for Bluetooth self-adaptive

identification and pairing.However, the current work is mainly

on the application side of the tablet computer, and the design

and implementation of the smart pen side are mainly realized

by simulation. Therefore, the software and hardware design of

the smart pen is the focus of the follow-up work.
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Abstract—Water quality monitoring is an important way to
monitor the environment, control pollution and protect water
resources, and its research has great practical significance for
environmental protection.Aiming at the disadvantages of existing
water quality monitoring methods such as high node power
consumption and small coverage, this paper proposes an online
water quality monitoring system scheme using NB-IOT protocol
communication.The prototype system shows that the system can
meet the water quality monitoring needs of Bolong Lake.

Index Terms—NB-IoT,lake water quality monitoring,SSM
framework,City Open Water

I. INTRODUCTION

On the surface, the proportion of lakes is small, but its role

in ecology is very important [1].Especially the lakes in the

city, which belong to the City Open Water, are closely re-

lated to people’s lives.However, increasingly intensive human

activities have a profound impact on the health and integrity

of aquatic ecosystems [2].In China, freshwater lakes are one

of the important sources of water for daily life, industry and

agriculture, and the wanton discharge of sewage makes the

lake water quality face threats such as excessive heavy metals

and eutrophication of water bodies.A total of about 11,000

water environmental incidents have occurred in China since the

1990s, and 60 water pollution incidents have occurred only in

2015 [3]. Eutrophication is one of the ecological disasters that

global lakes generally have facing [4].The problem also exists

even in developed countries [5].The problems caused by lake

eutrophication have forced people to invest a lot of resources to

carry out a series of environmental management and ecological

restoration projects from the basin to the lake.However, the

declining trend of cyanobacteria bloom area caused by lake

eutrophication monitored by remote sensing in recent years

is not obvious [6].Water quality monitoring is one of the

important components of environmental monitoring work.And

China has regarded water quality environmental protection as

one of the important contents of ecological construction, so

real-time monitoring of water quality is particularly important.

Using IoT technology to detect water quality is one of

the effective methods. This method detects changes in wa-

ter quality by placing sensors at the monitoring point, and

then transmits the data collected by the sensors back to

the server for subsequent analysis through various wireless

communication technologies of the Internet of Things [7].This

method can realize real-time continuous monitoring of water

quality changes. However, this method will have different

sensor arrangement density and monitoring range, as well

as the frequency of replacement, depending on the wireless

communication technology used.

II. RELATED WORK

Pretz once said that IoT (the Internet of things) is that

things are connected to the Internet through wireless sensors

[8]. There are many cases of studying these technologies and

applying them to water quality monitoring or environmental

monitoring in foreign countries or in China.Muhammad Ayaz

and others studied the routing problem suitable for underwater

wireless sensor communication in the ocean [9].Lorena Parra

et al. studied low-cost water quality monitoring sensors suit-

able for fishing grounds [10].Ebrahim Karami et al. proposed

the Multisensor Data Fusion wireless network for water quality

monitoring [11].B Etikasari et al. designed and developed a

water quality monitoring system based on a wireless sensor

network deployed on an unmanned aerial vehicle [12].

Narrowband Internet of Things (NB-IoT) is an emerging

cellular technology, which belongs to a wide-area low-power

network technology. It is transmitted through existing GSM

network equipment, and the quality of service is guaranteed

[13].City Open Water studied in this article is in the city and

has a large water area.So it is in the signal coverage of mobile

operators. NB-IoT technology can be applied to City Open

Water monitoring and can use existing network infrastructure

[14].

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

A. Features of NB-Iot

Narrowband Internet of Things (NB-IoT) is a new cellular

technology introduced in 3GPP Release 13 for providing wide-

area coverage for IoT [15].It has many features designed for

the needs of the Internet of Things.
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1) excellent coexistence performance with legacy GSM and
LTE technologies: NB-IoT uses physical resource blocks in

GSM and LTE. According to the position of the NB-IOT

carrier relative to the LTE carrier in the spectrum, NB-IoT has

three deployment scenarios, namely stand-alone deployment,

guard-band deployment, in-band deployment.Fig.1 shows an

example of three NB-IoT deployment scenarios [15].For stand-

alone deployment,separate frequency bands can be used, GSM

and LTE frequency bands can be directly re-cultivation, or

existing network idle frequency spectrum can be used, without

interference with existing LTE or GSM networks.Guard band

deployment is the deployment of NB-IoT network in the guard

band at the edge of the spectrum, which can maximize the

use of existing spectrum resources, but may interfere with

the GSM and LTE system [16].In-band deployment refers to

a PRB (Physical Resource Block) resource of the NB-IoT

network deployed in the LTE or GSM band.

Fig. 1. An example of three NB-IoT deployment scenarios

2) Cover a wide range: NB-IoT achieves a maximum

coupling loss 20dB higher than LTE Rel-12 [15], which is 100

times.NB-IoT base station eNB (Evolution Node B) and UE

(User Equipment) will select the corresponding information

retransmission times according to the CE Level (Coverage En-

hancement Level).The criteria for classification are as follows:

• Conventional coverage MCL(Maximum Coupling

Loss)<144dB, consistent with existing GPRS coverage.

• Extended coverage 144dB<MCL<154dB, which is an

enhancement of 10dB on the basis of existing GPRS.

• Extreme coverage MCL>154dB, 20dB enhanced on the

existing basis.

3) Low power consumption: NB-IoT has two power saving

modes, PSM mode and eDRX mode.PSM mode, namely

power saving mode.This mode is equivalent to adding a new

state in the original idle state, which is equivalent to shutting

down in this state, but still retains the user’s context, which can

be more convenient when the user enters the idle or connected

state.eDRX mode, namely enhanced discontinuous reception.

Through the communication between the core network and

the user terminal, the terminal can skip most of the paging

monitoring and achieve the purpose of reducing power con-

sumption.

These characteristics make NB-IoT extremely suitable for

the new water quality monitoring system mentioned in the

article. The disadvantage of NB-IoT is that it is not very

suitable for connected mobile management, but water quality

monitoring does not need to be connected at all times, so

its shortcomings can be ignored.The new water quality mon-

itoring system can reduce the energy consumption of sensor

nodes through the characteristics of NB-IoT, and is simple

to deploy, which is equivalent to an improvement on the

traditional wireless water quality monitoring system.

B. Overall system architecture design

In order to realize the overall monitoring of the water

quality of City Open Water, sufficient monitoring points must

be set up.When deploying water quality monitoring nodes, it

is impossible to locate each water quality monitoring point

near the monitoring center, and an effective data transmission

method needs to be selected.If the data is transmitted by

wire, communication cables need to be laid, which is costly

and difficult to maintain.The wireless communication does

not rely on physical media and has low cost, and can easily

realize data transmission between nodes and data convergence

centers.City Open Water is located in the city and has sufficient

GSM and LTE signal coverage. If the NB-Iot communication

protocol is adopted, the existing network facilities can be used

for communication.After the water quality information of the

monitoring node is transmitted to the monitoring platform, the

platform analyzes and processes water quality data. Based

on the above analysis, this paper designs a water quality

monitoring system consisting of a multi-parameter water qual-

ity sensor wireless communication network(MWQSWCN), a

water quality monitoring platform(WQMP), and a data display

terminal(DDT) to achieve real-time monitoring of the water

quality of Bolong Lake. The system architecture is shown in

Fig.2.

Fig. 2. System architecture diagram

The MWQSWCN is responsible for data collection and

forwarding.A sensor node sends the collected water quality

data to the operator base station with the strongest signal

through the NB-Iot protocol according to the set frequency,

and then the operator base station forwards the data to the

water quality monitoring platform for subsequent processing

and analysis.The water quality monitoring platform is respon-

sible for the reception, processing, storage of water quality

parameters, response to user visits, pollution warning, etc.The

water quality monitoring platform consists of three parts: a

data receiving and processing server, a database server, and

a Web server.The data receiving and processing server is the

only interface of the water quality monitoring platform to the

sensor network. The database server is mainly responsible for

storing data, responding to the data receiving and processing

server and web server for data insertion, update, and reading

operations.The web server is the interface of the water quality
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Fig. 3. Web server workflow

monitoring platform to the display terminal. It is responsible

for the interaction with the display terminal, the operation

of the database information, and the pre-warning information

from the data receiving and processing server, and pushing it

to the administrator and corresponding users.The workflow is

shown in Fig.3.

IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

The City Open Water selected in this article is Bo-

long Lake.Bolong Lake is located between 39°7′15′′�
39°7′48′′north latitude and 117°31′1′′�117°31′29′′ east lon-

gitude, and is located in the center of the future science and

technology city in Binhai New Area.The water area of Bolong

Lake is about 65 hectares, about 1,000 meters from north to

south, and about 550 meters at its widest point, as shown in

Fig.4.The water area of Bolong Lake is relatively large and

the water area is relatively open.Based on this, a water quality

monitoring system is implemented.

Fig. 4. Bolong Lake

The server of the water quality monitoring platform is

deployed on the Alibaba Cloud server, the operating system is

Windows Server 2012, and the platform operating environment

is built using Mysql 5.7, Java JDK 8, Tomcat8 and other

related software.The data display module can access the Web

server through a browser, and also realizes the display of data

and the water quality pre-warning on the mobile device.

The Web server is mainly based on the SSM

(Spring+SpringMVC+MyBatis) framework and applies

Baidu Map API (Application Programming Interface) to

realize the visualization of sensor nodes.Mainly composed

of the following modules: map display module, equipment

management module, water quality data module, etc.Fig.5

is the rendering of the map display module. The water area

on the map is Bolong Lake, and the red mark indicates the

location of the sensor node.The user can call the device

management module by clicking the red mark to view

the corresponding device information, such as latitude and

longitude, depth, and device code (MAC address). Fig.6

Fig. 5. the rendering of the map display module

Fig. 6. device information in the form of list

shows the device management module displaying device

information. The system realizes the display of informations

of all nodes in a list. Fig.7 is the rendering of the water

quality data displayed in the form of a list.

Through the prototype system implemented above, the fea-

sibility of sensor nodes communication based on NB-IoT is

verified.
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Fig. 7. the water quality data displayed in the form of list

V. CONCLUSION

Aiming at the shortcomings of existing water quality moni-

toring methods, such as few data collection points, large power

consumption, and small coverage, this paper proposes an

online water quality monitoring system scheme using NB-IOT

protocol to collect nodes data, and implements that through a

web browser to Visit the water quality monitoring platform.

The prototype system realizes the functions of node online

status query, water quality data query.

However, the system still has the following work can be

done: 1. The prototype system has a small number of sensor

nodes, which leads to a coarser granularity of lake water

detection. Second, the prototype system only realized the basic

functions,the automatic assessment of water quality has not

been realized. These refinements will be future work.
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Abstract—At present, people's lifestyle is more and more diverse, 

and people's eating habits are constantly changing. In this case, 

people's health is facing great challenges. The sudden rate of 

various heart rate chronic diseases is also rising. Under the heart 

rate detection, it can be prevented in advance so that the disease 

can be effectively treated. This paper designs an intelligent heart 

rate detection system, which can real-time detect its own heart 

rate. When the heart rate beats too fast, the voice prompt will be 

given, and every time the heart rate value detected will be sent to 

the family through wireless transmission. The heart rate system 

satisfies the requirements of heart rate LCD display, voice 

prompt and Bluetooth transmission. It has certain application 

value for medical treatment. 

Keywords-heart rate, Detection, Voice prompt, Bluetooth 

transmission, STM32 

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid economic development, many people have 
to make changes in their eating habits, want to make life better, 
do not focus on the combination of work and rest, and 
overburden the body, which often makes the accumulation of 
labor and illness, physical health is particularly important in 
addition, many cardiovascular diseases threaten the body, such 
as: coronary heart disease causes arteriosclerosis, hypertension, 
endocrine heart disease and other problems. Early detection of 
heart diseases is of great significance in medical treatment. 

With people's attention to life and health, a large number 
of research literatures [1-3] on heart rate detection have 
appeared. Compared with invasive heart rate detection 
technology, non-invasive heart rate detection based on 
electronic technology is convenient, safe and efficient. 
Literature [3] introduces a new non-invasive wrist pulse 
detection technology, which USES rf sensors to detect heart 
rate during sleep. Literature [5] introduces a real-time heart 
rate variability measurement system based on single chip 
microcomputer, through the adoption of the R - peak detection 

algorithm, implements the heart rate variability of real-time 
detection. In literature [6], a photo transmitter and detector 
through fingertip known as photoplethysmography(PPG) were 
proposed, and the collected data was transmitted to the 
Internet. Literature [7], Heart rate variability (HRV) analysis 
was performed with DSP and for myocardial infarction 
detection. Literature [8] and [9] introduced the use of fpga to 
complete heart rate detection. Literature [8] describes a field 
programmable gate array (FPGA) implementation of a system 
that calculates the heart rate from Electrocardiogram (ECG) 
signal. After heart rate calculation, tachycardia, bradycardia or 
normal heart rate can easily be detected. In literature [9], a 
non-invasive heart rate monitoring system based on FPGA 
was proposed for fetal abnormality detection. This heart rate 
detection technology has the disadvantage of high cost and 
large volume, so a low cost, small volume and high efficiency 
heart rate detection system is needed. 

In this paper, a simple, practical and low-cost electronic 
heart rate detection instrument is designed by using electronic 
technology. This instrument USES single chip 
STM32F103C8T6 to control the whole system, the heart rate 
value is displayed, at the same time the voice prompts the 
current heart rate value, and then through wireless 
transmission and other functions. The system has the 
advantages of multi-function, small size, low power 
consumption and low cost. 

II. RELATED TECHNIQUES FOR HEART RATE MEASUREMENT

A. Piezoelectric

Piezoelectric transducer: The pulse of human body is 
converted into electrical signal by pressure sensor. Pressure 
ceramics is a very common type of pressure sensor and if you 
apply it to a piezoelectric element with very high internal 
resistance, to make an electrode, you have to use two identical 
elements inside, so that the polarity is reversed, you add a piece 
of copper between the two identical elements, and you can do 
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that. Many sensors are applied in this way, so that the signal 
output of the sensor is also very large, and the subsequent 
amplification signal circuit design, the requirements are not 
high. The price is low, the material is simple, the sensitivity is 
easy to improve and so on. 

B. Acoustic electric 

Acoustic electric sensor: Converts mechanical vibrations 
that travel in blood-soluble gases, body fluids, or bones in skin 
tissues into electrical signals. Generally, it is a capacitor-type 
electret microphone. When the electret film receives the sound 
wave vibration, it will cause the capacitance to change, and 
then the voltage value will be changed. After the AD 
conversion, the sensitivity is also very high, but there will be a 
large signal-to-noise ratio, and the process structure is complex. 

C. photoelectric 

Photoelectric sensor: The flow of blood in the body can be 
detected by photoelectric sensors, but rather as a result of 
changes in light penetration or reflectivity, as a result of the 
beating of the heart to the rest of the body. The corresponding 
method can be used to convert the optical signal into the 
electrical signal. Electrical sensors are highly sensitive to 
changes in light energy, especially for measuring displacement 
and distance. 

III. Heart rate detection system design 

At present, the existing heart-rate meters on the market are 
generally large and not easy to carry, combined with the market 
requirements, to create a portable, small size, light weight, easy 
to carry, of course, must meet the equipment to the heart rate 
data collection, performance to have accuracy and timeliness. 
Systematic design is generally divided into two parts: hardware 
design and software design. 

A. Function design 

The heart rate detection system can complete the heart rate 
detection, display the obtained heart rate value, and read it 
through the voice. When the target person's heart rate is too 
high, the voice alarm will prompt the heart rate is too high, and 
the wireless data of the detected heart rate will be transmitted 
to the mobile phone terminal. Its functionality is shown in 
Figure 1.  
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Figure 1.  System function 

 

The acquisition terminal of the main control information 
processing and storage module samples, filters and calculates 
the heart rate of the human body, and transmits it to other 
modules through the main control. The display terminal 
displays the heart rate data in real time, the voice prompts the 
heart rate data in real time, and the Bluetooth communication 
transmits the data wirelessly. Mobile phone terminal is mainly 
used for wireless data reception, display and storage.  

B. Structural design of acquisition system  

The system collects the heart rate value through the 
portable heart rate meter, and connects with friends and 
relatives through the mobile phone client to share the heart rate 
value, so that family members can check the real-time 
information of their own heart rate. The whole structure is 
shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. System Architecture Evolution 

C. Design of heart rate collection method 

The acquisition part USES a reflective photoelectric sensor, 
a biological sensor module MAX30102 with heart rate 
monitoring function, a red LED and an infrared LED are 
integrated internally, the optical detector and optical devices 
and other components of the module part of the circuit, the 
electronic circuit can suppress the low noise of the ambient 
light. This heart rate module adopts a 1.8v logic power supply 
and a free-standing 5V internal LED power supply, which can 
be placed in the finger, wrist and other places for measurement. 
Communication is through a standard i2c compatible interface. 
The module can be shut down by software with zero standby 
current to keep the power track supplied. The circuit of heart 
rate acquisition module is shown in Figure 3 
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Figure 3. Heart rate acquisition module circuit 

D. Master control chip design 

The main chip is the heart of the system and the most 
important thing for the whole system. For this design USES the 
ARM STM32F103C8T6 chip, mainly with the ARM kernel 
architecture (M3, pure Thumb2 instruction is the use of a 
processor to carry out, and 8-bit and 16-bit processor series 
code storage density, a 32-bit high-performance ARM kernel 
also can be achieved, the ARM MCU development and 
application of obvious around the world, but the processor core 
is to design a small volume, light weight, lower price, high 
reliability, less consumption, not only implements these, also 
provides many advantages such as flexible interrupt 
capabilities. In various interrupts and exceptions, increase the 
speed of corresponding and switching. 

E. Design of language hints 

SYN6288 voice chip is used. SYN6288 communication 
mode is through asynchronous serial port (UART) 
communication, in the serial port to the processor, received the 
text data, after the processor processing, text data to speech or 
TTS speech conversion. SYN6288 in identify types of text 
data more accurate, more rapid, high recognition rate, 
synthetic quality more human voice module, lead with the 
same price products for heart rate reading needs prompt, based 
on the system performance analysis, no longer simple to use 
buzzer, chose SYN6288 voice module, its use maximum play 
to the integrity of the system and to make clear in any case the 
heart rate value, can also play a warning role. The circuit of the 
language prompt module is shown in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4. SYN6288 

 

F. Display module design 

The display module USES the LCD screen, which is a 
liquid crystal display screen, mainly made of sodium-free glass 
material and liquid crystal solution. Two pieces of sodium-free 
glass material are used to place the liquid crystal solution in the 
middle. The capacitive-loaded components used in LCD 
screens have very low internal resistance and can be used under 
both positive and negative pressures, mainly because of their 
non-polar nature. LCD screen can display a lot of content, for 
the temperature requirements are very high, too high 
temperature will make the life decline, the standard service life 
is very long, almost zero radiation, very low power 
consumption, small volume and other advantages. 

G. Design of communication mode 

The communication mode adopts Bluetooth wireless 
transmission mode, with fast transmission rate, low power 
consumption and high confidentiality. Meanwhile, it manages 
data and sound transmission, and works under 2.4 GHz 
frequency. The communication range is about 10 meters.  

III. SYSTEM MAIN MODULE SOFTWARE DESIGN 

A. Data collection 

B. If the data is collected to the length of a certain number of 
500 samples, it will be judged whether the length of the 
data of the sample number is enough for 5 seconds. If it is 
enough for 5 seconds and the sample data is stored, it will 
not be enough to collect the data again. The frame data is 
transmitted to the processor to determine whether the data 
frame is complete. The obtained frame data is completely 
analyzed. If the frame data is incomplete, the frame data is 
sent again, waiting for the arrival of the data. Process the 
parsed data. The details are shown in Figure 5.  
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Figure 5. Heart rate collection work 
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C. Voice prompt 

On the power supply, the system into the initial, when key 
KEY1 press, voice prompt on the collection, collection, when 
the heart rate information collected, the system according to the 
algorithm to calculate the heart rate value, and determine 
whether the heart rate value more than the alert value, and the 
transmission of data through a serial port, synthesis of text data, 
call a subroutine to run synthetic voice, speech will read out the 
current detection of heart rate value, as shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Voice prompt process 

V. Test results and analysis 

The main content of software testing is to check whether 
the test software can perform the required functions perfectly. 
Mainly to test the stability of the overall system, the system to 
various conditions, to verify whether the function can work 
normally. There are many factors affecting people's heart rate. 
In order to make a clear comparison, the test conditions are 
limited to a certain range for performance test, gender, height, 
weight and age, and then compared with the market of 
Samsung smart bracelet. There are two test subjects: test 
subject A, gender: male, 170 meters tall, 27 years old, weight: 
70KG; Test subject B, female, 160 meters tall, 37 years old, 
60KG weight. The result is shown in Table 1.  

According to the Table 1: considering the influence of 
height, age, gender and weight, two persons were tested 
respectively. In order to compare the heart rate value collected 
by the heart rate detection system and observe the accuracy of 
the actual heart rate with the heart rate value measured by the 
measuring equipment, it can be seen that the difference rate the 
measured value of the heart rate module is 1.03% at the highest 
and the difference rate the measured value of the heart rate is 0 
at the lowest. In comparison with the actual heart rate 
measurement, the difference between the mainstream heart-rate 
meter Samsung band and the actual heart rate measurement is 
2.06% at the highest and 0 at the lowest. However, the 

difference rate the six groups of heart-rate data appears, and 
there are three groups of deviation values, so compared with 
the mainstream market equipment Samsung hand, the heart-
rate system detection is more advantageous. 

TABLE 1.  TEST RESULT 

Test 

Status 

Test 

obje

ct 

Actual 

heart 

rate 

Sams

ung 

band 

result

s 

Differen

ce rate of 

Samsung 

band  

Ours 

detects 

the 

value 

Differen

ce rate of 

Ours 

Tranquill

ization 

A 66 67 1.52% 66 0 

B 62 62 0 62 0 

Walk for 
5 minutes 

A 97 99 2.06% 98 1.03% 

B 94 94 0 94 0 

Jog for 5 

minutes 

A 132 133 0.75% 131 0.75% 

B 128 128 0 128 0 

VI. Conclusion 

This paper is to design a heart rate detection system, by ana
lyzing the system function and the request, around this topic ha
s carried on the design, The main functions of the system are he
art rate data, main control chip, LCD and voice prompt, Blueto
oth communication, etc. in addition to these functional require
ments, many basic requirements are described, such as low po
wer consumption, low cost, small size .The next step of this pa
per is to further improve the accuracy of heart rate detection, so
 as to make the measurement more accurate and meet people's 
needs. 
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Abstract—When using traditional OSPF routing protocol to 

forward packets, network nodes do not participate in 

reliability work, which leads to low packet forwarding rate, 

long average end-to-end delay, high energy consumption and 

short lifetime of network nodes. In order to solve these 

problems, a high-performance multi-mobile node routing 

communication protocol based on reliable active node is 

proposed. According to the functional requirements of the 

model, the reliable active node is divided into forward active 

node and reliable active node. Through the estimation of 

packets transmission delay time, the independence of 

communication link quality, the calculation of node 

forwarding moderate index and the selection of active network 

neighbor nodes, the routing protocol is designed. Simulation 

results show that packets forwarding rate is improved 

effectively, the overall energy consumption of network nodes is 

reduced, the average end-to-end delay is shortened, and the 

network node lifetime is prolonged. 

Keywords—High Performance; Router; Communication 

Protocol; Reliable Active Node 

1 Introduction 

As the scope of Internet application continues to 

expand, a large number of New applications such as 

information release, distance learning, video conference, etc. 

These new applications have a common feature that is one 

to many or many to many reliable data communication 

transport. It requires the data sender to transmit the valuable 

data to the receiver efficiently [1,2]. In order to enable these 

new applications to achieve efficient communication and 

transmission of data, multicast communication technology 

has come into people's attention.  

However, there are some disadvantages in multicast 

communication, such as the explosion of feedback 

information, the serious loss of data and the difficulty of 

recovering the lost data. A hierarchical communication 

routing protocol based on Grover quantum search algorithm 

is proposed by Fan Xincan [3]. Based on the establishment 

of quantum wireless communication network model and 

communication channel model, Grover is adopted The 

quantum search algorithm searches the maximum routing 

metric within the limited hop number of quantum wireless 

communication network as the layered communication 

target path, which avoids the channel conflict in the 

communication transmission process, and realizes the stable 

data transmission in the quantum wireless network. 

However, the routing protocol has the problem of low 

packet forwarding rate. A hierarchical communication 

routing protocol based on partition is proposed by Zhai 

Chunjie [4]. The network nodes are divided into clusters 

based on the partition method. The cluster head nodes of 

data transmission are selected by three-level cluster head 

selection strategy, and the residual energy of network nodes 

is fully considered to ensure the energy consumption 

balance of nodes in the cluster [5,6]. However, this routing 

protocol has the disadvantages of long average end-to-end 

delay and high energy consumption. A layered 

communication routing protocol based on weighted 

threshold is proposed. Multiple disjoint communication 

transmission paths are constructed by means of hierarchical 

network security routing. On this basis, multiple 

communication paths are selected according to the security 

requirements of the network base station. At the same time, 
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the communication data is partitioned by using the weighted 

threshold, and the communication data is forwarded along 

the multi-path. However, the routing protocol will shorten 

the lifetime of network nodes [7,8,9]. Therefore, a high 

performance router multi-mobile node communication 

protocol based on reliable active nodes is proposed and 

designed. 

2  Multi mobile node communication protocol  

2.1 Layered model of multi mobile node communication 

protocol  

Active network is a kind of programmable network, 

which can realize the priority configuration of network 

services. It is one of the most effective technologies to solve 

the problem of multicast communication. Active network 

can not only make active nodes participate in reliability 

work, but also improve data transmission efficiency by 

customizing specific service functions of active nodes. As 

shown in Figure 1, the hierarchical model of multi mobile 

node routing communication protocol in active network is 

given, which lays the foundation for the subsequent 

implementation of active network packet communication 

routing. 

From Figure 1, the hierarchical model of multi mobile 

node routing communication protocol in active network 

follows the IP layer in Internet network. But the IP layer 

mainly realizes the whole network interconnection, which 

cannot guarantee the reliability of communication data 

transmission. The main function of the active network 

multicast communication layer is similar to that of the TCP 

layer, which provides the reliable data flow service for the 

network application layer.  

It mainly includes RM management sub-layer and RM 

reliable sub-layer, in which RM management sub-layer is 

responsible for establishing and releasing session   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

connection and RM reliable sub-layer is responsible for the 

reliable transmission of communication data. The reliable 

active nodes in the network can only realize the reliable 

transmission of the data in the multicast communication 

layer and are not responsible for the network connection 

management. By adopting active network technology, the 

multicast communication layer contains a series of 

programs that can deal with the reliability of 

communication data. The model application layer realizes 

the dynamic configuration of active network multicast 

communication layer service by selecting reliable active 

nodes. According to the functional requirements of the 

model, reliable active nodes are divided into two types: 

precursors active nodes and reliable active nodes. The 

former is similar to the traditional Internet network node 

function, but it still needs to use the active network 

technology to realize the specific function. The latter can 

handle reliability work and requires the following functions: 

（1）Active and reliable nodes can not only detect 

whether the communication data package is wrong, but also 

can timely process the communication data loss packet 

retransmission application of the lower node; 

（2）Every active reliable node in the model guarantees 

its children to receive communication data correctly, which 

requires it to be able to realize communication data cache, 

so that the original data can be recovered in time when 

communication data is lost; 

（3）The active reliable node can adopt local multicast 

to respond to the packet loss retransmission request of the 

active network sub node. 

The hierarchical model of multimobile node routing 

communication protocol in active network is established.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1  Hierarchical model of routing communication protocol for multiple mobile nodes 
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The efficiency of data packet transmission is improved. 

2.2 High performance router multi mobile node 

communication protocol based on reliable active node 

The multimobile node communication protocol of high 

performance router based on reliable active node mainly 

includes two parts: routing selection mechanism of active 

network hierarchical model and neighbor node management. 

The specific descriptions are as follows: 

1）Routing mechanism of active network layered model 

○1 Routing delay estimation 

Suppose 𝑇𝑐  is the time when the communication 

packet competes with the active network communication 

channel; 𝑇𝑡  and 𝑇𝑝 represent the transmission time and 

processing time of the communication packet respectively; 

𝑇𝑞represents the queue delay time of the packet to be sent; 

𝑇𝑠 represents the sleep time of the active network node, and 

calculates the packet transmission delay time between the 

adjacent nodes of the active network. 

              𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑆→𝑖( 𝑃𝑠 ) = 𝑇𝑐 + 𝑇𝑡 + 𝑇𝑝 + 𝑇𝑞 + 𝑇𝑠 =
𝑇2−𝑇1 

2
     (10)  

Among them, 𝑇1 and 𝑇2 represent the time when the 

communication packet recorded by the active network 

source node s enters the multicast communication layer and 

the time when the sub node receives the communication 

packet, respectively; (𝑇1 − 𝑇2)/2 represents the single hop 

transmission delay time of active network communication 

packets. Based on the full consideration of communication 

energy consumption and transmission power, the weighted 

average method is used to update the packet transmission 

delay between adjacent nodes in active network in real time 

The specific update formula is as follows: 

𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑆→𝑖
𝑖+1( 𝑃𝑠 ) = 𝑎𝐸(𝑆, 𝐷)𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑆→𝑖

𝑡 ( 𝑃𝑠 )

+
1 − α

𝑇
∑ 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑆→𝑖

𝑘 ( 𝑃𝑠 )  (11)

𝑖−1

𝑘=max (𝑡,𝑡−𝑇)

 

Among them, T is the channel contention time window 

of active network; 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑆→𝑖
𝑡 ( 𝑃𝑠 )and 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑆→𝑖

𝑘 ( 𝑃𝑠 ) represent 

the packet transmission delay time between adjacent nodes 

of active network at time t and time k respectively; 0 ≤ α ≤

1 , if the transmission delay of active network 

communication packet changes greatly, α takes the larger 

value; conversely, α takes the smaller value. 

○2 Link quality of active network communication 

packet transmission 

The quality of active network communication packet 

transmission link directly affects whether the packet can be 

reliably transmitted to the target node within a limited time; 

The routing mechanism of layered communication routing 

protocol based on reliable active node needs to consider the 

transmission link quality when selecting the next hop 

forwarding node of communication packet, so as to ensure 

the reliability and real-time of communication packet 

transmission. The communication link quality of active 

network is measured by the communication packet arrival 

success rate index. The specific measurement formula is as 

follows: 

PRR = [1 − (
8

15
)(

1

16
) ∑(−1)𝑗exp (20𝛾(𝑑)(

1

𝑗
− 1))

16

𝑗=2

]

176

    (12) 

Where 𝛾(𝑑)  is the signal-to-noise ratio of active 

network communication. j is the energy consumption value 

of network communication link, 𝑖 ∈ 𝐹(𝑖). 

③ Communication route selection 

When the active network source node s needs to send 

packets, it needs to check whether the sink node is the next 

hop forwarding node.If so, the data packet can be sent 

directly from source node s to node sink without relay node; 

If not, it is necessary to calculate the forwarding adaptation 

index θ𝑆→𝑖of all nodes in the neighborhood node set F (i) 

that satisfy the following formula (13). Select the node with 

the largest value of θ s → I as the next hop forwarding 

node of the active network source node s, and calculate the 

forwarding adaptation index θ𝑆→𝑖  according to the 

following formula (14). 

                               𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑝(𝑆, 𝐷) ≤ 𝑣𝑆→𝑖(𝑃𝑠)                               (13) 

             𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘θ𝑆→𝑖 = 𝛼 ×
𝑣𝑆→𝑖(𝑃𝑠) 

∑ 𝑣𝑆→𝑖(𝑃𝑠)𝑖∈𝐹(𝑖)
+ 𝛽

𝐸𝑆→𝑖(𝑃𝑠)

𝐸𝑖
+ 𝛾 × 𝑃𝑅𝑅     (14) 

                               α + β + γ = 1                                             (15) 

Among them, α, β and γ are weight coefficients. 

According to the above calculation, if all nodes in the 

set F(i) do not meet the formula (15), the following active 

network neighbor node management mechanism is started 

to search for the next hop forwarding node that meets the 

conditions. 

2 ） Neighbor node management mechanism in active 

network 

○1 In the active network, node i selects some nodes 

from the set F(i) to meet the requirements of packet 

transmission, and reduces the transmission power linearly; 

○2 The neighbor node of active network finds that node 

i selects a part of nodes from the set F(i) and multiplies 

them with their respective packet transmission power to 

determine whether the selected nodes meet the requirements 

of transmission energy consumption and transmission power. 

If so, the value of θ𝑆→𝑖  is calculated, and the node 

corresponding to the maximum value of θ𝑆→𝑖 is selected as 
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the next hop forwarding node of packet transmission; If not, 

node i increases its own packet transmission power and 

updates the communication routing table until it finds the 

node that meets the transmission requirements. 

3 Result analysis 

During simulation,the active network is mainly 

composed of 100 nodes, and all nodes in the network are 

randomly distributed. Assuming that the initial energy of 

each node in the simulation test network is 0.5J, the network 

base station is selected according to the above-mentioned 

hierarchical model of active network communication 

routing protocol. 

Compared with the traditional protocol, the change of 

the number of surviving nodes in the network with the 

simulation test time is shown in Figure 2, the number of 

surviving nodes of three different routing protocols 

gradually decreases. The change trend of the overall energy 

consumption of network nodes with the simulation test time 

is shown in Figure 3, the overall energy consumption of 

network nodes in routing protocol is low, which shows great 

energy saving advantages. The change of packet forwarding 

rate with the number of packet forwarding is shown in 

Figure 4. With the increasing number of packets to be 

forwarded in the active network, the packet forwarding rate 

of different routing protocols has decreased. The packet 

forwarding rate of the proposed routing protocol decreases 

the least because it selects the link with higher quality as the 

packet forwarding node, which effectively improves the 

forwarding rate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 Conclusion 

The high-performance router multi mobile node 

communication protocol based on reliable active nodes is 

proposed and designed in this paper. Through simulation 

and test, it is proved that the proposed routing protocol can 

effectively shorten the average end-to-end delay problem 

and improve the performance . 
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Abstract—In recent years, the rapid development of rail 

transportation represented by high-speed railways and urban 

rail transportation has caused tremendous pressure on related 

discrete equipment manufacturing enterprises that are 

upstream of the locomotive and vehicle supply chain. The 

surge in orders has led to the company's "planning" and 

"production" It is difficult to achieve a consistent pace, 

production data cannot be uploaded and released, production 

and management are disconnected, and production efficiency 

cannot be improved. In the final analysis, there is a split 

between the underlying execution system and the enterprise 

management system in the workshop. In this regard, this topic 

studies and discusses the application of Manufacturing 

Execution System (MES) in discrete equipment manufacturing 

enterprises. In fact, it is aimed at the production and 

manufacturing enterprises of rolling stock reduction gears for 

rolling stock. The solution focuses on the process preparation 

subsystem based on the typical process library, and integrates 

it based on the MES platform. In the end, for enterprises to 

achieve the goals of reducing production preparation cycles, 

reducing inventory, and improving efficiency, help enterprises 

seize opportunities and meet challenges in the fierce market 

competition. 

Keywords- rail transit; reducer; MES; decision making. 

I.  INTRODUCTION

As a pivotal device for fast/slow switching, the 
locomotive reducer plays[1] a key role in regulating vehicle 

speed and maintaining smooth operation. In the high-speed 

rail speed and rapid development of rail transportation in the 

context of the rapid increase in demand for rolling stock, the 

reducer manufacturing enterprises are both opportunities and 

challenges. Reducer manufacturing is a typical discrete 

manufacturing, the distinctive feature of discrete 

manufacturing products by multiple parts through processing 

and assembly, each part needs to be processed through a 

number of discrete process processing, the production site is 

mostly workshop. The workshop is the main body of 
manufacturing, the use of information technology to upgrade 

the workshop production will help the locomotive reducer 

manufacturers seize the opportunity of development. 

The most effective solution to these problems is the 

Manufacturing Execution System (MES), which was first 

proposed by Advanced Manufacturing Research (AMR)[2] 

and is defined as "a shop floor-oriented management 

information system located between the upper planning and 

management system and the lower industrial controls". At 

present, there is a lot of research on MES system and it has 

been applied in process manufacturing and discrete 
processing industry in many foreign countries to different 

degrees. For example, Consilium Corporation has developed 

MES I and MES II systems for the semiconductor and 

electronics industries. The U.S. Honeywell company 

developed POMSMES system for the pharmaceutical 

industry. Siemens Company of Germany has developed 

MES systems with industrial characteristics in aerospace, 

petrochemical, electric power, iron and steel and so on. 

Wang, Fa, Maw et al. focus on the application of MES 

systems in automotive manufacturing companies. Huibo 

Dong et al. study MES systems in the field of aircraft 

assembly. Bohui Ding and Jinxing et al. focus on MES 
system architecture in discrete manufacturing. Zhou Ke et al. 

focused on the design of MES systems for discrete 

manufacturing using RFID technology[3-6]. 

The traditional MES system[7-10] is based on a single 

software, which lacks interconnection with the actual 

environment and cannot transmit all kinds of real-time data 

in a timely manner, and the formulation of production plans 

and execution of production instructions are often not 

accurate, fast and comprehensive enough. At the same time, 

the system lacks self-adaptation and rapid response to 

unpredictable changes from the outside. In addition, it lacks 
the ability to quickly reconfigure for changes and 

adjustments to the manufacturing system. Another problem 

affecting the production efficiency of discrete manufacturing 

enterprises is the process design. Due to the production 

characteristics of the discrete manufacturing enterprises, 
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process processes are numerous and complex, associated 

elements, coupled with rolling stock reducer products with 

more varieties, batches, according to the characteristics of 

the order processing, making the process designers face 

tedious and repetitive work, affecting the product 

development cycle, which in turn affects the product 
production cycle. 

This study is to explore the manufacturing execution 

system for the production of rail vehicle reducer of 

Zhengzhou Machinery Research Institute, which is suitable 

for the production of multiple varieties and small batches of 

rail vehicle reducer, and to integrate part of Computer Aided 

Process Planning (CAPP)[11] function with MES as the 

platform. Finally, the information integration of the 

production line can eliminate the communication barriers 

between production and management personnel, improve 

access to production data, workshop scheduling capabilities, 

quality control capabilities in the entire life cycle of the 
reducer production, and thus improve production efficiency, 

shorten the production cycle, reduce inventory, to help 

rolling stock reducer manufacturers seize the opportunity to 

meet the challenges. 

II. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS AND 

ARCHITEXTURE MODEL 

A. Systen Requirements Analysis and Architecture model 

This section analyzes the requirements of MES system, 

which is divided into two aspects: system functional 

requirements and system non functional requirements.The 

success of the system largely depends on the quality of 

software system requirements analysis. In the actual system 

development process, due to the fuzzy, abstract, uncertainty, 

variability and other complex characteristics of requirements, 

and the professional barriers of reducer manufacturing make 

the requirements analysis of MES system becomes a 

complex task.In the process of MES system software 
requirements analysis, we consider the following points: 

 The priority of requirements; 

 The dependence of requirements;  

 The complexity of requirements;  

 The effectiveness of requirements. 

The MES of railway vehicle reducer runs in the reducer 

production workshop to assist the production system to 

complete the whole process of transforming the input of 

production factors into the output of products. In order to 

realize the high-efficiency operation of the production 

system,there are three main functional requirements of 
process control,the management of production factors, the 

formulation and implementation of production plan, and the 

control of production process. 

The factors of production in the enterprise manufacturing 

system include staff, machine, material, file and 

environment. The stuff is the core of enterprise 

manufacturing system, Other factors are all around the stuff, 

under the guidance of stuff arrangements for production. 

The demand of MES system on production planning is 

mainly reflected in the following aspects,after the project is 

approved, the implementation plan is formulated according 

to the project content. According to the product BOM, the 

outsourcing production plan and the independent production 

plan are formulated. After the plan is formulated, the plan is 
distributed and fed back to the final warehousing.Production 

planning is the key to achieve the production objectives. 

Improving the accuracy of the plan is conducive to reducing 

the enterprise's inventory, or even achieving zero inventory. 

The system needs to have the ability to make and implement 

the production plan, which is embodied in the following 

aspects:  

 ensure the smooth of production planning process;  

 match the production plan and production capacity.  

 Dynamic adjustment capability. 

Production process control is one of the core functions of 
MES. Its requirements are as follows: monitor and control 

the production progress, assist the workshop director to 

allocate workshop production resources, and issue 

production tasks to workshop workers. It has three functions: 

production schedule monitoring, production planning and 

quality inspection. 

System non functional requirements mainly include 

security requirements and ease of use requirements. The 

system should have high security requirements, be able to 

limit the login IP and login time period, improve the 

authority system, and assign different permissions to limit 

operations such as adding, deleting and modifying according 
to different security requirements, and record the user's data 

operation behavior in the form of log, so as to avoid the 

impact of human operation errors on system security.The 

system should be open to the administrator only due to the 

consideration of safety. 

Most of the users of the system are the workers and 

managers working in the workshop. Due to the complexity 

of the site environment, it is necessary to make requirements 

for the usability of the software, try not to let the software 

operation become the burden of users, and improve the user 

experience as much as possible. 

B. Architecture Model 

According to the analysis of functional requirements and 

non functional requirements of the system, the overall 

functional model of MES can be preliminarily obtained. The 

overall architecture of the system is shown in Figure 1. The 

whole system consists of three modules: MES business 
function module, MES system integration interface and 

MES information display. 

MES business function module is based on the MES 

integration model which contains 11 functions proposed by 

MESA. According to the actual situation and requirements 

of the enterprise, the business function module of MES is a 

customized business function model for the enterprise, 

which is composed of seven main function modules and 

several auxiliary functions. The main function modules are:  
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Figure 1. Overall system architecture 

system management, information management, project 

management, technical management, production 

management, quality management and financial 

management module. Each function module contains 
multiple sub modules, and the sub modules contain multiple 

functions. The cooperation among various functions forms 

the main function group. The auxiliary function is 

independent of the function group and provides assistance 

for multiple function groups. MES business function layer is 

the core of manufacturing execution system. Through the 

interface layer of MES system, it connects with the 

enterprise management and the bottom execution system to 

complete the upload, release and processing of production 

information. 

MES system integration interface is responsible for 

docking with upper management system and bottom 
execution system, which is the "central nerve" of 

manufacturing execution system.In connection with the 

upper management system, the design adopts the way of 

database integration, which can store the same data 

conditionally. If not, it provides a unified data interface 

module in the web server, and encapsulates the interface 

program in each system to realize the system integration.In 

connection with the bottom execution layer, because the 

underlying data has the characteristics of multi-source, 

heterogeneous and dynamic, it is necessary to standardize 

the field information data access, provide a unified way for 

MES business function modules to access the field data, and 

use OPC (OLE for process control) technology to solve the 

data access conflict, so as to provide the field data for the 
system. 

MES information display provides data to enterprise 

leaders, workshop directors, workshop workers or other 

staffs in the form of  web interface and production display 

board. By using the advantage of B/S architecture can break 

the geographical restrictions, users can access the Internet at 

any place and use the browser or mobile equipment to 

understand the real-time production situation. 

III. MODEL DESINE OF MES SYSTEM 

According to the business process analysis of the 

production workshop of railway vehicle reducer, the detailed 

requirement analysis of reducer MES system and the overall 
design of the system, the function points of MES software 

determined in this paper mainly include: system 

management module, information management module, 

project management module, technical management module, 

production management module, quality management 

module and financial management module. 

A. System Management Module 

The system management module is the basis of the 

whole business function, as shown in Figure 2, including 

staff management,department management,Workshop team 

management, role management, authority management, 

module management, a total of this six sub modules, the 

main function is to manage personnel information, authority 

system construction and function menu settings.The four sub 

modules of staff management, department management, 

workshop team management and role management are 

mainly used to manage the personnel information involved 
in the system. The three sub modules of role management, 

authority management and module management mainly 

complete the construction of authority system, and the 

module management mainly completes the configuration of 

function menu. 
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Figure 2. Structure of system management module
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B. Maintaining the Integrity of the Specifications 

The information management module is responsible for 

the management of other basic information except staff in 

the system, as shown in Figure 3, including equipment 

information management, equipment group management, 

outsourcing information management, outsourcing 

production monitoring, document management, electronic 

signature management. A total of six sub modules, the main 
functions of which are equipment management, outsourcing 

unit management, document management and electronic 

signature management . 

C. Information management module 

The project management module carries the enterprise 

production business process, including the whole process 
from project establishment to product delivery. As shown in 

Figure 4, it includes six sub modules: creation of execution 

order, project view, project execution plan, quotation 

management, order management and product delivery order 

management. These six sub modules work together to serve 

the enterprise production business process. 

D. Technical management module 

The technical management module is a module to 

manage the technical resources involved in reducer 

production, as shown in Figure 5, including parts 

management, product management, typical process library, 

process planning, a total of four sub modules.Among them, 

the part management sub module is the foundation of the 

product management sub module, because the product is 

composed of multiple parts.The product management sub 
module is responsible for coding the product features 

according to the product hierarchy based on the part 

library.Based on the concept of typical process knowledge, 

the typical process library is a module to manage the typical 

process of an enterprise. The sub module of process 

planning has two modes of manual and automatic, which can 

be used for process preparation. 

E. Production management module 

The production process is a complex process involving 

multi business, multi role and multi manufacturing resources. 

Production management can best reflect the characteristics 

of MES. The production management module is a module to 

manage the reducer production process.As shown in Figure 

6, it includes production display board, production schedule,  
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Figure 6. structure of production management module 
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production planning management, planned output 

distribution, production distribution, quality inspection, and 

product delivery, with a total of seven sub modules. Among 

them, the production plan management sub module can be 

divided into project leader allocation and production 

planning preparation. 

F. Quality management module 

With the development of the theory and practice of 

management science, quality management has become the 

most important part of enterprise management. It is equally 

important for MES. As a response to product quality, quality 

management can also reflect the implementation of MES 

based on workshop manufacturing execution system.The 

combination of quality management theory and MES 

technology can promote enterprises from quality inspection 

management stage and statistical quality management stage 
to total quality management stage. 

The design idea of other sub modules of quality 

management module is: the quality inspection link 

completes the actual quality inspection process, which will 

produce a large number of data reflecting product quality. 

These data are the most valuable resources of the enterprise. 

Through these data, not only the quality data of products can 

be viewed, but also the production management level of 

enterprises can be reflected.This module mainly carries out 

the statistics and display of quality data, provides visual data 

for managers, and helps enterprises improve the level of 
quality management.As shown in Figure 7, it is mainly 

divided into four sub modules: management of unqualified 

items, statistics of qualified rate, statistics of unqualified rate 

and summary of unqualified products. 

G. Financial management module 

In the requirement analysis stage of reducer 

manufacturing execution system of the enterprise, through 

sorting out the requirements, it is found that part of the 

financial work is involved in the production process of the 
enterprise, and the system needs the support of the financial 

function to ensure the successful progress of the project and 

production activities.In addition, the purpose of workers' 

working hours statistics is to link the work of workers with 

their wages, and then to encourage workers' wages based on 

the principle of more work and more pay, which also needs 

to involve part of the financial functions. This module 

integrates some functions of financial management.As 

shown in Figure 8, there are four sub modules: payment 

management, invoice management, supplier debt 

management and working hours statistics. Invoice 
management can be divided into input invoice management 

and output invoice management. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT OF MES SYSTEM 

A. System implementation 

The MES system in this paper is customized and 

developed under the environment of Windows Server 
2016.The system uses B/S architecture, visual studio 2017 

as the development tool, and Microsoft SQL server as the 

data management system.The MES system realizes the 

mainstream functions of traditional MES, including basic 

system management, information management, project 

management, technical management, production 

management, quality inspection management and financial 

management. 
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B. Implementation result 

Finally, the system has been deployed in the enterprise 

and is in normal operation. The actual production process 

shows that the application of the system greatly improves 
the accuracy of production planning and the success rate of 

implementation, improves the efficiency of part process 

planning, and further improves the level of enterprise quality 

management. The effect of the system is summarized as 

follows: 

 It optimizes the production business process of 

railway vehicle reducer, greatly improves the 

product quality of rail vehicle reducer, reduces 

some staff cost, and achieves a 25% year-on-year 

decrease in management cost. 

 By changing the way of data collection, real-time 

data collection and delay reminder are realized in 
the production process. The efficiency of data 

collection is improved by 80%. The real-time 

traceability of product quality data is realized, 

which lays the foundation for product quality 

analysis. 

 Forced to improve the management method, 

optimize the management process, through the 

substantial improvement of the implementation 

effect, the workshop optimizes part of the work 

process, makes the production management 

method closely combined with production, and 
forms a benign development. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper proposes a system solution for establishing 

MES for rolling stock reducers in rail transit to address the 

problems faced by rolling stock reducer manufacturers. We 

proposed a process preparation subsystem based on a typical 

process library, and integrated it with MES as a platform, 

completing requirements analysis, scheme design, functional 

design, development, and testing of the system. The 

successful implementation of the system improves the 

efficiency of production execution, shortens the processing 
coordination time and minimizes the maximum completion 

time.In addition, the workshop display board and schedule 

management module directly exposed the problems in the 

whole production process to the relevant managers, greatly 

improving the management efficiency.Realizing the steady 

progress of production planning and actual tasks, the gradual 

improvement of product quality, and the continuous 

accumulation of product data, which provides a strong 

reference for other reducer processing plants and discrete 

processing manufacturing industry. 
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Abstract⎯Traffic sign recognition systems are crucial for autonomous vehicles. They assist autonomous driving systems by collecting road-

related information, such as speed limits, stop signs, etc., that are necessary for safe driving. However, as evidenced by recent autonomous vehicle 
crashes and recognition system failure-related studies, there are serious concerns about the inadequacies of the traffic sign recognition systems 
and their used techniques. In response to the industrial needs and to help practitioners improve the reliability and safety of the traffic sign 
recognition systems, this paper discusses the general architectural outline of traffic sign recognition systems and the challenges that must be 
overcome, in order for traffic sign recognition systems to be safe and reliable. An in-depth discussion of various solutions is given to provide 
practitioners valuable insight into the improvement of traffic sign recognition systems. 
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Abstract—The commonly used local descriptors often suffer 
from the sensitivity to image rotation. To overcome such 
disadvantages, this paper proposes a new local feature 
descriptor based on an improved codebook of ascending 
permutation. The proposed descriptor is composed of four 
steps. Firstly, the original image is uniformly divided into 
numerous blocks. Then, the pixel values in each block are 
arranged into column vectors in clockwise. Subsequently, the 
pixel values in the column vector are sorted in ascending 
permutation. Finally, such pixel values that arranged in 
ascending order are used as the local feature descriptor for the 
given image block. The proposed local features can also be 
transferred to improve the classical local descriptors. To 
validate the effectiveness of the proposed descriptor, extensive 
experiments are conducted on Caltech 101 dataset, and the 
results demonstrate that the improved model of ascending 
permutation is more robust to image rotation than original 
ones.  

Keywords-code; codebook model; feature descriptor; image 
rotation; ascending permutation; image classification 

I.  INTRODUCTION

The local feature extraction and description play an 
important role in many computer vision tasks. The extracted 
local features represent essential properties of images and 
can help to correctly interpret the scenes [1]. To makes full 
use of the abundant information that implicitly embedded in 
images, the features of local regions should be properly 
extracted. The feature representation of the whole image is 
formed by combining the local image features, which can 
enhance the robustness of descriptors to various interference 
and obtain a relatively stable result. At present, local feature 
extraction has been widely used in image retrieval, image 
matching, object recognition, image segmentation and target 
localization, etc. [2]. 

The classical local feature extraction methods include 
SIFT, SURF, BRIEF, BRISK, FREAK and so on. The SIFT 
descriptor [3] constructs a 128-dimensional feature vector by 

grading the gray-scale gradient direction in a 4 4 sub-
regions near the feature points. It is characterized by the 
fixed angle, scale, and brightness. However, when the 
viewpoint and illumination fluctuate to a great extent, the 
classification accuracy decreases dramatically. The SURF 
descriptor [4] uses the local response of Haar wavelet to 
establish a feature vector, which has good real-time 
performance. Similar to SIFT, the effectiveness of SURF 

will be invalid when the illuminance becomes blur. BRIEF 
[5] is a binary coded descriptor that describes the feature
points. Although the calculation speed is fast, it is sensitive
to noise and image rotation. The BRISK method [6]
performs better for the case of blurry images, but the
matching ability is poor when the scale changes [7]. The
FREAK[8] algorithm exhibits strong ability to illumination
changes. In recent years, the local feature extraction methods
also include KAZE [9] and AKAZE [10]. The matching of
KAZE on scale invariance is inferior to SIFT, but KAZE is
more robust to image blurriness than other features under
information loss, noise interference and compression
reconstruction, etc.. The AKAZE is an accelerated version of
KAZE. Compared with SIFT and SURF, AKAZE is faster,
and the repeatability and robustness are also greatly
improved compared with BRISK. However, all above local
feature descriptors perform worse when image is rotated in a
relatively large viewpoint. Although some of the descriptors
have certain ability of robustness to image rotation, the
computational burden is heavy.

To improve the ability of the commonly used feature 
descriptors to image rotation under the constraint of real-time 
application, a new local feature extraction algorithm is 
proposed in this paper based on an improved codebook 
model of ascending permutation. Firstly, the original image 
is divided into several image blocks, and then the pixel 
values in each image block are reshaped into column vectors. 
Subsequently, the pixel values in each column vector are re-
arranged in ascending order, and such ascending ordered 
pixel values are taken as the local features of each image 
blocks.  

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 introduces the related works of local feature 
descriptors including SIFT, SURF, BRIEF, and BRISK. 
Section 3 discusses the proposed local feature descriptor 
based on ascending permutation. In Section 4, extensive 
experimental results are presented. And finally, the 
conclusion is drawn in Section 5. 

II. CLASSICAL LOCAL FEATURE DESCRIPTORS

There are numerous local features descriptors applied in 
image classification, image matching, or object recognition. 
In this section, we briefly introduce the principles of four 
feature descriptors (SIFT, SURF, BRIEF, and BRISK) since 
the proposed ascending permutation can also be used to 
improve the performance of such local feature descriptors. 
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A. SIFT 
The SIFT descriptor [3] was firstly proposed by David 

Lowe in 1999. SIFT consists of the following four steps. 
Firstly, it constructs scale space, detects extreme points, 
obtains scale invariance, filters and locates feature points 
accurately. Then, it assigns direction values to the feature 
points, each of which has three information: location, scale 
and direction. Thus, a SIFT feature point can be determined. 
The feature point descriptor is constructed as shown in 
Figure 1. Since SIFT has many invariance advantages of 
affine, perspective, rotation and illumination, so it has been 
widely used in image feature extraction. 

 
Figure 1.  Construction Process of SIFT Descriptor. 

B. SURF 
SURF [4] was proposed by Herbert Bay etc. in 2006, 

which aims to deal with the shortcomings of SIFT (i.e., too 
much computation time). It uses the speckle feature detection 
based on Hessian determinant (DOH). Given an interested 
pixel in an image whose grayscale values can be represented 

as � �,I x y  , the Hessian matrix with scale  is defined as 

follows: 
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constructing Hessian matrix, all interested points are 

generated. Then, the scale space is constructed to locate the 

feature points. At last, the principal direction of feature 

points is determined by the Harr wavelet eigenvalues in the 

circular neighborhood of these feature points. Accordingly, 

the descriptor of the feature points is obtained. 

C. BRIEF 
BRIEF [5] is a feature descriptor which need to 

determine the location of the feature points in advance. Then 
the image is smoothed with Gaussian filters. Meanwhile, 
taking the neighborhood window of S×S centered at feature 
points. Randomly selecting a pair of points in the 
neighborhood window, comparing the two pixel values, and 
the descriptor is defined as follows: 

1,   ( ) ( )
( ; , ) :
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��
� �
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                       (2) 

where � �P x  and � �P y  are the gray values of two pixels 

� �1 1,x u v� and � �2 2,y u v� , respectively. Then, N pairs of 

random points are randomly selected in the neighborhood 
window, and the binary values are assigned to form a binary 
code. The binary code describes the feature points, i.e. the 
feature descriptor. Generally, it is commonly set N=256. 
BRIEF abandons the traditional method of describing feature 
points using gray histogram in a given area, which greatly 
speeds up the process of constructing feature descriptors. 

D. BRISK 
To describe the feature point, BRISK [6] compares the 

gray values of pixels to get a cascade of binary bits. The 
uniform sampling mode is adopted when describing the 
feature points. In other words, the discrete Bresenham 
concentric circles with different radius are constructed which 
are centered at the feature points. Then, N sampling points 
with equal distance are obtained on each concentric circle, as 
shown in Figure 2 (scale = 1, N = 60). Since this 
neighborhood sampling may cause image aliasing, it is 
necessary to filter the sampling points on concentric circles 
with different radius. BRISK has neither strong rotation and 
scale invariances, nor robustness to variations. 

 

Figure 2.  BRISK algorithm sampling mode. 

III. CODEBOOK MODEL BASED ON ASCENDING 

PERMUTATION 

In this paper, a local feature descriptor is proposed based 
on the ascending order of pixel values in a neighborhood, 

which is robust to image rotation. Let �  denotes the 

ascending order of pixel values,   represents the sort 

operation performed on the original feature vector. 

0 1 2 3, , ,..., NI I I I� �                             (3) 

0 min 2 3 max , , ,...,I I I I
� ��                       (4) 
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To measure the similarities between two histograms, 
Histogram Intersection Kernel (HIK) [11] is exploited: 

� � � �� � � � � �� �
1

, min ,
r

j j
i

I H X H Y H X H Y
�

� �       (5) 

where X  and Y  are given histograms. � � j
H X  is the j-th 

bin in X  histogram, r  is the number of histogram bins. The 
overlapping number of bins is the minimum of both different 
histograms. Thus, the overlapping number is defined as the 
HIK distance. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

A. Caltech101 Database 
To evaluate the performance of the proposed local 

feature descriptor, the Caltech 101 image dataset [12] is 
adopted in the task of image classification in this paper. 
Caltech 101 is widely used to test the performance of various 
algorithms in the fields of computer vision and image 
processing. It is collected by F. F. Li etc. in 2003 and 
contains 9146 images which are divided into 101 categories 
(such as flowers, airplanes, faces, etc.). Each category 
contains different number of sample images from 31 to 800, 

and the size of which is about 300 � 200. 

B. Experimental Settings 
All the experiments are implemented on MATLAB 

R2014, and the system environment is Win 8, Inter (R) Core 
(TM) i5 CPU @3.20GHz,4.00GB RAM. As for the testing 
samples, the images belonging to both categories of Butterfly 
and Airplane in Caltech101 dataset are selected to evaluate  

the performance of the proposed algorithm. The Butterfly 
category contains 91 sample images, while the Airplane 
category consists of 800 sample images. In addition, there 
are two key parameters needed to be initialized in the 
proposed descriptor, i.e., block size and codebook size. Both 
parameters are set to 8 and 256 in all experiments, 
respectively. At last, HIK distance is exploited to measure 
the difference between two histograms in the experiments. 

C. Experimental Results 
To validate the effectiveness of the proposed local 

feature descriptor to image rotation, we randomly select a 
butterfly image and airplane image as shown in Figure 3 (a). 
Each image is rotated in three different angles, i.e., 90°, 180°, 
and 270°., and the results are shown in Figure 3 (b)-(d). To 
extract the local feature, the first step is to obtain 256 
codebooks from each original image using the original 
permutation and ascending permutation. For the four images 
in each category including both original and rotated ones, the 
second step is to calculate the local features by exploiting the 
codebooks of original and ascending permutations as stated 
in the first step. The frequency of each codebook is 
calculated and the corresponding histograms of original and 
ascending permutations for the four rotated images of 
Butterfly No. 0015 and Airplane No. 0129 are shown in 
Figures 4 and 5, respectively. In these histograms, the 
horizontal axis denotes the codebook numbers and the 
vertical axis represents the frequency of each codebook. It 
can be observed that the frequencies of ascending 
permutation are significantly different from the original 
permutations. 

 

 Rotate 0° Rotate 90° Rotate 180° Rotate 270° 

Butterfly No. 0015 

 

 

 

 

     

Airplane No._0129 

 

 

 

 

 (a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 3.  Rotated image of Butterfly No. 0015 and Airplane No. 0129. 
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(a) Histograms of original permutation for the four rotated images of Butterfly No. 0015 

  
(b) Histograms of ascending permutation for the four rotated images of Butterfly No. 0015 

Figure 4.  Histograms of original and ascending permutations for the four rotated images of Butterfly No. 0015. 

 

 
(a) Histograms of original permutation for the four rotated images of Airplane No. 0129 

 
(b) Histograms of ascending permutation for the four rotated images of Airplane No. 0129 

 

Figure 5.  Histograms of original and ascending permutations for the four rotated images of Airplane No. 0129. 

 

 
To quantitatively evaluate the performance of the 

proposed local feature descriptor, we calculate the HIK 
distances between the rotated images and the original ones 
(Butterfly No. 0015 and Airplane No. 0129) in terms of 
original and ascending permutations for above images, and 
the results are shown in Table 1. From this table, it can be 
observed that for both above images rotated by 90, 180 and 
270 degrees, the HIK distances of ascending permutation are 
smaller than the original permutation. Note that the smaller 
the HIK distance is, the more similar between the rotated 
images and the original ones. Thus, the comparisons of HIK 
distances in Table I demonstrate that the codebook model of 
improved ascending permutation proposed in this paper is 
more robust to image rotation compared with the original 
codebook model. 

TABLE I.   COMPARISON OF HIK DISTANCE OBTAINED BY ORIGINAL 

AND ASCENDING PERMUTATIONS FOR BUTTERFLY NO. 0015 AND AIRPLANE 

NO. 0129 

Image Method 90 vs 0  180°vs 0° 270°vs 0° 

Butterfly No. 

0015 

Original 3.5773 4.0869 3.6336 

Ascending 2.9856 3.3296 2.8326 

Airplane No. 

0129 

Original 5.1174 5.2878 5.1128 

Ascending 5.0296 3.1771 4.5826 

 
To further validate the effectiveness of the proposed 

ascending descriptor, we calculate the HIK distances for all 
the 91 butterfly images in Caltech101 database in a similar 
way to above experiment. The HIK distances of images 
between the rotated ones and the original ones in terms of 
90° vs 0°, 180° vs 0°and 270° vs 0°are shown in Figures 6, 7 
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and 8, respectively. The horizontal axis denotes the image 
number and the vertical axis represents the HIK distance. 
From these figures, it can be observed that most HIK 
distances obtained by the codebook model of ascending 
permutation (red line) is smaller than that of the original 
permutation (blue line) except for a few individual images. 
Although the results are not consistently satisfactory, the 
statistical results demonstrate that the ascending permutation 
is more robust than the original permutation. 
 

 
Figure 6.  Comparisons of HIK distances between 91 rotated Butterfly 

images (90 degree) and original ones obtained by original permutation 
(blue line) and ascending permutation (red line). 

 

Figure 7.  Comparisons of HIK distances between 91 rotated Butterfly 

images (180 degree) and original ones obtained by original permutation 
(blue line) and ascending permutation (red line). 

 
Figure 8.  Comparisons of HIK distances between 91 rotated Butterfly 

images (270 degree) and original ones obtained by original permutation 
(blue line) and ascending permutation (red line). 

In addition, we calculate the HIK distances for all the 800 
airplane images in Caltech101 database in a similar way to 
above experiment. The HIK distances of images between the 
rotated ones and the original ones in terms of 90° vs 0°, 180° 
vs 0°and 270° vs 0°are shown in Figures 9, 10 and 11, 
respectively. From these figures, it can also be observed that 
most HIK distances obtained by the codebook model of 
ascending permutation (red line) is smaller than that of the 

original permutation (blue line) except for a few individual 
images, and the statistical results demonstrate that the 
ascending permutation is more robust than the original 
permutation. 

 

 
 

Figure 9.  Comparisons of HIK distances between 800 rotated Airplane 

images (90 degree) and original ones obtained by original permutation 
(blue line) and ascending permutation (red line). 

 
 

Figure 10.  Comparisons of HIK distances between 800 rotated Airplane 

images (180 degree) and original ones obtained by original permutation 
(blue line) and ascending permutation (red line). 

 
 

Figure 11.  Comparisons of HIK distances between 800 rotated Airplane 

images (270 degree) and original ones obtained by original permutation 

(blue line) and ascending permutation (red line). 

The average HIK distances on 91 butterfly images and 
800 airplane images are summarized in Table 2. From this 
table, it can be observed that the average HIK distances of 91 
Butterfly images are 3.8997 and 3.0480 by original and 
ascending permutation respectively for images rotated 90 
degrees. The average distances are 3.5717 and 2.9413 for 
images rotated 180 degrees. The average distances are 
3.9346 and 3.1347 for images rotated 270 degrees. So the 
proposed local feature descriptor is more robust in average. 
Similar conclusions can also be drawn from the average HIK 
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distances for 800 Airplane images as shown in the right three 
columns of Table II. In all, the proposed ascending 
permutation is more robust to image rotation compared with 
the original permutation. 

TABLE II.  THE AVERAGE HIK DISTANCE OBTAINED BY ORIGINAL 

AND ASCENDING PERMUTATIONS FOR 91 BUTTERFLY IMAGES AND 800 

AIRPLANE IMAGES 

 Butterfly images Airplane images 

Mean 

values 

90 vs 

0  

90 vs 

0  

90 vs 

0  

90 vs 

0  

90 vs 

0  

90 vs 

0  

Original 3.8997 3.5717 3.9346 5.8086 4.8550 5.7486 

Ascending 3.0480 2.9413 3.1347 4.3352 3.9054 4.1562 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a local feature descriptor based on the 
improved codebook model of ascending permutation is 
proposed. Firstly, the original image is divided into several 
image blocks, and then the pixel values in image blocks are 
cascaded into column vectors. Then, the pixel values in 
column vectors are arranged in ascending permutation, and 
the pixel values in ascending order are taken as the local 
features of image blocks. Image classification results 
demonstrate that the proposed ascending descriptor is more 
robust to image rotation compared with original codebook 
model. More important, the proposed local features can also 
be used to improve the classical local descriptor. Compared 
with the traditional codebook model, the improved ascending 
codebook model is more robust to image rotation. 
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Abstract—To reduce the cost of software debugging, Automatic 

Bug Fixing (ABF) techniques have been proposed for efficiently 

fixing and maintaining software, aiming to rapidly correct bugs 

in software. In this paper, we conduct a survey, analysing the 

capabilities of existing ABF techniques based on the test case set. 

We organize knowledge in this area by surveying 133 high-

quality papers from 1990 to June 2020 and supplement 57 latest 

high-quality papers from 2017 to June 2020. This paper shows 

that existing ABF approaches can be divided into three main 

strategies: search-based, semantic-based, and template-based. 

Search-based ABF considers using search strategies, such as 

genetic programming, context similarity, to change the 

programs into the correct one. Semantic-based ABF involves 

symbolic execution and constraint solving, such as satisfiability 

modulo theories solver, contracts, to fix bugs. Different from the 

two kinds of theories above, template-based ABF is mainly 

based on fixing templates, such as other programs, bug reports, 

to fix bugs. Besides, we provide a summary of the commonly 

used defect benchmarks and all the available tools that are 

frequently used in the field of ABF. We also discuss the 

empirical foundations and argumentation in the area and 

prospect the trend of future study. 

Keywords-automatic bug fixing; software debugging; search-

based; semantic-based; emplate-based 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As a hot topic in the software maintenance field, ABF 
(Automatic Bug Fixing) attracts many researchers to study the 
repair models because of its ability to correct bugs and reduce 
software failures that cost millions of dollars [1]. In order to 
investigate and analyze the existing bug fixing approaches 
systematically, we filtrate the relevant papers that were cited 
in those papers we selected. Finally, we obtain total 133 high-
quality papers published or accepted from 1990 to June 2020. 

Figure 1 summarizes the number of papers published per year 
from 2003 to June 2020. Overall, the number of papers is 
increased from 2003 to June 2020 and no relevant literature 
has been published only in 2004 and 2005. This trend 
indicates that this subject is receiving increasing attention. We 
also make a subdivision of journal papers and conference 
papers to calculate the percentage of conference papers 
published per year. According to our statistics, about 72% of 
the publications appeared in the conferences and workshops, 
it reflects the importance of the conference in this field.  

At present, there exist several surveys on ABF [2-4]. Le 
Goues et al. [2] summarized the advantages and disadvantages 
of GenProg [5], a fitting example of how genetic search can 
be successfully adapted for fixing and discussed the current 
challenges faced by current research on ABF in 2013. Gazzola 
et al. [3] presented a conceptual framework that covers both 
healing and repairing solutions and illustrated the 
commonalities and differences between these two approaches 
in 2017. Monperrus [4] discussed behavioral repair and state 
repair in 2017, which is about automatically modifying the 
execution state at runtime. 

Based on the summary of the above review, we further 
absorb the latest research results in this field. We supplement 
57 latest high-quality papers from 2017 to June 2020 and 
illustrate the approaches of existing ABF approaches based on 
test case set. We also critically analyze the capabilities of each 
repairing method by comparing them with representative 
examples. Different from the work above, this paper shows 
that ABF approaches figure out the problem of repairing 
software according to three main strategies. Moreover, we 
provide a summary of the commonly used defect benchmarks 
and all the available tools that are frequently used in the field 
of ABF. In this paper, empirical foundations on fixing are 
detailed, including the argumentation in the research field. 
Besides, we summarize research challenges in ABF. 
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Figure 1. Illustration of literature by year.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized 
as follows: 

 We systematically analyze the research 
achievements made in recent years and collects 133 
high-quality papers published by sorting, analysis, 
comparison, and summary. 

 Bug fixing is classified into three categories 
according to the different fixing models: search-
based bug fixing, semantic-based bug fixing, and 
template-based bug fixing.  

 We provide a summary of the commonly used defect 
benchmarks and all the available tools that are 
frequently used in the field of ABF. 

 We also summarize the empirical foundations and 
argumentation in the research field for the past few 
years. 

 We finally discuss the current challenges which can 
influence future research in this area. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 
presents three categories of bug fixing methods. Section III 
summaries the commonly used defect benchmarks and 
collects all the available tools. Section IV reviews the 
empirical foundations and argumentation in the research field. 
Section V discusses the existing challenges. Section VI 
provides some conclusions and future work. 

II. ABF APPROACHES  

How do developers fix bugs automatically? The following 
work [6, 7-10] answered this question. In terms of these 
different fixing models, ABF methods can be divided into 
three categories: (1) search-based bug fixing; (2) semantic-
based bug fixing; (3) temple-based bug fixing. 

A. Search-Based Bug Fixing 

Search-based techniques intend to search a space of 
candidate solutions for solving a specific problem. 
Researchers have concentrated on the application of search 
techniques to repair bugs automatically. The search-based 
techniques mainly attempt to use existing code to replace the 
defective code for fixing and has achieved certain results in 
single bug fixing. However, there exist many problems, such 
as large search space, low search efficiency, and so on, in the 

current techniques based on search. The readability and 
accuracy of generation patches also need to be further 
improved. Besides, when there are multiple bugs in the 
program, the search space will grow exponentially. Therefore, 
this kind of technique performs poorly in the problem of 
multiple defects repair, which needs to be further explored. 
Currently, search-based methods focus on search strategies 
such as simulated annealing, genetic algorithm, ant colony 
algorithm, particle swarm optimization, and context similarity 
[5, 11, 12, 13]. 

Genetic programming was firstly adopted by Arcuri et al. 
[7] to evolve programs that met a formal specification for 
generating an oracle. Based on their previous work, Arcuri 
and Yao [14] presented a competitive co-evolutionary 
approach which used genetic programming and search-based 
software testing. Afterward, Arcuri [15] presented an 
evolutionary approach to automatically fix bugs by evolving 
the programs with a fitness function. The premise of the 
approach was that either a formal specification or a series of 
unit tests could be obtained. 

To fix the real bugs, Weimer et al. [16] presented an 
automatic patch generation method which randomly mutated 
the buggy program. Furthermore, Weimer et al. [44] presented 
an approach to repair bugs combining program analysis 
techniques with evolutionary computation (i.e., mutation and 
crossover) and evaluated the effectiveness of repair bugs in 
off-the-shelf C programs. This approach took an abstract 
syntax tree (AST) as input and did not rely on formal 
specifications, which made it suitable for a wide range of 
software. Moreover, research by Wong et al. [17, 18, 19, 20] 
proposes a strategy for automatically fixing faults in a 
program by combining the ideas of mutation and fault 
localization. Based on the above consideration, GenProg [5] 
evolved the program variant at the statement level of AST that 
kept necessary functionality whereas avoiding a bug. 
Compared to GenProg, RSRepair [11] replaced the genetic 
algorithm with a random search for the problem that the 
genetic programming algorithm in the GenProg could not be 
useful for generating patches. 

In order to minimize the number of candidate patches 
generated, Weimer et al. [21] presented a method AE which 
was based on the close semantic equivalence relation to 
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identifying candidate patches of semantic equivalence. Fast et 
al. [22] enhanced evolutionary method by designing a better 
fitness function with an extensive test suite set and dynamic 
predicates. In a subsequent study, the authors [23] extended 
the previous work [5, 7, 8, 16, 24] in several aspects, and the 
experimental results indicated that their approach could repair 
55 out of 105 bugs, and outperformed the previous work [9, 
10]. 

Tan et al. [25] recommended using anti-patterns to disable 
a series of transformations, because that the modified template 
would limit the search space and make the repair more 
inclined to use the pre-provided repair template. Wen et al. [12] 
proposed a context-based patch generation technique CapGen. 
CapGen worked at a fine-grained AST node level, considering 
AST node types and suspicious code elements of the required 
components when selecting mutation operators. 15 of the 21 
bugs repaired by CapGen had never been repaired by existing 
approaches [26]. Six of the 21 bugs repaired by CapGen could 
be repaired by HDRepair [13]. Comparing with ACS [27], 
CapGen could repair 19 different bugs. ACS only targeted at 
synthesizing predicate conditions, and thus other bugs, in 
general, were out of the repairing capabilities. Simfix [28] 
combined two data sources, the existing patches, and the 
source program. It searched for correct patches within the 
intersection of two search space. In subsequent research, Jiang 
et al. [29] manually analyzed 50 real-world defects from 
Defects4J.  

DeepRepair [30] prioritized and transformed the repair 
ingredients by using code similarities which were based on 
deep learning. DeepRepair is an early attempt to integrate 
machine learning in a program repair loop. DeepRepair 
leverages learned code similarities, captured with recursive 
autoencoders, to select repair ingredients from code fragments 
that are similar to the buggy code. DeepRepair uses machine 
learning to select interesting code, while SEQUENCER[31] 
uses machine learning to generate the actual patch. 
SEQUENCER generates patches which pass the test suite for 
19 bugs and patches which are semantically equivalent to the 
human-generated patch for 14 bugs. 

Liu et al. [32] presented LSRepair to search for repair 
ingredients at the method-level granularity by using three 
strategies of similar code search. They focused on method-
level repair ingredients to limit the explosion. LSRepair could 
correctly fix 19 bugs from Defects4J, and other ABF tools did 
not yet repair 10 of them.Koyuncu et al.[33] integrated the 
mined patterns to an automated program repair tool, FixMiner, 
with which can fix 26 bugs of the Defects4J benchmark. 

B. Semantic-Based Bug Fixing 

Semantic-based techniques directly utilize semantic 
information to synthesize patches by symbol execution and 
constraint solving. It takes the repair constraint as the protocol 
synthesized by the program and generates patches with the 
constraint solver. The semantic-based bug fixing synthesizes 
code according to the constraints that a program must satisfy, 
and do not rely on “redundancy assumption” [34]. At present, 
semantic-based techniques [35, 36, 10], [37, 38] have tried to 
fix bugs in assignment statements, predicates, multiple bugs.  

AutoFix-E [10] attempted to bridge the gap between 
specification-based and test-based fixing. Boolean queries 
were utilized to construct an abstract notion of the state to 
denote contracts of the class. A subsequent program synthesis 
effort could provide fixed statements. This technique could 
only correct violations of simple assertions. Demsky et al. [39] 
utilized the invariant detection tool Daikon [40] to generate 
candidate consistency properties of the data structure for data 
structure repair. Gopinath et al. [37] presented a semi-
automatic program repair method based on specification and 
constraint solving. 

SemFix [36] combined symbolic execution and constraint 
solving with program synthesis. AutoFix-E2 [41] provides a 
repair approach with contracts such as preconditions, 
postconditions, and class invariants. To automatically repair 
broken unit tests, ReAssert [42] used symbolic execution to 
address the program deficiencies. Malik et al. [43] studied a 
case of data structure repair based on the constraint. VEJOVIS 
[44] combined static analysis with dynamic analysis to 
localize the code lines in the backward slice of the related 
parameters and assignments. It utilized a string solver to 
identify candidate replacements of elements and generated the 
candidate values in the backward slice for fixing bugs 
automatically. 

Samimi et al. [38] presented two ABF methods 
implemented as plugins of Eclipse for HTML bugs. The first 
method, QuickFix, fixed simple bugs by statically analyzing a 
constant print statement; whereas the second one, PHPRepair, 
dealt with more general repairs by dynamically analyzing the 
interactions among multiple statements. From the perspective 
of the simplified patch, Mechtaev et al. [45] attempted to 
integrate software defect location and program patch 
generation into one step and proposed DirectFix method. It 
converted ABF into the maximum satisfiability problem and 
generated patches with component-based program synthesis 
technology [46].  

Xuan et al. [47, 6] focused on the repair of conditional 
statement defects and presented the Nopol method. It mainly 
fixed defects by modifying existing if conditional statements 
or adding preconditions before statements. Durieux et al. [48] 
designed a new code composition engine, DynaMoth, which 
based on dynamic exploration for Nopol [47] methods. 
Method calls could be included in the if condition patch 
generated by the DynaMoth engine, further widening the 
search scope for finding the correct patch.Ke et al. [49] 
presented the SearchRepair method. They believed that 
semantic code search [50] could be used to find code segments 
that were semantically like defective code from many open 
source project hosting websites. The results of empirical 
research based on IntroClass defect benchmark [51] showed 
that 150 defects could be repaired by SearchRepair, among 
which 20 defects could not be repaired by GenProg [5], 
RSRepair [11] and AE [21]. 

Xiong et al. [27] studied refined ranking techniques for 
condition synthesis and presented a tool, ACS, which 
achieved a relatively high precision (78.3%) and a reasonable 
recall (8.0%) on Defects4J benchmarks. ACS implemented as 
a Java program repair tool based on the source code of Nopol 
[47] and the bug localization library GZoltar [52]. Bhatia et al. 
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proposed Neuro-symbolic [53] which combined neural 
networks with constraint-based reasoning. For a given 
programming assignment, RNN was trained by using a corpus 
of correct submissions. JFix [54] was a semantics-based repair 
framework for Java programs that implemented atop 
Symbolic PathFinder [55]. The experiment showed that JFix 
could repair a variety of classes of bugs in large real-world 
Java programs and multi-line fixes. 

C. Template-Based Bug Fixing 

Template-based bug fixing approach is mainly based on 
fixing templates to repair defects. The templates are extracted, 
either manually or automatically, from historical data. Those 
approaches fix bugs according to a set of change operators. 
The operators are extracted from a sample set of patches that 
have been already used to repair. Template-based techniques 
[56, 57, 58] can generate more acceptable patches than search-
based techniques and semantic-based techniques. According 
to the templates, researchers define a set of atomic operators 
to guide the generation of candidate patches. The patches are 
generated from the existing correct programs, so they are more 
readable for developers. 

Gao et al. [57] utilized question-and-answer websites to 
fix defects. Tan et al. mainly studied on the ABF of regression 
defects and proposed relifix [58]. They manually analyzed 73 
actual software regression defects from the CoREBebch 
library [59] and extracted 14 kinds of code conversion 
operations. Sidiroglou-douskos et al. [60] presented 
CodePhage which could handle many particular defects, 
including integer overflow, buffer overflow, and so on. 

R2Fix [61] generated candidate patches from bug reports 
filed by users and used a range of pre-defined fixing templates. 
The identified bug reports and the corresponding templates 
were applied systematically to the buggy program, and the 
candidate solutions were validated running the test suite 

attached to the bug report. Similarly, reference [62] uses bug 
reports to fix bugs. Kim et al. [63] analyzed 62,656 manually 
written patches from Eclipse JDT, an open source project, and 
summarized ten commonly used code modification templates. 
Based on the above code, they presented the PAR approach, 
which had been empirically showed that it could successfully 
fix 27 of 119 actual Java defects.  

Instead of directly generating program patches, Minthint 
[64] tried to generate modification tips to assist developers in 
manual generating patches. In order to verify the repairability 
of NPEfix[65], the authors carried out two sets of experiments, 
respectively targeting 11 real defects and 519 defects 
implanted in three open source programs. The experimental 
results showed that NPEfix could successfully repair 10 of 11 
real defects and 318 of 519 implant defects. 

Gupta et al. [66] proposed to repair common programming 
errors by deep learning and presented an end-to-end tool, 
DeepFix, which could fix multiple bugs in a program without 
relying on any external tool. DeepFix was a multi-layer 
sequence-to-sequence neural network with attention, 
containing an encoder RNN to process the input and a decoder 
RNN with attention to generate the output. The network was 
trained to predict the location of the bug and the correct 
statement. DeepFix can fix 1881 bugs completely and 1338 
bugs partially from the 6971 erroneous C programs. 

Le et al. [13] focused on analyzing the similarity between 
candidate patches and patch history libraries when evaluating 
patch selection. In their empirical study, this approach could 
successfully repair 23 defects, whereas GenProg approach [5] 
and PAR approach [63] could only successfully fix one defect 
and four defects, respectively. Moreover, Le et al. [67] 
presented a scalable repair synthesis engine, called S3, which 
used programming-by-examples method to synthesize high-
quality patches for bugs. 

TABLE I.  DEFECT BENCHMARKS 

Defect 

Benchmark 

Programing 

Language 

Total Number 

of Defects 

Year of 

Publication 

Related 

Literature 

Download Address 

Simens C 90 2013 [68] https://sir.csc.ncsu.edu/portal/index.php 

ManyBugs C 185 2009 [51] https://repairbenchmarks.cs.umass.edu/ 

IntroClass C 778 2015 [51] https://repairbenchmarks.cs.umass.edu/ 

Defects4J Java 438 2014 [69] https://github.com/rjust/defects4j 

Codeflaws C 3902 2017 [70] https://codeflaws.github.io/ 

DBGBench C 27 2017 [71, 72] https://dbgbench.github.io/ 

QuixBugs Multilingual 40 2017 [73，74] https://jkoppel.github.io/QuixBugs/ 

DroixBench Android 24 2018 [75] https://github.com/stan6/droixbench 

Bugs. jar Java 1158 2018 [76] https://github.com/bugs-dot-jar/bugs-dot-jar 

BEARS Java 251 2019 [77] https://github.com/bears-bugs/bears-benchmark 

BugSwarm Multilingual 3091 2019 [78,79,80] http://bugswarm.org 

III. BENCHMARKS AND TOOLS 

A. Defect Benchmarks 

High-quality defect benchmarks are indispensable to 
evaluate the effectiveness of ABF approaches. High-quality 
defect benchmarks need to meet the following requirements: 
(1) defects need to come from actual projects; (2) the scale of 

evaluation program is sizeable; (3) test case set can better 
cover the expected behavior of the program with high code 
coverage and correct test oracle. This paper summarizes the 
commonly used and shared defect benchmarks in current 
researches shown in Table 1. 

Le Goues et al. [51] presented two defect benchmarks 
ManyBugs and IntroClass based on the C programming 
language. These defect benchmarks were used to evaluate the 
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effectiveness of ABF approaches. ManyBugs collected 185 
bugs from nine sizeable open source projects (fbc, gmp, gzip, 
libtiff, lighttpd, php, python, walgrind, wireshark). It mined 
defects by analyzing version control systems which contained 
5.9 million lines of code and more than 10,000 test cases. 
IntroClass came from the six C code problems in an 
undergraduate course, which contained 956 defects submitted 
by 200 students. These defects were divided into two groups: 
the first group contained 762 defects which could not be 
wholly passed in the matching black box test case set; the 
second group contained 810 defects that did not pass the set 
of white box test cases automatically generated with the 
KLEE tool [81]. 

Simens assemblies in SIR [68] contained different types 
of applications, each of which was matched with many test 
cases and multiple defect versions. Each defect version was 
generated by artificial defect injection. Defects4J [69] had 
extracted 438 defects and passed strict peer review by mining 
six Java projects (Commons Lang, JFreeChart, Commons 
Math, Joda-Time, Mockito, and Closure Compiler). Tan et al. 
[70] presented the Codeflaws benchmark consisting of 7436 
programs in the Codeforces online database. Each 
programming contest consisted of multiple programming 
problems with various difficulty levels. Each program 
represented one user submission for a specific problem to 
Codeforces. 

Böhme et al. [71, 72] fixed 27 real bugs from CoREBench 
which were extracted systematically from the 10,000 most 
recent commits and the associated bug reports. Then they 
compiled their study data for all 27 bugs into DBGBench to 
facilitate the practical evaluation of automatic bug localization, 
diagnosis, and repair techniques. QuixBugs benchmark [73] 
investigated cross-language performance by multi-lingual 
program repair tools. It consisted of 40 programs from the 
Quixey Challenge translated into Python and Java, each with 
a bug on a single line.  It was the first multi-lingual parallel 
corpus of program repair benchmarks. 

Tan et al. prepared a benchmark DroixBench, a set of 24 
reproducible crashes in 15 open source Android apps, to verify 
the repair efficiency of their methods. Bugs.jar [76] was a 
large-scale dataset for research in automated debugging, 
patching, and testing of Java programs. It contained 1,158 
bugs and patches from 8 sizeable open source Java projects. 
Madeiral et al. [77] presented a benchmark BEARS which 
contained 251 reproducible bugs from 72 projects by using the 
Travis CI and Maven build environment. Different from 
Defects4J and Bugs.jar, BEARS used CI (builds) to identify 
buggy and patched program version candidates. The 
BUGSWARM[78] toolkit has already gathered 3,091 fail-
pass pairs, in Java and Python, all packaged within fully 
reproducible containers. Furthermore, the toolkit can be run 
periodically to detect fail-pass activities, thus growing the 
dataset continually. 

B. Tools 

In order to better support the recurrence of empirical 
studies, many researchers have shared automatic bug fixing 
tools. This paper summarizes the commonly used and shared 
defect benchmarks in current researches shown in Table 2. 

Matias et al. [82, 83] presented Astor, which was a 
framework developed in Java and encoded the design space of 
generate-and-validate program repair approaches. The 
framework contained the implementation of 6 repair 
approaches, jGenProg, jKali, jMutRepair, which could be 
used in comparative evaluations. Astor can repair 98 real bugs 
from the Defects4J dataset. It also provided twelve extension 
points, which researchers could either reuse or extend for 
further research. Repairnator [84] was an autonomous agent 
that regularly monitored test failures, reproduced bugs, and 
ran program repair tools against each reproduced bug. It used 
three different program repair systems, had studied 11523 test 
failures over 1609 open-source software projects hosted on 
GitHub and generated patches for 15 different bugs.

TABLE II.  ABF TOOLS 

Bug Fixing 

Tool 

Programing 

Language 

Year of 

publication 

Related 

Literature 

Approach Download Address 

GenProg C 2012 [5] Search-Based https://github.com/squareslab/genprog-code 

Angelix C 2016 [85] Semantic-Based https://github.com/mechtaev/angelix 

DeepFix C 2017 [66] Template-Based https://bitbucket.org/iiscseal/deepfix 

MintHint C 2014 [64] Semantic-Based https://bitbucket.org/iiscseal/minthint 

RSRepair C 2014 [11] Search-Based http://qiyuhua.github.io/projects/rsrepair/ 

SearchRepair C 2015 [49] Semantic-Based https://github.com/ProgramRepair/SearchRep

air 

SemFix C 2013 [36] Semantic-Based https://github.com/mechtaev/angelix 

ACS Java 2017 [27] Semantic-Based https://github.com/Adobee/ACS 

HistoricalFix Java 2016 [13] Template-Based https://github.com/xuanbachle/bugfixes 

JAID Java 2017 [86] Template-Based https://bitbucket.org/maxpei/jaid/wiki/Home 

NPEFix Java 2015 [65, 87] Template-Based https://github.com/Spirals-Team/npefix 

Nopol Java 2017 [47, 6] Semantic-Based https://github.com/SpoonLabs/nopol/ 

JFix Java 2017 [54] Semantic-Based https://xuanbachle.github.io/semanticsrepair/ 

Repairnator Java 2018 [84] Mixing https://github.com/Spirals-Team/repairnator 

SimFix Java 2018 [28] Search-Based https://github.com/xgdsmileboy/SimFix 

CapGen Java 2018 [12] Search-Based https://github.com/justinwm/CapGen 

LSRepair Java 2018 [32] Search-Based https://github.com/AutoProRepair/LSRepair 
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Astor Java 2019 [82,83] Mixing https://github.com/SpoonLabs/astor 

AVATAR Java 2019 [88] Template-Based https://github.com/SerVal-DTF/AVATAR 

TBar Java 2019 [89] Template-Based https://github.com/SerVal-DTF/TBar 

Maple C 2019 [90] Semantic-Based https://maple-repair.github.io 

ssFix Java  2017 [91,92] Search-Based https://github.com/qixin5/ssFix 

Sharpfix Java 2019 [93,92] Search-Based https://github.com/sharpFix18/sharpFix/tree/

master/expt0 

SOSRepair C 2019 [94] Semantic-Based https://github.com/squaresLab/SOSRepair 

PraPR Java 2019 [95] Template-Based https://github.com/prapr/prapr 

SEQUENCER Java 2019 [96] deep learning https:// github.com/kth/SequenceR 

MPPEngine Java 2020 [97] Search-Based https://github. 

com/yazhiniv/astor/tree/MPPEngine 

FixMiner Java 2020 [98] Search-Based https://github.com/SerVal-

DTF/fixminer_source 

Liu et al. built TBar, a direct APR tool, which 
systematically tries to apply fix patterns to program bugs. A 
thorough evaluation of the TBar was conducted on the 
Defects4J benchmark, and experimental results show that 43 
Bugs in Defects4J are properly repaired. Based on ssFix[91], 
Qi Xin and Steven P. Reiss developed a new repair technique 
sharpFix[93],which  follows ssFix’s basic idea but differs 
significantly in the approaches used for code search and code 
reuse. 

Afzal et al. create SOSRepair[94], an automated program 
repair technique that uses semantic code search to replace 
candidate buggy code regions with behaviorally-similar (but 
not identical) code written by humans. On a subset of the 
ManyBugs benchmark of such defects, SOSRepair produces 
patches for 22 (34%) of the 65 defects, including 3, 5, and 6 
defects for which previous state-of-the-art techniques Angelix 
and GenProg do not, respectively. Unlike previous 
experiments, in the paper by Ali Ghanbari and Zhang 
Lingming, they introduced PraPR[95], which are the 
implementation of practical APR technology that runs on the 
JVM bytecode level. They believe PraPR can fix bugs for 
other JVM languages, such as Kotlin. Yazhini et al. 
implemented the MPPEngine[97] method in the Astor 
workspace by extending jGenProg. MPPEngine finding 
patches for six more bugs than jGenProg. 

IV. EMPIRICAL FOUNDATIONS AND 

ARGUMENTATION 

In ABF, there existed a series of fundamental problems 
explored, such as which bugs are more comfortable to be fixed, 
the accuracy, efficiency of the algorithm, and the practical 
application ability of the current algorithm. The foundation of 
empirical research is an essential step of ABF. Since different 
algorithms come from different researchers, it is still difficult 
to establish a standard evaluation criterion of algorithms in this 
field. Currently, the exploration of ABF mainly focuses on 
algorithm evaluation criteria, sources of candidate patch, and 
overfitting issues of test cases. 

Monperrus [99] stated the content and algorithm 
evaluation criteria of the ABF research based on the test set. 
The core of their repair algorithm was to obtain high-quality 
patches under a given test set, whereas low-quality test sets 
were not the algorithm defects. Algorithm evaluation criteria 

should be algorithm comparison based on the same data set 
and the same defect type.  

Martinez et al. [34] explored the existence of “redundancy 
assumption” in the form of empirical investigation. The so-
called “redundancy assumption” referred to the fact that 
automatically generated patches must exist somewhere else in 
the program, and the repair algorithm was to reuse or combine 
code from other locations. The paper showed that the 
“redundancy assumption” did exist to some extent, but not 
completely. Also, Barr et al. [100] put forward the “plastic 
surgery hypothesis”, like “redundancy assumption”, that code 
in a patch could move from other parts of the program to the 
location of bug repair. 

Qi et al. [101] analyzed the plausibility and correctness of 
patches by manually checking the repair results of the early 
algorithm on the dataset of 105 real C program bugs. The 
experimental results showed that due to the wrong 
experimental setting, 37 of the 55 repairable bugs reported in 
GenProg article [23] and 27 of the 54 in AE article [21] failed 
to pass all the test cases. Qi et al. also proposed GenProg-FL 
[102] and RSRepair [11]. GenProg-FL could accept the 
guidance of existing automatic bug localization methods. The 
authors believe that the lower NCP(Number of Candidate 
Patches) score meant the better repair effectiveness of a tool 
or method. RSRepair [11] replaced the genetic algorithm with 
a random search to verify the effectiveness of the genetic 
programming algorithm in the GenProg. Their experimental 
result proved that the genetic algorithm might not be the 
critical factor for generating patches. Smith et al. [103] studied 
the overfitting of the repair algorithm. They designed a 
controlled experiment by the introduction of bugs and patches 
by new developers. Their experiment analyzed the factors 
which influenced the effect of GenProg and RSRepair 
algorithm. Le et al. [104] revisited the overfitting problem and 
performed the first study on overfitting in semantic-based 
program repair by using IntroClass and Codeflaws 
benchmarks. Their paper showed that semantic-based APR 
techniques do indeed produce overfitting patches and 
substantiated that using multiple synthesis engines could 
mitigate overfitting in semantic-based ABF.  

Furthermore, Yu et al. [105] analyzed the overfitting 
problems in ABF, identified two kinds of overfitting issues, 
and defined three kinds of overfitting patches. They also 
proposed UnsatGuided to alleviate the overfitting problems in 
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ABF techniques. It used additional automatically generated 
tests to strengthen the repair constraint. The empirical 
evaluation based on Nopol [47] and EvoSuite [106] showed 
that UnsatGuided was effective in alleviating overfitting issue 
of regression introduction for 16/19 bugs from Defects4J. 

To verify each generated patch, the automatic program 
repair (APR) tool needs to run the same test suite repeatedly. 
When the number of patches is large, this process is expensive. 
Guo et al.[107] used Dynamic Software Update (DSU) 
technology to accelerate the automatic repair technology of 
the program, their results show that less than 1% patches 
cannot be dynamically updated using the builtin DSU ability 
of JVM, and DSU based validation leads to potentially 
harmful inconsistency in only 16 of 1,897,518 patches. 

V.  CHALLENGE 

A. Bug Fixing Time Is Very Different 

Predicting bug fixing time can help developers better 
estimate software maintenance efforts and manage software 
systems. It is necessary to obtain an understanding of bug 
fixing time for improving the process of software maintenance. 
Zhang et al. [108] presented an approach based on Monte 
Carlo method [109] for estimating the total time required for 
ABF from historical data. They sampled 90% of the 
maintenance data as the training set and used Monte Carlo 
simulations to get the time of bug repair for the rest of 10% 
data. Weiss et al. [110] used the kNN-based model to search 
for similar earlier reports to predict the fixing time. In 
literature [5], a successful fixing needed 96 minutes and cost 
an average of $7.32 across eight open-source programs. In 
literature [36], they repaired a bug taking 3.8 minutes on 
average whereas method based on genetic programming repair 
took 6 minutes on average on the Coreutils programs along 
with real bugs. We can find that the time of fixing bugs is 
different. 

B. Bug Fixing May Lead To New Bugs 

Sometimes, the process of bug repair will often introduce 
new bugs. Gu et al. [111] found that bug fixing often failed to 
repair a bug or created new bugs and wrong fixing comprised 
about 9% of bugs by investigating bug databases of the Ant, 
AspectJ, and Rhino projects. Jin et al. [112] conducted a 
detailed characteristic study on incorrect bug fixing from large 
operating system code. They introduced incorrect bug repair 
as a new bug by investigating the mistake patterns and the 
likely human reasons during bug fixing. Nguyen et al. [113] 
discovered that 17% to 45% of total repairs were recurring bug 
repairs. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

To better understand the bug fixing techniques, this paper 
systematically analyzes the research achievements made in the 
APR field in recent years. We also collect the commonly used 
defect benchmarks and all the available tools that are 
frequently used in the field of ABF. There are several 
breakthroughs in ABF techniques still to be done in the future. 
In future work, developers will design novel fitness functions 
for evolutionary computation and apply them to the area of 

fixing bugs in order to reduce the effort required to repair bugs 
automatically. They will search for more suitable constraint 
conditions of the programs and solve these constraint 
conditions in order to generate patches or variants for 
suggesting an optimal repair. Mixing different approaches are 
also an effective way to improve the quality of bug fixing. 

ABF techniques will address the ambitious challenge of 
automatically fixing bugs in software. However, there are still 
significant research challenges in the automatic fixing of real 
bugs so that the ABF approach has not been successfully 
applied to the industry. In order to further improve the 
application value of this field, researchers should focus on the 
real-world application of software automatic repair in the 
practical industry. 
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Abstract—With the development of information 
communication technology and Internet of Things technology, 
the number of devices connected to the network and the amount 
of data generated are exponentially increasing, thus resulting in 
a series of new application scenarios. The traditional centralized 
cloud computing big data processing model can no longer 
content the current data growth needs. Thus, born edge 
computing, a new computing model that migrates some or all of 
the computing tasks of the original cloud computing center to 
near the data source, gradually received extensive attention 
from all walks of life. According to the current cloud computing 
and edge computing application scenarios, analyze some 
security threats faced by edge computing in applications. 
Analyze and organize the security part of the existing edge 
computing reference architecture, and refine the edge 
computing security protection architecture and principles. By 
introducing trusted computing and blockchain technology, the 
credibility and adaptability of the edge computing security 
protection system is increased, making it more adaptable to the 
current practical application scenarios. 

Keywords—Edge computing, safety protection, Trusted 
Computing, Blockchain 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Nowadays, with the development of information 
communication technology and Internet of Things technology, 
the number of devices connected to the network and the 
amount of data generated are exponentially increasing, thus 
resulting in a series of new application scenarios. Thus born 
edge computing, a new computing model that migrates some 
or all of the computing tasks of the original cloud computing 
center to near the data source, gradually received extensive 
attention from all walks of life, related companies and related 
open source platforms have also gradually developed. A series 
of edge computing reference architectures have been 
introduced, and they all attach great importance to data 
security. However, there is no independent security 
framework to systematically discuss the security of edge 
computing, which is not conducive to its popularize and 

application. Trusted computing as a new security method, 
combining trusted computing with edge computing, used to 
solve security problems in edge computing. It may enable 
edge computing to break through security bottlenecks, thereby 
better development. 

II. EDGE COMPUTING SECURITY STATUS 

Since the advent of cloud computing in 2005, great 
changes have taken place in software and applications. The 
cloud computing data center is the computing core of the 
network. All computing power, data storage, network 
bandwidth, power distribution, etc. in the entire computing 
network are deployed around the data center. Although it is a 
very effective way to put all the computing tasks in the data 
center for calculation, with the explosive growth of device 
data, the data transmission speed of the cloud computing 
framework has become a bottleneck to improve computing 
power. With the development of the Internet of Things, some 
IoT devices require very short response times, some may 
involve private data, and some may generate a large amount 
of duplicate data and increase the network load. Cloud 
computing alone cannot meet these needs. We need to process 
data directly on network edge devices. 

Edge computing, after distributed computing, grid 
computing, and cloud computing, is considered a new type of 
computing paradigm that performs computing at the edge of 
the network. Its core idea is that computing is closer to the 
source of data. According to the definition of Edge Computing 
Consortium (ECC), edge computing refers to an open 
platform that is close to the edge of the network or the source 
of the data and integrates core capabilities such as network, 
computing, storage, and applications. Meet the key needs of 
industry digital in agile connections, real-time business, data 
optimization, application intelligence, security and privacy. 
Generally speaking, it is to sink the cloud computing storage 
capacity to the edge nodes of the network, use distributed 
computing and storage to directly process locally or solve 
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specific business needs, so as to meet the hard requirements of 
the new business format for high bandwidth and low latency. 

The development of edge computing technology and 
industry applications is in its infancy, and it is currently being 
piloted in commercial and civil fields. With the establishment 
of ECC, edge computing architectures 1.0 to 3.0 were 
successively released [1-3], involving various functional 
domains, it has covered all aspects of edge computing such as 
hierarchical division and functions, technology 
implementation and interaction, application architecture mode 
and deployment. However, the current main security 
protection capabilities of edge computing are based on the 
stacking of traditional security protection equipment and 
software. The main core protection concept is still to perform 
superimposed or serial protection around the network 
boundary. The Open Fog Consortium (OFC) is an industrial 
organization established at the end of 2015, which proposed 
the concept of fog computing. At the beginning of the 
establishment of OFC, the "Open Fog Alliance Fog 
Computing Reference Architecture" (OpenFog RA) [4] In this 
architecture, the concept, framework and application cases of 
fog computing were systematically introduced in detail. 
Because OpenFog RA is relatively long, and security-related 
content is scattered in different chapters, the systematic and 
organized structure of content is slightly insufficient. ETSI 
released the "Introducing Technical White Paper on Mobile 
Edge Computing" in 2014, which introduced the concept of 
mobile edge computing MEC and proposed a system abstract 
architecture diagram [5]. However, the MEC white paper 
mentions relatively few security parts, briefly introduces 
security challenges and ways to deal with them, and lacks a 
systematic discussion. The American Industrial Internet 
Consortium (IIC) released the white paper "Introduction to 
Edge Computing in IIOT" in 2018 [6] During the 

construction of IIOT, it mainly refers to the end-to-end 
security framework of IISF, but when adopting the edge 
computing architecture, the endogenous security of the device 
and the network should also be considered, the security of the 
computing and network nodes should be monitored, version 
updates, attack isolation and post-attack recoverability should 
be considered. 

III. STATUS OF TRUSTED COMPUTING APPLICATIONS 

The concept of trusted computing was proposed by TCPA, 
but there is no clear definition, and the understanding of 
"trusted computing" is also different among its members. The 
definition of "trusted" by a trusted computing organization is 
that when an entity achieves a given goal, if its behavior is 
always as expected, then the entity is trusted. The definition 
of "credible" focuses on the predictability of its results, and 
requires meeting the requirements of availability and high 
reliability. 

Compared with the traditional and traditional terminal 
security solutions based on virus protection, firewalls, and 
intrusion detection, the core idea of trusted computing is that 
an embedded microcomputer system such as TPM is 
embedded in the computer platform. It can solve many 
problems that could not be solved before. TPM actually adds 
a trusted third party to the computer system, and the system 
can be trusted by the trusted third party by measuring and 
constraining the system. 

In his paper [7], Du Song mentioned the application of 
trusted computing technology in cloud computing security, 

and described the solutions of trusted computing in cloud 
computing from various aspects of cloud computing security. 
Liu Youqi mentioned in his paper [8] the big data encryption 
technology based on trusted computing, and carried out 
research on big data trusted encryption from many levels. 
Shen Hao mentioned in his paper [9] the research on the 
trusted computing system of the domestic basic hardware and 
software platform, and developed the trusted application 
system from the hardware and software platform. 

IV. APPLICATION OF TRUSTED COMPUTING IN EDGE 

COMPUTING 

A. Trusted computing technology can be used to control 
and track users who access data 
Users put their complete identification information in the 

edge computing system in order to use certain mechanisms to 
track and limit their behavior. Users use their user names and 
passwords on a trusted computing platform to complete their 
identity information when the user enters the system It is 
difficult to hide the identification information, so the system 
will automatically check and record the identification 
information, mainly some information of the visitors who 
enter the system. The trusted computing platform can enable 
the edge computing system to control the visitor's behavior 
through the tracking mechanism. 

B. Ensure the safety and stability of network data 
Research on network data security and data stability has 

always been a very important research direction in the process 
of studying cloud computing, and powerful trusted computing 
technology has completely changed cloud computing in many 
ways. Trusted computing technology uses TPM technology to 
protect the relevant information it transmits. This increases the 
complexity of attacks on transmitted data and prevents user 
data from being altered or violated. In addition, the user or 
network application must complete the TPM authentication 
process before accessing the data. In this way, the probability 
of a vulnerability during data access is greatly reduced. 

C. Use trusted computing TPM to encrypt and authenticate 
the server and client 
When managing cloud platforms, user access and 

authentication are the tasks that must be done before accessing 
data. When users access data, they first need TPM 
authentication. On the one hand, there is a huge amount of user 
information in the process of authenticating cloud platform 
data. When a user browses through relevant webpages, the 
cloud platform needs to control the content displayed by the 
user's browser. The specific reason for the control is to ensure 
the security of the information and to ensure that its use is 
within the normal range. The secure cloud platform uses 
TPM's trusted technology authentication to provide users with 
a master key. The master key implements its own system. On 
the other hand, when adding a password to the relevant 
operation data on the cloud platform, TPM trusted technology 
provides a key for encrypting user data information and stores 
the key itself. The security of the password has been 
strengthened and improved, and the security of data access has 
also been guaranteed [10]. 

D. Trusted computing support for compliance 
Due to the opacity of the cloud computing environment, 

users are very concerned about the security of cloud storage 
data. Generally, a reliable cloud server is installed to 
implement access control policies and perform monitoring or 
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auditing, and provide data owners with evidence of 
compliance. 

V. THE THREAT TO EDGE COMPUTING 

According to the edge computing reference architecture 
model jointly released by ECC and AII, the edge computing 
architecture is vertically divided into application domain, data 
domain, network domain, and device domain. The security 
threat to the entire edge computing system mainly comes from 
these domains and superposition factors. Each region's threats 
and risks have their own characteristics. 

1) There are many edge computing terminals and the 
structure is complex: Due to the characteristics of the edge 

computing model, there are many access endpoints in the 

edge network, and they are distributed in different 

geographical locations. The application characteristics and 

security protection systems of different node terminals are 

different, resulting in the failure of edge terminal protection 

measures. 

2) Network instability: Due to the characteristics of edge 

computing, the situation of edge nodes is different, the 

resources of edge nodes are limited, and the security 

protection measures of some nodes cannot meet the 

requirements, making it difficult for some nodes to defend 

against external network attacks. 

3) Data and storage: According to the characteristics of 

the edge side access, the amount of data input from the edge 

side is large and the format is complex. There is a risk of data 

leakage in various processes such as data generation, 

transmission, storage, analysis, calculation, and sharing of the 

entire system. In addition, there are storage media on the edge 

side and the center side. The storage media and storage 

technology are different, and the corresponding security 

difference is large. 

4) Management and access: The edge computing system 

is large in scale, and there are many edge network access and 

interactive equipment systems. It is necessary to build a 

trusted edge network through identity authentication. At the 

same time, the security management system and personnel 

operation management need to be related to management and 

control, using trusted technology to track and management. 

VI. EDGE COMPUTING SECURITY PROTECTION SYSTEM 

The system design of the edge computing security 
architecture needs to be divided around the technology of the 
edge computing application architecture. Edge computing 
presents a human-like working mechanism in actual 
application scenarios. The cloud computing center is 
responsible for global resource management, task 
coordination, and security overall control. Fog computing 
serves as the central nerve and serves as a regional computing, 
storage, and job coordination center, responsible for local task 
coordination, resource allocation and security control. The 
edge terminal interacts with actual users and other network 
elements and is responsible for task execution and information 
collection and reporting. Security threats run through the 
entire process node and network. According to the 
characteristics of the domain, network space and physical 
space where they are located, design and deploy security 
equipment and configure personalized security rules. Design 

and implement a deep-customized security plan for the entire 
defense field. 

The design and implementation of the security defense 
system of the edge computing system, covering all levels of 
the edge computing application system. There are different 
attributes and safety requirements between different levels, 
which is an important reference and basis for the differentiated 
design of safety system schemes. In order to achieve the 
standardization and unification of the edge computing security 
protection system architecture, in general, unified situational 
awareness, unified process orchestration, unified identity 
authentication and authority management, unified security 
operation and maintenance and emergency response are 
required. Maximize the security and reliability of the entire 
edge computing network system [11]. The entire safety 
protection system is shown in Figure 1. 

� Application layer security mainly includes access to 
whitelists, malicious attack prevention, security 
detection and response, application security audits, 
software hardening and patching, and access behavior 
supervision. Due to the massive heterogeneous access 
of terminals and the variety of services, the traditional 
IT security authorization model is no longer applicable, 
and it is often necessary to use a minimum 
authorization security model to manage applications 
and access permissions. 

� Data layer security mainly includes data tamper 
resistance, data access control, data privacy protection, 
data encryption, data leakage prevention, data isolation 
and destruction, etc. Data encryption is the encryption 
of the entire data process, including storage, 
transmission, sharing, etc. Among them, data leakage 
prevention needs to consider that even if the hardware 
device is stolen, it will not disclose any information. 

� Network layer security includes network security 
isolation, IPSee, firewall, intrusion detection and 
protection, DDoS protection, encrypted 
communication, etc. Among them, DDoS protection is 
crucial in the Internet of Things and edge computing. 

� Node layer security mainly includes remote node 
upgrade, hardware security hardening, software 
security hardening, antivirus, vulnerability scanning, 
and lightweight trusted computing. The safe and 
reliable remote upgrade can complete the repair of 
vulnerabilities and patches in time to avoid system 
failure after the upgrade. Lightweight trusted 
computing is used to calculate simple IoT devices with 
limited CPU and storage resources to solve the most 
basic trusted problems. 

� Resource layer security mainly includes resource 
access control, database security protection, cloud host 
cloud terminal security, and virtual machine resource 
security. 

� Physical layer security mainly includes physical access 
control, anti-theft, waterproof, fire and lightning 
protection in the computer room, and temperature and 
humidity control. The defense at the physical level 
needs to be determined in conjunction with the specific 
realities in specific areas. 
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� As the security infrastructure of the entire edge 
computing system, it is necessary to strengthen the 
security protection of the relevant parts of the 
password and the management system. Through 
quantum cryptography, secure multi-party computing, 
and zero-knowledge proofs, we respond to new 
technology changes and the security risks introduced 
by quantum technology. The PKI public key 
infrastructure of the edge computing system adopts 
blockchain technology to realize the management of 
certificates, keys and the load balance of the 
cryptographic machine. With the help of the 
distributed consensus accounting technology of the 
blockchain, hidden communication and auditing, the 
security of the trusted edge network is guaranteed, and 
the security risk of single point of failure is reduced. 

VII. EDGE COMPUTING TRUSTED PROTECTION MECHANISM 

On the basis of the global collaborative security protection 
of the edge computing, the trusted security technology and the 
characteristics of the blockchain are used to build an edge 
security trusted protection network. These include device trust, 
regional trust, global trust, and shared trust. Use the 
blockchain's consensus accounting technology to achieve the 
robust characteristics of system security protection and 
prevent the destruction of security protection capabilities 
caused by single-point failures or DDoS attacks of traditional 
security protection technologies. 

A. Device Trust 
Device trust is to realize the encryption of a single device 

by installing a TPM chip on the edge device. It can control 
single device login, application. And implement functions 
such as secure I/O and remote certification, so that a single 
device can be trusted. Encrypt authorized access to control the 
behavior of edge device managers. However, virtualization is 

currently the key technology in the cloud model [12-13]. 
Virtualization technology can greatly improve the utilization 
rate of server hardware, and provide a highly scalable platform 
for applications through virtualization. Virtual machine 
technology is an important field of application of 
virtualization technology. It can significantly improve the 
efficiency of server usage and the security of user virtual 
machines in cloud computing mode, which is the premise and 
foundation of user security. Since multiple users are in a 
shared resource mode among cloud servers, it is possible to 
bind many different virtual resources to the same physical 
resources, and if there are some security vulnerabilities in the 
virtualization software in the cloud platform, then The user's 
data may be accessed by others, which cannot guarantee the 
security of the user's virtual machine. For the above problems, 
you can use the open source virtual machine monitor system 
Xen platform. On the cloud server, a physical TPM is mapped 
into multiple virtual TPMs. The virtual TPM can provide a 
dedicated root of trust for each virtual machine. Use Xen 
platform to implement virtual TPM, users can build a trusted 
virtual environment based on virtual TPM. There is a one-to-
one correspondence between virtual TPM instances and user 
virtual machines, which can provide users with functions 
consistent with physical TPM such as binding and key storage. 

B. Regional credibility 
Using the private chain characteristics of the blockchain 

can create a secure and trusted network for the edge 
computing area. Private chain can easily modify the rules to 
facilitate the access of equipment. The nodes in the private 
chain can be better connected. Faults in the chain can be 
quickly repaired by manual intervention, with the help of 
multiple identity authentication or zero-knowledge proof 
technology to ensure that heterogeneous edge terminals 
(mobile phones, cars, sensors, etc.) accessing the edge 
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Fig. 1. Edge computing security protection diagram. 
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network are credible, enabling edge terminals to access the 
network Safety control in advance. 

C. Global trust 
Using the alliance chain and edge gateway of the 

blockchain, a global trusted network for edge computing can 
be realized, and the trusted resources of the edge network can 
be freely combined and arranged in the entire edge computing 
network to cope with different situations. Using the non-
tamperable characteristics of the blockchain to achieve 
ongoing supervision and retrospective, so as to ensure the 
authenticity and integrity of the data. Use the P2P mechanism 
and encrypted communication mechanism of the blockchain 
to achieve end-to-end covert communication and secure 
sharing of important data in the edge computing network. 

D. Shared trust 
Use the public chain of the blockchain to achieve cross-

domain trusted communication and secure data sharing 
between the edge computing network and the external Internet. 
In the public chain, program developers have no right to 
interfere with users, and the blockchain can protect users who 
use the program from attack. Through the integration of smart 
contracts and smart algorithms of the blockchain, it is possible 
to carry out independent intelligent security protection and 
risk response according to security threat scenarios. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

Edge computing is currently in the exploration period of 
technology application and industrial development. Various 
international and domestic edge computing organizations and 
institutions have also launched white papers on edge 
computing architecture. According to the development of 
authoritative institutions and industries, it is predicted that 
cloud computing will develop in the direction of cloud 
computing centers, fog computing, edge computing, and 
intelligent computing. However, the lack of security 
protection architecture and system for edge computing may 
lead to greater risks in the development of the edge computing 
industry. This paper mainly analyzes the threats faced by edge 
computing and the current security architecture, and puts 
forward a protection mechanism based on trust and cooperates 
with blockchain technology to improve the security and 
reliability of edge computing. If a separate security framework 
for edge computing can be proposed according to this article, 
it will play a role in the healthy development of edge 
computing. Edge computing technology is not yet mature. 
Some new technologies for edge computing, such as edge 

caching [14] and transfer learning [15], have also proposed 
new solutions to the security problems of edge computing. 
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Abstract—In order to evaluate the perceptual quality of images, 

a full-reference quality index, which is called principal 

component deviation (PCD), is presented. This research is 

motivated by the discovery that the filters learned by the 

probabilistic principal component analysis are closely resemble 

the neurons of the human visual system. These filters are used 

as a model of the visual system, which are trained on 100,000 

color image patches of size 4×4 by probabilistic principal 

component analysis. The PCD relates the image quality with 

the deviation between two sets of features that extracted by the 

learned filters. Experimental results show that PCD has 

relatively low computational complexity and high correlation 

with subjective quality evaluations.  

Keywords- Image quality index, Full-reference, Probabilistic 

principal component analysis; 

I.  INTRODUCTION

Image quality measurement (IQM) is essential to many 
related researches and applications, including image 
acquisition, compression and transmission. Thus, IQM is a 
fundamental issue in the area of image processing. The peak 
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is a traditional image quality 
index (IQI), which directly measures the signal errors. 
Unfortunately, this popular IQI is not consistent with the 
human visual perception. Since images are ultimately to be 
viewed by human beings, it is desirable to have image 
quality indexes (IQIs) that can predict the perceived visual 
quality as measured with human subjects. To this end, many 
researchers have developed sophisticated IQM models to 
achieve perceptual consistency in quality prediction by 
modelling physiological response properties of the human 
visual system (HVS). Among all these methods, structural 
similarity (SSIM) index[10,13] is quite attractive owing to its 
simplicity and excellent performance relative to old methods 
such as the PSNR and mean squared error (MSE). It is based 
on the hypothesis that the HVS is highly adapted for 
extracting structural information in images. Some recent 
researches[2,3] relate the sparse coding to IQM, and present 

methods by modelling the neurons in the visual cortex. 
Another recent IQI called visual saliency-induced index 
(VSI)[12] is based on the fact that some areas of an image 
can attract the most attention of the HVS. 

However, most research only focus on the features of 
grayscale images. Color images are always transformed into 
grayscale images by means of color space transformations. 
Chromatic features that closely in correlation with visual 
perception are rarely involved in the research of IQM. 
Aiming at this problem, our research tries to design a method 
that can extract all the color information as well as the other 
features that are related to IQM. An ideal visual model for 
perceptual quality measurement should be closely related to 
the neural response properties of the HVS[1]. Under this 
premise, we attempt to find an appropriate visual model that 
can make use of all the color information to predict the 
image quality precisely. Our research found that a group of 
visual filters can be obtained by applying probabilistic 
principal component analysis (PPCA)[8,9] on color image 
samples. Moreover, the frequency and the orientation 
representations of these filters are similar to those of the 
neurons of the HVS[5]. Inspired by this discovery, we 
propose to make use of such a group of filters to simulate the 
visual processing in the designing of IQM algorithms. 

In this paper, a new IQI is proposed to deal with IQM 
problem through simulating the information processing of 
the HVS by PPCA. The proposed index is names as principal 
component deviation (PCD). Firstly, a group of visual filters 
are learned from samples of natural images by an expectation 
maximization algorithm for PPCA. Then the image quality 
score is considered as the deviation between two sets of 
visual features that are acquired by the learned visual filters. 
The computation of the quality score for a given image 
consists of two stages: filter creation and deviation 
computation. In the first stage, a set of filters is obtained 
through PPCA, these filters are considered as a model of the 
HVS. In the second stage, the filtering results are used to 
compute the quality score. 
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Figure 1.  The matrix of principal component coefficients and corresponding filter banks. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 
2, the training steps of the filters are introduced. Section 3 
talks about the computation details of the PCD. The 
experimental results and discussions are provided in Section 
4 followed by the conclusions in Section 5. 

 

II. TRAINING OF THE FILTERS 

The quality score of PCD can be obtained through two 
stages: training of the filters and deviation computation. 

In the first stage, 100,000 color image patches of size 
4×4 are randomly sampled from 100 natural images that 
come from the General-100 image dataset [6]. For these 
image samples, the mean value of each patch should be 
subtracted before the training process. To perform the PPCA 
on the samples, each image patch should be changed into a 
vector. Then, all the image patches can form a matrix of size 
100,000×48. After that, we can perform PPCA using the 
expectation maximization algorithm and calculate the 
component coefficients. The resulting component 
coefficients are in the form of a matrix, which can project the 
image data from the high-dimensional coordinates to the 
low-dimensional principal component coordinates. 

The number of the principal components (the 
dimensionality of the resulting coefficient vectors) is critical 
to the performance of the PCD. Through our experiments, 
we found that the proper number of principal components is 
7. Thus, this training can result in a 7×48 matrix, as shown in 
the top of Fig. 1. The matrix of principal component 
coefficients can be changed into three groups of filters 
(blocks). Each row of the matrix has three sections (i.e., red, 
green and blue) corresponding to the three color channels of 
RGB images. Each section of one row can form a 4×4 block 
which is used as an image filter. Since the matrix has 7 row 
vectors, each group has 7 filters aiming to extract different 
features. Moreover, this matrix can also be considered as a 

visual model, each row of this matrix is one principal 
component, which can form three blocks of size 4×4. These 
blocks can be used as visual filters, as can be seen in Fig. 1, 
the spatial structure of these Gabor-like filters is similar to 
the receptive field structure of visual neurons. All the filters 
can be divided into three groups that can deal with the 
information of the RGB channels, for example, the filters in 
the red rectangle are especially used to extract features from 
the red channel of a given image. Each group contains 7 
filters aiming to extract the features in different sub-bands. 

In order to compute the quality score for a given image, 

these filters will be applied to the reference and test images 

in the second stage. 

 

III. DEVIATION COMPUTATION 

Firstly, every reference and test image should be 
subtracted the mean of each color channel by. 

                         ( ) ( )c c c
e I = I - μ I                        (1) 

where c∈{red,green,blue} denotes the color channel of a 
given image I, the function μ(.) calculates the mean pixel 
value of each color channel.  

In the first stage, a matrix is trained from image samples, 
moreover, this matrix can be divided into three groups of 
filters corresponding to three color channels of a RGB image. 
Then, we will make use of these filters for feature extraction. 

Let Xc and Yc denote the reference and test image, then 
we use the three groups of filters to extract features from the 
color channels by 

 
( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )





cc, j c, j

cc, j c, j

FX = e X f

FY = e Y f
     (2) 
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where ⊗ denotes the convolution computation, 

j∈{1,2,…,7} refers to the filter numbers of each color  

channel, e. g., FX(blue,3) is the result of the red channel by 
using the third filter of the blue group (in the bottom 
rectangle of Fig. 1). 

For each color channel, there will be 7 resulting images 
produced by the corresponding filter group. Then we 
calculate the similarity between the filtering results of the 
reference and test images by 

( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )

 
c, j c, j

c, j 2 2

c, j c, j

2 FX v, h FY v, h + c
S v, h =

FX v, h + FY v, h + c

  (3) 

where S(c,j) is the similarity between FX(c,j) and FY(c,j)(the 
results of the j-th filter in c color channel), v and h denote the 
vertical and horizontal position of the value in S(c,j) , 
respectively, C = 190 is a constant. 

After above computation, all the seven filtering results 
within each color channel will be combined by the following 
pooling scheme: 

    
( )

7

c c, jj=1
MAP = S              (4) 

where MAPc is the similarity map between the reference 
and test images in each color channel. It represents the visual 
difference information within the tree color channels. Then 
we calculate the mean value of the MAPc by 

    ( )


 
V H

c cv=1 h=1

1
m = MAP v, h

V H
       (5) 

where V and H denote the height and width of the 
similarity map (MAPc), v and h denote the vertical and 
horizontal position of the value in MAPc. 
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SD = MAP v, h - m

V H
    (6) 

Then the SD and the MS score can be computed by 
merging the values of the three color channels together. 

       
red green blue

SD = SD + SD + SD       (7) 

red green blue
MS = m + m + m                     (8) 

Finally, the PCD quality index is given by merging the 
two parts together. 

PCD = SD - MS α          (9) 

where α = 0.2 is a parameter to adjust the weight of MS. 
 

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

In this section, we will provide experimental results of 
PCD and comparisons with other state-of-the-art IQIs. In 
order to provide quantitative measures on the performance of 
the objective IQIs, we followed the performance evaluation 
procedures employed in the video quality experts group 
(VQEG) FR-TV testing. 

The PCD index was compared with five state-of-the-art 
IQIs including: PSNR, SSIM[13], visual information fidelity  
(VIF) pixel version[4], IW-SSIM[11] and VSI[12]. All the 

IQIs were evaluated on the CSIQ database[7]. The CSIQ 
database consists of 30 original images distorted by 6 types 
of distortions at four to five levels. There are 866 distorted 
images contained in this database. 

The performance metrics adopted in our experiment 
include the Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient 
(SROCC), the Kendall rank-order correlation coefficient 
(KROCC), the Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient 
(PLCC) and the root mean squared error (RMSE). Generally, 
higher SROCC, KROCC and PLCC while lower RMSE 
values indicate a better performance. Before the computation 
of the PLCC and RMSE values, we need to apply a 
regression analysis by a nonlinear mapping between the 
objective and subjective scores. The nonlinear mapping 
chosen to fit the data is a five-parameter logistic function that 
is given by 

( )
( )( )
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Quality x = β - + β x + β

2 1 + exp β x - β
 (10)  

A. Performance on CSIQ Database 

Table I shows the experimental results of the four 
performance metrics for all the six IQIs. From this table, we 
can see that the proposed PCD index performs the best 
among the 6 IQIs on the CSIQ database. Moreover, as a 
visual illustration of the relationship between subjective data 
and the IQI scores, the scatter plot of subjective scores 
versus objective scores of PCD is provided in Fig. 2(f), for 
comparison, the scatter plots of PSNR, SSIM, VIF-p, IW-
SSIM and VSI are also provided in Fig. 2(a)~(b). Each star 
in the scatter plots represents a test image from the CSIQ 
database. We can see that in the scatter plot of PCD, all the 
stars are more compact, which indicates that the PCD index 
has a strong correlation with human evaluations.  

 

TABLE I.  PERFORMANCE COMPARISON AMONG THE 6 IQIS ON CSIQ 

DATABASE  

IQI SROCC KROCC PLCC RMSE 

PSNR 0.8057 0.6078 0.8000 0.1575 

SSIM 0.8755 0.6900 0.8612 0.1334 

VIF-p 0.9194 0.7532 0.9278 0.0980 

IW-SSIM 0.9212 0.7522 0.9144 0.1063 

VSI 0.9423 0.7857 0.9279 0.0979 

PCD 0.9466 0.7929 0.9536 0.0790 

 

TABLE II.  KROCC COMPARISON AMONG 6 DIFFERENT DISTORTION 

TYPES 

IQI AWGN JPEG J2K APGN GB GCD 

PSNR 0.9363 0.8879 0.9361 0.9338 0.9291 0.8623 

SSIM 0.8974 0.9543 0.9605 0.8924 0.9608 0.7925 

VIF-p 0.9575 0.9703 0.9671 0.9510 0.9744 0.9345 

IW-SSIM 0.9380 0.9660 0.9682 0.9057 0.9781 0.9540 

VSI 0.9637 0.9615 0.9692 0.9636 0.9679 0.9505 

PCD 0.9669 0.9573 0.9735 0.9429 0.9724 0.9517 
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(a) (b) (c) 

   
(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 2.  Scatter plots of the six IQIs on CSIQ database 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

   
(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 3.  Scatter plots of the six IQIs on TID2013-color 

The CSIQ has 6 distortion types: additive white Gaussian 
noise (AWGN), JPEG compression (JPEG), JPEG-2000 
compression (J2K), additive pink Gaussian noise (APGN), 
Gaussian blurring (GB), and global contrast decrements 
(GCD). To completely evaluate each IQM index’s ability to 
predict image quality degradations caused by specific types 

of distortions, we examined the performance of the 
competing methods on each distortion type. Table II shows 
the evaluation results on the 6 types of distortions. From 
Table II, we can see that PCD performs the best on AWGN 
and J2K distortion types. Some method can provide accurate 
results in some specific types of distortions, but performs 
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very bad on other distortion types, for example, IW-SSIM 
performs very well on GB and GCD distortion types but it 
performs not so well on APGN. From Table II, we can see 
that PCD’s performance is very stable across the six 
distortions. 

B. Performance on TID2013 Database 

TID2013 database has the most distortion types[6]. There 
are 24 types of distortions for each reference image, and 5 
levels for each type of distortion. We selected 4 distortion 
types that can lead to the distortion in color information and 
then formed a dataset namely TID2013-color. The 4 
distortion types are as follows: additive noise in color 
components; quantization noise; JPEG compression; change 
of color saturation. The SROCC and KROCC results are 
listed in Table III. From Table III, we can see that PCD 
performs the best, which indicates that PCD can accurately 
predict the quality of images with color distortions. 

The scatter plot of subjective scores versus objective 
scores of PCD is provided in Fig. 3(f), for comparison, the 
scatter plots of PSNR, SSIM, VIF-p, IW-SSIM and VSI are 
also provided in Fig. 3(a)~(b). 
 

TABLE III.  PERFORMANCE COMPARISON AMONG THE 6 IQIS ON 

TID2013-COLOR  

IQI SROCC KROCC 

PSNR 0.4049 0.3149 

SSIM 0.3957 0.3029 

VIF-p 0.4221 0.3384 

IW-SSIM 0.3964 0.3005 

VSI 0.5688 0.3957 

PCD 0.9028 0.7248 

 

C. Running time 

We also measured the running time (in milliseconds) of 
each IQI on a 3.4-GHz CPU machine. All the results are 
listed in Table IV, from which we can see that PCD runs 
faster than VIF, IW-SSIM and VSI. 

TABLE IV.  COMPARISON OF COMPUTATION TIME IN SECONDS  

IQIs PSNR SSIM VIF-p IW-SSIM VSI PCD 

Time(ms) 2.17 12.89 287.33 131.62 113.09 53.60 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

A novel full reference IQI called principal component 
deviation (PCD) was proposed in this paper. The 
experimental results on the CSIQ and TID2013 image 
databases show that PCD performs better than the state-of-
the-art IQIs (e. g., SSIM, VIF-p, and VSI) in terms of both 
accuracy and efficiency. 
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Abstract� Safety-critical systems are those systems whose failure 
would cause significant property loss or crisis. These systems 
possibly contain complex predicates, which represent the conditions 
of system state transformation. Predicate testing is critical to 
ensuring system safety. However, it is difficult to generate 
appropriate test cases for complex predicates. To resolve the issue, 
predicate testing criteria based on major clause are proposed. 
Major clause of predicate is a clause that directly determines the 
value of predicate, and the preponderances of testing criteria based 
on major clause is that not only guarantee the rigor of testing, but 
also reduce the testing cost. This paper presents an approach that 
using different test criteria based on major clause to automatically 
generate corresponding test case constraint set for predicates in 
safety-critical systems. Firstly, the complex predicate is modeled as 
an abstract syntax tree (AST). Secondly, truth table for predicates is 
generated by extracting AST and further filtered based on predicate 
testing criteria (such as PC, RACC and CACC). Finally, testing case 
constraints set is generated by a random algorithm to satisfy certain 
test criteria. Our experimental results show that the constraint set 
generated by our method is reasonable and our approach is correct. 
By introducing variants into the empirical system, our approach 
shows the validity of different test criteria. 

Keywords- Safety-critical systems, predicate testing, major 
clause, predicate testing criteria 

I.  INTRODUCTION  
Safety-critical systems refers to the systems which failure 

will cause significant property loss or crisis. It is diffusely 
used in automotive systems, power generation, distribution, 
avionics, medical systems and unmanned systems, etc. 
Considering the railway system as an example, the high 
degree of automation in the railway system is a significant 
factor affecting system safety, which involves the personal 
safety of passengers [2], [11], [15], [16]. 

Safety-critical systems possibly contain complex 
predicates. For instance, it contains more than three clauses, 
which represent the conditions of system state transformation. 
That is, predicates faults in safety-critical systems can cause 
software failures [4], therefore predicate testing is critical to 
ensuring system safety. Compared with common software 
systems, most safety-critical systems contain more logical 
judgment statements (i.e. predicates). Among these predicates, 
some are relatively brief, but there are also complex 

combinations of clauses [6]. Whether the predicates are 
simple or not, according to the strict security requirements of 
safety-critical systems, we must make reasonable and rigorous 
tests for the predicates. 

However, it is difficult to generate appropriate test cases 
for complex predicates. Too much test cases may result in 
redundant test cases and increase test costs, and too few test 
cases make it difficult to guarantee the rigor of testing (i.e. 
more faults models can be found). To resolve the issue, 
predicate testing criteria based on major clause are proposed 
[9]. Major clause of predicate is a clause that directly 
determines the value of predicate, and the preponderances of 
testing criteria based on major clause is that not only guarantee 
the rigor of testing, but also reduce the testing cost. These 
testing criteria has been applied in the testing of aerospace 
systems. CACC, RACC and GACC are the strictly defined 
predicate test criteria based on major clauses [9]. 

This paper presents an approach using different test 
criteria based on major clause to automatically generate 
corresponding test case constraint set for predicates in safety-
critical systems. The specific implementation process is as 
follows: Firstly, the complex predicate is modeled as an 
abstract syntax tree (AST). Secondly, truth table for predicates 
is generated by extracting AST and further filtered based on 
predicate testing criteria (such as PC, RACC and CACC). 
Finally, testing case constraints set is generated by a random 
algorithm to satisfy certain test criteria. Our experimental 
results show that the constraint set generated by our method is 
reasonable and our approach is correct. By introducing 
variants into the empirical system, our approach shows the 
validity of different test criteria. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section2 
explains the basic theoretical knowledge related to logical 
statements and predicate test criteria, providing a theoretical 
basis for subsequent testing. Section3 describes the overview 
and details of approach to realize the automatic generation of 
test case constraint sets for predicate coverage criteria based 
on major clauses. Section4 introduces the analysis process and 
experimental results of the empirical case safety-critical 
system Thermostat using our approach. Section5 discusses the 
shortcomings of our approach, and puts forward the future 
work. Section6 summarizes the whole paper. 
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II. PRELIMINARY 
Before introducing the automated test methodology, we 

need to introduce some basic concepts about logical 
statements to predigest the subsequent testing. In different 
domains, these basic concepts may differ somewhat in 
nomenclature, but in general, the concepts they express are 
basically the same. In this paper, we use a common way in 
discrete mathematics to formalize logic expressions. 

A. Notation and Terminology 
� predicate: A predicate is an expression with a value 

of true or false. For example, the expression (� � �) 
is a predicate. Predicates can be formed by combining 
Boolean clauses with Boolean operators and the 
operator has a priority. Table 1 shows the Boolean 
operators by operational priority [10]. It is worth 
mentioning that the starting point of this article is to 
consider logical expressions (i.e. from the point of 
view of predicates semantic) and not the internal 
structure of expressions. Which means the predicate 
�� � ���	�
����  is treated no differently from 
	���. 

TABLE I.  THE BOOLEAN OPERATORS BY OPERATIONAL PRIORITY 

� The ���������operator 
� The ��� operator 
� The �� operator 
� The ������
� ����operator 
! The �"#
�$%�&"�operator 
� The �"'$�&��"�
"�operator 

 
� clause: A clause is a predicate which does not contain 

any logical operators [10]. For instance, the predict 
� ( ������ � 
� has two clauses (� ( �) � � 
). 
 

� Predicate constraints: Predicate constraints use the 
BR symbol to constrain Boolean variables or 
relational expressions [12]. The BR symbol generally 
contains {() �) *)  ) +}. In this article, the internal 
structure of the expression is ignored, which means 
predicates only be formed by combining Boolean 
clauses with Boolean operators, so the BR symbol is 
{ ) +} and the set of constraints for test cases consists 
of true or false. 
 

� Determination, major clause and minor cluse: A 
major clause 
, for the predicate �, we say that the 

,  determines � if the minor clauses 
- . �, / 0 � 
have value so that changing the truth value of 
, will 
change the truth value of � [1]. It�s important to note 
that we�re not saying that 
,  has to have the same 
value as �. Consider the predicate �1��, the value 
of �  is never the same as the � , but the � 
determines the �. 
 

� AST (Abstract Syntax Tree): In the process of 
executing the source code with the python language, 
python generally converts the source code into AST, 
and then converts AST to bytecode by traversing the 
AST of source code for compilation [5]. Boolean 
expressions can be expressed as AST as shown in 
Figure 1. Each leaf node of the AST (�) represents a 
Boolean variable or a relational expression, and the 
internal nodes of the AST (�) are Boolean operators 
such as (�)�) �)!). The purpose of using the AST in 
this article is to convert the source code into the AST 
during compilation so that leaf nodes can be extracted, 
which correspond to clauses in predicate. 
 

 
Figure 1.  the AST of predicate�� 2 � � �� � �. 

B. Logic Expression Coverage Criteria 
The test of the predicate in this article is to override the 

logical expression (the predicate) with a set of test case 
constraints. The coverage criterion is constraint on the set of 
test case constraints. Concepts of predicates and clauses are 
used to introduce different coverage criteria. Now defining 3 
is a set of predicates, and � is a set of clauses. For each � .
3, defining �4 are clauses in �, that is to say �4 * 5
6
 .
�7. 

 
� CRITERION Predicate Coverage (PC) [1]: For each 

� . 3, TR (Test Requirement) has two requirements: 
� should evaluate to true and false. 

 
� CRITERION Correlated Active Clause Coverage 

(CACC) [1]: For each � . 3 and each major clause 

, . �4 , choose minor clause 
- , � 0 /  so that 
, 
determines �. TR has two requirements for each 
,: 

, should evaluate to true and false. And the values 
chosen for the 
-  must cause � to be true for one 
value of the�
,  and false for the other, that is, it is 
required that ��
, *  �$"� 0 ��
, * +��%"�. 

 
� CRITERION Restricted Active Clause Coverage 

(RACC) [1]: For each � . 3 and each major clause 

, . �4 , choose minor clause 
- , � 0 /  so that 
, 
determines �. TR has two requirements for each 
,: 

,  should evaluate to true and false. The values 
chosen for 
- should be the same when �
,  is false 
and when �
,  is true. That is, it is required that 

-�
, *  �$"� * 
-�
, * +��%"� for all 
-. 
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The coverage criteria PC also called DC (Decision Cover-
age). The PC criterion is sample, but it has deeper problems. 
To be specific, when we introduce a test for a clause, we also 
hope clauses impacting the value of the predicate, whereas the 
PC criteria concerned only with the value of the predicate [7]. 
Therefore, the PC criterion is only used in this paper for 
comparison with other criteria. There is also a predicate test 
criteria GACC (Restricted Active Clause Coverage) based on 
the major clause, it has a serious downside: Because it does 
not require the value of the predicate, it is unreasonable that 
we could satisfy the GACC without satisfying the predicate 
override. Therefore, GACC is not considered in this paper. 

III. THE DETAILS AND OVERVIEW OF APPROACH 
The approach realizing the automatic generation of test 

case constraint sets for predicates coverage criteria based on 
the major clause is roughly divided into the following steps, 
the details of each step will unfold in the following sections 
and the Figure 2 shows the framework of the approach: 

 
1) Step1: Automatic generation of truth table of in-putting 

predicate. 
2) Step2: Constraint set filtering based on the major clause: 

For each �4 as a major clause, filter out all possible 
cases of the test case constraint sets. 

3) Step3: Generate test case constraint sets based on 
coverage criteria: For each �4  as a major clause, 
according to PC, RACC and CACC criteria, the test case 
constraint set generated in step 2 is further filtered and 
random combination constraint set generated. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.  The framework of the approach. 

A. Automatic generation of truth tables 
The truth table is all the possible combinations of clauses 

values in a predicate. For a simple example, considering the 
predicate �1 �� � �, table 2 is the truth table for �. 

TABLE II.  THE TRUTH TABLE FOR �1��� � � 

 

Obviously, for a predicate with n clauses, there are 89 
possible combinations of clauses values in truth table. 
Because a predicate even in safety-critical system only have a 
finite number of clauses (generally not too many), this amount 
of computation is perfectly acceptable for computers, and 
��������	
���
��������
��������
������������
	������
�	����

mechanism can automatically calculate the value of a 
predicate based on the value of clauses. 

In order to implement automatic truth table generation. 
there are two critical questions: 

Question1: How to automatically identify clauses in 
predicates? This paper uses AST to solve this problem 
skillfully. AST is an abstract representation of the syntactic 
structure of the source code. This article uses module ast to 
automatically convert the input predicate � into AST (�), 
and leaf nodes of AST (�) correspond to clauses in predicate 
�. 

Question2: How to implement all combinations of clause 
values? We use the product method in the itertools module to 
generate cartesian products of multiple lists or iterators. 

Then, we specifically implement the automatic generation 
of truth tables: Firstly, accepting the predicate � by input. 
Secondly, the predicate � is converted to an AST (�) by the 
parse method in the ast module. Visit the leaf nodes in the 
AST (��
���
������
���
������
�����
��
��
������
��
���
������

Thirdly, we use the PrettyTable, passing two parameters (the 
predicate and the clause) into table. Add all the values of the 
clauses and the values of the corresponding predicate � to 
the table. At this point, the automatic generation of the 
predicate truth table is complete. 

The pseudocode of algorithm 1 shows the appeal process. 
In the algorithm 1, the lines 1-6 solve the question1, and the 
lines 7-8 solves the question2. 

 

 
B. Constraint set filtering based on the major clause 

In the previous section, we can get a truth table for any 
input predicate. The next step is to implement filtering based 
on the major clause test case constraint set. According to the 
definition of the major clause, we need to introduce a crucial 
conclusion, which provides a theoretical basis for filtering 
operations. 

Conclusion: Considering predicate � and its truth table, 
for each clause 
4, when 
4 as the major clause, there must 
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be two sets of test case constraints in the truth table that satisfy 
the following conditions: 1. The value of 
4 are different in 
these two constraints sets. 2. All minor clauses have same 
values. Proof of the conclusion: 

 
1) According to the definition of the major clause. When 

the minor clauses take specific values such that 
4 as 
the major clause, and changing the value of 
4  must 
cause the value of � to change. 

2) Therefore, when 
4 as the major clause, there must be 
situations in which the value of predicate � and major 
clause 
4 is different and the value of the minor clause 
is the same. 

3) Since the truth table contains all possible cases for 
clauses values, we can definitely find these two sets of 
test cases in the truth table. 

 

 
 

Then we can implement the test case constraint set filtering 
based on the major clause, the specific implementation steps 
are as follows: 

 
Step1: For predicate � and its truth table. By judging the 

value of the predicate �, divide the truth table into two lists: 
One list stores all possible constraint sets when � *  �$", 
and call it as P-T. The other list stores all possible constraint 
sets when � * +��%", call it as P-F. 

Step2: We create two new lists, called new-P-T and new- 
P-F. Using the method deepcopy, copying the contents of P-
T and P-F to new-P-T and new- P-F. When 
4 as the major 
clause, we delete respectively all possible values of 
4 and 
the values of the predicate � from table new-P-T and new- 
P-F. 

Step3: Then we search for duplicate constraint sets in lists 
new-P-T and new-P-F and return their indexes. Find the 

corresponding set of constraints in P-T and P-F based on 
indexes. We know from the conclusion that these constraint 
sets must satisfy the condition of 
4  as the major clause. 
Divide these constraint sets into two parts according to the 
values of �, which called truth-T and truth-F. 

The pseudocode of algorithm 2 shows the appeal process. 
It�s worth noting that, in the pseudocode of algorithm 2, part 
of variables is from algorithm 1. In the algorithm 2, the line 1-
7 implements step1, the line 8-14 implements step2, the line 
15-24 implements step3.  

Considering predicate �1 � � �� � 
�. Figure 3 shows the 
constraint set filtering process based on clause a as the major 
clause. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.  The process of constraint set filtering based on the major clause 
for predicate �1 � � �� � 
�. 

 

There is a method to check the correctness of algorithm 2. 
We need to find appropriate values for minor clauses in order 
to confirm major clause. There is a direct definitional 
approach that uses mathematical formula to find appropriate 
values for minor clauses. 

For a predicate � , suppose each clause 
  occurs only 
once. Let �:;<=>? represent the appearance of 
 every time 
in �  replaced by true and �:;@ABC?  represent the 
appearance of 
 every time in � replaced by +��%". Now 
we connect the !: 

�: * �:;<=>?�!��:;@ABC? 
The �: describes the accurate conditions under which 
 

determines �. That is, if values of clauses in �: are chosen, 
let �: is true, then the truth value of 
 will determine the 
truth value of �; If values of clauses in pc are chosen, let �: 
is false, then the false value of 
  will determine the false 
value of �. 

For example, considering the predicate �1 � � �� � 
� , 
when � is the major clause, we calculate �A: 

 
�A * �A;<=>?�!��A;@ABC? 

    * � �$" � �� � 
��!�+��%" � �� � 
�� 
* �� � 
�!+��%" 

���������������������������������������* �� � 
� 
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So, � is the major clause only when � � 
 is  �$" (i.e. at 
least one of � and 
  is true). In figure3, we can see that 
when � as the major clause, at least one of � and 
 is true. 
Similarly, we calculate �D and �:: 

�D * �, � is the major clause only when � is  �$"E 
�: * �, 
 is the major clause only when � is  �$". 
In figure3, we can see that when �  or 
  as the major 

clause, �  is true. The rationality of the experimental (for 
another predicate �1 � � ���� � �� � 
�� ) results was 
verified by the appeal mathematical formula. Therefore, the 
algorithm 2 is reasonable. 
 

C. Generate test case constraint sets based on coverage 
criteria 

We can further filter according to the constraint set 
obtained to meet the coverage criteria. 

 
1) PC: The PC criterion only requires values of predicate. 

Therefore, we just need to respectively and randomly 
select a constraint set from P-T and P-F and combine 
them. The new constraint set will satisfy PC criterion. 

 
2) CACC: The CACC criterion filters constraint sets based 

on major clauses: When 
4 as the major clause, we get 
all the possible test case constraint sets truth-T and truth-
F. we just need to respectively and randomly select a 
constraint set from truth-T and truth-F and combine them. 
The new constraint set will satisfy CACC criterion. 

 
3) RACC: The RACC criterion filters constraint sets based 

on major clauses: When 
4 as the major clause, we get 
all the possible test case constraint sets truth-T and truth-
F. The indexes to the constraint set in truth-T and truth-
F are corresponding because of the underlying 
compilation mechanism of the python language [14], 
which means when values of minor clauses are same, the 
location of constraint sets in truth-T and truth-F are same. 
So we traverse through all the elements in truth-T and 
return indexes, look for elements with same indexes in 
truth-F. Then using two new lists to store the constraint 
sets. We respectively and randomly select a constraint 
set from new lists and combine them. The new constraint 
set will satisfy RACC criterion. 

 
The pseudocode of algorithm 3 implements PC, CACC and 

����
���������
 ����
�����
������
 �����
 ��
 ���
���������
��

algorithm 3, part of variables is from algorithm 1 and 
algorithm 2. 

IV. THE EMPIRICAL CASE ANALYSIS 

A. Preparatory work 
1). Experimental subject: This experiment is oriented to 

the predicates in empirical case Safety-critical system 
Thermostat. The complete testing code of Thermostat has 

been uploaded to GitHub. Our experimental subject is the 
statement as show in figure4. 
(https://github.com/zhouwan9/Thermostat) 
 

 
Figure 4.  Experimental subject. 

2). Experimental environment and tools: The 
approach proposed in this paper is based on python3.7 and 
development platform is JetBrains PyCharm 2019.2.3 x64, the 
modules used include itertools, prettytable, re, ast, random and 
��	!
 "��
 ����������#
 ��$%�����
 ��&�#�����
 #�������
 ��

Java; The development language for the test code is Java, JDK 
version is 1.8.0 221, and the test platform is Eclipse Java 
2019-09. 

3). Mutation Testing: The experimental subject of this 
paper is a complex logic judgment statement in Thermostat 
and the purpose of testing is to find Bugs in the program. In 
order to fully verify the correctness of the test results, mutation 
testing was introduced for comparison. Mutation testing is a 
fault-based software testing technique. The purpose of 
mutation testing is to find valid test cases and find real bugs 
in the program [17]. 

Mutation testing generates variants �F mutation operator 
to see if �G the same as the result of the original statement �, 
thus finding bugs. 
 

 
B. Experimental process and results 

The first step in the experiment is to formalize the subject. 
Based on the semantics of predicates, the internal structure of 
the expression is ignored in this article. That means for 
experimental subject is treated as: 

Predicate �H1 �� � �� � 
�� � � 
a = curTemp < dTemp - thresholdDiff 
b = override 
c = overTemp ' thresholdDiff 
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d = timeSinceLastRun > minLag 
For clauses that ignore internal structure, typically, the 

only bugs at the program statement level are logical operator 
faults, and mutation operator ����
 ���#���
 "���������

introducing the mutation operator LCR (Logical operator 
substitution) to get different variants ( �I + �IH ) for the 
predicate �H. Strictly, �J is special, its mutation operator is 
�Q�
�����������
�������
��$�����������
����
��
����
���#��� 

� �I1 �� � �� � 
�� � � 
� �K: �� � �� � 
�� � � 
� �L: M� � �� � 
�N � � 
� �J: � � �� � 
� � � 
� �O: ��� � �� � 
�� � � 
� �P: �� � ��� � 
�� � � 
� �Q: �� � �� � 
�� � �� 
� �R: M� � �� � 
�N � � 
� �S: M� � �� � 
�N � � 
� �IH:��� � �� � 
�� � � 
 
The second step is to design the test code, using Junit unit 

tests. Unit tests are generally used to test the core functions 
of a project, it allows separate checks of properties in a 
program in a completely separate environment, also helping 
to find bugs in the development process [13]. Because PC, 
RACC and CACC criteria use random combinations of 
constraint sets, the resulting set of test case constraints is not 
necessarily same each time the test case constraint set which 
automatically generated. Therefore, we use five result sets of 
the test case constraint sets for each test criteria. Respectively 
calling them as:  

 
� TUV * 5TUVI) TUVK)W�) TUVO7 
� TVXVV * 5TVXVVI) TVXVVK)W ) TVXVVO7 
� TYXVV * 5TYXVVI) TYXVVK)W ) TYXVVO7 

TABLE III.  THE RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT 

 
 

The last step, for �H, using the approach proposed in this 
paper to automatically generate test case constraint sets T 
for experimental objects and do corresponding unit tests. 
Then for �I Z �IH , doing the corresponding unit tests ac-

cording to T. Table 3 shows the results of our experiment, 
the percentage number represents the percentage of failed test 
case constraint sets in the total test case constraint set.  

C. Experimental analysis and conclusions 
Analysis of experimental results: 
1). Since our set of test case constraints is generated by the 

predicate �H, all tests on �H will pass. 
2). From the table6, we can see PC criterion is precarious. 

\�������
����
����
�����
��
���#����
������
���
&�������� For 
example, TUVI ���#����
������
���
&�������
 ��K, ��J and �R. 
Therefore, in safety-critical system, PC criterion should be 
eliminated in the predicate testing. 

3). When the test case constraint set fails, the test result is 
inconsistent with the expected result, which means, the variant 
was detected. Theoretically, the larger the percentage of failed 
test cases in the total test cases, the stronger the ability to 
detect variants.  

^��
 ����
�����
������
 �����
 ���
���������
����
 ��
 ���
 ���

probability of detecting variation. Considering Boolean 
operator faults (not include �J), both CACC and RACC could 
absolutely detect variants. We can compare the abilities to 
detect variants using the average of this percentage. Table 4 
shows the comparison of CACC and RACC criteria with the 
abilities to detect variants. In a comprehensive perspective, 
CACC and RACC criteria ability to detect variation was 
almost the same for Boolean operator faults. 

TABLE IV.  THE COMPARISON OF CACC AND RACC 

 
 

Experimental conclusions: This paper presents an approach 
to realize the automatic generation of test case constraint sets 
for predicates in safety-critical systems, which bases on CC, 
CACC and RACC criteria and applied to the predicate test in 
the empirical safety-critical systems Thermostat. Using this 
approach to automatically generate the test case constraint sets 
for predicate �H1 �� � �� � 
�� � �. By introducing multiple 
variants (�I Z �IH, but not include �J) based the mutation 
operator LCR (Logical operator substitution), the 
experimental data show that the test case constraint sets 
automatically generated by our approach can effectively 
detect the logical operator errors of predicates. In summary, 
the test case constraint sets generated automatically using our 
approach is valid and reasonable. 

V. DISCUSSION 

A. Arithmetic operator faults between clauses 
In the experiment with predicate �H1 �� � �� � 
�� � �, 

we introduced a particular variant �J1 � � �� � 
� � �, the 
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mutation operator of �J  is AOR (Arithmetic operator 
substitution). Strictly speaking, �J is an arithmetic oper-ator 
fault. For clauses that ignore the internal structure of clauses, 
the arithmetic operator only includes (), which means 
����������
�������
���#��
���
��#	
$�
����
���#���
"��
���#��

about () are loss increase and dislocation. To explore whether 
our approach can effectively detect the �()� faults in the 
relationship operator between clauses, we use our approach 
automatically generating test case constraint sets for 
�H1 �� � �� � 
�� � �, and introducing the mutation operator 
AOR to generate more different variants for predicate �H, 
using the same indicator (i.e. the percentage of failed test case 
constraint sets in the total test case constraint set ) as table6. 
Before the experiment, we analyze p0 firstly: �H1 �� � �� �

�� � � [ �� � � � 
� � �, ����
���#��
���
����
$������
��
���

operational priority. Then we can only get two variants: 
�I1 �� � �� � 
 � � and �K1 � � � � 
 � �. Table 5 shows 
the test results for �I and �K. 

TABLE V.  THE TEST RESULTS FOR �I AND �K 

 
 
It can be seen from table 5, the test case constraint sets 

automatically generated using our approach based on the 
����
 ���������
 ���#�
 ������
 ���
 ����������
 �������
 ����

faults between clauses that ignore the internal structure of 
clauses. However, there are risks, after several experiments, 
the possibility of CACC failed to detect arithmetic 
�������
����
���#��
$������
�#�����
��
�$���
_`|� 

B. Future Work 
Our future work is divided into three parts: 
~��
���
����������
�������
����
���#��
$������
�#�����
����


ignore the internal structure of clauses, we are trying to 
introduce a new approach that is 100% guaranteed to detect 
this faults, and integrate it with the approach ����
 �����

proposing now to make sure it could detect the arithmetic 
�������
����
���#��
$������
�#�����
���
���
\��#���
�������

faults of predicates. 

2). After using our approach to automatically generate test 
case constraint sets for predicates in Safety-critical Systems. 
We want to have a prioritizing process for the set of test case 
constraints, and we want to prioritize testing the set of test case 
constraints that failed, this involves the accessibility of the 
program. 

3). Before using our approach to automatically generate 
test case constraint sets for predicates in Safety-critical 
Systems, we will consider the accessibility of the program. 
Accessibility is defined as follows: The location or locations 
in the program that contain the fault must be reached [8]. We 
will use the existing accessibility analysis methods to improve 
our approach, it will allow our approach to consider 
accessibility while generating the constraint set. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
Safety-critical systems generally contain a mass of 

complex combinations of logic predicates, which directly 
affects the state of the program in safety-critical systems. 
Although the appearance of predicate test criteria allows 
developers to design rigorous test cases with reference while 
reducing the cost of testing, there are few automated tests for 
predicates in safety-critical systems, and most developers still 
focus on manual testing. For this purpose, this paper presents 
an automated test approach. This approach uses the predicate 
coverage criteria based on the major clause, automatically 
generating test case constraint sets for predicates in safety-
critical system. The steps of the approach are roughly as 
follows: Firstly, we implement the automatic generation of 
predicate truth tables for the input predicates. Secondly, the 
set of predicate constraints is then filtered based on the major 
clause and the requirements of the predicate test criteria. 
Lastly, combine randomly the set of constraints to satisfy the 
predicate test criteria. Our experimental subject is a predicate 
for the empirical safety-critical system Thermostat, and the 
constraint sets generated based on PC criterion and test results 
on the variants as the contrast experiment. Our experimental 
results show that the constraint set generated by our method is 
reasonable and our approach is correct. For future jobs, we 
plan to improve the approach to ensure that more types of 
faults could be found. At the same time, the approach will 
consider the accessibility of the programing and the priority 
of the test cases. 
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Abstract— With the development of science and technology, 

the quality and lifetime of products become more better, and in 

type-I life testing, zero-failure data often occurs, especially in 

some high reliability and small sampling tests. Therefore the 

problem of zero-failure data becomes a new research hot topic 

in the reliability engineering. The aim of this paper is to 

observe the reliability estimation of the exponential 

distribution using a novel Bayesian algorithm. The new 

algorithm constructs the prior distribution of the reliability 

parameter on the basis of the memoryless property of 

exponential distribution. Bayesian estimators are derived 

under symmetric entropy loss function. At last, a practical 

example shows that the effectiveness of the proposed 

estimators.  

Keywords-Bayesian estimation; reliability; symmetric entropy 

loss function; zero failure data 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Reliability analysis of zero-failure data is a hot issue in 

reliability analysis in recent years. There are many 

literatures on the problem of zero-failure data using 

Bayesian method. Some achievements have been made in 

the reliability study of various lifetime distributions under 

zero-failure environment. For example, Han [1] studied 

Bayesian estimation and E-Bayesian estimation of failure 

rate and reliability when the prior distribution was truncated 

Gamma distribution of failure rate. Zhang [2] introduced a 

novel reliability analysis method of normal distribution with 

zero-failure data, and the proposed method can evaluate the 

reliability of products with high confidence level according 

to time-invalidation data. Zhang et al. [3] proposed a 

method for correction of fatigue life scatter factor based on 

time truncated zero-failure data of Weibull distribution. 

They pointed out that the method could fully make use of 

the data information and improve the forecasting precision 

of safe fatigue life significantly. Xiao and Ren [4] studied 

the HB estimation for reliability of Binomial distribution 

based on zero-failure data with the assumption of negative 

logarithm gamma prior of reliability under symmetric 

entropy loss function.  

      Exponential distribution is an important life distribution 

in the reliability analysis of engineering science [5]. The 

research and applications of exponential distribution have 

penetrated into many fields, such as quality control, 

computer science. In case of zero-failure data, Xu and Chen 

[6] observed the Bayesian interval estimation of reliability 

and failure rate for exponential distribution using a modified 

Bayesian credible limit method. Yin et al. [7] studied the 

estimation for the exponential distribution using E-Bayesian 

method. Górny and Cramer [8] developed generalized Type-

I and Type-II hybrid censoring schemes to the case of 

progressively Type-II censoring. They derived exact 

likelihood inference for exponential distribution using the 

spacings' based approach under generalized progressive 

hybrid censoring schemes. Nowak [9] studied the maximum 

likelihood estimation (MLE) of the mean of the exponential 

distribution based on grouped samples which is 

stochastically increasing, and he also proved that the 

assumption of monotonicity of the sequence of distances in 

Balakrishnan et al. [10] can be dropped. Barakat et al. [11] 

constructed two pivotal quantities for deriving the prediction 

intervals for future lifetimes of exponential product based 

on a random number of generalized order statistics with 

random sample size. 

Consider the type-I censored life test, and denote the 

censored times as 
i
t (i=1,2,…,m), where 

1 2 m
t t t  

and the corresponding 
i
t  sample size is 

i
n . Then ( , )

i i
t n , 

1,2, ,i m is the zero-failure data set. Suppose that the 

life of a product distributed with an exponential distribution 

with probability density function 

                  ( | ) exp( ), 0f t t t                      (1) 

Here 0  and exp( )R t  is often called the 

reliability of exponential distribution at time t . 

There are also many scholars devoted in the statistical 

inference and application of exponential distribution based 

on zero-failure data. But most of the existing Bayesian 

reliability estimations for exponential distribution are 

mainly observed under the square error loss function. Until 

recently, some Bayesian estimation of failure rate and 

reliability are discussed under some asymmetric loss 

functions, such as LINEX loss, entropy loss [12-15]. 

Symmetric entropy loss function is also a very useful loss 

function in Bayesian statistical inferences [16, 17], and it 

has the following mathematical expression: 
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ˆ
ˆ( , ) 2

ˆ
R R

L R R
R R

,                               (2) 

Here R̂  is an estimator of parameterR .  

In this article, we will develop a new Bayesian 

algorithm in constructing the prior distribution of the 

reliability parameter with the help of memoryless property 

of exponential distribution. Furthermore we will study 

Bayesian estimation of failure rate and reliability R  for 

exponential distribution under the symmetric loss function 

in case of zero-failure data.  

II. PRELIMINARY KNOWLEDGE 

This section will introduce some basic concepts and 

notations about type-I censored life test with zero-failure 

data. 

Assume that some products’ lifetime distributed with 

exponential distribution (1). In order to evaluate the 

reliability of these products, the following tests are carried 

out: n  samples are taken for life test, and they are divided 

into k  groups, and the number of samples in i th group is 

i
n , where

1 2 k
n n n n . 

 The following notations are used to depict the 

considered problems: 

(i) If 0t , then the failure probability 

0
{ 0} 0p P T  (or approximate zero). 

(ii)The notation 
i i k
S n n  means that there is 

i
S  

samples that has not been invalidated at time 
i
t , that is, 

there is 
i
S samples whose life is longer than time 

i
t . 

(iii)At any time 
i
t , the failure probability is  

,
i i
p P T t  

 then we have 

 
0 1 k
p p p . 

(iv) Let 1 , 1, ,
i i
R p i k  be the reliability of 

exponential distribution at time 
i
t . 

Since 
j
t  time, 

j
S  samples have participated in the test, 

and none of them has failed in the whole test process, so its 

likelihood function of 
j
R  can be obtained as  

( ) , 1,2, ,jS

j j
L R R j k .                                (3) 

Under the symmetric entropy loss function (2), for 

unknown parameter
j
R , the Bayesian estimator of 

j
R , can 

be easily derived as  

                                                              

1

( | , 0)
ˆ

( | , 0)

j j

j

j j

E R S
R

E R S
.                                 (4)  

In the following discussion, we will discuss the 

Bayesian estimation of reliability of ( 1,2, , )
j
R j k of 

exponential distribution (1), where  

1 , 1, ,
j j
R p j k .                        (5) 

 

III. BAYESIAN ESTIMATION OF RELIABILITY  

A. Estimation of Reliability 
1
R  

In this paper, the method introduced in Han [18] is adopted. 

In the case of zero failure data, the estimated failure 

probability 
1
p is  

1

1

0.5
ˆ

1
p

S
,                                               (6) 

and the obtained estimate
1
R  is  

1
1 1

1

0.5ˆ ˆ1
1

S
R p

S
                               (7) 

B. Estimation of Reliability ( 2,3, , )
j
R j k  

Because the distribution function ( )F t  is a strictly 

convex function of t , and (0) 0F ,then 

1 1 2 2

1 1 2 2

( ) (0) ( ) (0)

0 0

F t F p F t F p

t t t t
,               (8) 

By assuming 
1 2
p p , we can get  

2
1 2 2 2 1

1

, min(1, )
t

p p p p p
t

.                       (9) 

In Bayesian inference, how to determine a suitable prior 

distribution of the unknown parameter is especially 

important. But it is still a difficult problem especially in 

zero-failure data case, because there is little useful prior 

knowledge can be used in the estimation of an unknown 

parameter. To solve this problem, Han [18] developed the 

decreasing function methods as an alternative for the 

construction of prior probability density function of the 

failure probability p . The idea of decreasing method is: In 

the case of zero-failure data, a suitable kernel of the prior 

distribution of failure probability
 

p should be in conformity 

with the larger possibility with respect to the smaller values 

of p  and the smaller possibility with respect to larger 

values of p , then the prior probability density function of 

failure probability p
 
should be a decreasing function. In 

the following discussion, we assume the kernel of prior 

density of failure probability 
2
p  is 

2

2
1 p , which is a 

decreasing function of 
2
p . 

By an easily calculation, we can get the following lemma. 
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Lemma 1 Consider the type-I censored life test as 

mentioned in Section II, and denote the censored times as 

i
t (i=1, 2, …, m), where 

1 2
,
m

t t t . Assume that the 

kernel of the prior density of failure probability 
2
p is 2

2
1 p . 

Then the prior distribution of ( 2)
j
R j  is 

1

1
21

1 1 1
1

1

3 3

1 1 1

ˆ ˆ3(1 (1 ) )
ˆ3

( )
ˆ ˆ ˆ1 3((1 ) (1 )) ((1 ) (1 ) )

j
j

j
j

j

R
R R

R R
R

j R R R R R


−

−
−

 
− −   

   
=   − − − − − − − − 

,   

where 

 1

1 1

1

ˆ ˆ( ) ( )
ˆ

jR
R R t R

R

−   , 

2
ˆ1R p= − , 2

2 1

1

ˆ ˆmin(1, )
t

p p
t

 =   

and 

 
1

1

0.5
ˆ

1
p

S
. 

Theorem 1. Consider the type-I censored life test as 

mentioned in Section II, and denote the censored times as 

i
t (i=1, 2, …, m), where 

1 2 m
t t t . Assume that the 

kernel of the prior density of failure probability 
2
p is 2

2
1 p . 

Then under the symmetric entropy loss function (2), the 

Bayesian estimation of ( 2)
j
R j  is  

1/2

1

( 1)
ˆ ˆ

( 1)

j

j

j

C S
R R

C S

 +
=  

 − 

,                                        (10) 

where  

1
1

1

0.5ˆ
1

S
R

S
, 

2
ˆ1R p= − , 

2

2 1

1

ˆ ˆmin(1, )
t

p p
t

 = , 

1

1

0.5
ˆ

1
p

S
 

 and 

1
1

1
1

2

2 11

ˆ1 ( / )

3

111
ˆ( / )

2ˆ( ) {[ ]
2 / ( 1)

ˆ
[ ] }
3 / ( 1)

j

j

x
j

R R

x
j

R R

C x R u
j x

R
u

j x

−

−

+
−

+
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Proof. Starting from time 
j
t , there are 

j
S  samples 

participated in the test, and no failure sample occurred in the 

whole test process, so the likelihood function of 
j
R  is 
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By Lemma 1 and Bayes theorem, we can get the 

posterior density function of 
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R  as follows: 
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Then under the symmetric entropy loss function, Bayesian 

estimator of 
j
R  is  
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IV. AN ILLUSTRATED EXAMPLE 

In a certain type of engine reliability test, no failure data 

obtained [19] as the first 4 columns of Table I. 

2 1 3 2 13 12
112.51t t t t t t t , the unit of 

test is seconds, and a total of 13 groups of 51 data, relevant 

engineers believe that this type of engine has no failure after 

a large number of test results, so it is considered that its 

reliability is quite high, especially in the life of 1000 

seconds, and the reliability will not be less than 0.95. 

Suppose that the life T  of this type of engine obeys 

exponential distribution (1). Now our task is to give the 

estimate of reliability of exponential distribution at time 

, 1,2, ,13
i
t i . 

Now, using our proposed Bayesian algorithm as shown 

in Theorem 1, we can get the Bayesian estimates of 

, 1,2, ,13
i
R i . The results are listed in Table I. 

TABLE I.  BAYES ESTIMATES OF , 1,2, ,13
i
R i  

i  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

i
t  100.2 212.7 325.2 437.7 550.2 662.7 775.2 887.7 1000.3 1112.8 1225.3 1337.8 1450.3 

i
S  51 48 27 25 24 21 13 12 11 7 4 3 2 

ˆ
i
R  0.9904 0.9862 0.9822 0.9785 0.9751 0.9716 0.9669 0.9633 0.9597 0.9545 0.9491 0.9445 0.9398 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Because the reliability of products is getting higher and 

higher with the development of science and technology, the 

phenomenon of "no failure data" is more and more in 

reliability life test. In this paper, according to the 

memoryless property of exponential distribution, a prior 

distribution of reliability is constructed, and then Bayes 

estimation of average life is obtained based on zero-failure 

data. 

 In the future, we will study the Bayesian and E-

Bayesian estimation for exponential distribution when the 

testing data is zero-failure data under other loss functions, 

such as Q-symmetric loss and scaled squared error loss 

functions. 
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Abstract—This paper provides a comprehensive observation
to examine the reliability of deep learning (DL) models. First,
we will briefly introduce the essential background and kernel
techniques in deep learning, such as downsampling and nonlinear
discontinuity. Each of them may have some relation to the
reliability of DL models. Then we discuss the inherent structural
flaws of deep learning and the risk of unreliability that can result
from it. Subsequently, we discuss various ways of generating
adversarial samples that affect the DL model’s reliability and
corresponding preventive measures. Finally, we complete this
observation by identifying current challenges and future trends
for research.

Index Terms—Deep neural networks, downsampling, adversar-
ial example; reliability of deep model.

I. INTRODUCTION

The past few years have witnessed the advances in artificial

intelligence (AI) at a dizzy pace. There is no doubt that deep

learning (DL) models are the most potent and high-profile

method in AI [1]. Like Google, Amazon, and Alibaba, some

top technology companies have all devoted marquee research

and invested heavily in this technology. Nowadays, DL-based

products greatly penetrate people’s work and life. However, it

is because of its widespread use, and we should focus on DL

models’ reliability and security.

DL models are known for their power to self-generate

intermediate representations [2]. Technically, DL utilizes a

multistage way to learn data representations, discovering the

underlying structure in big data sets using various back-

propagation (BP) variants. These representations can be ob-

tained by composing nonlinear but straightforward modules,

which transform the representation at a low level into a higher,

usually more abstract level [3]. Some statistical techniques,

such as pooling or sub-sampling and nonlinear mapping, can

be adopted to achieve this abstraction or enhance DL models’

representation. However, these technical issues significantly

improve the model’s performance in terms of classification at

the cost of involving several potential reliability risks [4].

Some scholars have proved that there is some intriguing

weakness of deep neural network models in image classifica-

tion [5]. Their findings suggest that, despite their high accu-

racy in terms of the classification task, deep neural network

models are surprisingly vulnerable to adversarial attacks [6].

The input-output mapping, which deep neural network learns

from training data, is relatively discontinuous. By applying a

specific hardly visual perturbation, the network can misclassify

images. As a consequence, it could cause to maximize the pre-

diction error of the network. In other words, neural networks

are highly vulnerable to attacks of adversarial examples [7,

8]. These adversarial examples can easily fool the state-of-the-

art DL models to misclassify the adversarial inputs, whereas

still classified correctly by a human observer[9]. Some studies

have also demonstrated that universal and tiny perturbation

vectors exist, leading to a high probability of natural images

being misclassified [10]. For instance, as shown in Fig. 1,

the original image is labeled as “whale”. However, when it is

added the perturbation generated by DeepFool [11], then the

corresponding fake image is classified as “turtle”.

Adversarial examples pose reliability and security concerns

since they could be used to attack the DL-based system [12].

It is, therefore, essential that DL models can resist attacks.

Otherwise, they are as vulnerable as unprotected computers.

Unlike the review studies in related fields [13, 14], we

observe the related studies from two aspects: internal structural

defects of deep learning and external adversarial samples. We

present in Section II the essence of a deep neural network,

parts of which have inherent flaws, resulting in the possibility

of being attacked. We then introduce more details on the

unreliability caused by translational invariance in Section IV.

In the subsequent Section V, it is dedicated to the different

aspects of reliability about the DL models. In section VI, we

discuss the challenges and possible directions that can work

as guidelines for future research.

II. THE ESSENCE OF DEEP NEURAL NETWORK

In this section, we briefly examine the fundamentals of deep

learning. All kinds of artificial neural networks are composed

of nodes and links, aiming to simulate neurons’ behavior and

synapses of a biological neural network. In a nutshell, deep

neural networks try to fit a function from data that has a useful

mapping between input and output. To accomplish this, the

DL model requires the capability to abstract information layer

by layer. Automatically learning non-local generalization from
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(a) the original image (b) the minimal perturbation (c) the fake image

Fig. 1. An example of adversarial perturbations computed by DeepFool [11]

data is a strength of DL models. However, it also produces

some counter-intuitive properties [5].

Deep Learning can be classified into two divisions, de-

pending on whether it is trained in a supervised manner (by

using labeled data) or an unsupervised manner (by using

unlabeled data ). For the supervised settings, a DL model

is given an input χ and output, usually a class probability

vector Y . More formally, the DL model can be regarded as

a multidimensional function F : (χ;ω) �→ Y , where χ is

a (raw) input vector, Y is an output vector, and ω is the

connection weights between neurons in the neural network.

A deep neural network can approximate nonlinear functions

to arbitrary accuracy by regulating these weights [15, 16].

As is well known, a deep convolutional neural network

(DCNN) is the most common and successful network structure

in deep learning. Next, we mainly discuss some essential

characteristics of DCNN, some of which can help us discover

the potential defects that hit deep learning models’ reliability.

There are many variations of the DCNN architecture, but most

of them are based on the layers’ pattern.

The convolutional layer is considered as the core building

block of DCNN. The convolutional layer uses a series of

learnable filters (also called kernels) to identify the presence of

specific features or patterns hidden in the original input. These

filters are employed across the width and height of the input

data in a sliding window manner. Then activation maps (also

named feature maps) are calculated by a convolution operation,

as shown in Fig. 2. Different filters can recognize different

features. Subsequently, these activation maps are outputted,

then passed to the next layer in the DCNN. The resultant

output usually has a smaller (or the same ) spatial dimension

as the previous input.

Below we give a formal definition of the feature extractor.

Let an image with three channels (namely, RGB), H in

height and ω in width, be represented by χ ∈ R
H×ω×3.

An L-layer DCNN can be regarded as a feature extractor

Fl(χ) ∈ R
Hl×ωl×Cl , with layer l ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , l}, spatial

resolution Hl × ωl and Cl channels. Each feature map can

also be up-sampled to original resolution, F̃l(χ) ∈ R
H×ω×Cl .

III. THE COMPONENTS OF DEEP LEARNING MODEL WITH

POTENTIAL RELIABILITY RISKS

A. Translational invariance by pooling

The pooling layer is usually inserted among successive

convolutional layers. Pooling is also called the down-sampling.

“Sampling” suggests that it helps progressively reduce the

spatial size (width and height) of the previous layer’s data

over the network.

Pooling also has the additional effect of controlling over-

fitting and improving overall performance, while not losing

essential information for feature extraction and classification.

There are some different kinds of pooling operations,

like max-pooling (based on max operation), average-pooling

(based on mean operation), as well as some advanced forms

of pooling such as differentiable pooling and wavelet pooling.

The most frequently used operation of down-sampling is

the max operation. For 2D max-pooling in the H ×W image

space, where each location (pixel) of the image corresponds to

an input xi, max-pooling after the feature encoding Mxi
can

be applied to capture a larger spatial proximity of the features:

y = max{|Mx1 ,Mx2 , · · · ,MxR
|} (1)

where M is the encoding matrix (different from each layer),

x1, · · · , xR are the input vectors to the max-pooling operation.

With a 2 × 2 filter size, the max operation is taking the

largest of four numbers in the filter area. Similarly, the average

operation takes the mean of four numbers. The most typical

setup for a pooling layer is applying 2times2 filters with a

stride of 2. This down-sampling operation will result in 75%
of the pixel vector being discarded, as illustrated in Fig. 3.

Translation invariance is the result of pooling operations.

Through pooling, the output of the convolutional network is

the statistical result of a particular local region. In this case,

even if we make some small changes to the input slightly,
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the final result will not be affected. Taking the max pooling

as an example, it is assumed that the pixel vector

(
8 4
5 3

)
inadvertently becomes

(
5 4
8 3

)
, but its maximum still keep as(

8
)
.

Invariance to translation indicates that if we shift the inputs

slightly, DCNN still identifies the class to which the input be-

longs. Therefore, translation invariance is a beneficial property

when an object’s exact location is not required. As a result,

translational invariance is a much-needed property in many

tasks, such as object recognition and audio recognition. For

instance, we expect to detect a face by DCNN, even if the face

slightly moves up or down (namely, locational translation), or

the face is slightly rotated in the image (namely, rotational

translation) [20].

A function F̃ is translational equivariance if translating

the input equally translates the output, which means that

translation and feature extraction are commutable (Eq. 2).

TΔh,Δw(F̃ ((χ)) = F̃ (TΔh,Δw((χ)) ∀(Δh,Δw) (2)

where T is the translation function. A representation is a

translational invariance if translating the input results in an

equal representation (Eq. 3).

F̃ (χ) = F̃ (TΔh,Δw((χ)) ∀(Δh,Δw) (3)

Many experiments have shown that max-pooling improves

performance in terms of classification accuracy [21]. In some

scenarios, however, this is taken for granted. Every coin has

two sides. This feature also poses a risk to the deep model’s

reliability, which we will discuss later.

B. Activation layer as non-linear transformation
Activation functions play a significant role in the DL model.

It is usually used to complete the neural network’s nonlinear

transformation to improve the whole network’s representation

capability. A neural network without activation function may

“degenerate” into a linear regression model.
Most of the modern deep learning models use nonlinear

activation functions. They allow models to generate complex

mappings among the original inputs and the final outputs.

The undivided linear sample space becomes linearly separable,

through multi-layer nonlinear transformation, which, hope-

fully, makes the input data “nicer” for the network to classify,

as illustrated in Fig. 4.
However, the deep learning model’s reliability can not

be guaranteed because of three significant factors [5]: The

input-output mapping discontinuity caused by the deep neural

network model’s nonlinearity; The over-fitting caused by the

insufficient model; Insufficient regularization. As a result, the

linearity of high dimensional space is enough to cause the

adversarial samples. The vulnerability of the depth learning

model to adversarial samples is mainly due to its linear

part. By transforming the model into a nonlinear radial basis

function (RBF) network, the deep neural network model’s

vulnerability could be reduced [8].

IV. UNRELIABILITY CAUSED BY INTERNAL STRUCTURAL

DEFECTS OF DEEP LEARNING

In the following sections, we discuss the deep neural

network’s reliability issue due to its structural weaknesses.

Raw input(image) Filter or kernel

(weight vector)

Feature map

Fig. 2. A single convolutional filter on handwritten digit image in a convolutional network (reproduced from [17]).
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8 9
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max pooling
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average pooling

8 4

5 3

2 1

1 4

4 2

1 5

2 9

7 6

Fig. 3. A comparison of max pooling with average pooling for downsampling
from the same receptive fields in DCNN

DCNNs are customarily assumed to be invariant to tiny

image changes, leading to the classification task’s robust-

ness. However, max-pooling does not provide the anti-aliasing

ability, and an unusual phenomenon recently occurred[23].

A small translation in the input may drastically change the

classification result [24]. That is, very natural transformations,

such as rotations or translations, can be used to fool the DL

classification model completely [25]. In other words, defects

in the training phase of DL models make them vulnerable to

adversarial samples [4].

If an attacker finds a critical position in the model (that is,

the critical position affecting the model’s classification) and

then only changes one pixel of this position, DCNN could

misjudgment the classification. Many research endeavors are

trying to figure out the critical position and fix the potential

threat of the DCNN model [26].

The predicted correct class’s probability will be significantly

changed when rotating the image, as seen in Fig. 5. The

baseline (black) exhibits chaotic behavior, which is upheld by

a method called anti-aliased max-pooling (blue) [23].

As mentioned above, convolutions is translational equivari-

ance, and pooling builds up translational invariance, however,

striding takes depart from Nyquist–Shannon sampling theo-

rem. As a result, it causes loss of shift-equivariance. Consider

the example [0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1] signal in Fig. 6 (subgraph

(a)). Maxpooling (kernel k = 2, stride s = 2) will result

in [0, 1, 0, 1] (subgraph (b), yellow curve). Simply shifting the

input causes a much different result of [1, 1, 1, 1] (subgraph

(c), yellow line). As a consequence, translation equivariance

is lost, which may bring great hidden risk to the reliability of

deep convolutional network model.

V. DIFFERENT EXTERNAL ASPECTS OF RELIABILITY

ABOUT DEEP NEURAL NETWORK MODEL

This section discusses the various external factors that

influence the deep neural network model’s reliability.

A. Adversarial examples in deep learning

In 2014, Szegedy et al. made an intriguing finding: even if

state-of-the-art deep neural network models still are vulnerable

to adversarial examples [5]. The input is formed by imple-

menting small but intentionally perturbations to examples from

the dataset. The perturbed input may result in a DL model out-

putting a wrong classification with high confidence [8]. Such

adversarial examples, which they can be efficiently generated,

boost essential security concerns about the reliability of deep

neural network model [25].

Formally, for a given classifier, an adversarial perturbation

can be defined as the minimal perturbation r which is sufficient

to change the estimated label l̂(χ):

Γ(χ; l̂) = min
r
‖r‖2 subject to l̂(χ+ r) �= l̂(χ) (4)

where χ is an image data and l̂(χ) is the predicted label.

Γ(χ; l̂) is the robustness of l̂ at point χ. The robustness of the

whole classifier l̂(χ) is then defined as

ρadv(l̂) = Ex
Γ(χ; l̂)

‖χ‖ 2

(5)

where Ex is the expectation over the distribution of data.

Although adversarial attacks are classifier-specific, the ad-

versarial perturbations seem to be generalizable across dif-

ferent DL models. So this is a security issue that deserves

attention [11].

B. Different types of attacks

There are four primary attacks against the deep model: white

box attack, black-box attack, targeted attack, and non-targeted

target attack [27, 26]. Table I provides a summary of the main

attributes of these attacks.

In a white box attack (also known as an open-box attack),

an attacker can obtain all the model parameters and has an

entire understanding of the training dataset. Although white-

box attacks can easily fool DLs, it does not correspond to the

real world. It is almost impracticable to obtain full information

about the victim’s DLs’ structure and parameters [32].

On the contrary, a black box attack assumes little or no

knowledge about the DL model and the training set. An

attacker has no access to the model’s parameters. The black

box attack is possible because DL models have some shared

vulnerability. Because neural networks simulate human intel-

ligence, they may share similar semantic properties, although

they differ in structures and weights. This kind of attack

model is compatible with the actual situation, and this is the

mainstream research on the DL model attack.

For a multi-classification network, the goal of a targeted

attack is that enforce the DL model to get a specific class,

which is different from the correct one. In contrast to a targeted

attack, the non-targeted attack aims to fool the model to

misclassify the adversarial sample. It does not have a particular

goal. As long as the deep model’s classification over the

adversarial sample is wrong, the goal is accomplished.

From the perspective of implementation methods, adver-

sarial attacks can be roughly categorized as gradient-based

methods [33, 8], and optimization-based methods [34, 5].

Gradient-based methods search using the gradient direction,
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(a) original data

(b) max-pooling with stride = 2
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Fig. 6. Pooling would lose much of its functionality of shift-equivariance

Method White/Black box Targeted / Non-target Image-specific / Universal Perturbation norm Learning type

L-BFGS [5] White box Targeted Image-specific l∞ One-shot
FGSM [8] White box Targeted Image-specific l∞ One-shot
I-FGSM [12] White box Targeted Image-specific l∞ One-shot
JSMA [4] White box Targeted Image-specific l0 Iterative
BIM & ILCM [12] White box Non-Targeted Image-specific l∞ Iterative
One pixel [28] Black box Non-Targeted Image-specific l0 Iterative
DeepFool [11] White box Non-Targeted Image-specific l2, l∞ Iterative
Universal perturbations [10] White box Non-Targeted Universal l2, l∞ Iterative
UPSET[29] Black box Targeted Universal l∞ Iterative
ANGRI [29] Black box Targeted Image-specific l∞ Iterative
Houdini [30] Black box Targeted Image-specific l2, l∞ Iterative
ATN [31] Black box Targeted Image-specific l2, l∞ Iterative
Attack on Attention [32] White box Non-Targeted Universal l1 Iterative

TABLE I
THE ATTRIBUTES OF DIFFERENT ATTACKING METHODS

and the magnitude of perturbation is limited to avoid a

significant distortion. Optimization-based methods regularly

consider the magnitude restriction in the objective function. It

generally considers the magnitude constraint in the objective

function (also called cost function). In both cases, magnitude

can be measured by l1, l2, l∞-norm or other indicators.

C. Gradient-based attack approach

Many successful attacks are gradient-based methods, most

of which belong to a white box attack. As early as 2014,

Szegedy et al. first proposed the field of anti-attack and the

concept of adversarial sample [5]. Szegedy et al. also proposed

the BFGS (fast gradient sign method)-based attack model. This

model computes adversarial samples by adding a pixel-wide

perturbation of magnitude in the direction of the gradient. This

perturbation is obtained with a single step. Thus it is very

efficient in terms of computation time.

To resist adversarial perturbation, Gu & Rigazio explored

network topology, pre-processing with denoising autoencoders

(DAEs), and devised a model called Deep Contractive Network
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(DCN) to enhance the robustness of DLs [35]. Nonetheless,

applying DCN to large images is computationally expensive

since the number of computations increases linearly with

image pixels. Volodymyr et al. proposed a recurrent neural

network (RNN) model, in which information can be deduced

from an image or video by adaptively choosing a series of

regions or locations and processing only selected regions [36].

To accelerate adversarial samples’ calculation, the fast gra-

dient sign method (FGSM) was proposed by Goodfellow et

al [8]. By searching for the minimum perturbation of the loss

function, neural network would mislabel the input, and the

solving process by using FGSM can be transformed into a box-

constrained optimization problem, which is defined as follows

(Eq. 6 ):

χadv = χ+ ε · sign(�χJ(χ, ytrue)) (6)

where χ is the input (clean) image, ε is a hyper-parameter to

be chosen, χadv is the perturbed image, J is the cost function,

and ytrue is the label for the input χ.

Similarly to the FGSM, Kurakin et al. proposed a targeted

fast gradient sign method (T-FGSM) [12]. In this method, a

gradient step is computed by using the direction of the negative

gradient with respect to the target category:

χadv = χ+ ε · sign(�χJ(χ, ytarget)) (7)

where ytarget is the label for the adversarial attack.

Compared to the iterative methods (I-FGSM) [12], the one-

shot methods (both FGSM and T-FGSM) have lower success

rate white box attacks. As a result, Kurakin et al. proposed

a new construction method of adversarial sample with a

more limited perturbation [12]. The iterative methods take T
gradient steps of magitureα = ε/T instead of a single step t:

χ0
adv = χ,

χt+1
adv = χt

adv + α · sign(�χJ(χ
t
adv, ltrue))

(8)

However, the iterative method (I-FGSM) leads to overfitting

to a particular model. Papernot et al. [4] proposed constructing

adversarial samples in the way of a white-box, called Jacobian

saliency map attack (JSMA). This method’s core idea is to

produce adversarial samples by computing forward derivatives.

Moosavi-Dezfooli et al. introduced the DeepFool adversary,

which selected which class an example is switched to. Deep-

Fool was the first method to calculate the tiniest necessary

perturbations and apply them against the adversarial samples,

by using the l2 norm to limit the perturbation range. The

concluding result is better than FGSM and JSMA, but all three

methods require considerable computing resources.

Subsequently, Moosavi-Dezfooli et al. [10] extended Deep-

Fool and proposed a systematic algorithm for computing

universal perturbations. Florian Tramer et al. [37] offered

a method of adversarial training that remains vulnerable to

black-box attacks, where perturbations are transferred to the

undefended models. They used a small random step named

R + FGSM. They proposed a simple but compelling single-

step attack, called R+FGSM, which employs a small random

perturbation to escape the data point’s non-smooth vicinity.

In 2017, N Carlini et al. introduced [34] a more efficient

optimization problem, which could obtain more efficient ad-

versarial samples by adding lower disturbance.

D. Differential evolution based method

An advanced case of the adversarial attack is to fool the

classifier by changing only one pixel in the given image. The

method termed “One Pixel Attack ” was proposed by Su et

al. [28].

(a) Cup (16.48%)

Soup Bow (16.74)

(b) Teapot (24.99%)

Joystick (37.39)

Fig. 7. One-pixel attacks on ImageNet where the modified pixel is highlighted
with red circles

In this approach, differential evolution (DE) allows their

method to generate an adversarial example without knowing

network parameters or gradients. Two illustrative examples of

the adversarial images from [28] are shown in Fig. 7. The

initial class labels are in black. By contrast, the target class

labels and their corresponding confidence are provided below.

For a clean image of Ic, they first produced a set of 400

vectors in R
5 such that each vector contained the x and y

coordinates and RGB values for any candidate pixel. They then

randomly change the vector elements to generate offspring,

who compete with their parents for fitness in the next iteration,

using the network’s probabilistic prediction labels as the fitness

criteria. The last surviving child is utilized to adjust the pixels

in the image. The only input that their technique requires is

the probability labels of the target model’s prediction. The

DE-based method does not easily fall into the local minimum

as the gradient-based method, nor does it need much knowl-

edge about the target system to attack. Hence, the generated

adversarial samples apply to various neural networks.

Another important finding in this research direction is that

an adversarial patch, i.e., a small set of pixels instead of one

pixel, can fool the deep network. Gao et al. [9] proposed a

novel patch-wise attack method. Compared with the present

perturbations at the pixel-wise level, their method has shown

a more robust adversarial sample migration. It also can be

easily coupled with existing state-of-the-art and implement a

more sturdy attack.
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E. Score-based method

Some attacks are more agnostic, relying only on confidence

scores, such as class probabilities or logarithm, most of which

usually belong to a black box attack. Papernot et al. [38] intro-

duced one of the first black-box attacks against the deep neural

network classifiers in cyberspace in the real-world settings,

with no knowledge about the model. Using synthetic data, they

practiced a network and instantiated attacks on Meta-Mind,

Amazon, and Google remotely hosted neural networks. The

results showed that the error classification of target networks

was at rates of 84:24%, 96:19%, and 88:94%, respectively.

Chen et al. [39] also proposed an effective black-box attack,

named ‘Zeroth Order Optimization (ZOO)’, which only had

access to the input (images) and the output (confidence scores)

of a targeted DL. ZOO directly estimated the gradients of the

targeted DL for generating adversarial examples. This kind of

attack was inspired by C&W attacks [34].

minimize ex ‖x− x0‖22 + c · f(x, t)
subject to x ∈ [0, 1]p (9)

Eq. 9 is improved based on the original optimization. x0

is the original image, x represents the changed image, t is

the redirected category, f(x, t) denotes x is classified as t’s
loss function (or confidence), and the anti-attack problem is

transformed into the optimization one that minimizes the sum

of the two parts. By exploiting the ZOO’s method, the im-

proved attacks to the targeted DL models can be completed by

reducing the need for training substitute models and evading

the loss in attack transferability.

In general, black-box adversarial attacks require much effort

to attain successful adversarial examples visually indistin-

guishable from the original input. Most of the methods depend

on substitute model training, gradient estimation, or genetic

algorithms, often requiring too many queries. Thus, they may

not be suitable for real-world systems where the maximum

number of queries is limited due to their high cost. Ru et al.

[40] introduced a query-efficient black-box attack that used

Bayesian optimization to find successful anti-perturbations

with high query efficiency.

L. Meunier et al. [41] made use of an evolutionary algorithm

by borrowing ideas from l∞ white-box attacks, in demand

for derivative-free optimization. Du et al. [42] adopted meta-

learning to approximate the gradient estimation. This method

can significantly lessen the number of queries without affecting

the attack success rate.

However, most of the existing adversarial attack model can

only fool a black-box model at a low success rate. Address-

ing this problem, Dong et al. [43] proposed a broad class

of momentum-based iterative algorithms to raise adversarial

attacks.

F. Transfer-based method

The transfer-based method is a method between black-box

and white-box attacks. This transfer-based approach attack

relies on the similarity between the victim DL model and the

attacked DL model, which serves as the surrogate model in a

black-box attack.

Papernot et al. [38] introduced a way to attack a black-box

network. They generated adversarial samples by using another

accessible network, which performed the same task, and used

these adversarial samples to attack the black-box network. This

strategy proved to be reliable.

Although there have been some encouraging studies newly

[44, 45], the transfer performance of models is not satisfying.

A higher attack rate could be reached when two DL models

have similar network structures, but it conflicts with the black-

box attack’s goal.

To clarify the trade-offs between accuracy and robustness,

Su et al. [46] thoroughly benchmark 18 ImageNet models

using multiple robustness metrics, including the success rate,

distortion, and transferability of adversarial examples among

306 pairs of models.

G. Decision-based method

Most methods used to produce perturbations rely on de-

tailed model knowledge (gradient-based attacks) or confidence

scores, namely probability-like (score-based attacks). How-

ever, neither scenario exists in most real-world scenarios.

Based on decision boundaries, Wieland Brendel et al. [47]

offered a new decision-based attack method, which could find

adversarial examples by only use the final decision. They also

launched the first practical attack for general machine learn-

ing algorithms and complex natural data sets: the Boundary

Attack.

The state-of-the-art adversarial approaches usually require

time-consuming hyper-parameter tuning or multiple iterations

to resolve adversarial base-based optimization. To fix this

problem, Yao et al. [48] proposed a new family of trust region-

based adversarial attacks to calculate adversarial perturbations

efficiently. This method is useful for solving non-convex

optimization problems.

VI. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The literature reviewed indicates that deep neural networks’

reliability has attracted more and more attention due to inher-

ent structural defects in deep learning. Therefore, adversarial

attacks pose a physical threat to the deep neural networks

model.

In the previous sections, we have conducted a comprehen-

sive review of the recent literature on deep neural networks’

reliability. Since some impressive facts have been discussed

in those sections along with the technical details, we will

make more general observations about this emerging research

direction below.

• More general scenario about deep neural network
reliability. Most current research has focused on fooling

deep neural networks (mainly CNNs) with classification

and recognition tasks. However, it is easy to observe,

based on the investigated literature, the other neural

model like MLPs, RNNs, and auto-encoder and reinforce-

ment learning are also vulnerable to adversarial attacks
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in general. In the future, researchers can expand from

static image to natural language processing (NLP) and

video-related fields.

• More investigation of network vulnerability. On the

one hand, the deep neural network itself is not very

interpretable. On the other hand, as for the reasons behind

the subtle perturbations that can fool the deep neural

network model, many works are inconsistent, and better

studies are needed to explore the reasons that affect the

reliability of the deep neural network model.

• More efficient adversarial sample generation tech-
nique. The current generation of adversarial samples is

usually time-consuming and requires many computing

resources. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate convex

optimization techniques with better performance, such as

using meta-learning to optimize network queries.

• Anti-vulnerability research is promising. Although var-

ious defense techniques exist to the Dl model’s adversar-

ial attack, and the literature also shows that the defense

model can be successfully attacked again by designing

counter-countermeasures. This observation requires that

the new defenses need to provide an estimate of their

robustness against possible counter-countermeasures. For

example, Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) is ex-

pected to be combined with anti-attack research. It can

simultaneously construct more effective adversarial sam-

ples and implement a defense strategy that makes the

model more robust.

The existing literature shows that the current DL models

have the hidden risk of reliability in structure and face the

adversarial attack samples, making the deep learning model’s

reliability and security increasingly focused on research. How-

ever, due to the high activity of deep learning in this research

direction, it can be hoped that DL models can show enough

reliability against the adversarial attacks in the future and

better provide power for artificial intelligence development.
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